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PREFACE

The Twentieth meeting of the American Towing Tank Conference was held
at Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey from the 2nd to the
41th of August, 1983. Approximately 100 delegates and observers from North
and South America representing 415 professional establishments and
universities attended.

The ATTC is a voluntary association of establishments in the Western
Hemisphere having a responsibility in the prediction of hydrodynamic
performance of ships, structures, water-borne craft and their appendages and
propulsors from tests on scaled models. The Conference is a purely
communicative body; it has no authority of financial sponsorship; its
membership is voluntary and self-supporting and it assembles on an
approximately three year interval in different countries in the Western
Hemisphere. Its product is the Conference Proceedings which are published
and provided to all registered attendees and made available to others.

It is of interest to note that the founding meeting of the ATTC was
also held at Stevens Institute of Technology some 415 years ago on 141th and
15th of April, 1938, and the superintendents of the following six towing L.
tank establishments attended:

U.S. Naval Experimental Model Basin Washington, DC .

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Langley Field, VA
Stevens Institute of Technology Hoboken, NJ
National Research Council Ottawa, Canada
Newport News Shipbuilding Newport News, VA
University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI

Only the NACA and Newport News Shipbuilding are no longer active
members of the ATTO but the others have been joined by 12 additional
organizations for a total of 16 members representing four countries in North_
and South America. In comparison, the International Towing Tank Conference
presently has a membership of 83 Institutions from 32 countries.

The charter members of the first ATTC believed that the foundation of
an American association of tank directors would allow for a valuable
exchange of ideas, problems, test techniques, standardization of test
procedures and enhancement of the value of tank results for the designer and
ship operator. Their concern was mainly in estimates of power, relative
performance, and model-full size trial correlations. These broad aims are
still applicable today as evidenced by the numerous "lt~nkery" papers being
presented at the 20th ATTC. The major changes In nearly five decades of
existence have been the growth in membership of American towing tanks; the
active participation in the Conference of "tankery" researchers in addition
to tank superintendents; a strong involvement with the ITTC; and an
extensive broadening of technical interests from the limited resistance and
propulsion studies of 415 years ago to today's involvement in cavitation,
seakeeping, maneuvering, systems and techniques, high speed craft and
testing in ice.0

The Executive Committee of the 20th ATTC selected individuals to serve
as chairmen and to organize committees to report on the technical
developments in each of the eight subject areas just described. The summary



of the state of the art and the choice of papers to be presented in each
subject area were entirely the chairman's decision. Indeed, the Conference
is grateful to the various chairmen who, through an assortment of undefined
persuasions, managed to assemble outstanding committee members who provided S
50 excellent papers (some of which arrived just hours prior to the welcoming
address) and valuable discussions from the members of the Conference. The
sheer magnitude of these contributions required a two volume publication of
the proceedings containing the following materials:

Volume I 'c,::,,+r / /
/ Resistance and Flow

Propulsion,
Cavitation .,

High Speed Craft,

Volume II •
Ice Testing

Steering and Maneuvering
Seakeeping

Systems and Techniques
General Report (including Business Session)

The Executive Committee of the 20th ATTC extends its thanks and
gratitude to those organizations whose financial contributions made this*
Conference possible. They are identified on the following page of these
proceedings. We are also indebted to Prof. Jacques Hadler, Dean at Webb
Institute of Naval Architecture, and our dinner speaker, who projected the
future roll of towing tanks in "The Uncertain 80's". His speech is included S
in Volume I.

The Executive Committee is especially grateful to Mr. Seth Hawkins of
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center for his guidance
and many valuable suggestions which assured the success of our Conference.
We also thank Ms. Mary Palazzo, our most efficient and cheerful secretary -

who handled the correspondence, collated the papers and contributions,
arranged the social activities, assisted in travel arrangements and on and
on. In all her efforts she was graciously and ably assisted by Ms. Mary Ann
McGuire. To many others on the staff of the Davidson Laboratory and Stevens
Institute, whose generous contributions of time and suggestions were so
valuable, we thank you all. _

Daniel Savitsky, Chairman

John F. Dalzell, Secretary
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0

.:ne :y.ica2l cmmittee retort. o the ATTC discusses the progress which has been

made in the three years since the previous meeting. To no one's surprise, this

leads to a report which is usuallyF indistinguishable from the previous report. This

is due to the fact that ship hydrodynamics, and in particular resistance and flow,

re evolutionary rather than revolutionary sciences, or should we say arts-

In an attempt to avoid the pitfall of a report whicb shows no progress, the

committee has chosen to prepare a report which shows the progress which has been

made on a longer term basis. The amazing thing is that it really does work, if we

look back twenty, twenty-five, or thirty years to see where we are now relative to

then, we can see real progress has been made in the area of resistance and flow.

To steal a little thunder from one of the upcoming contributions, it has been 36

years since the ATTC friction line (Schoenherr l1ne) was adopted by the ITTC, and

26 years since the IT-TC model ship correlation line was adopted. This serves to

show that the ATTC has had a significant impact on the prediction of ship resistance

worldwide.

In the preparation of their contributions, the committee members have looked

at the issue of progress from an institutional perspective. This has led to a wide

distribution of significant events. From the United 'States Naval Academy, we have

a report on their new facilities; from the University of Michigan, a summary of

the significant experimental studies which have been carried out over the last 20

years; from the David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center, we have a history of the pre-

diction of the viscous resistance of ships; from Davidson Laboratory, Stevens In-

stitute of Technology, we have a discussion of their success with small models; and

finally from Webb Institute of Naval Architecture we have a summary of three advances

in facilities and techniques of significance.

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY

The year 1976 marked a giant step for-ard in hydromechanics laboratory facili-

ties at the United States Naval Academy. Prior to this date, equipment for experi-

mental naval architecture was located in Isherwood Hall, and included:

1) A small ship model towing tank: 85-foot length, 6-foot width, 3.5-foot

water depth; a gravity towing system and a twin rail powered towing

Extracted from Compton (1977)
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carriage capable of a maxim speed of about 7 knots; a pneumatic wave

generator capable of producing regular, long-crested waves from 6 inches

to 6 feet in length and a maximum height of about 2 inches; electromecha-

nical dynamometry for the measurement of model velocity, model pitch and

heave motions; resistance wire and sonic wave height sensors; hot wire

and hot film anemometry; an open water propeller boat; assorted accelero-

meters and pressure transducers; digital and analog data acquisition

systems; and a computer terminal attached to the Naval Academy's Honey-

well 635 Central Computer Facility.

2) A small circulating water channel with a 16 inch x 16 inch test section

and a maximum usable flow velocity of about 10 feet per second; a channel

that could be operated as either a free surface channel or a closed,

pressure controllable propeller tunnel; a three component strain gage

dynamometer available for quantitative force measurement.

3) A ship stability tank for performing inclining and large angle stability

experiments on intact and partially flooded ship models of about 20 foot

length.

During the sumier of 1976 all three of these facilities were either retired

or disassembled and moved to Rickover Hall for updating, reconfiguring, and recom-

missioning. In September 1976 the 120-foot Ship Model Towing Tank was put into

service. The gravity towing system, powered carriage speed control system, all

dynamometry, and all data acquisition equipment from Isherwood Hall were modified

and reactivated in a longer, wider, and deeper basin. A pictorial diagram of the

120-foot tank arrangement and the laboratory system is shown in Figure 1.

On August 24, 1977, a 380-foot long towing tank was formally dedicated during

the 18th American Towing Tank Conference, hosted at the U.S. Naval Academy. The

tank arrangement, equipment and instrumentation systems are described in Figure 2.

The circulating water channel is a complete redesign retaining only the test sec-

tion and drive motors of the channel previously located in Isherwood Hall.

Arrangement and features of the water channel are described in Figure 3.

The new facilities in Rickover Hall included a Coastal Engineering Tank and

Stability Tank, with characteristics given in Table 1 below.
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7PFIGURE 1 120 FOOT TANK
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120 FOOT TANK AND WAvEMAKER SY~STEM

"MIMI. ACA"

DESCRIPTION OF CARRIAGE: unmanned

TYPE OF DRIVE SYSTEM AND TOTAL POWER: cable drive motor, 15 Hp digital speed
control, manual/computer controlled

MAXIMUlM CARRIAGE SPEED: 6 rn/s (20 fps)

WAVE GDEEATION CAPABILITY: regular, irregular, and transient water waves,-

max wave height 0.3m x 3m, wave length 0.6m - l10m

WAVE MAKER TYPE AND EXTENT: dual flap servo-hydraulic control 2.4m x 1.7m

BEACH TYPE AND LENGTH: 7 layers of rectangular bars, 4.9m

METHOD IRREGULAR WAVE GENERATION: computer generated, spectral form specified
in frequency domain, generated waves are
analyzed and spectrum corrected until desired
spectral shape is obtained



OTFL CAA--t-'Z T. ._ eS: the "periodic irregular encountered wave technique
for seakeeping test" is based on irregular wave
connonents which are equally spaced in the encounters
frequency dcmain. This reduces the testing time
required to the reciprocal of the frequency resolution
of the encountered wave harmonics

INSTMtM!E.ATION: PDP 11/50 in control room, PDP 11/05 for wavemaker control,
15 bit A/D converter, variable reluctance force blocks for

-all force measurements, Hydronautics multi-T signal
conditioners, ultrasonic and resistance wave height gauges,
graphic display and/or hard copies available immediately
upon completion of test run, trailing cable for trans-
mission of data from carriage to shore, general purpose
resistance and seakeeping dynamometer

MODEL SIZE RANGE: lm - 2m

TESTS PERFORNED: resistanqe in calm water and waves, seakeeping tests,
various test of ocean structures, hydrodynamic forces on
subnierged bodies, foils, etc., flow visualization

OTHER RE.IAKS: extensive software developed for standard test data base, - 0
shares computer with 128m towing tank, gravity towing
capability

PUBLISHED DESCRIPTION: none
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FIGURE 2 380 FOOT TANK
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350 ;:rCC TANK AND WAVEMAKER0

UAL LAVA1. ACA29PI

* DESCRIPTION OF CARRIAGE: 1) high speed -box grider, supported on round way
bearings or rulon slippers

Z) low speed - supported on round way bearings (towed
by high speed carriage)

TYPE OF DRIVE SYSTEM AND TOTAL POWER: twin cables attached to high speed
carriage, digital control interface with
computer, 2 - 150 kw D.C. motors (400%
overload capability)

MAX= MU~ CARRIAGE SPEED: low speed carriage -7.6 rn/s (25 fps)0
high speed carriage -14 rn/s (45 fps)

OTHER CAPABILITIES: large amplitude planar motion mechanism, computer controlled
testing

WAVE GENERATION CAPABILITY: regular,irregular and transient water waves, max

wave l.m x l1in, wave length 0.6m - 30mn

WAVDAK.E TYPE AND EXTENT: dual flap servo-hydraulic control, 7.9m x 2.7m



0

BVC.F Typ.E AND LEVCTH: 4 layer of rectangular bars, 18.3m

M ETHOD OF IRREGULTR WAVE GC'RATICN: computer generated, spectral form
specified in frequency domain, generated
waves are analyzed and spectrum correct-
ed until desired spectral shape is
obtained. 0

OTHE CArA3ILITIES: the "Periodic Irregular Encountered Wave Techniques for

Seakeeping Test" is based on irregular wave components
which are equally spaced in the encountered frequency
domain. This reduces the testing time required to the
reciprocal of the frequency resolution of the encountered
wave harmonics

:SIRLENITATION PDP 11/50 in control room, PDP 11/05 for wavemaker cortrol,
laser telemetry system between carriage and shore to t ans-
mit digital data, t.v., and control channels 15 bit AID A/
converters on each carriage and on shore, variable reluc-
tance force block for all force measurements,. variable

torque and thrust dynamometers, Hydronautics -ul:±-T
signal conditioners, planing boat and S.E.S. dvna=.!-etr,

3 axis submerged model dynamometer open water pro:nilcr
dynamometers, pitoc tube rakes for wake surveys, rudder -
torque gauges, ultrasonic and resistance wave hei h:
gauges, graphic display and/or hard copies avaii.jle
immediately upon completion of test run

MODEL SIZE RANGE: ship modal lengths for resistance and propuls.icn :escs 3m-
Sm, for seakeeping and maneuvering testing 3m -35., ocean S

structures lm - 2a in diameter

TESTS PERFOR*.iD: resistance and salf-propulsion in calm water and waves, sea-
keeping tests, open water propeller test, 3-D wake surveys,
horizontal planar motion tests, various tes: of ocean
structures, hydrodynamic forces on submergoed bodies, foils,
etc., capsize and dynamic stability tests, flow visuali-
zation

OTIEI RARKS: extensive software developed for standard :: da:. *..se

PUBLISHM DESCRIPTION: proceedings of -

16th American Towing Tank Conference 1971
18th American Towing Tank Conference 1977
10th American Towing Tank Conference i980
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FIGURE 3 CIRCULATING WATER CHANNEL
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CIRCULATING WATER CHANNEL

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY: vertical plane, free surface

TYPE OF DRIVE SYSTEM: 4-bladed axial flow impeller

TOTAL MOTOR POWER: 56kw, 1750 rpm

WORKING SECTION %AX. VELOCITY: 8 m/s

MAX. & MIN. ABS. PRESSURES: 140 kPa, 16 kPa

DD!ENSIO1'S OF WORKING SECTION: 0.4m x 0.4m x 1. 54m •

INSTRMIENTATION: propeller dynamometer, 3 component balanced

TORQUE AD THRUST DYNAZI: Hydronautics varible reluctance mounted in pod

PROPELLER SIZE RANGE: diameters from 130mm - 230mm
typical - 200mm

TESTS PERFORMED: flow visualization, force and pressure distribution on
submerged bodies, propeller thrust and torque measurements
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TABLE I

COASTAL ENG EERING TAIK (L-S.APED)

Length 52 feet

Width 48 feet

Water Depth 0.5 to 2 feet

Movable Instrumentation Bridge

Movable Monorail Hoist System Electrohydraulic
Piston Type Wavemaker

STABILITY/BALLASTING TANK

Length 24 feet

Breadth 12 feet
Water Depth 3.5 feet S

A key feature of the tow tank operations is the computerized data acquisition

and analysis system. Both the 120 foot and 380 foot towing tanks can be operated

in any of three modes:

Manual Operation

Operator Interactive Operations

Automated Operation

The latter two operating modes employ a PDP 1I-50/PDP 11/34 system. In automated

mode, a test has been designed, coded, and stored in the PDP system, and - after -. -

model a~d dynamometry have been mounted on the appropriate towing carriage -- the

entire sequence of events fro, calibration to the produtction of "Report Quality"

Tables and plots of both model and expanded data (including "off-line" fairing by

the test engineer) are executed under computer control. This means that routine

tests can be accomplished in a standard manner, quickly and ,ith minimum manpower.

In the operator interactive mode, certain subtasks of a test program are automated

under the selection and sequencing control of the Test Engineer.
Computer support external to the Hydromechanics Laboratory is and has been S

strong for experimental as well as parely analytical naval architecture. The
academy's extensive time sharing system is accessible via a high speed terminal.

'he heart of this time sharing system is a Honeywell 6060 Computer main frame.

5,hile most of the use of this system is via remote time-shared terminals, batch

processing for large programs (like NAVSEA's Ship Hull Characteristics Program) is
available at night. Supplementing this general purpose system is one located and

operated in Rickover Hall by a Group called CADIG (Computer.-Aided Design A
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S

-:aerc'ie-ra-hics. As h.-e name i_-.pIies, z.-s resource srecializes in graphic

.a. .ili.ies utilizitg "st and alone" equipment including a large flat-bed plotter,

tbree-dimensional display on a CRT screeen, digitizing tablets, and a numerically

controlled -ill!ng machine (for small model shaping). The CADIG Group has a Staff

.o write and maintain software for this equipment and to aid system users.

Outstanding physical suppcrt of the Experimental Naval Architectural Program

is ;rovidided by the Technical Support Department (TSD) of the Division of

Engineering and Weapons. Available facilities include a welding shop (gas and

electric, aluminum and steel), a small foundry, a sheet metal shop, a machine shop,

and a wood shop equipped to handle the specialized crafts involved in making

accurate scale models in wood or fiberglass. In addition to being able to fabricate 0

equipment and models of quality, the TSD Staff provides necessary guidance to Mid-

shipmen and Faculty members who want to become involved in the fabrication process.

U SIV-STY OF MICHIGAN

Develooment of Bulbous Bows for Slow Sneed Vessels 0

In late 1962, Upper Lakes Shipping LTD of Toronto had the University of

Michigan test a bulb designed to reduce the pitching of a new, slow speed, self-

unloading ore carrier. The model had been tested for resistance at the Netherlands

Ship Model Basin, but no tests were run with a conventional bow. Professor Inui

of the University of Tokyo was visiting the University of Michigan at this time.

In the late 1950's Inui had developed a method of optimizing bulb for fine-hulled,

high speed ships that could provide a reduction of 13% in required power. 'When a

conventional bow suitable for the Great Lakes was designed and tested on the ore

carrier, a resistance benefit of approximately 4% at full load and 151 in ballast

was obtained. This generated considerable interest with Esso International (now

Exxon) which had been doing studies in the Hamburg tank of tankers in ballast. A
bulb was designated by the UM Ship Hydrodynamics Laboratory for the "Esso Cristobal" -

and 1.5 knot speed increase was obtained.

In 1965 Moss and Couch commenced a project to study the properties of pro-

truding bulbs on Series 60 (CB = .80) models with and without fairing the bulb
into the hull lines. Three bulb types (B Series, C Series, R Series) were tested,

and resistance at ballast, full-load, trim by the stern, and with bulb fairings,

were compared against ship speed. The results indicated that optimum shapes

were only slightly better than cylindrical bulbs (which are easier to manufacture);

13 0
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:hat large protruding bulbs -were insensi"ive to longitudinal position; and that

up to a 20% resistance savings could be realized in the ballast condition. Although

er- ensive model testing had been done in other tanks, these results were published ...

in the 1966 SNTE Transactions [Couch and Moss (1966)) as the first systematic

information available to the public. The results also clarified the understanding

*hat in addition to reducing wavemaking resistance (including the bow wave), the

bulb reduces viscous drag by straightening out the flow and eliminating vortices

that curved around the bilge radius.

in 1967-!968 Sharma and Nowacki developed a bulb optimization method which is

still used at UM [Sharma & Naegle (1970)] Their approach was to measure the basic

.rave patterns of a hull without a bulb, and then again with a nominal bulb. UsingIe
theoretical considerations, the effects of changing the bulb size and position on

the hull were predicted. Curves of constant wave resistance were calculated so

that a minimum resistance point and the corresponding optimum size and position

were found. This procedure can produce an optimum (cylindrical) bulb design quite

easily, and the method is presently widespread.

Development of Twin Rudders for Single Screw Great Lakes Shins

Another Upper Lakes Shipping single-screw ore carrier, also designed in 1965,

was to have maximum cargo capacity. In general block coefficients for this type

of ship ranged around CB u 0.87, but Professor R. B. Couch designed a buttock flow

stern, small bilge radius, and twin rudders with smaller than single rudder chord,

that p shed the CB up to 0.92. This ship was built in 1965 and new ore carriers

were built that way until the twin screw ore carriers became popular. -_

Barge Testing

The Ship Hydrodynamics Laboratory has tested more than 400 barge or barge-tug

combinations for resistance, and probably more barges for directional stability
than any other tank. Having this wealth of data, several attempts have been made

to find a way to present it to the interested public. The ideal method would be

a set of equations based on a few hull parameters so that the bare hull resistance

could be computed with a hand calculator. Moss and Townsend (1969) produced a S
SNAME T&B Bulletin which gave design suggestions and regression equations for sea-

going barges. Swift, Nowacki and Fisher (1973) found equations for Great Lakes bulk

carriers. In both papers, the types of barges studied were very limited, that
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"s, t*he 'hull arameters di! not va r. idely. Since that time, notched barges have

become iportant and their resistance characteristics cannot be predicted by hull

zaraeters alone, so there does not appear to be any way to find valid regression

equations for all current barge designs. However, the entire range of test infor- 0

mation, including notched barges, is available in SNAME T&R Bulletin 1-42,

S. Cohen (1983). Estimates of residuary resistance can be obtained from the

tables, as well as some limited information on skegs used for directional stabi-

lity. In 1980, experiments on the effects of skegs, barge trim, tow rope mass and

tow rope length on the directional stability were reported by Latorre, Ashcroft,

and Cohen (1980). In the experiments, the barge trajectory during towing was

monitored by a light tracker as well as recorded on videotape. These experiments

led to the development of a linear time varying computer simulation of the towed S
barge motion including surge which was used to examine the influence of starting

acceleration and tow rope length [Latorre & Bernitsas (1981)]. Latorre and

Ashcroft (1981) also published results of 73 barge tests in graphical form with

preliminary design suggestions.

Prorulsion 'ork

Although propulsion work is, in a strict sense, outside the realm of resistance

and flow, the determination of a correlation allowance depends on full scale trials -

reduced back to model size through propulsion tests. The Ship Hydrodynamics Labora-

tory first began propulsion work in 1958 using Kempf and Remmers mechanical dynamo-

meters and replaced them with electric dynamometers in 1960 when a new carriage was

installed. Since then a library bas been built of over 80 propellers for single

screw, twin screw, and Kort nozzle tests. Throughout that time, efforts were made

to establish the best Ca values for the tank representing each ship type. In 1978,

4ARAD certification for tank testing was obtained based on the results for a Sun

Ship Company 31000 DWT products carrier. The Ship Wdromechanics Laboratory also

participated in the Maritime Administration study with DTMB and Hydronautics

[Maritime Administration (1979)] that confirmed that the correlation allowance is

negative for very high block coefficient ships.

Full Scale Flow Studies

In 1978 instrumentation was developed for the full scale wake survey -f the

twin screw "R/V Athena." Tenty-four 5-hole, two 13 hole pitot tubes, and eight

13-tube boundary layer rakes were designed for wake and boundar layer measurements.
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One set of .i tubes was =_ace. -. head of each of t.he screws, and one was .placed

beh.nd the starboard struz, -he prope2.er being removed. There was one ptzeo-

electric nitot tube used to measure tine varying pressure. The electronic and

mechanical equinmenz was designed in-house and preliminary research indicated that

instead of using water for transmitting the pressure signals through tubes to the

transducers, air would be the only feasible mthod. This was due to the large
vertical negative head that developed when the instrumentation was on the deck

some 12 feet above the pitot tubes. This novel instrumentation is described in a

paper by Troesch, I.helps, and Hackett (1978). Detailed pictures of the installa-

tion, and the results are in a DTMB report by Day, Reed, and Hurwitz (1980).

As An Educational Institution

For years beyond a young man's memory there has been an undergraduate-required

laboratory course in which resistance and flow experiments are conducted. An ERP

test, wake wheel survey, open water test, and SHP test have formed the backbone of

this course. In 1980 an elective, graduate level course was introduced in which 0

four experiments, different each year, are given by four faculty members. Recent

projects have been bulbous bow optimization, resistance from wave cuts, forces on a

moving cylinder, cable struming frequencies, added mass and damping, and relative

ship motions. Although invaluable for the students planning to continue into

research, these projects also stress analysis of errors, use of the computer,

comparison of theoretical to measured data, and teamwork, which are essential to a

well-rounded naval architect. It also gives the faculty a chance to create new

experiments which, if effective, can become new teaching aids.

In addition, there are individual student projects, many having to do with

sailboat testing and design. Although these reports do not in general become

published papers, the range of recent experiments are from full size sailboat

resistance comparison to SWATH ship stability tests. Several students have .
designed new equipment which is used in specialized circumstances.

High Szeed Craft

One student project that should be singled out was performed in 1969 by A. Torc.

He made an extensive study of the shallow water resistance of a Series 62 planing

hull for three L.C.B. positions [Toro (1969)]. A multilever testing apparatus

was used to measure the towing force on the propeller shaft centerline for a speed
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--=f L < :.< 3.'. T-he 3.5-foot model was :ested in deep water and three

shallow ,ater depths obtained by a 90-foot adjustable fiberglass false bottom.

His results clearly demonstrated that at supercritical speeds (Froude Number based

on depth larger than 1.0) residuary resistance falls below that of deep water,

representing a power savings. The rodel and full-scale results in graphical form

have subsequently been used by other researchers as verification of theoretical

predictions.

Amnhibious Vehicles

Some of the work in this field is proprietary and therefore cannot be reported.

However, Nowacki et al (1968) tested a family of box-like hull forms with various

degrees of streamlining. Seven models were tested and the results compared to

earlier tests of bluff bodies. Kilgore (1969) tested vehicles with tracks. Although

mainly concerned with propulsion, the resistance of the tracks, skirt deflecting

channels and bow fenders are measured and the effect on sinkage and trim noted.

Work on this subject is currently going on. -

DAVID TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP R&D CENTER

The David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center (DTNSRDC) has over the years made
important contributions to the determination of the viscous resistance of ships as

required by the Froude method of using models to predict full-scale ship resistance. --

After the original Froude method was recast into dimensionless ratios [Granville

(1956)], the coefficient of viscous resistance became a function of a length Reynolds

number. The dependence of Reynolds number was then relegated to an equivalent flat-

plate resistance coefficient or

Cv CF [R] + Cs

Here Cv - viscous resistance coefficient; C = flat-plate resistance coefficient;

R = length Reynolds number and C S separation and form resistance coefficient which

is independent of Reynolds number.

Schoenherr (1932) of the Experimental Model Basin (a predecessor of DTNSRDC)

developed a logarithmic formula for flat-plate resistance CF from a von KErman

boundary-layer analysis and from measured data. The Schoenherr line became celebrated

and was finally adopted in 1947 by the ATTC as the official friction line for the

Froude method. The ITTC followed suit and strangely termed it the 1947 ATTC friction

line (probably due to national prejudice at the time). T1ere was much opposition

to abandoning the classical friction-plane data of Froude especially from the

British.
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Conp.ains fro ma2: =ode-' testers -.hat the $choenherr line seemed too low
a-t low 'Reynolds numbers prompzed the :TTO in 1957 to adopt another logarithmic

formula which is higher than the Schoenherr line at low Reynolds numbers and agrees .....

with it at high Reynolds numbers. The 1957-ITTC line was now called a correlation

line for the Froude method and was considered no longer a flat-plate friction line.

:ncidentally, the Resistance Committee of the ITTC had a choice of three lines

and voted forthe one adopted.

Afterwards, Granville (1977) made an analytical study of the turbulent boundary

layer and frictional resistance of flat plates at low Reynolds numbers and arrived

at a logarithmic formula which agreed with the Schoenherr line at high Reynolds

numbers. By great coincidence the Granville formula for flat plates is- quite close

to the 195T-ITTC correlation line.

Meanwhile dissatisfaction with the existing Froude method of considering

the form and separation resistance coefficient invariant with Reynolds number

caused Hughes of the NPL in England to propose a viscous-resistance coefficient

proportional to the flat-plate resistance coefficient by means of a form factor
for

c - (l+ f) cF [R]

Aerodynamicists had been using this relation for streamlined bodies, that is,

bodies with negligible separation pressure resistance. Hughes proposed the

determination of this form factor from the total resistance of models at low Froude

numbers where the wavemaking resistance is negligible. Owing to the flow separation

on ships it is clear that the Hughes approach is inadequate. Furthermore, it is -.

experimentally difficult to obtain accurate resistance measurements at low Froude

numbers which involve low speeds and low resistance. There is also the problem

of sufficient turbulence stimulation at such low speeds.

In an effort to eliminate the deficiencies in the Hughes method, Granville

(197) (1975) resurrected an old proposal of Landweber that the form factor relation

also required an allowance for the separation resistance or

Cv (I + f) F R] +E s

This form factor was now dubbed a partial form factor to distinguish it from the

Hughes full form factor. The separation resistance coefficient C is invariant
5
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.. h Reynolds m~ber and henze loes not have to be iete-_ined since in the Froude

=ethod only the difference in viscous-resistance coefficient from model to full

scale is required. S

Granville proposed that the par-ial for- factor, f, for a particular hull

-o.ild be calculated from the development of a boundary layer on an equivalent body

of revolution representing the wetted hull. There are t'o radii defined for the

equivalent body of revolution, one from the cross-section area of the hull to be

* sed in determination of the pressure distribution and the second from the peri-

meter of the hull to be used in the boundary-layer calculations so that the correct

hull area is accommodated. The partial form factor is to be determined from a -

simple power-law calculation of both the resistance of the equivalent body of

revolution and the resistance of the equivalent flat plate. Since the form factor

is based on a quotient of these two resistances, any errors tend to cancel each

other. The resulting form factor was then correlated with overall hull geometric

factors in order to further simplify practical applications.

Granville (1958) also extended the partial form-factor analysis to rough

surfaces. Logarithmic formulas for rough flat plates were also developed for

full-scale predictions. This is a more accurate approach than the simple roughness

allowances used for full-scale predictions of resistance. ,.

At DTNSRDC there is also a continued effort to determine the viscous resistance

from a three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis. To include any Froude-number

effect is not feasible at this time since it requires a pressure distribution

from wavemaking which is not possible now. In fact, if the wavemaking pressure

distribution were known, the wavemaking resistance would also be known.

Consequently, the 3-D boundary-layer analysis has concentrated on the zero

Froude-number case for which the pressure distribution can be calculated. Also

the zero Froude-number case can be represented by a double model on which con- ....

venient measurements may be taken in a wind tunnel. However, this approach

eliminates important effects such as the effect of the bow wave on the generation

of bilge vortices and the effect of the stern wave on hydrostatic pressure

separation.

Even the simpler case of the boundary layer on a double model has problems

in its analysis: there is flow separation in the stern; the peculiar hull geometry

raises questions about coordinate definition: orthogonal or nonorthogonal,
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s-realine or fixed, body based or not. Also the cross flows in the boundary

layer may change direction across the boundary layer.

The D ISPDC efforts in 3-D boundary-layer analysis has considered the latest 0
advances in turbulence modeling. Attention has focused on the k-e method which

is proving popular in engineering circles. Here k is the tubulence energy and e

is the rate of turbulence dissipation. Both involve partial differential transport

equations. The values of k and e are then used to calculate the eddy viscosity and

consequently the turbulent shear stress. Simpler approaches are also being in-

vestigated such as "integral" methods which only involve ordinary differential

equations and differential methods based on mixing length and/or eddy viscosity

algebraic formulations. 0

The effect of boundary-layer flow as the inflow to propellers has been the

subject of intensive effort. Initial work has centered on the thick axisymetric

boundary layer on the sterns of bodies of revolution. Huang, et al (1979) have

performed theoretical and experimental studies on such bodies without the presence 0

of a propeller. Later Huang and Groves (1981) studied the effect of the inflow due

to an operating propeller on such axisymmetric boundary layers. More recently,
Huang, et al (1983) have extended the investigations to bodies with elliptical

cross sections.

DAVIDSON LABORATORY, STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Dr. K.S.M. Davidson, founder and first director of the Experimental Towing

Tank, guided the development of instrumentation and test techniques specifically for

"small models" of sailing yachts, ships and marine craft from the time of the Tank's

founding in 1935 until his death in 1958. It is appropriate in 1983, twenty-five

years after the end of Dr. Davidson's era, to review progress in testing small models

in the facility renamed Davidson Laboratory.

Changes in methods of measuring calm water resistance of models 1.2 to 3m in

length have been made in the following areas:

o Instrumentation and data processing.

o Technique development associated with turbulence stimulation and .

adapting to modqls of high-performance craft and unusual marine

vessels.

in 1958 model resistance was measured by a coil-spring-and-deadweight balance,

using visual averaging of spring deflection. Now resistance is measured by a 9
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* .afspr-ng force gage "ith a linear variable differential transformer -which provides

i n electrical output mropcrtiona! to string ief"ection. Electronic averaging of

signal volcages is Ione by a tankside digitizer and digital computer. 0

A key to Dr. Davidson's success in obtaining reliable resistance data with "

small mcdels was his recognition of the importance of turbulence stimulation.
His early work with models of sailing yacht hulls included development of a -

stimulation technique using a sand strip along the forefoot and leading edge of the .0

fin keel. Presently the Laboratory uses studs for stimulation on yacht and dis-

mlacemenz hull models.
Since 1958, numerous high-performance marine vehicles and offshore structures .

have been model-tested for resistance at the Laboratory. in the offshore category, 4 ,

catamaran ships, semisubmersible platforms, monohulls with large drilling wells

amidships, and jadkup unit models have been towed to measure resistance at

relatively low speeds. Prediction of full-scale resistance from such model tests

is believed to be of acceptable accuracy in most cases. However, resistance tests . S

of offshore structures with submerged cylindrical columns and braces pose signifi-

cant scale-effect problems regardless'of model size.

Our models of high-performance craft such as air cushion vehi'cles, surface

effect ships, and SWATH ships generally have been tested at Reynolds numbers at which .9 -

form and wavemaking drag predominate. Thus, turbulence stimulation in such tests -

was not a critical necessity. However, satisfactory low-speed resistance data on

SWATH models have required the use of a tripwire on the nose of each lower hull and

Hams triangles at the leading edge of each strut.

Even with turbulence stimulation, resistance coefficients at very low speeds

exhibit scatter and the technique suggested by Prohaska at the Eleventh 17TC has
14been employed as a fairing aid. (Ctm/Cf) is plotted against C /F to obtain

tm fmfmn
a fair curve through the scatter.

WEBB INSTITUTE OF NAVAL ARCEITECTURE

Hull Roughness Assessment

A special friction plane towing apparatus has been developed to study the

effects of surface roughness on turbulent skin friction. Equipment is also available
to conduct resistance tests on artificially roughened, submerged bodies of revolu-

tion. A hot-wire probe can be used to make mean velocity measurements at any

point in the flow. Roughness of various textures have been studied as well as the
effects of roughness on the forward half of aft half of an otherwrise smooth plate.
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Mc.. work on the theoretica-l boundary layers of *wo and three dI-ensional
bounda-,y layers over smooth and rough surfaces has been done concurrently with

U :ae experimenta work as described above. Computer programs for potential flow
calculations and integral methods of solution to the turbulent boundary layer
growth equations have been developed. While these studies are still undergoing
further development and refinement, the effects of size, speed and surface roughness

on boundary layer thickness, shape factor and viscous friction can be well predicted.
The ultimate goal of these studies is to improve upon Froude's equivalent plank tech-
nique by accounting for the effect of particular streamline shaped surface roughness
on form factor and separation drag. Also under investigation are means of using this -

improved knowledge of the flow for predicting hull/propeller interaction and calcu-
lating wake and thrust deduction directly.

Hull Form Otimization by Means of a Wake Survey
Progress has been made on the use of wave resistance survey experiments in

investigating optimum changes in hull form from a wave energy point of view. This
work was supported by the Maritime Administration under the University Research
Program. Results are summarized in Ward, et al (1980), (1981), (1982), and (1983).
Ward's "XY" wave survey method which involves measuring the wave induced forces on
a vertical cylinder was employed. The investigations were carried out on the Mar
Ad "Security" Class Mobilization Ships [floetzli and Slager (1980] and involved
bow and stern bulbs and/or mid-forebody port and starboard protuberances or
combinations. The actual changes were added to the base hull model in the form of

clay formed in molds. Many improvements in technique were made over the period.
These included computer storage of run data and automated calibration. Two of the
experimental challenges were the handling of the small differences between the wave
patterns with and without the change or changes, and the precsion of matching -

run speeds and run conditions. An optimization scheme was developed to predict
savings, on either side, of the amount of the change tested and this was found to
be successful, even for the small changes represented by stern bulbs, but required
the averaging of two sets of run pairs (four combinations) in the latter case.

The foregoing technique and apparatus are now on a working basis and available
to industry at Webb Institute and would be at other testing institutions willing
to make a reasonable expenditure for the instrumentation involved.

22 _
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,. sci.atni :able

An osci.ii_""a g table facility, acquired "-th the heip of a National Science

Foundation grant, has become operational at Webb Institute. The facility can 0
accommodate model tanks 2-feet by 3 feet in plan form. Two degrees of freedom have

been provided for-- up to +300 of rotation and up to +10 inches of translation.

.Tus, a ship tank model may be oscillated as though the tank "ere experiencing

combined pitch and surge, or combined roll and sway. The design of the facility •

provides for possible future use "-ith the translation mode of motion shifted 90°

in a vertical plane so that heave motions can be modeled.

Utilization of the facility as of date has included a Maritime Administration

sponsored project on heat transfer (Rowen and Signell (1983)] in a fluidized bed •

and the measurement of slosh-induced pressures on a shipboard LPG tank model.

Future use will include an extension of the Maritime Administration sponsored
project and a Ship Structure Committee project requiring measurements of slosh-

induced forces on internal tank structure. -0
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DISCUSSION

Choung M. Lee
Office of Naval Research

Your progress report on resistance and flow gives an impression that
not much progress has been made in the area of ship resistance in the last
three years. My recollection is that, even within the limited knowledge of
mine, there have been a few interesting research and development- works in
the resistance and flow area done at David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and
Development Center (DWTNSR&DC). To name a few, the international workshop
on wave resistance held at DWTNSR&DC, the investigation on the flow about a
transom stern, the investigation of the trip-wire effect on appendage drag
and the two projects on appendage drag and wake and separation of flow on
three-dimensional bodies which are supported under a NAVSEA special focusprogram.

I wonder if your final report could contain those interesting
investigations conducted in the American Continent which were missing in
your present report.

0
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NOMENCLATURE

A Centerline Wave Amplitude, Ft.

AI,A 2  Wave Optimization Factors

Distance Between Point A and 8, Ft. 0

A,B,C,D Points, See Figure 1

b Model Tank Width, Ft.

B Model Beam, Ft. or Bulb Size Designation

B1,B2  Wave Optimization Factors

C Wave Optimization Factor

Cw  Wave Resistance Coefficient = Rw //2SV
2

D Wave Optimization Factor

a Model Displacement, Lb. 0

F Froude Number = V/.iT,.Non-Dimensionalkl r

9 Gravitational Constant, Ft/Sec
2

H Model Draft, Ft. or Bulb Depth Position

(See Figure 2)

I XY Integral, Ft.

k Ratio of linear dimension of a hull form variation

considered, i.e. a bulb or protuberance, to that

used in the -odel test. Also used as a subscript,

thus, 0 would refer to the bare hull test and 1 to

the bulb test, and 2 to the protuberance test.

opt Subscript denoting optimum (best) vAlue of a

parameter for a particular bulb or protuberance - 0 _

shape and location.

A Scale Ratio

L Length of Model, Ft.

m Percentage saving of bare hull wave resistance by - _

use of a bulb or protuberance at some location.

n Exponent of the bulb or protuberance dimension k to

which the wave height is proportional, i.e. n = 2

would assume the wave height to vary with bulb 0

area.

N Run Number
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NOMENCLATURE CONTINUED

P Protuberance Designation

0 Density of Fluid, Slugs/Ft3  '

R w  Wave Resistance, Lbs.

S Model Wetted Surface, Ft
2

T Superscript Denoting the Result Includes the

Truncation Correction

V Speed

Vm Speed of Model, Ft/Sec

x Coordinate in Direction of Model Travel

(See Figure 1)

x Force on cylinder in x-direction, reduced by

calibration to ft. of wave elevation, or bulb

station designation.

y Coordinate perpendicular to direction of model

travel (See Figure 1) perpendicular to x. -

Y Force on cylinder in y-direction, reduced by " -

calibration to ft. of wave elevation.

Z Wave Elevation at Measuring Station, Ft. -

L0
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SUMMARY

Research was continued in the towing tank at Webb

Institute using the established XY wave survey method for

determining ship model wave resistance from measurements of .

the force exerted on a stationary vertical cylinder by the

waves produced by the model. As before,'the hull form used

was the Maritime Administration "Security Classo

Multi-Purpose Mobilization Ship (MMS). (aif,. .

New results using this technique showed' (a) "Vht a-t->

Kawasaki-type stern bulb caused a small saving (7 Peef) of

wave energy; (b)-*- a suggested vertically distributed bow

bulb area was not better than the originally designed

elliptical distribution; and (c) -"laV-a newly developed

two-change optimization theory (included in the text) was

valid and that the predicted bow bulb-Station 4 protuberance

combination was in fact beneficial. The large percentage

(about 677or"l.ent) saving in wave resistance caused by these

additions does not seem to be identifiable by simply

comparing the wave signals by eye.

Tests to assess the possible adjustment of the above

wave resistance savings to those of wave power by including

the effect of average wake values in the propeller disc were

made, -a4 d it is concluded that such changes were not

significant for the present model and bulbs. -76, Al_-
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INTRODUCTION

The following is a summary of results under the projects

(L), (2). (3) and (4)* carried out under the Maritime
Administration's University Research Program utilizing a

method for assessing ship hull forms from a resistance point
of view by an experimental technique of measuring wave
resistance in the model tank called the XY Method of Wave
Survey. Table 1 shows a summary of this effort. The

ultimate objective of these studies is the determination of
improved hull forms requiring less power, a question of

increasing importance because of continuing high fuel prices.
Reports (2), (3) and (4) on the previous studies have been
issued and include a discussion of the background of ship
wave theory in general and of the XY wave survey method in
particular as well as the optimization technique used in
analyzing the experiments to deduce the best possible sizes

of tested hull form variations from a wave power loss point
of view. The XY method is discussed in more detail in
References (5) and (6). Only a brief sunmmary of the approach

will be included here.
The present study continues the previous investigations

of wave-producing qualities of a particular hull, the Mar Ad
Multi-Purpose Mobilization Ship, but as redesigned (7), with
and without bulbs or other protuberances with the goal of -

using such assessments in an efficient way to determine

optimum size and shape of such hull form changes for a
particular Froude number F **and loading condition.

r _Ap_

*Numbers in parentheses denote references listed on
Page 78.
F Fr *V/rL where V a speed of hull, L *length of hull,
g *gravitational constant.
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The latter variation and especially the question of behavior

of the bulbs in light ballast condition was emphasized in the

most recent (2) study. The latter will be continued in the

present study. Also, investigation of possible wave

resistance reduction benefits of a type of stern end bulb as

has been proposed by Kawasaki (8) will be examined using the

same ("one change") method developed for bow bulbs or

protuberances. Finally, a "two-change" theory will be

derived and applied to the same hull form, with a bow bulb
and forebody protuberance as the two changes, and the optimum

combination thus predicted also fitted on the model and a
check test run. As before, the goal of the research is the

continued improvement of the instrumentation and method of
analysis and to demonstrate its potential use in improving
the design of ship hull forms and appendages.

The Webb Model Tank, a 93 foot by 10' x 5' rectangular
channel, and associated PDP 11 computer data acquisition arid
Minneapolis Honeywell Visicorder signal conditioning

recording system, was used for the present study.

SUMMARY OF THE METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The theory and background of the XY wave survey method

for obtaining an estimate of the wave making resistance, R wS
of a ship model from the waves produced 'during a run in a
towing tank was originally proposed in Reference (5). This
is brought up to date and the currently employed experimental

techniques are outlined in detail in References (3) and (4).
Only a brief outline will be included here. The analysis
involves measuring the energy flux out of control volume ABCD- -

shown in Figure 1. The key result (Equation 18 of Reference

(5)) gives the wave resistance R w as:

Rw a ogUI + 1/2 AB A 2

Where: I a J'XY dx
B
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and X, Y are the x, y components of the force exerted by the

model wave system on a long thin vertically-oriented circular

cylinder at a distance y = AB away from the model centerline

converted, by means of calibration, to wave amplitude. The

term PgI measures the energy flux out of the line BC. That

across CD is assumed to be zero. A is the amplitude of the 0

following waves at x - xB at the point of truncation of the

wave signals. The density and gravitation constants are

and g, respectively. Any consistent system of units can be

used. In the present analysis, the "English" system will be

employed, i.e. pounds, feet and seconds, or non-dimensional

results will be reported. For the latter purpose, we will

use a non-dimensional resistance coefficient C :
w0

Cw w/(o/2)SV m

Pam

XV BALANCI Ii AVE

RIPLECTED V- I
WAY .. VGuUC

AV

- -- ML|L TN -

FIGURE 1: XY METHOD GEOMETRY

The term 1/2 r A2 measures the energy flux through AB

and is a "truncation" addition to the basic XY integration,

I, due to the finite length of the record necessitated by -

avoiding any reflections of the wave pattern from the side

walls of the tank.

Details of the force balance used to measure X and Y,

the wave gauge used to measure Z, and the calibration

procedure are given in References (3), (4) and (5). The

signals are recorded visually on a Visicorder tape and are
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then sent from the Minneapolis Honeywell amplifiers directly

to the POP 11 digitizing channels for retention on magnetic
disc storage for later retrieval and analysis. Calibrations

are taken before and after a test series and/or at the
beginning or end of a test day. Zeros are taken on all three

data channels before each run.
* Zeroed and calibrated data are taken for several

* different model configurations, each run at the same speed.
Usually three or four runs are made to obtain two sets of
pairs at the same speed. The model variation could be a bow
bulb of a specified shape, some other non-bow located

protuberance fitted port and starboard as compared with the
bare hull, or a combination of these. A simple computer
calculation' *is used to produce the corresponding wave

* resistance coefficient C
The question now is raised, how best to use these

results? One could make a very simple "better or worse*U
comparison, i.e. is C or Cw for the hull with a certainW1i W
size bulb or protuberance fitted, greater or smaller than the

bare hull result C A ? A more quantitative measure would be

the percentage savings, m 1 or in2, of the base hull wave
resistance as a result of fitting the bulb or protuberance
tested:

m (C o- C w)/Cw m2 ( wO Cw2 VCwo

Or, a more analytical optimization approach, as described
in the following, can be used.
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As discussed in more detail in References (3) and (4), a

single change optimization theory based on assumed linearity

of the additional bulb wave effect to some bulb size
(n)parameter k (i.e. linear dimension (n - 1), area (n - 2)

or volume (n - 3)) can be developed to predict the optimum
ratio k1 I p of the best bulb to the bulb tested and the
corresponding minimum resistance coefficient C ot The

theory shows:

kn1 opt A1/

Where: A 1 2C -c

61 =2(C 1w Cwo C W10)

andC 1 op -( ~k )C +1/2 kn C~wlotopt wo opt 1

Where C~1 is a hypothetical cross wave resistance term based
on mixing the XY signals with and without the bulb. Details

of the above'theory and assumptions are given in References
(3) and (4). Challenging problems are the need to carefully

match speeds and stack records for the C 10 calculation and

the basic "zero divided by zero" nature of the equation for
k 1 opt*

The above single change theory can also be applied to a

protuberance and the single change optimum k2  p and

corresponding optimum wave resistance coefficient Cw op

derived from a second set of tests. (The bare hull test does
not need to be repeated.)

A "two change" optimization theory can be derived in
which two variations (i.e. a bow bulb and a forebody

protuberance) are made independently and the same assumption

of linearity is made with respect to the magnitudes k 1 and k 2

of either. The derivation of this theory is given in
Appendix A. The resulting equations, based on results of the
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three sets of tests: 0 * bare hull, 1 • bulb or change-i,

and 2 • protuberance or change-2 are:

I A I

1 opt .- -

B2

C A~

k 2 opt B 1 Cj

Where: A1 and Bi are as defined previously and A2 and 82 are -r-

as A1 and BI with 2 replacing 1,

and: C 2Cwo -C w 0 -C w20 + w12

If a test is also run with both changes, i.e. 3 1 1 + 2, then

C 3 can be calculated and we have:

C =Cw3 + Cwo - Cwl - Cw2

It can be seen that the above two change optimization

formulas will reduce to the single change formulas by setting

C= .

Reference (3) also describes the use of clay models of

the bulbs and protuberances made from plaster molds as a

quick and effective means of producing these hull form

changes so that runs can be made under essentially identical AL

calibrations. This practice also leads to great advantages

where bulb shape changes are also being considered, as these

can be easily accomplished using clay.

The bulb-protuberance geometry and locations are defined

in Figure 2.
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

General

Experiments were continued in 1982 on a 5.5 foot model

of the M4ar Ad "Security Class" Mobilization Ship previously

tested (7). The model had been adopted from the previous 5.0

foot short hull model of the original Multi-Purpose

Mobilization Ship by adding a reduced parallel middle body

and changing the scale ratio from 112:1 to 121.8:1. The

model particulars and test conditions are given in Table 2.

The present tests include three speeds (design speed + 5

percent) and three different load conditions from full load

to light ballast. Bulbs included a Kawasaki (8) type stern -

bulb of arbitrary shape, and a new bow bulb with a more

vertically distributed sectional area equal to the design

elliptical bulb B-1. The latter was an attempt to utilize

experience from the previous ballast bulb results in
Reference (2) to come up with a better compromise over the

range of loadings. The former took advantage of the ongoing

research program to look at the latest fad, the stern bulb,

from a wave reduction point of view.

. . . i ,, 3.20

xcr APP \ M , o
\__peoTQ ______,____,__.,

kr SrA 4 Ar 5"A.-

FIGURE 2: BULB AND PROTUBERANCE LOCATIONS
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I TABLE 2
MODEL PARTICULARS AND TEST CONDITIONS

Maritime Administration "Security" Class Mobilization Ship
Item Full Scale Model*

L = LBPj Ft. 670.0 5.501
B - Beam, Ft. 105.5 .866e
S a Wetted 79,681 5.371

Surface, Ft 2

V a Speed, Knots 21.2 3.244 ft/sec
F r a Froude Number .245 .245

A- Full Load 40,050 LTSW 48.38 lb. FW**
Displacement

- Med. Ballast 33,260 LTSW 40.20 lb. FW**
Di splacemnent

- Light BaJ last 25,390 LTSW 30.69 lb. FW**
Displacement

Draft H Fwd Aft Fwd Aft
(Ft.) (Inches)

Full 30.0 30.0 30.0 2.96 2.96 2.96
Load

Medium 22.5 25.0 27.5 2.22 2.46 2.71
Ballast

Light 15.5 20.0 25.0 1.48 1.97 2.46
Ballast

'Scale ratio x 121.8
'With full size elliptical bulb B-i or equivalent. For no bulb

deduct 0.48 lb. For stern bulb add .12 lb.
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In addition to the above, bulb protuberance combinations as
shown in Figure 2 were run at full load to explore the effect of
such combinations and to check out the validity of the proposed
two-change theory as well as the effectiveness and practicability
of running tests and reducing the data for this more complicated- -

type of-opti mi zati on.
It was planned to carry out all the foregoing tests in the

winter of 1982, however, malfunction of the model tank drive

system resulted in curtailing the winter series and running the
remaining tests, including the ballast bulb variations and a check

test on the winter two-change tests, during the summer.-

Stern Bulb Tests

Tests were run in the winter of 1982 on a typical Kawasaki
type stern end bulb (8) using the one change analysis scheme. ~
While no published drawings of such a bulb were available,
Reference (8) indicated that the optimum stern bulb width for a
container ship Model SR 138 should be 1 1/2 percent of the
waterline length, which would correspond to a 1.0 inch width for -

the 5.50 foot model. Actually, a 1.25 inch bulb width was

adopted. It will be seen that the optimum k value deduced from
the experiments was 0.9 thus confirming the advice.

The stern bulb shape and dimensions adopted are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 (photos). The profile was based on a sketch in
Reference (8) but the other shape characteristics were arbitrary.

The bulb itself was made of clay and held on by aid of a thin
aluminum fin which was left on for the bare hull tests. Tests

were run at the design Froude number F z .245 at full load.r
Results of the stern bulb tests are shown in Table 3. These

tests stretched the accuracy of the one change optimization method

way beyond any previous tests due to the very small change in wave

pattern involved. As previously, four run combinations were

produced by two sets of run pairs and the integrals calc~ilated and

corrected to resistance coefficients C W These were then averaged

and the optimization formulas were applied to the averaged values

to rouc te rsutsk ptand mV Telatter indicates that the
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saving in wave resistance due to the fitting of the stern bulb was

about 6.7 percent of the total bare hull and the former that the
optimum stern bulb size should be 91 percent of that fitted. As
mentioned before, 91 percent of the 1.25 inch bulb width gives an
optimum stern bulb width of 1.13 inches. Thus, the optimum stern
bulb width predicted is very close to that recommnended in (8),
however, the percent saving in resistance for a similar hull is

considerably less than that claimed. It should be kept in mind
that the present technique deals with the linear wave production

only and does not include any other potential savings in

non-linear wave or separation phenomena.

TABLE 3

Evaluation of Stern Bulb for Security Class 1915

(No Truncation)

x 1

(Run Pair} C wo CW1 C w10  k opt 1%

(29, 25} .197 .173 .356 1.33 12

(29, 281 .196 .187 .367 .76 5
{31, 251 .189 .173 .348 1.05 8

(31, 281 .188 .187 .357 .52 1

2925~
).193 .180 .357 .91* 6.7

,31, 28/

*Calculated from averaged C' 's
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FIGURE 4: PHOTOS OF STERN BULB

FITTED ON SECURITY MMS

o. t _

The foregoing results do not include truncation effects but

it is not expected that inclusion of these effects will change the

results in any important way for such small changes. The winter

1982 test series was subjected to a partial malfunction of the

Minneapolis Honeywell Power Supply during the test period

resulting in problems in the calibrations of wave heigtt and of

the force components X and Y before and after the test runs. The

non-truncated predictions of k and m do not depend on
opt 1

calibration, thus affording another reason for their use:

Further Ballast Bulb Tests

The search for a better bulb shape (area distribution) at

medium and light ballast, begun in the previous Mar Ad research

program (2), was continued. Table 4(c) of Reference (2) seemed to

indicate that about half the full elliptical bulb would be optimum

at the latter condition. Using clay as before, a vertically
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distributed elliptical bulb, VB*, was formed and tested. Figure

5 Illustrates this idea as compared with the other variation 0

considered. Table 4 gives these test results in a format similar

to those previously run on other bulb variations and reported in

Reference (2).

FIGURE 5

BULB AREA VARIATIONS

- JAI iAD/

--)M B.JIAS/-

,. . --- i 6 w ? " B A MIS T

L B-f V8- I N-I -2.

Table 5 also illustrates some other "scenarios" of combined

operation as discussed in Reference (2) Predictions are included

both with and without truncation. It appears that, depending on

the scenario selected, the designed EB is still the best in most

cases. The VB idea is competitive with the HB one and the better

of the two for some scenarios. It has the additional advantage of

not slamming as uch should that be a factor.

Sufficient test time was available to investigate the effect

of speed variation from the design speed and this was done for the

VB at full load. Table 6 summarizes the results and shows that

the optimum bulb ratio k is pretty insensitive to speed variation .__

whereas the percentage saving, m, increases at a fairly rapid rate

with decreasing speed. This is in agreement with such trends

noted in previous Mar Ad research as shown in Figure 7 of

Reference (4).

The calibrations taken from the summer 1982 test series were

actually quite stable over the two-day test period and give

results very compatible with those from the winter 1982 series.

This can be seen in Table 4 by comparing CwO,'S..
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TABLE 6

EFFECT OF SPEED CHANGES ON yB-i AT FULL LOAD

(Truncation Included)

Speed Condition -5% Design+5

F r.233 .245 .257-
r

10 Cwr .175 .218 .287
w0 x (.25/F )2 .194 .218 .260
k1.01 .95 1.05

79.6 67.7 52.1

In summnary, fromn a strict wave energy point of view, the
original elliptical bulb area distribution seems to be the best
overall compromise of those investigated, saving 70 percent of the-

wave energy at full load.

Two-Change Tests

As mentioned previously, it is possible to construct an
optimization approach based on the same assumption of linear wave

superposition considering two hull form changes simultaneously.
Three sets of experimental wave data are needed corresponding to:

the bare hull (0), the first change (1) (say a bow bulb) and the
second change (2) (say a Station 4 protuberance), and same signal
and mixed-signal XY products integrated to predict the optimum
values of each change. The method is outlined in the previous
section, and the theories given in Appendix A. Great care must be

taken to match test speeds. The theory indicates that the

two-change values may differ from those predicted by the <
one-change method applied to each change separately.

Experiments were run on the Mar Ad Model with a bow bulb B-2
(half-size elliptical) and an equal (total ) displacement set of
Station 4 protuberances P-4. Previous single change tests had
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indicated single change optimum values k1 opt = 1.40 and

k 2 opt = .46, i.e. a combination of a 70 percent full size

elliptical bulb and a 23 percent Station 4 protuberance. The two

change C 's without truncation were found to be:

C W1 = .0716

Cw2  = .1687 3

Cwo = .1659 (all x 10 -3)

C = .1854wl0

Cw20  = .2992

Cw12  = .1607

Cw '12 , .1677

The latter check i.e. Cwl2 . Cwui2 gives a good confirmation of

the theory. The A's and B's are:

A1 1 .1469

A2  ' .0325

B1  a .1042

B2  - .0707

C - .0078 (or .0149 using 1 12)

These give combined change kopts:

k opt - 1.38 (or 1.38)

k2 opt * .31 (or .12)

And single change kopts:

k ' 1.41
1 opt

k a .462 opt.

as given in 
Table 4.

Incorporating the above two-change optimums, the opt Cw opt

becomes:

Cw3 opt " .0597 -AD-

thus, predicting a saving of 64 percent of the bare hull wave

resistance Cwo - .1659. As mentioned previously, because of

calibration difficulties, the above C w s should not be compared_-

quantitatively with those from the previous year's (1981) results

or with those from the suner of 1982.
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The above predicted optimum combination was actually run in

the summer of 1982, reducing the size of the designed bulb and

protuberance forms (made of clay) by hand. The resulting net

combined wave resistance Cw3 was found to be:

Cw3 * .0746

with Cwo = 2158

thus showing a saving of 65.4 percent of the bare hull wave "0

resistance, very close to that predicted. Moreover, the single

change Okop t u value for this combination was found to be 1.10

further confirming the optimum selection.

The above results were also analyzed including truncation

corrections. These results and the results without truncation are

given in Table 4. The percentage savings predicted without

truncation seem always to be higher than those with truncation.

The significance of this result, assuming it to be a general one,

is not understood at the present time.

It should be noted that most (88 percent) of the bare hull

wave resistance saving is due to the bow bulb and only a small

amount (12 percent) due to the Station 4 protuberances; however,

the latter do seem to have a beneficial effect that could be more

important at a different (smaller) Froude number.

5
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General (Again)

In all of the comparisons involving the above results,

including the stern bulb, ballast bulbs and two-change

combinations, some from the same week of testing and others as

much as a year apart, it should be emphasized that the very nature

of the process of deriving optimums, etc., and the repeatability

of the data and speed matching needed to assess small changes in

wave profiles, will produce differences that might not be the
I

result of real physical cause-effect relationships but could be
merely "scatter". At this stage, it is proposed that a difference

of 7 percent in any criterion (i.e. a m1 or percent saving of 66
percent as opposed to 70 percent) not be assumed to prove a trend -

but one of 10 or 15 percent (60 percent versus 70 percent) be

definitely so considered.

The question of the effect, if any, of model size on the

foregoing results should be addressed. Wave production is of

course a predominantly ideal flow phenomenon. However, the

boundary layer thickness is relatively larger for the model than

for the ship. This is also true-when comparing the smaller model

with the larger model. It also grows with distance from bow* to

stern for either and has the effect of softening the hull. form

(i.e. decreasing slopes, etc.) and therefore decreasing its wave

producing effectiveness. Thus adopting the foregoing reasoning,

it can be argued that the stern bulb tests would be more

susceptible to scale effects than those involving the bow bulbs

and those involving the Station 4 protuberences somewhere in
between. It might be that larger scale wave survey tests on the

stern bulb would uncover larger possible savings than the present

tests. It would be very surprising, however, if any such

important difference due to scale were found in the case of the

bow bulb findings.

* At the very bow, the boundary layer thickness is zero for all

cases.
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Finally, having established the value of an analytical

experimental method using wave signals to demonstrate a saving of

about 2/3 of the bare hull wave resistance, one might wonder if a

saving of energy of such a magnitude would be obvious by

comparison of the signals themselves. Figure 6 was prepared in an

attempt to answer this question. The three signals involved, the

XY forces and the Z wave elevation (used for calibration and

truncation only) are displayed for: (a) the bare hull and (b) the

greatest saving (B-.7 and P-.15) at the same calibration. The

signals had to be sketched as the data in the project is available
only on a computer disc. We leave it to the reader; if you had

seen the wave elevation Z in Figure B in comparison to that in A,
would you have concluded that a major saving in wave energy

dissipation had occurred? Or if you went further and looked at

the X and Y signals and imagined them multiplied (no fair actually

doing the multiplication!), would you? An Interesting question!

TABLE 7

RESULTS OF EVALUATION OF PREDICTED OPTIMUM BASED ON TWO CHANGES

Froude Number F .245 Full Load

Change* 1 2 3 - Comb.

Predicted: k 1.38 0.30 --

2/82 M% 56.8%** 1.7% 64.0%

Tested: k*** -- 1.41** 1.10

7/82 Tests m% -- 12.5%** 65.9%

Change 1: Bulb B-2 or EB-1 at Station 0

Change 2: Protuberance B-2 at Station 4 P/S

* * Based on changes separately

• * These k-values relate to the changes actually tested i.e. 1.4

B-2 (or 0.7EB-1) and 0.3 B-2 at Station 4.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the foregoing results, the following conclusions are
drawn and recommendations made:

Application of the now well-established XY wave survey

optimization procedure in the Webb Model Tank to the practical
problem of searching for an optimum hull form shape can be
extended to other cases such as stern bulbs and a bow bulb-

forebody protuberance combination in a practical and useful way.
A two-change optimization theory developed to analyze the -

latter results is shown to be valid.

The Kawasaki stern bulb is shown to have a beneficial effect
on reducing wave resistance but smaller (7 percent) than seems to
be claimed. This result could be modified by scale effects.

For the Mar Ad "Security Class" Mobilization Ship, the
designed elliptical bulb is still the best overall compromise
among a series of other shapes tried for combined loadings, now
including a vertically distributed area bulb. _

The wave energy reductions possible by using hull form
changes are quite impressive, about 67 percent. They are not

*readily identifiable by simple comparison of wave records.
*Variations in wave production power as a result of propeller

mean wake changes do not seem to be of importance in the present
case.

Improvements in stability of test calibration and ease of
analys'is procedures were also achieved.

It is recommnended that the above method be further utilized
*and applied at Webb and at other model tanks to investigate and
assess possible savings i.n wave power expended by ships under
practical operating conditions.
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APPENDIX A

TWO-CHANGE THEORY
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The XY method is based on a simple integration of the X and Y

forces exerted by the waves on a vertically oriented circular

cylinder as shown in Figure A-i. We assume that each force

component is linearly related to the waves produced by the ship

hull with two changes as depicted, and that the waves are a linear

superposition of those due to the hu11, change-1 (bow bulb

illustrated) and change-2 (equal port-starboard protuberances

shown). The basic XY integral is:

SI * g X °X'Y'dx + Trunc.

X' aX/C1 £Wave Height

~(-V

-q S

FIGURE A-i: HULL AND TWO CHANGES 0

The signals are (X only shown):

X Bare Hull Signal -

X With Bulb Signal as Tested1
X With Protuberance Signal as Tested
2
X+ 2 With Bulb and Protuberance

We introduce control parameters:

k Ratio of Bulb Considered to that Tested

k Ratio of Protuberance Considered to that Tested
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The assumed XY signals are:

4 + 2 = O + kI (X1  " X0) + k2 (X2  Xo)

Y = Y + k (YI YO) + k2 (Y2 - Y0 )

The XY integral becomes:

11 + 2 = 09X 1 + 2 YI + 2 dx

Combining, we get:

1 + 2 0 0 + k1 (1 o - 210) + k2 (120 - 210) 4

22

klk2 (210 +110 1204 12) 4k 1 (I0 + 1 - 110) + .

k 2 ('o + 12 120)

Where: I *
g gX Y dxr r r

Irs pg (xr Ys + Xs Y )dx

To optimize, we set:

5 1 + 2
=0

Sk 1

11 + 2+2=0

5k2

And obtain:

Bl kl opt + C k2 opt = A 1

C kI opt + B2 k2 opt A 2

Where: A1,2 - 210 - 11,20

B1,2 " 2(10 + 11,2 - 11,20)

C - 210 - 110 - 120 + 112
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Thus, the two change optimum values are:

k C

1 opt 4 18 "C

C8 B 21
,0

= A 1.

k2 opt

:B C

C B

For a single change, we set k = 0 and obtain: _

kopt = A/BI as before

For C small (C << 8182) we have:

k opt S ki2 opt " C/B1 k'2 opt

2 opt 2 opt " C/B2 k 1 opt

The evaluation requires three tests to be run:

0 - Bare Hull

I - Model with Bulb Fitted

2 - Model with Protuberances Fitted

and the. corresponding single and mixed integrals: 10, 119 1 29 - .-G

110, 120 and 112 to be calculated. If a fourth test: I + 2 = 3,

i.e. model with both bulb and protuberance fitted, is run and 13
#3

calculated then 112 can be replaced by a predicted P12:

12 12

12 3 - I0 - 11 - 12 110 120

and then C' 13 + I0 - 12
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APPENDIX B:

CALIBRATIONS IN THE SUMMER OF 1982 TESTS
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Part of the current research program involves developing good

procedures and equipment for obtaining valid calibration factors.

During some test periods, in particular that in the winter of 1982

* . when the Minneapolis Honeywell power supply was subject to

intermittent failure as discussed, the calibrations seemed to

shift and be subject to interpretation. Accordingly, more care
* was taken during the summer tests to investigate possible problems

and to take data to clarify this question.

The summer 1982 calibration data is summarized in Table B-i.

The calibration procedures used are those described in Reference

(4). These essentially consist of a static calibration of the

wave wire using a known movement, a relative static calibration of

the X and Y force balances using a constant weight force in

perpendicular directions, and a dynami-c calibration of the X .

* .signal by analysis of the model runs themselves. The latter has

been improved using a new computer analysis of the tsil ends of

the run signal described in Reference (2). While previously only

a few of the latter, usually the bare hull* runs, were analyzed to

provide an average Z/X value, in the present case all 27 runs were

so analyzed to investigate any time or amplitude based trends

and/or daily scatter.-

*The bare hull runs have larger tail end signal amplitudes since -

more wave resistance is present.
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TABLE 3-1

STATIC AND DYNAMIC CALIBRATCACNS FOR SUMMER 1982 TESTS

Note: All at F r .245, i.e. Same Soeed Unless Noted

DATE TIME RUN 10 C Y X z 103 C NOTES

August 6 2 .670 1.066 -- "AM" Calibraticn -

1500 5 .- . 821
15:07 6 .... .736 .
15:31 8 .... .728
15:40 10 .... .625
16:09 14 ... .655
16:14 15 .... .602 Bare Hull Run
16:24 16 .... .655

"" 17 .679 1.053 P11" Calibraticn .......
August 6 AVERAGE .675 1.060 =689 165 .71

1ugust 7 i8 .662 1.026 -- "AM" Calibraticr
" 13:48 19 --- 674

13:52 20 - 638
14:01 21 .... .731
14:06 22 -- .769
14:16 23 .... .786

" 14:28 25 -- .696
14:46 27 -- -- .661 Slower
14:50 28 .612
14:54 29 .... .770 Faster
15:00 30 .... .807
15:14 31 .... .738 Bare Hull Faster
15:19 32 .... .713 " "
15:33 34 .... 1.097 "

" 15:38 35 .... .723 " "
15:49 37 .... .863 Bare Hull Slower

" 15: 53 38 ... .770" " " .

" 16:06 39 ... 806... ...
ff 16:12 40 ... .804 :-

" 16: 30 42 ... .906
"16:34 43 ... .964'

"" 44 .664 1.048 -- "PM" Cal ibraticr -
August 7 AVERAGE .663 1.037 .776 .514 .4g6 ,

August 6 & 7 AVERAGE .669 1.049 .754 .504 .481 Used For Analys -

August 6 BARE HULL RUN AVERAGE -- .629
August 7 " " " " -- .817

'. Ft. Wave Ht. Per Digital Signal Unit. Derived From Static Movement of Wave Wire :0.50
inches

,2 Derived Statically From Placing Equal Weight Force On Each leg
Derived Dynamically From Computer Program Comparing Amplitudes of Sinusoidal Tail End
Portions of Z and X Signals For Each Run

. C= C x Z/X, Average Values Used

' Cy a Cx + Y/Z, Average Values Used
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The results are given in Table B-I with static calibration

runs included in chronological order with the test runs which also

serve as dynamic calibration runs as discussed. It can be seen

that the former, which were taken before and after each day's test

series, are quite stable and essentially give the same values on a

given day or between days. The latter are subject to a fair

amount of scatter, about + 20 percent about a mean of .77. There

does not seem to be any definite trend during a particular day. . .

One possibility is that the relationship is not linear with wave

height; in that case the set of bare hull runs, for which the wave

resistance and therefore the wave amplitude should be larger,

should differ in a consistent way from the whole set. It can be

seen that this is not the case. Those from August 6 give smaller

and those from August 7 give a larger answer. Another possibility

is a speed variation. Table B-i identifies those whose speeds

which were slower or faster than the design speed. Again, no

trend is evident. It was concluded that the process was one of

experimental scatter and an overall average of both days was

adopted for use in the analysis.
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The analysis phase of determining 'Kt' etc., is challenging.

Not only does this require careful matching of pairs of runs with

and without the protuberance or bulb in regard to starting

points*, run speeds and calibration factors to produce comparable

individual XY integrals 10, 1 and the mixed integral 10, but the

integrals themselves must be calculated accurately using an

adequate sampling rate. Figures C-I and C-2 illustrate the point.

In Figure C-1, an actual single run calculation is shown; the XY

signals and wave height (Z) signal are given (the latter is needed

only for calibration), as are the XY products, which are the

integral values, and their running sum which is the integral

itself. It is interesting to see what portions of the wave

records contribute significantly to the integration. Coincident

large XY peaks are very important to this. Furthermore, it is .9

seen that the data sampling rate. is just adequate for the

calculation in that there are 3-4 data points in the region of the

sharpest peaks. Finally, the character of the truncation addition

needed at the end of the run can be seen and seems to be in

agreement with the assumption of the wave system simplifying to a

single plane wave in this region.

*Use of the automated data acquisition procedure, where the DC

signals starts and stops the process, is a great improvement in

this regard.
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APPENDIX 0:

WAKE SURVEY EXPERIMENTS LFROM REFERENCE (2))
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It is possible that savings in wave resistance by addition of
bulbs or other hull form changes might be offset (or improved) by

changes in the propulsive coefficient due to changes in the
nominal wake at the propeller disc, thus , decreasing (or

increasing) the net power saving. Such a wake change due to the

bulb is expected to be mainly a result of changes in the following

wave amplitude at the stern and therefore should be constant over

the plane of the propeller disc, except for a minor exponential
decay with draft. Thus, in assessing whether any important

changes are taking place, it should be sufficient to compare

horizontal velocities at propeller hub draft at a sufficient

distance either to port or to starboard of the centerline to get
away from the boundary layer effects.

Wake assessment experiments as described above were run under

the current effort during the summer of 1981 on the Security Class
M.M.S. model at the design Froude number at the three different
loading conditions used for the wave survey test run the previous

winter. Careful attention to the instrumentation, a "CTA"

(Constant temperature anemometer hot film probe) and its

calibration and cleaning procedure as established for the Webb
Model Tank by a previous student thesis gave results that are
believed to be consistent and valid for the purpose intended.
Al so, taking advantage of a calibrated system in place and
working another test day was devoted to examining the

port-starboard wake profile and time build-up during the run down
the tank. Not only are these results interesting in themselves
but they show two necessary features of the wake change assessment
experiments 'run during the present investigation:

(a) Port-starboard averaging is necessary to eliminate the effect

of any towing eccentricity on tne small changes being

considered and

(b) Using a lateral distance y to propeller radius R ratio, yiR
value of 1.4 to stay outside of the thick boundary layer

characteristic of the small 5.5 foot model with a vertical
skeg ahead of the propeller. This is clearly sh,. in Figure

0-3.
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Figure 0-1 shows the calibration curves for tne C.T.A. as

taken on the morning and afternoon of each test day. The numbers

shown are run numbers; they are not related to those for the

previous wave survey run numbers but they are consecutive allowing

any time dependent or run-length dependent effects, such as the

important contamination-cleaning procedure referred to in

Reference (7) to be noticed and evaluated.

The wake fractions results obtained by the above procedure

are summarized in Table D-1. These are defined as:

w = Vm - VCTA/Vm

where V is the ahead speed of the model and VCTA is the local

x-directed velocity measured. Both port and starboard and

port-starboard average values are shown for the model with the

elliptical bulb EB-1, with the half-size elliptical bulb EB-2 and

without.any bulb.

It can be seen that there is a small effect of increasing

wake with lighter loading but virtually no change due to the bulbs

fitted. Other bulb shapes can be assumed to act in the same way.
Thus, it is concluded that resistance percentage savings are in

effect power percentage savings as well.

During the last test day of the summer 1981 series, the hot

film probe constant temperature anemometer (CTA) was used to

measure wakes on the 5.501' Mar Ad model (without protuberances).

The signals from the CTA were recorded on a brush recorder. The

probe was located at the stern of the ship and its horizontal

position was varied along a constant depth (probe track) of the

axis of the propeller shaft in increments of fractions of

propeller radius (y/R). From the brush recorder records, the

following was obtained:

1. The average CTA signal, which is proportional to the
measured fluid velocity.

2. The "envelope" of the CTA signal, which is a measure of
the turbulence. (This is an average of peak to trough
values around point C.)
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TABLE 0-1

VALUES OF WAKE

@ 1.4 y/R FOR "SECURITY CLASS" MMS

BARE HULL EB-2 EB-1

p s
Full P: .10 Runs: 47, 48-45, 46 .09 73, 74-75, 76 .10 47, 48-45,46
Load

S: .10 Avq: .10 .125 .11 .10 .10

ed. P: .10 Runs: 62, 63-60, 61 .10 71, 72-C9, 70 .13 49, 50-51
allast

S: .13 Avg: .12 .14 .12 .12 .125

ight P: .12 Runs: 56, 57-58, 59 .11 64, 65-66, 67 .13 54, 55-52 5
allast

*S: .14 Avg: .13 .13 .12 .11 .12
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3. The estimated "settling time" (Ts). That is, the
estimated time required for the turbulence to reach some 0
state of consistency (no low frequency oscillation).

4. Th wake percentage. (Using the measured speed as
reference.)

5. The ratio of the CTA envelope to its average

These are tabulated in Table D-2. Table 0-3 describes the
points on the records marked A-E. The markers on the wall of the
tank were used'as a distance reference.

The tabulated results in Table D-2 are plotted in Figure D-2.
The range for measurements was from 0 to 1.4 y/R fractions of
propeller radius on the port side and are reflected on the
starboard side. The CTA probe was calibrated so that one of CTA
signal closely approximated one foot per second of flow rate. The

average speed of the runs tabulated was 3.23 ft./sec. Notice that
wake percentage approaches zero on an asymptote as y/R increases 1
and goes to 84.52 percent at y/R - 0. The CTA envelope, which is
a measure of the turbulence, reaches a maximum near the point of
maximum slope of the percent wake curve.

Figure 0-3 shows the foregoing results on the bare hull model

as compared with the same model with an elliptical bulb and a
longer (24.0 ft.) HSMB model (7) with an elliptical bulb. The
results on the same scale model with and without a bulb are
practically identical except that the latter shows a
port/starboard assymmetry. The differences between the WINA and
HSMB results show the effect of model scaling, the longer model
having a much thinner wake.

The foregoing results establish (a) that the run time is more
than sufficient for the boundary layer to reach steady state and
(b).that the smallI model has a very noticeably thicker boundary
layer, thus, requiring measurement of the wave effect on wake at a
y/R of at least 1.25 to be outside the region affected by
viscosity.
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TABLE D-2

DATA FROM BRUSH RECORDER CHARTS

I volt =1 ft/sec

T
SPEED CTA (AVG) CTA (ENV) CT EN V T{

RUN # y/R (ft/sec) (volts) (volts) (sec) WAKE "{V} ..

2 1.4 3.22 3.10 .1 .64 3.73 .0323

3 1.0 3.24 2.7 .5 .88 16.67 .1852

4 0.7 3.23 2.2 .8 .72 31.89 .3636 j

5 0.4 3.23 1.3 .65 .72 57.75 .5000

6 0.2 3.23 0.8 .50 1.24 75.23 .6250

7 0.0 3.23 0.5 .4 .70 84.52 .8000

8 no model 3.24 3.25- -

TABLE 0-j

TEST GEOMETRY

POINT MARK ON TANK WALL COMMENTS

A 0 Carriage started

B 3.4 Half way to test
region start

C 6.8 Start test region

D 13.5
E End of Test Region

End of Run
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DISCUSSIONS

Grant R. Hagen
Designers and Planners, Inc. .

Are wave cut tests applicable to ship hulls in general? Specifically,
in instances where a substantial part of the residuary resistance is -
associated with wave breaking, as for very full form hulls, is it
applicable?

C.C. Hsiung
Memorial University of Newfoundland

I would like to comment on the position of proturberances or side- -

bulbs for the optimal hull forms. In my earlier theoretical study on
optimal hull forms (Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 25, No. 2, June 1981), it
was found that the side-bulbs usually appeared to be close to the free-
surface or at the mid-draft rather than near to the keel as shown in your
testing model. May I suggest that in your later experiments, you may adjust
the vertical positions of the side-bulbs to check their effectiveness in
wave resistance reduction.

-i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper gives the results of using potential flow and boundary

layer theories to predict the total drag of fully appended destroyer hull

forms. None of the methods used for these predictions are exact. Further-

more, the prediction of the added drag due to the appendages requires a large

amount of empirical data. However, by combining the empirical data with cal-

culated flow characteristics, it is hoped that the drag predictions will be

improved. This combination also may show more clearly the elements of the

empirical drag formulas that are most in need of improvement.

Although neither wave resistance nor boundary layer calculation

methods for ships are completely satisfactory, it is time to apply such A. .

theories to as many ship hull forms as possible. This will be beneficial

both in aiding the design process and the improvement of the calculation

methods. Many of the calculation methods do produce useful results for cer-

tain classes of ships. The hydrodynamic characteristics of destroyer hull

forms seem to be amenable to predictive calculation by virtue of the slen-

derness of these hulls.

The wave resistance and boundary layer theories used in this study

are of the simpler variety. The status of both these theories for ship hulls

is reviewed in Bai and McCarthy (1979) and Larsson (1980), respectively. It

is shown in these references that simplified wave-resistance and boundary-

layer theories are for certain applications as useful as the most sophisti-

cated of these theories. The simpler methods used for this study result in

highly efficient and inexpensive computer programs. This is still a major

consideration for design studies of hull forms.

Computations of the total resistance of typical appended destroyer

hulls have been made in order to assess the capabilities of the theoretically-

based drag prediction method.
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2.0 COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The computational method for total drag of appended ship hulls com-

bines potential flow and viscous flow theory with empirical appendage drag . -

coefficient data as shown in Figure 1. This figure is sufficiently detailed

to give an overall view of the computational procedure. In this figure 0

-T Rn, F) C. n ) + C (R) + CA(R) + Cw(Fn)

where

CV (Rn) = skin friction (viscous tangential)
S

CV (R n form drag (viscous normal)

CA(Rn) = appendage drag

Cw(F) = wave resistance S

R = Reynolds number
n

F =Froude number

Complete details of the theories and computational procedures embodied in the

method outlined in Figure 1 will be given in a future publication. .

The approach to appendage drag is that of Hoerner (1965), in which

the appendages are decomposed into elemental shapes (flat plates, cylinders

and foils) for which experimental drag coefficients, CD = Drag/ pU2A, are

known. Computer programs have been developed by Lasky (1972) which implement

Hoerner's method for Naval-type ships and subsequently with improvements by

Kirkman, et al. (1979 and 1980). A typical set of Naval ship stern appendages
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APPROXIMATIONIS

3-D TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER A

'43MENTUM INTEGRAL METHOD

APPENDAGE DRAG,

CT = v (Rn) + Cv (R) + CA(Rn) + Cw(F n )

Figure 1. Computational Methods.

(for one propeller shaft) is shown in Figure 2. These appendages can be decom-

posed into foils with and without interference* and cylinders with and without

interference and end drag. Hoerner provides drag coefficient data for such

shapes. However, the range of applicability of some of this data for the

present circumstances is unknown. A good estimate of the local velocity, U,

is doubly important since it determines both the value of Rn and thus the values

Of CD(Rn) and the dynamic head, pU2 . The latter may in fact be the more impor-

tant since the scale of the drag force is basically set by U2 . Both Lasky and

Kirkman use the speed advance, VA = w(I - US), for the fluid velocity on all

* Interference refers to the losses associated with the juncture of an
appendage and the hull surface.
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appendages where U is the ship speed and w is the average nominal wake frac-
tion in the propeller plane. This is, in fact, a poor estimate of the fluid

velocity for most parts of the appendages, particularly for those parts em-

bedded in the ship boundary layer.

Foils with Cylinder with forward

intef drag and aft and drag Interference drag only
Interference drag (at the ±ntersectinn PF

the hull and shaft bastAiQ)

Cylinder with Aft end drag

Cylinder with no end drag

Cylinder with forward end dreg

?oLl with no inCerference drag

Figure 2. Appendage Decomposition (from Kirkman, et al., 1979)

In the present study the fluid velocity in way of each appendage

is determined using the results from the bare hull ship boundary layer calcu-

lation. Figure 3 shows a profile view of an appended destroyer hull form

with the nominal boundary layer thickness superimposed. It is evident from

Figure 3 that substantial portions of the appendages, particularly those

parts affected by hull interference, are within the ship boundary layer.
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Figure 3. Nominal Boundary Layer Thickness in Way of a Typical
Destroyer's Appendages. 0

3.0 EXAMPLE CALCULATION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

3.1 Bare Hull Resistance S

Calculations were performed for two typical destroyer hull forms,

Hulli and Hull2. One of the results of the boundary layer calculation is the

viscous drag of the hull. Figure 4 shows the skin friction resistance and •

the total viscous resistance (skin friction plus form drag) for the two hulls.

This resistance is compared with the flat plate resistance derived from the

1957 ITTC line. The Reynolds number range calculated corresponds to full

scale speed. -J
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-/(1957 ITTC LINE) '. HULL 0: C C_(2.7 5%),

> -- HULL 2: CvS+ CVF (0 1.69%)

.16-

U.0 HULL 2: C~s +C1 .9% )

-ZHULL 2: CVS (-1.21%)

.13-

SA 8.5 8.6 6.7 8.8 8.9 9.0 9.1 .

log Rn =L/.

Figure 4. Viscous Resistance Calculation Results for Hulll and Hu12.

Figure 4 shows that Hulli has about a 1% higher friction drag.

This difference is too small to be considered significant. The difference

is probably within the accuracy of the calculations. It is interesting to .

note that the skin friction resistance for these hulls is not substantially

different than the flat plate (zero pressure gradient) resistance. This is

due to the cancelling effects of a favorable pressure gradient on the bow

sections and an unfavorable pressure gradient on the stern sections of these

hulls.
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The wave resistance, including the sinkage and trim correction, for

both hull forms is shown in Figure 5. Hull2 is seen to have a larger wave

resistance than Hulll at all values of Fn other than between .25 and .325.

For values of F of about .3, the Hull2 wave resistance is only 59% of the
n

Hull1 value. Both the waterline integral (- 25% CW) and the additional resis-

tance due to sinkage and trim (- 12.5* CW) were found to have a significant

effect on the predicted wave resistance.

o HULL2

c3 HULLI 0

o1

4...

a.-- -

i.1 0. ,

Froude Number, F n

Figure 5. Wave Resistance Coefficient Including Sinkage and
- Trim Correction. CW 

= RW/ z pV S

The total bare hull resistnce coefficient, CT = CVs + CVF + CW , is
shown in Figure 6. At low speeds, Fn < .3, the viscous resistance is much

L larger than the wave resistance and at high speeds, F n > .4, the opposite is _

true. Experimental results for these hulls are also shown in Figure 6 for

comparison. The calculations are in fair agreement with the experimental

results. In particular, the experiments also show a reduction in resistance

i/  88 _1
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for Hull2 relative to Hull1 at moderate F (.25< F < .35) and an increase atFn  n<

the higher F (> .35). The experimental value of CT for Hull2 is lower thannT
Hull1 by a maximum of 14.5% at Fn = .32. Similarly, the calculations show 0

a maximum of 17.2% at F = .3. Figure 6 shows that the magnitude of CT is

also predicted fairly well by the calculations.
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EXPERIMENT
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.15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 J
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Figure 6. Total Resistance Calculation Results for Hull and Hull2.

Appended Hull Resistance

Calculations were also performed of the additional resistance due

to certain appendages -- rudders, bilge keels, propeller shafts and support

struts -- for a destroyer hull form similar to those used for the bare hull

resistance calculations. Computational results were obtained for two values _

of Fn (.276 and .414) and both for model and full-scale Rn values. Tables 1

and 2 summarize the results and include model-scale experimental data for

comparison. Also included are calculations made using the Kirkman procedure
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for determining the velocities and flow angles.

0

Model Scale uIScl

- -.~~ - ~ 23, - -

0. IVd 2CI --

Rudder 1.3303 1.223 - 8.1 2.542 91.1 51.9 .842 2.053

Bilge Keel 2.4824 1.414 -43. 1.529 -38.4 7.5 .811 .875

Shaft & Strut 3.I15 3.765 4.1 5.752 59.1 34.6 3.973 5.971

Total 7.4285 6.383 -14.1 9.803 32.0 34.9 5.626 8.626

Table 1. Appendage Resistance Result Summnary: F .414.

n

- H vs.

Rudder 1.126 1.557 38.3 2.984 165.0 47.8 .873 2.107

Bilge Keel 2.706 1.427 -47.3 1.557 -42.5 8.3 .853 .919

Shaft & Strut 4.177 4.196 .5 6.272 50.2 33.1 3.996 6.003

Total 8.009 7.18 -10.4 10.8131 35.0 33.6 5.722 9.029

Table 2. Appendage Resistance Result Summary: F n .276.
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From Tables 1 and 2 it is seen that for both values of F the results show

about a 35% reduction in the total appendage drag prediction by including the

boundary layer velocities. Furthermore, the present results are in better ]

agreement with the experimental data: the total appendage drag is underpre-

dicted by about 10% primarily due to the bilge keel component. Kirkman, et

al. (1979) shows on the average a 30-40' overestimate as compared to experi- -

mental data for 11 test cases. Based on the present results, a much more 0

favorable agreement with experimental data is expected by including the

boundary layer velocities.

4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS •

I

The purpose o04this investigation w to develop a fairly complete

computational tool to predict the total drag of fully appended destroyer hulls.

This has been accomplished in a useful way. However, much remains to be done 0

to validate and improve this computational tool.j A basic framework is clearly

visible, but the most important aspects need improvement.

Thetheoretical methods Uat were incorporated in the drag calcula-

tion method are of a simplified variety, but they do give fair resultshere -

and are amenable to broader application and improvements..

The'items of immediate improvement of the method are-the-following:

/

(1) Boundary Layer Method:-:development of viscous/inviscid interaction

method to improve the stern region boundary layer prediction.

(2) Wave Resistance.Method: ,-add the additional source strengths due

to viscous/inviscid interaction to wave resistance calculations to

improve prediction, , -

(3) AppendageD ,ag-develop new base and interference drag formulas,

using new experimental data, so that incoming boundary layer

velocities can be properly used for improved drag predictions.
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NOMENCIATURE
Units*

CA Correlation allowance

CB Block coefficient

CF Frictional resistance coefficient, R,/(.L.SV2)

CM Midships coefficient

Cp Prismatic coefficient

CR Residuary resistance coefficient, RR/(pSV2)

Stud drag coefficient, RSD/(- 0SV2 ) -

Total resistance coefficient, ( pSV2)

ACTM Difference in the total resistance coefficient between models -

with and without studs

CW  Waterplane coefficient

C7  Volumetric coefficient, VolwIU/L 3

F Longitudinal Center of Floatation .

Longitudinal Center of Bouyancy from forward perpendicular L

Fn Froude number -

iE Entrance half-angle .-
L Length L

RF Frictional resistance M/T2

RR Residuary resistance MLr 2

RSD Stud drag ML/T2

r Total resistance MLt/

S Wetted surface L2

v Speed L/T

Water density M/L3

L

•L a length, T m time, M = mass,
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ABBREVIATINS

DL/SIT Davidson Laboratory of the
Stevens Institute of Technology "..

0,

DTNSRDC David Taylor Naval Ship Research
and Development Center

USNA United States Naval Academy

SUBSCRIPTS

M Model

S Ship •

EGLISH/SI EQUIVALENTS

1 degree (angle) = 0.01745 rad (radians)

1 foot = 0.3048 m (meters)

I foot per second = 0.3048 m/sec (meters per second)

1 inch - 25.40 mit (millimeters)

1 knot = 0.5144 m/s (meters per second)

1 lb (force) = 4.448 N (Newtons)

1 lb (force) - inch = 0.1130 N m (Newton-meter) 0

I long ton (2240 ibs) = 1.016 metric tons, or 1016 kilograms

1 horsepower = 0.746 kW (kilowatts)
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ABSTRACT

... -- An investigation was carried out at, the-David
Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center DTNSRI/')'to compare
the trends in resistance for similar hull forms
between large and small size models. Resistance ,
experiments were conducted wi.h three similar twin

*, screw hull forms having a moderately fine shape
(CW = 0.59). The results of these experiments are
presented. The resistance trends obtained with
the large and small models show good correlation.
However, the full scale resistance predictions with
the small and large size models did not compare as
well.

INTRODUCTION ....

An experimental investigation was undertaken at VINSRDC to determine if

the trend in resistance change, due to small changes in hull shape, could

be predicted correctly with the use of small size surface ship models.

The model hull size employed typically at DINSRDC is determined

fron propulsion experiment requirements. In our experience, model

propellers smaller than 0.2 m (8 in) in diameter are inadequate for the

modeling of full scale flow conditions. The effect of Reynolds number on

the model data becomes too severe, preventing accurate full scale

prediction. Thus, the hull model is built to a scale ratio that results

in a model propeller diameter of more than 0.2 m (8 in). The resulting

model hull lengths vary from 5.5 m (18 ft) to over 9.1m (30 ft). These

same hull models are also used for resistance experiments.

Having a large model for resistance experiments has the advantage

of obtaining a more accurate geosym of the full scale hull than with

the smaller model, with a given manufacturing tolerance, and the difticult
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* problem of properly stimulating turbulence1 on the model is also mitigated.

How~ever, in terms of time and cost, the use of large models to explore the

* effect of many minor hull form changes on hull resistance is considered to

be not practical. The use of small models in exploring the resistance trends

with changes in hull form may provide a solution2

Since the early days of ship movdel testing the issue of mo~del size

has been explored extensively. Considerable work has been done com~paring

resistance experiments with the same mo~del in different towing tanks as0

well as comparing results obtained with different size mo~dels. References

3 through 9 are a sample of the published literature. However, little

work has been done to evaluate the effects of model size on the prediction0

of the trend of resistance due to small changes in hull geometry.

Unpublished experiments that have been carried out in the past show that

in some cases, trends in resistance are predicted correctly with small0

modelIs, and in other cases small model resistance trends are not

confirmed by the results of large model data. Existing data indicate

howvever, that high block coefficient hulls (CB >0.65) provide less

consistant results, while finer hulls tend to showi better correlation

between small and large movdels. Therefore, small models might provide

reasonably accurate predictions of resistance trends for relatively

fine hull form~s.

The purpose of the investigation reported here is to explore the

technical merit of the use of small mo~dels in predicting the trend in

bare hull resistance due to relatively small changes in design geanfetry;

the interest here is not in the absolute values obtained nor in the use

of the model data for full scale prediction. It should be noted that,
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due to the small sample of data, the results reported here should not be

considered conclusive; extensive new experimentation will be required

before a general conclusion can be made.

A series of three similar hulls of relatively fine (CB =0.59) form

were selected for this project. These hull forms have very similar

basic hull form parameters and coefficients, yet have significantly

different hull form shapes. Two groups of geosynis were built of these

hull forms; one group 8.34 m (27.36 ft) long, and one group 1.82 m (5.97

ft) long.

One of the small mo~dels was built and its resistance experimentally. 1
obtained at the Davidson Laboratory of the Stevens Institute of Technology

(DLVSIT). This allowred us to comp~are the repeatability of our results

with one small mo~del to the results of the same model fromn a model

basin with an extensive background in small mo~del experimentation.

Additional repeatability experiments were carried out with the small'>

imodels at Dfl4SRC to evaluate the accuracy of the resistance measurements

with a 95 percent level of confidence.

The comtparison of the small and large model relative resistance

prediction and the results from the repeatability experiments with the

small models are presented in this report. A comp~arison of the large

and small mocdel predicted resistance values is also included.

EXPERIMENTS

MODELS

Body plans, representing the hull forms used in this investigation,

are presented in Figures 1 to 3, and the principal dimensions and hull
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form coefficients are presented in Table 1. These hull forms represent

-modern twin screw ship designs having block coefficients between 0.580 0

and 0.593, with a length to beam ratio of 6.83. The full scale length

of the ships is 262.1 m (860 feet).

The small models, 5385, 5386, and 5387, represent the three design

variants A, B, and D respectively. The three models are constructed of

wood to a scale ratio of 144, resulting in a model length of 1.83 m

(5.97 ft). Models 5385 and 5387 were built at DINSRDC; Model 5386 was

built at DL/SIT. The models have no appendages except for skegs.

The large models, 5368, 5372, and 5382, also represent the three

design variants A, B and D, respectively. The three models are

constructed of wood to a scale ratio of 31.435, resulting in a model

length of 8.34 m (27.36 ft). These models also have no appendages

except for skegs.

The A models were ballasted to represent a full scale displacement

of 63430 t (62430 L. tons), and an even keel draft of 10.36 m (34.0

ft); the B models were ballasted to represent a full scale displacement

of 63430 t (62430 L. tons) and an even keel draft of 10.36 m (34.0 ft);

and the D models were ballasted to represent a full scale displacement

of 62970 t (61980 L. tons) and an even keel draft of 10.55 m (34.5 ft).

The small models were towed using the planing boat towing bracket

on loan from the United States Academy (USNA) model basin. The bracket

attaches to the model at one point, and fixes the model in sway, yaw,

and roll.
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DESCRIPTION OF HULL FORM GEOMETRY

Table 1 shows the principal dimensions and nondimensional coefficients

of the three hull forms. A comparison of the basic parameters and non-

dimensional coefficients shows that there is little difference in these

values between the hull forms. There was no change in the length to

beam ratio, L/B and a small change in the volumetric coefficient, C

of 0.7 percent. The maximum change in the block coefficient was 2.2

percent. The maximum change in the longitudinal center of bouyancy,

FB/L, was 0.9 percent L; the beam to draft ratio, B/T, 1.6 percent;

and the longitudinal center of floatation, F, 1.9 percent L. The

maximum changes in the prismatic coefficient, Cp, vertical prismatic -

coefficient, CpV, waterplane coefficient, CW , midship coefficient, CM,

and wetted surface were between 3.0 and 3.6 percent. The maximum

difference in the half angle of entrance, iE, was 2 degrees.

A comparison of the body plans of hull forms A, B, and D, indicated

in Figure 4, shows that there are significant differences in the hull

form shapes. Hull form A is U shaped forward and aft, with a transom

stern having a waterline width of approximately 40 percent of the maximum

beam. The skeg is faired into the hull with a large fillet. Hull form B

has a V shaped forebody and afterbody, with virtually no transom immersion.

The skeg is faired into the hull to a degree that it might not be

considered a separate appendage. Hull form D is U shaped forward, and

is very similar to hull form A from station 5 to amidships. Forward of

station 5, the sections have the same shape as hull form A but are

narrower in beam as a result of the narrower entrance angle. In the

afterbody, the shape of hull form D is between that of B and A, but has
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no immersed transcan, and the skeg is faired into the hull with a much

smaller fillet than used with hull form A.

TURBULENCE STIMULATION

Turbulence stimulation was required on the small models to obtain turbulent

*flow over the hull. Studs were selected for turbulence stimulation because

*they appeared to provide more consistent resistance data for small models

*than tripwires and sand strips could.10  Also, the DL/SIT resistance

experiments with the small Model B were performed using studs for turbulence

stimulation. Choices of stud size, spacing, and longitudinal location

used with the small models were based on the method used by DL/SIT with

Model B in order to investigate repeatability.

The studs, 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) dia by 2.5 mm (0.10 in.) high, were

* spaced 6.4 mm (0.25 in.) apart, and 15 mm (0.6 in.) aft of, and parallel

to, the stemn line. The longitudinal location was selected using a method

by Hughesll, which uses the entrance half angle to determine the stud

longitudinal location.

The studs not only induce turbulence, but also add a drag component

* to the total measured resistance. This stud parasitic drag cauponent

must be subtracted fran the measured resistance to obtain the resistance

of the hull alone. The method of stud parasitic drag correction used

assumes that, at higher speeds, the model without studs has turbulent flow

over the entire hull (except in the immediate area of the stem) so that

turbulence stimulation is unnecessary. Therefore, the difference

in resistance between the model with and without studs at the high

speeds is taken as the stud parasitic drag.
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No turbulence stimuilation was used with the large models because it

is not considered necessary with large models of this type hull form.

Also, none was used in previous experiments with these large models.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUJRE

The large models were evaluated in the West Deep Water Basin of

DINSRZC, and the small models were evaluated in the 140 Foot Basin of

DflNSRID * The large and small models were evaluated over a speed range

corresponding to 5.1 rn/s to 15.4 rn/s (10 knots to 30 knots) full scale,

or Fn = 0.10 to 0.30. The resistance values were measured using a

block gauge, a type of variable reluctance force transducer. A 334 N

(75lb boc gugewa uedfo th lrg mde exermets ad

(72 5 lb) block gauge was used for the arge model experiments nd e

large model resistance data was sampled over a period of 5 seconds'.-

The small model resistance data was samp~led over a period ranging frau

7 to 24 seconds; the longer sampling periods correspond to lower model

speeds. Speed on both towing carriages was measured using a toothed-

wheel with a magnetic pickup.

Du~ring the small model tests special attention was paid during the

acceleration phase to keep the acceleration of the model constant in

order to improve data consistency. No special attempt was made in this

respect, during the large model tests.

The repeatability experimnts to determine the accuracy of the

small model resistance measurements, described in later sections, were

performed using three speeds (Fn = 0.18, 0.24, and 0.28), in a randomn

sequence. The models were fitted with studs during these experiments.
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The speeds were repeated ten times with the small Model B and six

times with the small A and B models. The experiment was repeated two

weeks later with Model B repeating the speeds six times.

PRESEflATION Of RESULTS

The measured resistance values for the large and small models are

shown Tables 2 to 12. The resistance values for the small Model B form

the experiments at DL/SIT are also included. The CR values, shown in

Figures 5 to 11, are calculated frcm the total resistance, RIM, using

the 1rrC model-ship correlation line.

To assist in resolving the scatter in the low speed CR values, a

technique is used which is based on a method of data presentation by

Prohaska1 2 . The data for large and small model B, replotted as CTM/CFM

versus F n4/C., are shown in Figures 12 to 14. Prohaska states that

over the range of Fn * 0.1 to Fn = 0.2, a curve fitted to these points is

a relatively straight line for most models. Because of the way the low

speed data are cmpressed, it is much simpler to fair the Prohaska plots

than to fair the CR plots; therefore, the results from faired Prohaska

curves are used to assist in fairing the CR curves. The CFM values are

from the IT=C model-ship correlation line.

Curves of total resistance coefficient (CTM) versus Froude number

for the small models are shown in Figures 15 to 18. The curves of the

difference between the C74 curves of the small models with and without

studs, &CTM, are also presented in these graphs.

The stud drag coefficient, CSD is considered to be constant with

speed, and is calculated by averaging the ACM curves at the high
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Froude number range, where the difference in resistance between the

models fitted with and without studs is considered to be only due to 0

the drag of the studs. DL/SIT averaged the ACTM curve above Fn = 0.2

for the small Model B; however, since the ACTm values were not found to

be constant until somewhat higher Froude numbers were reached, in the

present work the ACTM curves were averaged above Froude number Fn 0.28.

Figure 19 shows the ratio of RTM (DL/SIT) to RTM (140 Foot Basin)

versus Froude number for the small Model B model fitted with studs.

The results of the repeatability experiments with the small models

are shown in Table 13. The results are analyzed and presented in terms

of the level of confidence13 . The level of confidence imiplies that

there is a percent probability that the actual resistance value lies

within V percent of the average resistance values. The level of

confidence used in this repeatability analysis is 95 percent. The

maximum excursion from the mean resistance values, as a percent of the

mean resistance values, is also given.

A ccmparison of the large and small model residuary resistance

coefficient values, CR is shown in Figure 20. The comparison is shown in

terms of the difference between the large and small model CR values (CR

(large model) - CR (small model)) versus Froude number. The CFM values

used to determine the CR values were calculated using the ITI model-

ship correlation line.

To show the relative resistance performance of the models, the full

scale predicted resistance curves were normalized by the average of the

full scale predicted resistance of the models. The average resistance,

Ris(AVE), is defined as:
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RTS(AVE) ((RTS(Model A) + RTS(Model B) + RTS(Model D))/3.

The large model full scale resistance curves are normalized by the

average full scale resistance for the large models, and the small model

full scale resistance curves are normalized by the average full scale

resistance for the small models. These curves of RTS/RTS (AVE) are

shown in Figures 21 and 22 for a correlation allowance of CA = 0.0035

for the large and small models, with the CFM values calculated using

the ITTC line.

The predicted relative resistance performances of A, B and D are . - -

shown in Figures 23 to 25, respectively. The large model and the small

model predictions are plotted together.

Figures 26 to 28 sh6w comparisons of the small model full scale

predictions with the large model full scale predictions, presented as

RTS (small model)/RTs (large model), versus Froude number. The model

data are extrapolated using the Froude method of extrapolation.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

SMALL MODEL DATA

At the low Froude numbers, there is noticeable scatter in the

small model resistance values, especially when the models are not fitted

with studs (Figures 5 to 11). A significant part of this scatter may be

attributed to laminar flow in the bow region. If the speeds are low

enough, even the use of studs or other turbulence stimulators may not

trip the flow from laminar to turbulent. Studs or other turbulence
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stimulators do not eliminate laminar flow; howtever, the use of turbulence
stimulators decreases the speed at which laminar flow becomes turbulent 9 .

If the flow-is not tripped to turbulent flow, the point of natural

transition from laminar to turbulent flow may move either upstream or

downstream, and may change with time. The location of turbulence inception

may also be affected by carriage acceleration. Due to the small size of

the model, the area over which the transition point varies can represent--.

a significant percentage of the hull wetted surface. Because the

frictional resistance with laminar flow is significantly lower than

that for turbulent flow, a change in the location of the flow transition

may result in a noticeable change in the total resistance. Since the

residuary resistance is calculated by subtracting the frictional

resistance for fully turbulent flow f ran the total resistance, the

changes in the total resistance significantly affect the comuted

residuary resistance. Because the residuary resistance is small relative

to the total resistance at these low speeds, the percent change in the

residuary resistance can be as great as an order of magnitude larger

than the percent change in the total resistance.

The negative CR values for the unstimulated models are a result of

using the ITIC model-ship correlation line for calculating CF., which

assumes that the flow over the entire hull is turbulent; however, because

of possible laminar flow existing over part of the hull, the actual

frictional resistance must have been lower than that computed using the

I71C model-ship correlation line. Thus, the negative values of CR

appearing in Figure 5 through 11 have no physical significance. It should_
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be noted that, because the resistance data for the mo~dels without studs

are used only to determine the stud drag correction, which uses only

the resistance data at higher speeds, the CR scatter and negative CR

values at the lowier speeds for the movdels without studs do not affect
the model resistance results used to determine relative resistance. The

CR scatter and negative CR values for the models with studs may also

be due to the studs not inducing fully turbulent flow at very low speeds.

Another reason for the low speed scatter may be that the measured

resistance values are small. The block gauge and the instrumentation

used may not be able to resolve the resistance with sufficient accuracy

at the lowi speeds. Normally, a block gauge used to measure resistance

will have a rating that is between 50 and 100 percent of the maximum

measured resistance to ensure that the block gauge will have sufficient

sensitivity for accurate low speed measurements.* The maximum measured

resistance of the small mo.~dels is 11 percent of the block gauge rating.

This means that the sensitivity of the block gauge was less than the

norm in resistance experiments. Carriage vibration, speed variation,

and acceleration may also have an impact on the meaurements at the lower

speeds. These factors my have some impact on the total resistance

measurements; as mentioned previously, a small percentage change in the

total resistance value may result in a percentage change in the residuary

resistance which may be as much as an order of magnitude greater than

the total resistance percentage change.
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REPEATABILITY

The results of the repeatability experiments for the small models

(Table 13) show that over a speed range of Fn = 0.18 to 0.28 the percent

range of the mean value with a 95 percent confidence level increased

with speed for Model B (initial experiment) from +0.78 percent at Fn =

0.18 to -1.07 percent at Fn  0.28, and for Model D fran +0.73 percent

at Fn = 0.18 to +1.20 percent at Fn = 0.28, and decreased with speed

for Model B (final experiment) from +1.35 percent at Fn = 0.18 to

+0.46 percent at Fn = 0.28. The range for Model A decreased from +0.96

percent at Fn = 0.18 to +0.79 perceht at Fn = 0.24, and then increased to

+1.07 percent at Fn = 0.28.

If the ptcrcent range from all four experiments is averaged, as

shown in Table 13, there is almost no change in the range with speed

(0.18<Fn<0.28 ). If the percent maximum excursions from the mean

resistance value are also averaged in this manner, again there is

virtually no change in maximum excursion with speed (O.l8<Fn<O.28).

Thus, the repeatability of the small model resistance measurements does

not change significantly with speed. This indicates that the flow

over the hull is stable and mostly turbulent at and above Fn = 0.18.

There were no repeatability experiments performed at speeds below Fn =

0.18; however, the scatter in the CR curves below Fn = 0.18 indicates

that the repeatability decreases significantly. The rapid increase in

the scatter of the CR values of the models with studs below Fn = 0.18

is probably due to flow instability around the model in the region of

laminar to turbulent flow transition. The studs may not introduce enough
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energy into the flow to establish the flow transition from laminar (at

the bow) to turbulent flow at a fixed location. Laminar flow reattachment

may also occur. The scatter would have increased at a lower rate with

decreasing speed if it was due solely to carriage vibration or block gauge

accuracy.

Repeatability experiments were not carried out with the large A,

B, and D models. However, a series of repeatability experiments were

recently performed on a 6.5 m (large) destroyer model at DINSRDC. The

results of these experiments are used here to illustrate the repeatability

of large model data. For this one model four appendage configurations

were evaluated; the speeds were repeated 16 times per configuration.

The average accuracy of measurement with a 95 percent level of confidence

was +0.68 percent at Fn =0.26. The average accuracy of measurement

with 95 percent confidence level for the small Model B repeating the speeds

16 times (combined initial and repeat experiments) was +0.64 percent

and +0.63 percent at Fn = 0.24 and 0.28, respectively (the results of

the repeatability experiments with models A and D are not included here

because of the much smller sample size). This indicates that the

repeatability of the small model resistance values above Fn = 0.18 is

comparable to that of large models.

Since the small Model B was evaluated experimentally at both INSR[X

and DL/SIT the resistance results can be comipared directly to determine

if the results can be repeated using different facilities and equipment.-

The faired curve of the DL/SIT resistance data, normalized by the faired

RT data from DTNSRIC is shown in F'igure 19. The maximum difference
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between the DThSRDC and the DL/SIT resistance values is I percent;

therefore, the DL/SIT results have been repeated very well. 0

RESIDUARY RESISTANCE

As shown in Figure 20, the small model CR values are less than the

large model CR values by an average of 0.15 x 10-3 . The differences

between the large and small model CR values can be interpreted two

ways. One interpretation may be that the large and small model CR values

should be equal, and therefore the small model CFM values should be

decreased by an average of 0.15 x 10-3. These "adjusted" small model

CFM values become smaller than the CF values derived from the ITI C

model-ship correlation line, but are larger than the CFM values predicted

with the 1947 ATIC friction line.

A study of frictional resistance values of many geosym hull series

was conducted by Hinterthan3 . The residuary resistance coefficient

values for the largest model in each geosym series, determined using

frictional resistance coefficient values from the ATC line, were assumed

to be correct. By asstmyig that the large and small model CR values must

be equivalent, the "adjusted" small model CFM values could be calculated.

These CFM values, at Reynolds numbers within the range used by small - 9

models A, B, and D, generally Lie between the ATTC and ITIC lines from

models using studs, tripwires or rods for turbulence stimulation. Therefore,

the lower "adjusted" CFM values L,; the small models, obtained in the _...-

present experiments, do not seem unreasonable.

The other interpretation of the large and small model CR differences

may be that the CR values contain components which are Reynolds number _ _
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dependent. Therefore, the large and small model CR values should not be

equal. To minimize the differences between the large and small model 0

full scale resistance predictions, the small model CA value could then be

increased by 0.15 x l0- over the large model CA value. Either decreasing

the small model CFM values by 0.15 x 10-3 or increasing the small model 0

CA value by 0.15 x 10- 3 results in identical full scale resistance predictions.

Neither interpretation of the differences in the large and small

model CR values is completely satisfactory. A more comprehensive method 0

of resistance decomposition than the Froude method is neededl7 ,18 before

a proper interpretation can be made.

As a matter of convenience, the "adjusted" CFM values, rather than .

the "adjusted" small model CA value will be used in the remainder of the

paper.

The lower values of small model residuary resistance have also

*been observed during experiments with a sea control ship (SCS) hull

form (published in a report of restricted distribution). This ship has

a very fine (CB<0.50) twin screw hull. The small model SCS (1.86 m

long) was evaluated at DL/SIT, and the large model SCS (7.3 m long) was

evaluated at DTNSRC. The models were unappended except for skegs, I
and the turbulence stimulation method on the small SCS model was -

identical to that used on models A, B, and D. With the CFM values

calculated using the ITrc model-ship correlation line, the small model CR

values calculated using the ITTC model-ship correlation line, the small

model CR values were, on the average, 0.14 x 10-3 lower than the large

model CR values over a speed range of Fn = 0.23 to Fn = 0.31.
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RELATIVE RESISTANCE

The curves of RTS/RTS (AVE) for the small and large models are

shown in Figures 21 and 22, respectively. The curves of RTS/RTs (AVE)

for the small models using the "adjusted" CFM values by 0.15 x 10- 3

changed the relative resistance performances very little; the maximum

chagne was 1/2 percent. Since changing the small model CFM values has a

negligible effect on the small model relative resistance predictions and •

the "adjusted" small model CFM values gave the best correlation between

the large and small model full scale resistance predictions, the small

model RTS/RTS (AVE) predictions are made using the "adjused" CFM values.

The relative resistance values RTS/RTs(AVE, for the large and small

A models, Figures 23 to 25, show excellent correlation: less than 1 1/2

percent difference between the relative resistance values above a Froude

number of 0.16. The relative resistance values for the large and small B

models differ by less than 1 pecent below the Froude number of 0.24

and above the Froude number of 0.28; between Fn 0.24 and 0.28 the _.

difference increases to 3 percent. The relative resistance values for the

large and small D models show less than 2 percent difference. Therefore,

the relative resistance performances of the small models compares well

to the relative resistance performances of the large models.

FULL SCALE EXTRAPOLATION

The small model resistance data are extrapolated to full scale and

can be compared with the large model predictions in Figures 26 to 28.
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The small model Froude method resistance predictions using the CFM values

fran the ITC line are lower than the large model predictions by as much

as 9 percent. If the "adjusted" CFM values determined fran the large

and small model CR comparisons are used with the small model predictions,

the differences between the large and small model predictions are within

+4 percent. The small model resistance predictions are higher than the

large model predictions at lower speeds, and lower at the high speeds.

It should be noted that the small model CFM values were decreased

(or the CA value increased) based on the camparison of the large and

small model CR values. With a significantly different hull form, the

necessary adjustment to the small model CFM (or CA) values could be quite

different fran the one used here. Also, even using "adjusted" CFM values

for the small models, the small model predictions differed fram the large

model predictions by +4 percent. This type of inaccuracy would not be .

acceptable for the contract design phase of a new ship design. Because

of the small sample (only three small models were tested), no general

conclusions should be drawn from this work with respect to the use of

small models for absolute resistance prediction.

CONCLUSIONS

The relative resistance predictions with the small models compare well

with those of the large models. These results show correlation between

the resistance of small and large models for hull forms of block

coefficient less than 0.60. For fuller hull forms, where the

viscous resistance is a more important component of the total, there

would be less confidence in the correlation. Further work is needed to

11_4



verify such a conclusion for other fundamentally different hull forms~, __

hull forms of higher block coefficient, and for hull forms having

bulbous bows.

The result of the large and small model residuary resistance

comiparison shows that the small mo~del CR values are an average of 0.15 x

10-3 lower than the large model CR, values. A similar difference in CR

values was also observed with a large and small SCS model. If the

small and large mo~del CR values are assumed to be equal, the "adjusted"

small model CFM. values lie between the ATtC and I=~ correlation lines.

- Alternatively, if the CR values are assumed to be correct, the small

models require a larger CA value in order to minimize the difference

between the small and large model full scale resistance predictions.

Even with the aid of large model data to determine the "adjusted"

small model CFM values, the small model predictions were only within +4

percent of the large model predictions. Thus, using the same (Froude)

method for full scale prediction, the small model data provide different

results than the large model data for the models reported here. Because

of the small sample (three models) general conclusions should not be drawn.

The results of the repeatabilty experiments with these small models

indicate that the repeatability of the small model resistance values is

comparable to the repeatability of the large model resistance values at

the higher speeds. No general conclusions can be drawn due to the small

sample investigated.
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1.6

SMALL T"MODEL B WITH STUDS

1.4 ITTC MODEL-SHIP -_ _

CORRELATION LINE

1.2

cT/C -M
1.0

0.8 -
0.0 0.5 1.0 F4/ m1.5 2.0 2.5

ITTC MODEL-SHIP .. jS
CORELTIO-L-N

1.2

C /C J1*-I

1.0_

0.8
0.0 0.5 1.0 Fn4/ M1.5 2.0 2.5

FIGURE 12 -PROHASKA PLOTS FOR THE SMALL MODEL B
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1.6

____________________ITTC MODEL-SHIP

SMALL MODEL B WITH STUDS CORRELATION LINE

1.4 DL/SIT EXPERIMENTS _____

1.0

0.80

0.0 0.5 1.0 4 1.52.25

n FM

1.6

I___________ ITTC MODEL-SHIP-
SMALL MODEL B WITHOUT STUDS CORRELATION LINE0

1.4 DL/SIT EXPERIMENTS ___________

1.2

C /C

0.8
0.0 0.5 1.0 4 1.5 2.0 2.5

F n /C FM

FIGURE 14 -PROHASKA PLOTS FOR THE SMALL MODEL B FROM DL/SIT DATA
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FIGURE 19 -, M (DL/SIT) / RM (DTNSRDC) FOR THE SMALL MODEL
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1.3 SMALL MO)DELS -SMALL MODELS
Cpmi c F (ITTC) - 0.15 x 10~ -ir (ITT

"(Model A) / TS (AVE RTS (Model A) /T (AE

12(Model B) /~ (AVE - RT (Model 3) / R,. (AVE)

1.1
b2S (MdlD-T AE-T MdlD ~ AE

tC _ _ 
REAI U

C - _C3

0.14_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _

1.0______________I___________

0.89 -

0.7--- -- 1
0.1 0.2 0.3

F

FIGURE 21 RT / U, (AVE) VERSUS FBOUDE NUMBER FOR THE SMALL MODELS
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1.3 ~LARGE MODELS- - -0

RT (Model A) RT (AVE)__
- RTS (Model B) /~ (AVE)

1.2 - T (Model D) / s (AYE) _ _

1.0

* 0.9 _____ _ _0

0.8

0.7 0.03
0.10.03

F

FIGURE 22 -T ' Rrs (AYE) VERSUS FROUDE NUMBER FOR THE LARGE MODELS
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MDEL A

- LARGE MODEL /T RTS (AVE)

* 1.2SMALL MODEL 'RTS / RS (AVE) --

A - 0.03

'1.0

* ~0.9 - - .__

0.7
0.1 0.2 0.3

F
n

FIGURE 23 -RT./ RT (AVE) VERSUS FROUDE NUMBER FOR MODEL A
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1.3

MODEL B

12 LARGE MODEL S RTS (AVE)
1 .2 R ,

SMALL MODEL Rs/ RTS (AVE)

ITTC CORRELATION LINE
CA - 0.00035

1.1 -- (Adjusted Small Model C

1.0

0.9

0. -- i.-__

0.1 0.2 0.3

n

'!I r

FIG= 24 - " 'IS (AVE) VERSUS FROUDE NUMBER FOR MODEL 3
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MODEL D
LARE------
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FIGURE 25 - RTS (AVE) VERSUS FROUDE NUMBER FOR MODEL D
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1.3- - - -

SMALL MODEL A

- -Hf C F (ITTC) - 0. 15 X 0-

1.2 (adjusted for equivalent CR values)

C F w FM(ITTC)

CA 0.00035

£ 1.1 IT'rC I4DL-SHIP

1. 0

0.9

0.8 -.

0.7 - -- 7 --

*0.1 0.2 0.3

Fn

FIGURE 26 -RTS (SMALL MODEL) / R. (LARGE MODEL) FOR MODEL A
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1.3
SMALL MODEL B

C F mC FM(ITTC) -0.15 Xl10

(adjusted for equivalent C Rvalues)

1.2 - - CFM (ITTC)

C A -0.00035

1.1 ~ITTC MODEL-SHIP- - _ _

C3 CORRELATION LINE

-. 1.0

0.9
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0.7 - -J.=.= 1-
0.1 0.2 0.3

n

FIGURE 27 RTS (SMALL MODEL) / 1RTS (LARGE MODEL) FOR MODEL B
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0

TABLE I (Continued)

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF SHIP AND MODELS

NONDIMENSIONAL COEFFICIENTS

PERCENT

MODEL A MODEL B MODEL D MAXIMUMi
DIFFERENCE ,

L/B 6.83 6.83 6.83 0.0 %

B/T 3.71 3.71 3.65 1.6 %

CE 0.593 0.593 0.580 2.2 Z

CM 0.981 0.952 0.962 3.0 %

C 0.605 0.623 0.603 3.6 %

Cpv 0.808 0.833 0.834 3.2 %

0.749 0.748 0.723 3.5 %

-3 -3 -3
C 3.433 x 10 3.433 x 10 3.408 x 10 0.7 %

F0.569 0.550 0.566 1.7 % L-

FB/L 0.521 0.524 0.530 0.9 % L

8.00 7.50 6.00 2.0 degrees
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TABLE 13

RESULTS FROM THE SMALL MODEL REPEATABILITY EXPERIMENTS

95% Confidence Level

Froude Number 0.18 0.24 0.28
Range of Range of Range of
Mean Mean Mean

Model A + 0.96 % + 0.79 % + 1.07 %

Model B (Initial + 0.78 % + 0.87 % + 1.07 %
Experiment)

Model D + 0,73 % + 1.05 % + 1.20 %

Model B (Final + 1.35 % + 0.57 % + 0.46 %
Experiment)

AVERAGE VALUES + 0.96 2+ 0.82 %+ 0.95 %

Model B (16 points -+ 0.90 % + 0.64 % + 0.63 % _

initial + final expts)

Only the first six points (resistance values) were used

Froude Number 0.18 0.24 0.28

Maximum Excursion Maximum Excursion Maximum Excursion
from Mean from Mean from Mean

Model A 3.1 % 2.5 %2 3.0 %

Model B 2.8 % 3.1 % 2.2%

*£Model 1) 2.6 % 3.4 % 3.5 %

AVERAGE VALUES 2.8 % 3.0 % 2.9 %

Maximum excursion from the mean is the maximum difference in the resistance
values from the mean resistance value /mean resistance value.
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NOTATION

A * slope of logarithmic velocity law, A - 11

B1 intercept of logarithmic velocity law in Reynolds-number mode

Bl's value of B1 for smooth surfaces

Br - intercept of logarithmic velocity law in relative-roughness wde

* r * value of Br for fully rough regime

I, 12 - integrals defined by Equation (26)

k - roughness height .-

kl,k 2 -,...- other roughness lengths

= roughness Reynolds number, k* uk/

- mixing length

* * - nondimensidnal. mixing length, X* - urt/v

L - value of I* at the wall

- modification function

T = roughness texture, T = k/kj, kj/k 2 ,

u - streamwise velocity component

" u* - nondimensional. u, u* = u/u

UT u- shear velocity, u--

y -normal distance from wall

y - nondimensional y, y* I Uy/V

YL - laminar sublayer thickness

YL a nondlmensional yL YL uTYL/V

tE - drag characterization, 4B - BI - Bl ,s

Ay* - Rotta II shift

K- Von armizm constant
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X = length factor in modification function

nondimensional X, X* - u/v

x h - for hyperbolic tangent modification function

A s  =A* for smooth surfaces

xv X for van Driest modificatdon function '

v kinematic viscosity of fluid

Vt turbulent eddy viscosity

T shearing stress

- laminar shearing stress

Tt =turbulent shearing stress

TW  = wall shearing stress

1.6

"- i ] i-2 0

U
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ABSTRACT

The drag characterizations for arbitrarily rough surfaces are
correlated with the van Driest mixing-length formulation and with
the Rotta mixing-length formulation.

INTRODUCTION 0

The development of turbulent boundary layers over arbitrarily rough

surfaces may be predicted by mixing length formulations close to the boundary

wall. Existing calculation methods for smooth surfaces using the Prandtl-van

Driest wall mixing length may be adapted to arbitrarily rough surfaces. Such

are the method of Patankar and Spalding , the method of Cebeci and Smith2 or

its subsequent modification by Nituch et al.
3 and the method of Huang et al. 4

Wall mixing lengths or rather the associated eddy viscosities are also 0

required for heat or mass transfer methods using turbulent Prandtl numbers or

turbulent Schmidt numbers to predict the turbulent diffusivities of heat or

mass.5  Furthermore, mixing lengths or eddy viscosities near the wall may be

required as boundary conditions to the k-c transport equations for predictions _

of the development of turbulent boundary layers. 6 In general, the mixing

length increases with distance away from the wall until a limiting value is

reached which is compatible to the mixing length for the outer region.

Initially in 1950, Rotta7 considered the Prandtl wall mixing length for
turbulent shear stress to apply only outside the laminar sublayer and was able

to correlate the laminar sublayer thickness with the roughness drag

characterization. However, subsequent turbulence measurements showed that tur-

bulent shear stresses start at the wall. The concept of a purely laminar

sublayer was discarded and the laminar sublayer was renamed the viscous

sublayer. For smooth surfaces the van Driest modification to the Prandtl wall

nixing-length formulation provided a turbulent shear stress which started at the

wall. Rotta8 then adapted the van Driest-Prandtl mixing length to rough sur-

faces by shifting the position of the reference wall an appropriate distance.

Rotta presented the numerical results in graphical form for two well-known

roughnesses: the Nikuradse sand-grain roughness and the Colebrook-White engi-

neering roughness. Later Cebeci and Smith2 provided an analytical fit to the

wall shift for the sand-grain roughness which was then used by Cebeci and S

Chang9 for calculations of turbulent boundary layers over rough surfaces.
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For arbitrarily rough surf aces the van Driest factor is correlated in this

paper with roughness drag characterization until a limiting value of zero is

reached. This is considered to represent the beginning of the fully rough

regime. Then for the fully rough regime, the mixing length is considered to

assume an initial value at the wall in accordance with Rotta's original (1950)

analysis.

For purposes of comparison the. second Rotta analysis of a wall shift is

generalized to produce numerical results for the drag characterization of -

arbitrary roughness.

In an appendix an explicit conversion of mixing-lengths to eddy viscosities

is derived.

CHARACTERIZATION OF ROUGHNESS DRAG

A brief review is presented of pertient features of the velocity similarity

*laws and the associated drag characterizations of rough surfaces.

Close to the wall the logarithmic velocity law for an arbitrarily rough

* surface defined by a sufficient number of length factors k, kj, k-2 , . is given

in what may be called the Reynolds-number mo~de as

u I * + ,[*,T

u - A y + 1 kT I

and in what may be called the relative-roughness ode as

Ai Any~+ Br 3tC T] (2)

UT k
where

Br B 1 + A n (3)
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Here u - Streamwise Velocity Component

ur Shear Velocity ur - 0

Tw  Wall Shear Stress

p Density of Fluid

y M - /

y Normal Distance from Wall

v - Kinematic Viscosity of Fluid

T Texture of Roughness Configuration, T u k, k1,

k Roughness Reynolds Number, k* urk/v 0.

Either 1 or Br may be considered a roughness drag characterization. Both

B, and B2 are functions of roughness Reynolds number k and texture T.

The usual roughness regimes are

(1) Hydraulically Smooth

B1  Bl,s ; 31,s B, for smooth surfaces, a constant

Br s B ,s + A n k* (4)

(2) Intermediate Roughness ..*!
Both B, and B vary with k* for the same Tr

(3) Fully Rough 0

Br a Br IT], a constant

BI a Br IT] -A n k* (5)

Another drag characterization is given by AB which represents a deviation

from smooth conditions or

AB [k*, TI B 5, [k*, TI - B1 ,s (6)
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As defined AB is always negative for rough surfaces. Nikuradse used the B

-characterization while Hama1 I preferred the AB (actually -AB) characterization.

To experimentally determine a characterization for a specific arbitrarily

rough surface, there are various procedures available. The direct procedure .

requires velocity measurements close to the wall to define a logarthaic law as

well as the measurement of the wall shear stress. Simpler, indirect procedures

may be used such as involving the total drag of a flat plate1 2 or the torque of

a rotating disk.13

MIXING LENGTH THEORY

According to the Prandtl mixing length theory, the turbulent shear stress

Tt is related to the velocity gradient by

_ , u 2 (7)

p "dyJ

where £ is the mixing length which, in general, is not constant but a function

of its position in the flow field. ,

The total shear stress T at a point in the flow is the sum of laminar

TZ and turbulent Tt shear stresst~or

tZ 4 Jdu\ 2 (8)

P dy Y)

*where

T d , the Newton Law of Viscosity. 0

p dy

For a shear layer with zero longtiudinal pressure gradient, r - T

close to the wall. The nondimensionally

2*2 ,
t*1du*) 4 du* 1 9

\dy~ dy*
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* * isan*dmn

where Z is a nondimensional mixing length, X u X/v, and u* is a nondimen-

sional velocity, u - u/uT.

Solving for du /dy as a quadratic expression and integrating from the

wall, y - 0 and u - 0, results in a velocity profile

Y

an 2 dy* (10)
f0 I + 11 + (21*) 2  "::r "

Close to the wall Prandtl proposed a linear variation of mixing length

with distance from the wall

. - y (11) ,

where K is the von Ldrman constant. Use of this relation, in Equation 11O

leads to a logarthaic velocity law with A - 1/K. However, an erroneous value of

B, results. Furthermore, in so far as the logarthmjc velocity law does not

hold right up to the wall, so does the Prandtl wall mixing length. To remedy ..

this, a modification function M (I = !ky*) is needed as a function of y* and

*A where A is an additional nondimensional length, * = urX/v. Furthermore, M

should equal zero at y - 0 and equal unity at y * --

For smooth surfaces van Driest proposed 14 a M such that

M -I - exp (-y*/ *) (12)

where ) is the X associated with van Driest.

Other modification functions may be formulated as for example the

hyperbolic tangent function alluded to by Pate1
15

M v'tanh (y*/*h)2  (13)

where *h is the X* used here.

,-o-
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EXISTING MIXING-LENGTH METHODS FOR ROUGH SURFACES

Some pertinent existing mixing-length methods for rough surfaces are now

critically examined.

ROTTA I

An extension of the Prandtl wall mixing length to rough surfaces was

initially proposed by Rotta which assumed a laminar sublayer thickness that

would decrease with roughness or

I K (y* - yL) (14)

where YL is the laminar sublayer thickness and YL = uTYL/v. The

introduction of this L* in Equation (10) resulted in an integration in elemen-

tary functions and a relation between yL and B1

YL = B1 + 1 (1-tn 4K) (15)

With increasing roughness the laminar sublayer finally vanishes, YL - 0, and _9

- - I (1-tn 4 K). This is now considered to be the beginning of the fully

iB 0C

rough regime.

For the fully rough regime Rotta assumed an initial mixing length Lw at 0

the wall where YL- 0 or

i Xw + KY (16)

The use of this mixing length for the fully rough regime into the velocity

profile, Equation (10), results in an analytical solution.
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At higher values of y*, this relation reduces to the usual log law, c.uation

(1) so that

* 
+

i (n +4, 1) 1,/4 ) (1)

This relates B, and 1w and hence the velocity profile, Equation (0,is a "

function of y and B1 .

Rotta 11

Rotta 8 seems to have abandoned the laminar sublayer approach in analyzing

rough surfaces after the whole concept of a purely laminar flow next to the wall

became untenable. Since there are turbulent stresses even in the laminar

* . sublayer, the sublayer has been renamed the viscous sublayer.

Rotta extended the van Driest formulation for smooth surfaces to rough sur-

faces by adding a length by to the y coordinate such that

* -(* + Ay) {j-exp [Py +. Ay*)/A*' (19)
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0

where ) * is the value of X., for smooth surfaceS. When this mixing length is

incorporated into the velocity profile, Equation (10), and related to the

logarithmic law, Equation (1), &y* becomes a function of Blk, T1. Instead 0

of solving the general case of Ay* - f[B[], Rotta solved Ay - f[k*1 for the

Nikuradse sand-grain roughness and Ay - f(k*] for the Colebrook-White

* ~engineering roughness and presented the results graphically. Cebeci and Smith2

fitted the resdlts for the Nikuradse sand-grain roughness to an empirical ,.

formula. Subsequently Chang and Cebeci9 used this formula in boundary-layer

calculations.

The Rotta formulation leads to an initial value of Z*, X w at the wall at

y Oor

it w = Ay [1-exp C-Ay/A0s)] (20)

Hence L - f[B 11 - f[k*,T] for all roughness regimes.

Having a non-zero mixing length and consequently a turbulent shear stress

at the wall may be considered objectionable for the regime of intermediate
roughness where there is still a substantial viscous sublayer.

Dahm

Dahm16 proposed a differential equation for the mixing lengths of rough

surfaces based on empirical considerations which for zero mass injection becomes

d.* 0.4y -(t -tv) (21)
dy* 11.83 0

It my be of interest to solve this equation as a linear differential equation

to

- 0.4y* + + (0.4) (11.83) ( 1I - (22)

1 7
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It is to be noted that this formula resembles that of Rotta, Equation (16), for

the fully rough regime (K - 0.4; also at y - 0, 1 1 w In actual use, -

values of £ w would have to be correlated with drag characterization B1.

PROPOSED NEAR-WALL MIXING LENGTHS FOR ROUGH SURFACES

General

Equating the velocity profiles from mixing lengths, Equation (10), and the -

logarithmic law, Equation (1), produces

L 2* * I en y (23)

1+ | 1 + (21*)'2  K-

o S

and with In =

, y(24)

Bl 2 dy + - I dy

+(2*) ~ L+ +2(t*) y (25)

or

BE I 11 + 12 (26) __

where y is a sufficiently large value of y so that the second integrand of

Equation (25)2 12, becomes negligible.
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Intermediate Roughness Regime S

With the Prandtl-van Driest mixing length

• * * *

Ky I-exp(-y 1A v) ]  (27)

In Equation (25), the van Driest factor X becomes a function of B1 and hence a
*

function of roughness factors, k* and T or X - f(B1] - f[k*,T].

Numerically then X v from the preceoding decreases with a decreasing of

B. until the limit X*v - 0 is reached. Then X y.

The range of A*v from its smooth value of X* to its limit 0 mayv*
be considered to cover the intermediate roughness regime at X > X v> 0.

Fully Rough Regime

The original Rotta I proposal of an initial mixing length I. at the wall

for the fully rough regime is now considered appropriate for the fully rough*

regime. Accordingly Equations (11), (17), and (18) apply.

Generalized Rotta I1

In order to make comparisons the Rotta II method of an additional length Ay-

is now generalized. The Rotta II mixing length for rough surfaces Equation

(19) is substituted into Equations (23) or (25) for B1 so that Ay becomes a

function of B1 or Ay - f[B 1] - f[k*,T].
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NUMIERICAL RESULTS 0 .

In determining B1 -from an integration of mixing lengths by means of

Equation (25), it ip necessary to specify a limiting value of y so that the

integrand of 12 becomes practically zero. As an example, the integrand d12/dy*

is plotted in Figure I for the smooth case A - 26 and for the case of the
*

beginning of the fully rough regime Av, - 0 with K - 0.4. To compensate for the

logarithmic abscissa, the ordinate is multiplied by y* so that the area under

the curve represents the integral 12* Then d=2/dy* - y* (d12/dy*)(dny */dy*)

Here a value of y*- 200 seems sufficiently large.

In Figure 2 the van Driest factor Av is correlated with drag charac-

terization BI for the intermediate roughness regime by means of Equation (25).

This accommodates any arbitrary roughness. The limiting value is BI - -1.325

f or A -0. Smaller values of B, are then in the fully rough regime.

The wall mixing length I w for the fully rough regime is plotted against

drag characterization B1 in Figure 3 in accordance with the Rotta I relation,

Equation (18). *

In Figures 4 and 5 the Rotta factor Ay is plotted against drag charac-

terization Bl, as a result of solving Equations (19) and (25). This correlation

applies to any arbitrary rough surface and consequently includes the Nikuradse

sand-grain roughness and the Colebrook-White roughness.

A comparison is shown in Figure 6 for the mixing length Xw at the wall as

a function of roughness characterization B1 . It should be noted that the Rotta

II formulation has values of I w in the intermediate roughness regime in accor-

dance with Equation (20). On the other hand, the van Driest formulation has a

zero value. For the fully rough regime the Rotta I values are compared to the

Rotta 11 values of Z*,"
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A comparison of the variation of mixing lengths 2. with normal distance y

is displayed in Figure 7 for various formulations on the basis of equal. values

of B1. The smooth case is shown for a van Driest factor of 26. As an example

of the intermediate roughness regime a comparison is shown between the van

Driest and Rotta II formulations for BI - 2.. It is to be noted that the Rotta

II value of the mixing length is larger close to the wall. This is a result of A

having an initial value L w at the wall. Mixing lengths at the border between

the intermediate roughness and fully rough regimes are also compared. Here
X v a0and B1 --1.325. For the fully rough regime an example comparison is

shown for B1 - -6. It is to be further noted that for large values of y* all .0

the values of I tend to converge to the original Prandtl wall mixing length of

. -y as to be expected.

SUMMARY

For arbitrarily rough surfaces two procedures have been developed.

First there is the extension of the Prandtl-van Driest formulation,

Equation (12), to the intermediate roughness regime. Here the van Driest factor

v is correlated with drag characterization B1 in Figure 2. For the fully

rough regime, the Rotta I procedure is to be used as given by Equations (16) and

(18) which is plotted in Figure 3 as I w against B1 .

Secondly, there is the Rotta II correlation, Equation (19), developed for

arbitrarily rough surfaces. Figure 4 correlates Ay with BI for the inter-

mediate roughness regime and Figure 5 for the fully rough regime.

Conceptually the first procedure which has no wall mixing length for the

intermediate roughness regime seems more acceptable.
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APPENDIX

CONVERSION OF MIXING-LENGTHS TO EDDY VISCOSITIES

The concept of eddy viscosity v~ (more properly eddy kinematic viscosity)

was originally proposed during the last century by Boussinesq for turbulent

* flows as an analogy to the usual viscosity for laminar flows or

T t du

0 dy (A0)

Equating this to the turbulent shear stress given in terms of mixing

lengths, Equation (7), produces the well known expression

t 2 du

dy (A)

It is to be noted that eddy viscosity unlike laminar viscosity is not a property -

of the fluid but depends on its position in the flow. .

For sundry reasons it may be more desirable to relate eddy viscosity "v

to mixing length without the presence of velocity gradient du/dy.

In general, shear stress r has laminar and turbulent contributions such

that

(" ( + V t du

P dy (A3)

Close to the wall T = Tw and nondimensionally then a _

w

du = I

dy 1 + v t  (A4)
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Also from Equation (10)

d - 2 ) (A5)

Equating the two expressions for du* results in

dy

"V t I +1,'2 (A6)

V

This is the desired relation for converting mixing lengths to eddy viscosities.

At large values of I* v t + I y or Y +

For the van Driest formulation for arbitrarily rough surfaces, Figure 8.

shows the variation of eddy viscosity ratio vt/v with normal distance y * The

smooth case is shown as well as the case for the boundary between the inter-

mediate and fully rough regimes. Also an example of the fully rough regime

is shown for B " -6. At large values of y , Vt icy ........_

Ic is to be noted that the increase of v /v with y* presented here applies

only to the boundary-layer region next to the wall. A limiting value is reached

which corresponds to outer-region values such as given by Cebeci and Smith 2 .
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FOREWORD

The report of the Propulsion Committee of the Twentieth American Towing Tank
Conference is presented as contributions from individual members. Although work
in the area of ship model propulsion experiments has been somewhat limited by the
low level of commercial shipbuilding experience in recent years, several special
topics have been investigated by ATTC members. In addition, the ongoing work of
the Performance Committee of the International Towing Tank Conference is reported.

Specific contributions to this report include:

o "Activities of the ITTC Performance Committee," authored by
Dr. Wen-Chin Lin of DTNSRDC,

o "A Comparison of Two Propellers for the Acoustic Research Ship CFAV
Quest," authored by Messrs J.L. Kennedy, L.J. Leggat and N.C. Sponagle,
DREA,

o "Comparative Performance of Stock and Design Propellers Derived from
Propulsion Experiments," authored by Messrs. Gabor Karafiath and
Charles J. Wilson, DTNSRDC, and 0

o "Problems Associated with the Evaluation of Combined Waterjet-
Propeller Performance," authored by Professor Armin Troesch.

Ship-model correlation issues addressed by the ITTC Performance Committee
include trial measurement methods, model experimental techniques form factors and

scale effects on propeller performance. In the current session of the Performance
Committee new methods and results from using the 1978 ITTC Performance Prediction
Methods are addressed. The report discusses specific areas being investigated and
identifies committee members to whom contributions from the ATTC community may be
addressed-

Propellers which are to be used in acoustic research have very stringent
design requirements with respect to cavitation and powering performance. Rarely
is the designer or the experimenter priviledged enough to receive full scale
information as "feed-back" to the design or scaling process. Messrs Kennedy,
Leggat and Sponagle have generously shared their experience with the community.
Their contribution will add to the proceedings with valuable documentation of this -0
demanding propeller design.

Messrs Karaftath and Wilson have addressed the issue of using "stock" ;ro-
pellers for powering predictions of surface ships. Predictions are made using the
propeller-hull interaction coefficients from the stock propeller propulsion
experiments combined with open-water characteristics of the design propeller. The _
results are compared with experimental data from design propeller propulsion
experiments. Conclusions are made regarding the suitability of such a process.
The guidance provided will improve propulsion predictions from future experiments.

L
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Finally, an unusual propulsion problem is addressed by Professor Troesch in
the discussion of tankery problems associated with model testing a combined 0
waterjet-propeller propulsion system. Critical areas of the actual mdel con-
figuration are discussed and conclusions are drawn concerning the modeling
procedure.

Although limited in number, the significance of each contribution is worthy
of careful consideration by the membership of American Towing Tank Conference.
Discussion and additional contributions are welcomed.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE ITTC PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE

Dr. Wen-Chin Lin 0
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center

The Performance Committee of the 17th International Towing Tank Conference
(ITTC), appointed by the 16th ITTC in September 1981, consists of the following
members: 0

Dr. H. Tanibayashi, Chairman (MHI, Japan)
Dr. W. C. Lin, Secretary (DTNSRDC, U.S.A.)
Mr. D. Bailey (NMI, U.K.)
Dr. G. Collatz (HSVA, West Germany)
Dr. B. Della Loggia (CETENA, Italy) -0
Mr. T. Holtrop (MARIN, Netherlands)
Mr. T. Munk (DSRL, Denmark)
Mr. B. Nizery (IRCN, France)
Dr. K. Varsamov (BSHC, Bulgaria)

In accordance with the guidance of the general conference, the Performance
Committee formulated a technical plan of investigation on the basis of recommen-
dations of the 16th ITTC pertaining to ship performance. Advice ws sought among
the ITTC member organizations, concerning all relevant topics that had been iden-
tified, to determine their order of priority. As a result, twelve subject areas
were selected as the most critical and relevant to the Committee's work. Table 1
presents these twelve subject areas, the relationship of each area to the recom-
mendations of the 16th ITTC, and the leading investigators of the respective
fields.

Steady progress has been made by committee members in performing investiga-
tions in their respective subject areas. Suitably scheduled meetings have been
fully attended by the members to review such progress. Tqble 2 presents a ten- 0
tative table of contents to document a planned report of committee work.

Member organizations of the ATTC who wish to contribute to specific items on
Table 2 are invited to communicate with the appropriate committee members (see the
subject area assignment in Table 1) for the purpose of incorporating such contri-
butions into the committee report. _0_
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Table 1 - Tasks For the 17th ITTC Performance Committee

16th ITTC Comm.Subject Area Recommendations Reporters
Perform. Propeller Lead Assist

1. Form Factor No. 1 Munk

2. Assessment of the shaft No. 1 Tanibayashi
rate of rotation on the
basis of power identity

3. Trial and Model Data No. 4 Tanibayashi All Members S
for Fine Hull Ships No. 5

4. Twin-Screw Ships No. 6 Lin All Members

5. Scale Effect on Propeller No. 7 Collatz Lin
-i Performance and on Pro- Della Loggia .0

pulsive Coefficient

6. Resistance and Power No. 8 Della Loggia Varsamov
Increase due to Hull and
Propeller Roughness

7. Recent Alternative No. 9 Holtrop Munk
Procedure for Powering Collatz
Performance Prediction

8. Quantification of Factors No. 10 Nizery Collatz
Affecting Service Margin S

9. Propulsion in Shallow Water No. 11 Holtrop Tanibayashi

10. Prediction of Effective No. 1 Varsamov
Wake and Various Propulsive
Coefficients

11. Criteria for Propulsor and No. 6 Munk
Hull Design Optimization

12. Propulsor Performance in No. 8 Nizery
Waves
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Table 2 -Tentative Table of Contents to Document___

a Planned Report of Committee Work

I. General

1. Membership and Meetings
2. Recommendations of the lb6th ITTC -

II. Review of Ship Performance Research of Interest to the ITTC

1. Introduction
2. Factors Affecting Model-Ship Correlations

2.1 Full-Scale Resistance
2.11 Form Factor0
2.12 Roughness
2.13 Appendage Resistance
2.14 Flow Separation

2.2 Scale and Roughness Effects on Propeller Characteristics
2.3 Scale Effect on Propulsion Factors
2.14 Model Testing
2.5 Full-Scale Measurements

2.51 Thrust Measurements (full scale)
2.52 Measured-Mile Trials
2.53 Correction for Wind and Current

3. Performance Prediction Method
3.1 Extension of Computer Program
3.2 Results from Trial Analysis of Five Single-Screw Ships
3.3 Results from Trial Analysis of Twin-Screw Ships
3.14 Results from Trial Analysis of Good Trial Data
3.5 Subjects for Further Investigation

0
4. High-Speed Craft

5. Hull-Propulsor Optimization

6. Service Performance of Ships
6.1 Effect of Fouling and Surface Deterioration of Hull and Propeller -0 -

6.2 Effect of Wind and Current
6.3 Service Performance Analysis
6.14 Sea Margin Determination

T. Performance of Ships in Restricted Water

8. Acknowledgment

9. Nomenclature

10. References

III. Recommendations of the Committee

Appendix
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o A COMPAR ISON OF TWO PROPELLERS FOR

I THE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SHIP CFAV QUEST

by

J.L. KENNEDY, L.J. LEGOAT AND N.C. SPONACLE

ABSTRACT

LCFAV QUEST is a specially designed quiet ship used for underwater
acoustics research at the Defence Research Establishment Atlantic. A new set
of highly skewed propellers was designed in 1979 to meet new acoustic :.

requirements. Model test results on these propellers were presented at the
1980 ATTC.

-In 1981, full scale trials were carried out on CFAV QUEST with both
the original and the new set of propellers. Propulsion trials were conducted
on a measured mile course with the propeller shafts instrumented using strain
gauges. A set of propeller viewing trials, covering the measurement of
cavitation inception and cavitation patterns on the propellers, were also
carried out. -Tlievelopment of the cavitation on the blades was photographed
and the acoustic performance of the propellers was evaluated. S __

This paper presents results obtained in these trials. --A)gomparison
of the two propellers shows that the new propellers exhibit superior
cavitation and acoustic performance. Cavitation inception speeds were raised
and the amount of cavitation at any given speed was reduced. This was
accomplished at no cost in propulsive performance
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* 1. INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Forces Auxiliary Vessel (CFAV) QUEST was conceived and
designed as an open ocean acoustic research vessel. To be effective in this
area of research QUEST required low levels of self and radiated noise. The 0
original propellers were designed to be free of cavitation all low speeds,
however the cavitation inception speed of these propellers was below seven
knots and this limited QUEST's quiet operating speed range. Also, advances in
sonar technology produced a requirement that QUEST's radiated noise levels be
reduced at speeds above seven knots. A project was therefore initiated to-
design a new set of propellers which would delay cavitation inception to .
speeds well above seven knots, and minimize the extent of cavitation at any
speed. A new set of propellers was designed and model tested to meet the new,
more stringent, acoustic requirements. In 1981, full scale trials were
carried out on QUEST with both the old and the new set of propellers. Three
types of trials were carried out for each set. These were, propulsion trials,
radiated noise trials and cavitation viewing trials, which included cavitation .
inception and cavitation pattern measurement. The purpose of this paper is to
outline the procedures used and to present some of the results obtained on
these trials.

2. BACKGROUND

The general characteristics of QUEST's hull are shown in Figure 1.
The ship has twin screws and twin rudders and the propeller shafts are
supported on streamlined bo33ings. The main propulsion machinery consists Of
a diesel electric system with two main diesel generators. To mitigate the two
major sources of ship noise; the main machinery, for both propulsion and ship-
services, and the propellers; the acoustic design included special
arrangements for mounting the machinery, the provision of acoustic bulkheads
and the design of propellers which were to be cavitation free at low speeds.
These procedures were shown' to be very effective in reducing the ship noise
levels at low speeds. During quiet operations at speeds UP to seven knots,
propulsive power and ship service power can be provided by a gas turbine
driven generator which is mounted in a separate accoustically isolated
compartment. Because the cavitation inception speed on the original
propellers was below seven knots, the maximum quiet operating speed was
limited by propeller cavitation rather than by the power available from the
gas turbine.

To reach a new propeller design, the Defence Research Establishment0
Atlantic (DREA) entered into a joint propeller design and model test program
with the Netherlands Ship Model Basin (NSMB). The propeller design procedure
used has been presented2 previously in some detail together with the model
test predictions.

As part of the pre-design testing at NSMB, a wake survey in the -L
propeller plane was conducted on a 1/10 scale model at a ship speed of 16
knots. The three orthogonal velocity components were measured; Figure 2 shows
the axial velocity components at three radii. This figure clearly
demonstrates the large axial velocity deficit behind the shaft bossing and in
the boundary layer on the hull. The large angle of attack variations which
the propeller blades experience as they pass through this wake peak promote0
cavitation inception.
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The portside original propeller, referred to as 53419, mounted on
QUEST, is shown in Figure 3. The blades have little skew and thus line up
with the wake peak behind the bossing. This is an undesirable feature as it
accentuates the unsteady loading on the blades. The blades shown have been
marked to assist in locating cavitation on the blade during cavitation viewing
trials. Figure 41 shows the new portside propeller, referred to as 5363,
mounted on QUEST. In addition to other features, skew was adopted for this
propeller in order to delay cavitation inception and also to smooth out the
cavity volume accelerations which occur as the blade passes through the wake
peak. As the acoustic source strength is proportional to the cavitation
volume acceleration, rieduction of these fluctuations in the wake peak result - -

in reductions in the radiated noise levels.

The results of comparative model tests on both 4ets of propellers
showed that, for the full power case, an increase in ship speed of about
0.2 kt could be achieved with the new propellers. Also the cavitation
inception speeds on the new propeller were substantially higher than those on
the old propeller. For tip vortex cavitation the increase was 2 kt and for
sheet cavitation the increase was over 7 kt. Correspondingly, the radiated
noise tests showed that the noise characteristics of the new propellers would
be superior to those of the old propellers.

3. PROPULSION TRIALS

The objectives of the full scale propulsion trials were, first to
ensure that the new propellers provided the necessary ship speed, second to
compare the performance of the two propellers and third to investigate the
correlation between model predictions and full scale measurements for the
ship. The procedure used was to conduct normal standardization trials for the
two propellers with the minimum time delay between them.

The principal parameters which were determined included the shaft
power and revolution rate as a function of the ship speed. The shaft torques
were measured on both shafts using four-arm-active strain gauge bridges. The
output from these was processed and transmitted to a receiver unit mounted
close to the shaft. The particular system used was one that is commercially
available. The revolution rate was measured using a toothed wheel fixed to
the shaft and a magnetic pickup which monitored the passage of the teeth.

The propulsion data which was obtained from the propeller shafts was
processed by a microprocessor controlled data acquisition system. The system
sampled the required measurements of torque and revolution rate and processed
them into engineering units. Other relevant shipboard data were also handled
by this system which could sample at a rate of 20 times per second. The mean
and standard deviations of all calculated quantities were displayed
dynamically on the operator's terminal as the trials progressed, providing the
operator with a clear indication of any irregularities in the data as they
were collected. The raw data for any run were recorded on magnetic tape and
the averaged values, for a completed run, were displayed on the operator's
terminal and on a line printer. The right hand side of Figure 5 shows
schematically the set up of the shaft instrumentation and data acquisition
system.
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Ideally, the trials should have been conducted immediately before and
after a docking to change the propellers. Due to the many scientific demands
which were placed on QUEST, this was not possible. The trials with the 5349
propellers were conducted in June 1981, the ship was docked to exchange the
propellers in August 1981, and the trials with the 5363 propellers were
conducted in September 1981. The ship's hull condition was not expected to
have altered significantly between the two trials dates and the hull was not
cleaned during the docking period.

For the purpose of comparing trials results with model test

predictions, it was necessary to modify the "new ship" model test prediction
to give an "after service" prediction which would reflect the condition of'
QUEST at the time of the trials. Hull roughness is an important factor which
can have a large effect on ship propulsion. No hull roughness measurements
were available from the docking in August 1981, however mesurements taken in
March 1982 with a BSRA Hull Roughness Analyser showed an average roughness of
380 microns. In the absence of any previous data, this was taken to be the
roughness at the time of the trials.

In order to estimate the effect of hull roughness on the delivered

power, the trials prediction formula for (l+x) given by Scott3 was
utilized. The effect of the hull roughness is taken to be proportional to the
ratio of (1+x) for the trials condition to (1-x) for a new ship. The latter
was calculated for an assumed roughness of 150 microns. Thus the effective

power for the trials prediction is given by

PET N (+x)
(l+x)N.

The new ship prediction, PEN, was obtained from the model tests at the NSMB
using the ITTC friction line with a form factor of (l+k) = 1.30 and a
model-ship correlation factor of CA = 0.00058. The delivered power and
revolution rate were calculated from this trials prediction using a wake

scaling correlation factor of 1.0005 and correcting the propeller
characteristics according to the ITTC'78 method.,

Propulsion data for the 5349 propeller are presented in Figure 6.
The results shown are the mean values of two pairs of reciprocal runs at each
speed, except at the lowest speed where only one pair was available. The
delivered power data were corrected for the prevailing wind by using the

method of Isherwood.s Figure 7 presents the data for the 5363 propeller for -

which two pairs of reciprocal runs were available at all speeds. On trials,
the 5363 propeller provided a top speed of 14.6 kt at 141.5 r.p.m. compared to
14.5 kt at 135.4 r.p.m. for the 5349 propeller. At this condition the new

propellers absorbed about 6 per cent less power than the old propellers. The
full power condition was not achieved with the new propellers due to a limit
on the allowable revolution rate.
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Throughout the speed range measured there was a consistent reduction
in delivered power between the new and old propellers. This reduction is Most
significant at low speeds, and at 8 kt the new propellers absorb about 14 per
cent less power than the old propellers. Such an improvement is more than
that predicted by the model test results and may be due to the physical
condition of the propellers. Hundley6 has shown that considerable
improvements can be made to a ship's overall powering performance by having a
propeller maintained at its designed condition. In these trials the 5363
propeller was new whereas the 5349 propeller had seen several years Of Use.

The shaft revolution rate on the new propellers was from 3 to 5 rpm
higher than on the old propeller at the same ship speed. This does not give
rise to any great problems as the required ship speeds can be met with the
allowable revolution rates.

The model predictions for power agree well with the trials data in
both cases. However there is a consistent trend for the prediction method to
overestimate the power at the higher speeds. This is most apparent in the
results with propeller 5363. The results are, however, well within the
confidence limit which one can place on the present use of Scott's prediction
method. The correlation for shaft revolution rate is very good for the 53Jd9
propeller. For the 5363 propeller, the trials values of revolution rate are
higher than the prediction by between 1 and 3 rpm. This is considered to be
within the limits of confidence of such prediction methods.

4. CAVITATION VIEIN TRtIALS

A series of propeller viewing trials were carried out in conjunction
with the propulsion trials described in the previous section. These were
perfw'med to ensure that the necessary improvements in cavitation were
achieved. Also these trials provided the opportunity for comparing the model
prediction of cavitation inception with the full scale observations. -

Such trials require viewing ports in the hull above the propeller. A
total of six viewing ports were installed in QUEST above the port propeller.
The layout of the viewing ports relative to the propellers and the transverse __

fraMes is shown in Figure 8. The ports are distributed such that both the
face and back of each blade can be viewed. The propellers are outward turning
and, because of the inclination of the shaft, face cavitation would Most
probably occur on the inboard side when the blade was coming up. This could
be viewed and illuminated from ports A and B. Model tests showed that back
cavitation occurred in an arc from the wake peak, behind the bossing, to a
position more than 300 past top-dead-centre. This could be viewed from ports
C and D, however it is clear from Figure 8 that these ports offer a very
restricted view. Following a recommendation made by the NSMB, ports X and Y
were therefore fitted to be Used with a prism for viewing the blades.
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The design of the viewing ports was taken from a DTNSFWC design for a
9 inch diameter viewing port. Prisms, machined from solid slabs of clear
acrylic plastic, were manufactured to fit inside the ports as shown in Figure
9. To use these prisms, the interface between the prism and the glass must be
filled with a layer of water, or any other transparent liquid whose refractive0
index closely matches that of the glass and plastic. The water layer is
sealed in place by the 0-ring around the base of the prism. Excess water is
expelled through vents which are located out of the direct view of the
observer. Optimum viewing was achieved with the viewing face of the prism cut
at 450. This arrangement, Using a prism in port X, proved to be invaluable
for cavitation viewing and photography as a clear view of the back of the
blades could be obtained with very little distortion.

To allow for the accurate determination of the extent of cavitation,
a series of grid lines were applied to the blades by a brush electroplating
process. Lines were marked on at 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 of the full blade
radius and at 1/~4 and 1/2 of the blade section chords. These lines can be
seen clearly in Figures 3 and 4.*

Cavitation viewing and photography requires the Use Of strobe lights
to freeze the motion of the propeller and, as the cavitation state ca.) vary
greatly with the position of the blades, it is necessary to be able to freeze
the motion with the blades in any Position. A strobe control system was0
therefore developed which was able to meet those neeas. The System was based
on the use of a 360 tooth wheel fixed to the propeller shaft. By controlling
the PUlses from a magnetic pickup which monitors the passing of each tooth, it
was Possible to locate the observed position of the blade to within one
degree. Figure 5 shows schematically the set up of the lighting and
photographing System.0

The system was remotely controlled by the cavitation observer using a
hand held unit. For cavitation inception studies, low power strobe lights
were Used and the camera was disabled. The observer could freeze the
propeller in any angular Position or allow the observed image to rotate,
forward or back, at a rate of 1 degree per revolution. When photographing the
cavitation it was normal to take a series of photographs showing the
development of the cavitation as the propeller rotated. For this case, high
power strobe lights were Used and photographs were taken with the observed
image moving 3 degrees between frames. A 35 mm camera with the capability of
taking 250 frames in sequence was used. This allowed for the recording of the
cavitation state through two complete revolutions of the propeller. .

In determining the cavitation inception points, the shaft revolution
rates were gradually increased until cavitation was first observed. At
inception the cavitation can be intermittent, depending on the motions at the
stern of the ship. By varying the ship speed about the inception point, the

IL inception speed can be obtained to within ±2 r.p.m. The cavitation
inception trials were conducted during long straight runs because any
variations in rudder angles were observed to influence the cavitation
adversely.

I 
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A variety of cavitation types were observed on the two propellers.
Table 1 presents the cavitation inception speeds for both sets of propellers
and for both model and full scale. The model Values were obtained from the
NStIB's cavitation diagrams2 with the ship operating line obtained from the

full scale propulsion trials.

TABLE 1

3 CAVITATION INCEPTION SPEEDS (kt)

PROPELLER 5349 5363

MODEL FULL SCALE MODEL FULL SCALE_

Tip Vortex 7.3 5.9 9.6 8.9

Back Sheet 7.0 5.9 14.7- 10.0

Back Cloud 10.5

Hub Vortex
(Intermittent) 14.4

The model test for the 5349 propeller did not specify the Inception
speed for back cloud cavitation however it was observed on the model at the
predicted full power condition. No face cavitation was observed on either
propeller.

Table 1 shows a great improvement in the cavitation performance of
the 5363 propeller over the 5349 propeller. QUEST's cavitation free speed
range was improved by 3 kt to 8.9 kt. Also there was no evidence of the sheet
cavitation breaking down into cloud cavitation, nor was there any hub vortex
cavitation on the 5363 propeller. The requirements to delay cavitation
inception to speeds above 7 kt, and to reduce the amount of cavitation
thereafter were therefore met.

A comparison of the model and full scale inception speeds shows that -
the model test results gave higher inception speed predictions than were
obtained on the trials. The agreement for tip vortex cavitation is fair,
considering that the model test data has to be scaled to account for the large
differences in Reynolds' number between the model and full scale. For the

3. 5349 propeller, which is straight bladed, there is fair agreement between the
predicted and observed inception speeds for sheet cavitation. This is not
true for the highly skewed 5363 propeller.

L
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A qualitative explanation of why such large differences occur on
highly skewed propellers has been provided by Greeley and * Kerwin'. Sheet
cavitation is brought about by a suction peak close to the leading edge of the
blade. This suction peak can be reduced if a long region of laminar
separation forms behind iLt. The length of the laminar separation region is
influenced by the local Reynolds' number and the leading edge sweep angle. At
the low Reynolds' numbers of the model test, the suction peaks on the highly
skewed propellers could have been reduced to the point where sheet cavitation
was inhibited. On the straight bladed propellers such suction peak reductions
would be considerably less. In the model test program, roughness was applied
to the blade leading edges, however it appears that this was not sufficient to .
overcome the differences in Reynolds' number.

At all speeds where cavitation was observed, the extent if cavitation
on the 53149 propeller was greater than on the 5363 propeller. Comparative
photographs taken at approximately the full power conditions show the main
features of the cavitation on both propellers. Small differences in the
construction of the individual propeller blades led to differences in the
amount of cavitation on them, as did motions in the stern of the ship during
the trials. The photographs presented in Figures 10 to 13 represent the
average cavitation state on the propellers at approximately 14.7 kt.

p Figure 10 shows propeller 5349 with blade number 3 in the wake peak
experiencing the maximum amount of cavitation. A well developed sheet cavity
can be seen on the propeller, extending from the X =0.75 radius to the blade
tip. At radii greater than X = 0.85 the flow over the blade separates,
producing cloud cavitation which is clearly visible extending from the

* trailing edge of the sheet cavity downstream. Vortex cavitation can be
observed at the blade tip.

Figure 11 shows propeller 5363 with blade number 5 in a similar
location, at which the maximum amount of cavitation was observed. By
comparison with the above observations, there is very little cavitation on the
5363 propeller. The cavitation, which can be observed extending from the
X = 0.9 radius to the tip, was a mixture of sheet and leading edge vortex
cavitation. As Greeley and Kerwin7 have pointed out, the appearance of
leading edge vortices is a feature which is associated with the swept back
shape of highly skewed propellers. This cavitation does not extend far in the
chordW13e direction, nor does the cavity break down to give cloud cavitation.

Figures 12 and 13 show the same blades rotated a further 240 beyond
those of Figures 10 and 11. In this position, the 5363 propeller again
exhibits substantially less cavitation than the 5349 propeller. On the latter

there is extensive sheet cavitation, which breaks down into cloud cavitation
and extends well downstream of the trailing edge. On the 5363 propeller there
is no sheet or cloud cavitation. A thick tip vortex cavity, which extends far

ILdownstream, can be seen on the 5349 propeller. By comparison, the tip vortex
cavitation on the 5363 propeller is both finer and less extensive.
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The development of the cavities as the propeller rotates, shows
another notable difference between the two propellers. The sheet cavity on
the old propeller remains isolated on the blade and persists to angles more
than 720 after the wake peak, as can be seen on blade 2 in Figure 10. By
comparison, the cavitation on the new propeller blade flows smoothly into the
tip vortex. The latter condition is a desirable feature as the cavities then
collapse off the blade reducing the possibility of blade erosion.

The improvements in cavitation performance reflect the attention that
was paid to solving the problems posed by the large wake deficit. The 5349
propeller was not designed to handle the large velocity fluctuations in the
wake of the propeller bossing.0 On the other hand, the 5363 propeller was
designed specifically to handle these fluctuations by the Use of blade
sections with the wider cavitation buckets and by the application of skew.

5. RADIATED NOISE TRIALS

The objective in designing a new set of propellers for QUEST was to
reduce the radiated noise levels. The radiated noise levels were measured
with both sets of propellers to verify that such reductions were achieved.

In conducting such trials, QUEST made long straight runs over a range
which is instrumented with hydrophones. The procedure used is similar to that
used on standardization trials although the instrumented range is relatively
short by comparison. Reciprocal runs were made at constant shaft revolution
rate so that the effects of winds and currents could be averaged out. Ambient
noise measurements with all ships far removed from the range were made at
various times during the trials to ensure that the quiet operating condition
results were not contaminated by high background noise levels.

The relevant parameter which should be examined in comparing the
noise levels of the two propellers is the noise reduction, ALs, defined by

AL5  20 log 1

where P1 is the sound pressure for the 5349 propeller and P2 is the sound
pressure for the 5363 propeller. The noise reduction, in octave bands, as a
function of frequency is shown in Figure 14. These data were obtained from
runs at an estimated speed of 14.7 kt, which was slightly faster than was
achieved on the measured mile. Substantial noise reductions were achieved
across the whole frequency spectrum. The largest reductions being in the low
frequency region where the influence of reducing the cavity volume
accelerations from the old to the new propeller are most strongly felt. The
noise reductions at higher frequencies reflect the reduction in the amount of
cavitation present on the new propeller relative to the old propeller.
Similar noise reductions to those shown in Figure 14 were observed at all the 9
speeds tested.
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The procedure for comparing the two propellers was to conauct trials
on both propellers at the same shaft revolution rate, except for the 14.7 kt
case. This procedure resulted in different ship speeds, as can be seen from
the results of the propulsion trials. In order to compare the radiated noise

* levels at a fixed ship speed, the noise levels were interpolatea, using smootn
curves, to corresponding ship speeds. The results so derived are presenteC in 0

* Figure 15 for the 2 kHz octave band.

At the lowest speed tested, the 5349 propeller had both sheet and tip
* vortex cavitation present and the 5363 propeller had none. The amount of

cavitation on the 5349 propeller grew progressively with ship speed and the
noise levels generally follow that trend. The slight dip in noise reduction .
at 7 Ict is not significant considering the scatter in the original data at
such low speeds. The noise reduction leveled of f once tip vortex cavitation
began on the 5363 propeller. The inception of sheet cavitation on the 5363
propeller could be expected to lower the noise reduction still further,
however this event is followed closely by the inception of cloud cavitation on

Ithe 5349 propeller. This trade-off continues to about 12.5 kt at which point 'A
the noise reduction lowers rapidly. This is due to the still increasing noise

* production of the 5363 propeller, while the noise production of the 5349
propeller levels off. The rise in the noise reduction to the 14.7 kt

* condition is attributed to the inception of hub vortex cavitation on the 5349
propeller at 14.4 kt.

5. CONCLUDING REKAJ1KS

The objectives of performing the new propeller design for CFAV QUEST
were to reduce the radiated noise levels and ensure cavitation inception
speeds in excess of 7 kt. These aims were met with the new propeller.
UQUEST'-s cavitation free speed range was improved by 3 kt and the new
propellers are substantially quieter than the old ones. This improvement in
acoustic performance with the use of the new propeller was accompanied by a
small improvement in propulsive perfok'mance at all speeds. With the new
propellers, QUEST's ability to conduct underwater acoustics research has been
significantly enhanced.

The essential difference between the two propellers was that the new
propeller was designed to handle the deep axial wake behind the bossing. Most
of the gains in cavitation performance are attributable to the new propeller
being adapted to this wake.

The application of large skew on the new propeller has led to some -
- interesting results. The sheet cavitation inception speed in the model test

is much higher than was observed on full scale. These results are believed to
be due to the formation of regions of laminar separation together with a
leading edge vortex. These effects are very scale dependent and the
application of roughness strips to overcome such scale effects did not appear
to be effective in this case. It remains to be seen if some other technique
can be used to identify sheet and leading edge vortex cavitation in the model
testing of highly skewed propellers.

Good correlation was achieved between model prediction and full scale
trials data for ship powering when the effect of hull roughness was taken into

IL account. Although the correlation for shaft revolution rate was not as gooa
for the new propeller as for the old, the results are within the limits of
confidence of the methods used.
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NOTATION

Sn pressure - S349 propeller

":;. .unc pressure - 5363 propeller

De'.vere' power

Effective power for "new ship" conditions

PET Effective power for "after service" conditions

V Ship speed

Vx  Axial wake velocity ccmponent-

X Dimensionless radius

(l+k) Form factor

(l+x)N Ratio of apparent PEN to effective power predicted by ITTC line

P (lx)T Ratio of apparent PET to effective power predicted by ITTC line

AL s  Noise reduction
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FIGURE 12: PROPELLER 5349, 14.6 KNOTS, 240 AFTER WAKE PEAK
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NOTATION

The notation contained herein conforms with the ITTC notation as presented in 0
British Research Association Technical Memorandum 500, May 1976, with the following
additions noted below.

Subscripts:

Stock - refers to the stock propeller ,

Design - refers to the design propeller

L ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION ;0

Funds for this work were provided by the Naval Material Command (NAVMAT)
through the Energy Research and Development Office (ERD) of the David Taylor Naval
Ship R&D Center (DTNSRDC), Code 2705, and engineering support was provided by
ORI, Inc. under contract N00600-81-D-F269. .1.
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BACKGROUND

It has been the practice for many years at towing tanks to conduct propulsion-

experiments with propellers selected from the stock of propellers available at the

particular facility. The purpose of this type of experiment is to predict the

magnitude of the interaction effects between the hull, its appendages and the pro--

peller, for use as one of the zajor inputs to the propeller design process and to

obtain an estimate of the power and speed for a new ship design. To this end an

estimate is made of the primary dimensions of the proposed propeller design to-

assist in selecting a stock propeller. In the past it has been considered satis-

factory to select a stock propeller which is in reasonable agreement on propeller

diameter, with propeller pitch as a secondary consideration, and, finally, with -

some thought being given to reasonable values of blade area ratio and number of

blades. The justification for the propulsion experiment with stock propellers

j ~selected by such a procedure was based on the assumptions that thrust deduction ---

and wake factors, hence hull efficiency, and relative rotative efficiency were

largely independent of pitch ratio, blade area ratio and other propeller parame-

ters as long as the diameters of the stock and design propellers were similar.

In the past it has been considered a reasonable practice at many tanks to use

the open water efficiency for a design propeller with the interaction coefficients

derived from the stock propeller propulsion experiments to predict the powering

performance of the hull fitted with the design propeller. Experience at DTflSRDC

prior to 1970 showed that results using this technique were reasonably accurate as

long as the stock propellers were selected with certain limitations in mind.

Experiments reported by Taylor Iindicate that hull-propeller tip clearance is of

References are listed on page 233.
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paramount importance in affecting changes in the propulsion interaction coefficients

for a given hull. With this in mind, the critical dimension for stock propellers

is the diameter. The scale of the hull model was usually based on the diameter of

the stock model propeller which was selected from an estimate of the diameter of

the ship propeller made either by the sponsor or by the staff of DTNSRDC. The

mean pitch ratio was the next critical item in stock propeller selection. The

number of blades, blade area ratio and hub/diameter ratio were considered of

lesser importance. The experience at the National Physical Laboratory, as

described in Reference 2, was that the interaction coefficients may usually be

assumed to be independent of mean pitch ratio and blade area ratio provided that

the diameters of the stock and design propellers are identical and that the pro-

peller blade loading and behind propeller efficiency for both the stock and design

propellers is reasonably close to the optimum condition. Reference 2 states that

the reliability of assuming that the propulsive components, other than open water

efficiency, are the same for design and stock propellers may be checked by using

series propeller charts to compare the loading conditions for the two propellers.

It should be noted that the radial pitch distribution of the propellers considered

in References 1 and 2 was either constant or the variations were comparatively

small, such as in the 4-bladed Troost B Series.

- - Cavitation and vibration problems became signficant with propellers of conven-

tional design as the speed and power of ships increased in the post World War II

years. These problems led to the development of the highly skewed propeller and

to rather radical changes of pitch distribution to unload the propeller at the

tips with the objective of reducing tip erosion. The work on skewed propellers at

DTNSRDC in the late 1960's resulted in a number of experimental designs and full
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scale designs as reported in Reference 3 which was published in 1971. A comn-

parison of the powering performance for a conventional and a highly skewed pro-

peller designed for the same ship is presented in Reference 14. It my be noted

* from Table 3 of Reference 14 that the propulsion interaction coefficients derived

from model experiments with the two propeller designs were identical in this par-

* ticular comparison.

Coincidental with the development of the highly skewed propeller was the

increased use of the controllable and reversible pitch propeller dictated by the

interest of the U.S. Navy in the nuarinized gas turbine as a prime mover for high

speed combatant ships. The more recent propeller designs at DTNSRDC for combatant

ships are unloaded significantly at both the tips and the hub. The net result is

that the stock propellers chosen in recent years are not very close, by past stan-

dards, in skew or pitch distribution to the design propellers. In addition, the

scanty supply of recent propellers which may be used as stock propellers has led -

to selections which had sizeable differences in mean pitch ratio from the design

values.

REVIEW OF HISTORICAL DATA BASE

The records at the Center were searched to determine which hull mo~dels had

been fitted with both stock and design propellers for propulsion experiments from

1960 to the present. The emphasis in the search was placed first on high speed

* single and twin screw combatant ships, but was later expanded to include other

hull forms as the num~ber of samples of high speed surface combatant ships in the

* data base for the period from 1973, when the accurate prediction of propulsion

interaction coefficients with stock propellers first started to become a problem,

* was not as great as desired.
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PRESENTATION OF DATA

The data retrieved from the historical data base available at the Center for

this report are presented in Figures 1 through 19. Each figure lists the hull and

propeller model numbers used in the propulsion experiments of interest for the

particular model. Propeller dimensions such as diameter, pitch, number of blades,

etc., are given for both stock and design propellers to permit comparisons of the

various parameters. Plots of pitch distribution and total rake, defined as the

combination of skew induced rake and rake added in the design process to achieve a

desired tip position, are compared for stock and design propellers. The dif-

ference in longitudinal tip positions for the stock and design propellers,

defined as the difference in hub lengths from the forward face of the hub to the

propeller axis of rotation ± the difference in total rake is also shown. The pro-

pulsion coefficients for the stock and design propellers are listed for purposes

of comparison at two ship speeds for combatant ships and at one speed for naval

auxiliaries.* Also listed are values of estimated n. and "rD

where nD Stock no Stock X nHStock X nri Stock

riD Design = o Design X nH Design X n.B Design

riD Estimate = rO Design X riH Stock X nRi Stock

and,

AniD = riD Estimate - riD Design

Finally, where applicable, notes are listed for differences in displacement, trim,-0

appendages, etc., between stock and design propeller experiments. If no comments

are noted it should be assumed that experimental conditions were identical for

stock and design propellers. -0

The quantity AriD defined above is a measure of the accuracy of powering pre-

dictions based on stock propeller powering experiments with an assumed error free
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estimate of the design propeller performance. Setting An D equal to zero one can

also derive the expression

nDt Stock no Stock

nDt Design no Design

to represent the case where the predicted power based on stock propeller powering

experiments has no error.

DISCUSSION OF HISTORIC DATA

Ideally it should be possible to pick a stock propeller, if the stock of pro-

pellers was unlimited, such that all the propulsion coefficients from the stock

propeller experiments would agree with those from the design propeller experiments

within experimental accuracy. As mentioned in previous sections of this report

there are a number of reasons why such ideal conditions are rarely met including

the finite number of stock propellers available at the Center. It was found,

rather typically, in the course of this project that individual coefficients such

as thrust deduction and wake factors, hull and relative rotative efficiencies

varied in more random fashion than the incremental propulsive efficiency (An D).

This trend for the values of increased propulsive efficiency to vary less than its

individual components has been noted on many occasions in the past. It is

generally attributed to the fact that the experimental values for n D are derived

from the resistance and self-propulsion experiments only. To compute certain of

the individual components such as wake factor, for example, it is necessary to

include the results from the open water propeller experiments on both the stock

and design propellers which adds additional sets of experimental accuracies to

consider. For this reason the primary emphasis in this project has been placed on

variations of propulsive efficiency (An)) rather than on individual components.
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Considering the possible variations in Andue to experimental accuracy alone

it was decided at the beginning of the investigation that a difference of ±1/2

percentage points would probably be reasonable and ±2 percentage points was

* tolerable.* It is admitted that the above limits are controversial as most spon-

sors would like limits on the order of 1/2 percentage point.

It should be noted that the accuracies for model experiments for surface ships

at IY1'NSRDC for model speeds above 2 knots are 1 1/ percent for effective power

* and ± 2 1 percent for shaft power measurements. A variation of ± 1 percentage

point in the values of the interaction coefficients from one set of experiments to

another for the same hull arnd propeller at a given condition of loading is con-,

sidered nor-al.. It is for this reason that it is critical to repeat the experi-

ments with the stock propeller in the same time period as the design propeller

using the same dynamometers if a precise comparison is desired. It should be also

noted that appendage changes are made on occasion between the original experiments

*with the stock propeller and those with the design propeller. In such cases it is -

particularly important to repeat the stock propeller experiments with the altered

appendages. Regrettably this procedure was not always followed due toi the limi-

tations of time and money. -

With regard to accuracy, if one were to perform an experiment specifically

designed to explore the effect of changing propeller geometry on the interaction

coefficients then that experiment would be designed so that many propellers ofS

different systematic design would be tested on one model at a limited number of

speeds with a statistically significant number of repeat points. The confidence

level from such arn experiment would be very high and based on past experience it

is expected that a 1 percent difference in delivered power would be significant at

the 90 percent confidence level.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

As mentioned before, historical practice for selecting stock propellers is to ___

consider the following variables tested in the order of their importance:

1. Match the anticipated design propeller diameter,

2. Match the anticipated design propeller pitch ratio, and

3. Match blade area and number of blades.

In reviewing Figures 1 through 19, it is possible to observe that there are a

number of older mo~dels where the stock propeller is noticeably different from the

design propeller in either diameter, rake or hub length to the vertical axis of

* revolution which affects tip position.

The clearances between the propeller, particularly at the tp, and the hull of

* the ship, and its appendages, are considered to be of prime interest in affecting

the interaction coefficients. Generally, for a single screw ship a decrease in

diameter usually results in an increase in thrust deduction factor (1 - t), and

wake factor (I - wi), although the increase in wake factor will normally be smaller

* than that for thrust deduction factor. For twin screw ships the same trends

should be anticipated except the change in thrust deduction factor will usually, be

smaller than for single screw and the change in wake factor my be quite small or

insignificant. For a decrease in propeller diameter, then, an increase 1-4 hull

efficiency, nH, should be anticipated.

In the more recent propeller models listed on Figures 1 through 19 the dif-

ferences between stock and design propellers is in skew and pitch distribution.

* - Specifically, design trends regarding blade skew which my induce rake, and pitch

distribution have undergone quite radical changes in the last 15 years. It is

believed by the propeller designers at the Center that both of these parameters

affect the interaction coefficients although the individual contributions of skew
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and pitch distribution are difficult to quantify separately as current propeller

designs normally incorporate both. Differences in propeller blade shape, area

* ratio and thickness are thought to affect the interaction coefficients to a lesser

degree than those parameters previously commented on. Figures 20 and 21 show a

typical skewed and a typical non-skewed propeller

EFFECTS OF VARYING PROPELLER DIAMETER

Examples of performance where stock and design propeller diameters are dif-

ferent are presented in Figures 8, 11, 13, 16, 17, and 18 for Models 4858-1, 5324,-

5279-1, 4870, 4773, and 4554, respectively. A plot of an D against the ratio of

stock to design propeller diameters is presented in Figure 22.* The solid spots of

Figure 22 and succeeding figures represent single screw ships and the open spots

represent twin screw ships. It may be noted that the comparison between design

and stock propeller performance is generally poor when the diameters are different

with only one exception, Model 4858-1. Examination of the individual propulsion

efficiency components shows-the major contributor to the poor comparison is AnN

the difference in the relative rotative efficiencies for design and stock pro-

pellers. A plot of AN~ against diameter ratio, included in Figure 23, indicates

that AnR t 6% when diameter changes. It would appear, then, that every effort

should be made to assure that the stock propeller diameter is identical, or very '
nearly identical to that for the design propeller, as even a 4 percent difference

in diameter degrades the predictions from the stock propeller to a significant

degree.

EFFECTS OF VARYING PITCH RATIO

A plot of AnD against pitch ratio at 0.7 radius ratio for design and stock

propellers is presented in Figure 24. The experience derived from DTNSRDC experi-

ments agrees in general with that from Reference 2 in that variations in pitch k
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ratio are rnot as important as changes in diameter. From Figure 214 it may be seen

that a variation of at least t 15 percent in pitch ratio between stock and design

propellers is quite acceptable.

Figures 1, 3 and 24. also show the effect of using controllable pitch stock

propellers set at an off-design pitch as was done for Models 51401 and 53140. In

each case the original design-stock propeller comparison was made with the stock

propellers set at an off-design pitch which approximated the pitch for the design

propellers. The agreement between stock and design coefficients was quite poor.

Note in Figure 1 that AniD is + 0.033 for the 10 knot speed and + 0.063 for the

16 knot speed for the off-design pitch ratio setting of 1.813 contrasted to

-0.010 at 10 knots and + 0.024 at 16 knots when the stock propellers are set at

the design pitch ratio of 1.511. The same trend is apparent in Figure 3 where the

values of ADare quite small for the design pitch ratio setting of 1.514 on the

stock propellers and unacceptably large for the off-design pitch setting. .

Figure 214 shows the effects on the propulsion coefficients of operating at pitch

settings of f the design pitch value for Model 534.0 when fitted with stock pro-

pellers 4660 and 4661. In both cases, Model 53140 and 5401, a better prediction

was obtained when the stock propeller was operated at its design pitch then at

off-design pitch even though the off-design pitch was a uich better match to the

design propeller pitch.

Note that there are significant changes in both and particularly in niH as

well as the anticipated major change in n0as the pitch ratio is changed to the

off-design value. The same trend for significant changes in the component effi-

ciencies may be noted in the data presented in Figure 1. For Model 51401, fitted

with stock propellers 4740A, 4741A, the greatest change is in nRfor the two off-

design pitch settings. The small difference in displacement and trim between
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stock and design propeller experiments is not considered significant as far as

* effects on the propulsion coefficients are concerned. It should be noted,

however, that the design propellers for Model 5401 have button shape type fair- 0

waters while the stock propellers have streamlined fairwaters. This difference

has a measurable effect on thrust deduction factor and AriD. For Model 5340 all

propellers fitted have the same button shape fairwaters. ,.

EFFECT OF PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

As mentioned earlier, a perfect prediction occurs when the ratio n 0 Stock/

no Design equals the ratio nD Stock/nD Design. An estimate of no Stock/n o Design

can be made prior to choosing a stock propeller. The usefulness of this ratio is

shown in Figures 25 and 26. Notice that when the off-design pitch stock propeller

tests are excluded all the predictions fall within ± 4.0 percent n D for the cases

where n0 Stock/n 0 Design is greater than 0.98. It is also important to note that

the models where the stock propeller varied more than 3 percent from the design

propeller diameter (see Figure 22) and showed poor AnD also had low, 0.93 to 0.98,

values of n0 Stock/no Design. By contrast, Model 4858-1 which had good

AnD independent of the extreme.D Stock/D Design diameter ratios also had high

ratios of n0 Stock/no Design ranging from 0.97 to 1.04.

EFFECTS OF VARYING OTHER PROPELLER PARAMETERS

Plots of the effects of varying the number of blades, blade thickness, pro- _

Jected area ratio, expanded area ratio, skew, and longitudinal tip position on

An have been examined and are shown in Figures 27 through 32. The correlation

for any of these parameters by itself is not very meaningful. Undoubtedly cer- A-_

tain of the parameters, such as blade thickness, for example, do affect propulsion

.
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performance but it has not been possible in this study to ascertain the signif i-

cance of the individual parameters. Part of the problem is that each time pro-

pellers are designed it is the ruale to find changes in some of the above

parameters as well as in camber, chord length and pitch distribution.* The use of

the regression analysis for the data in this report is ruled out by the limited

number of samples.

GENERAL COMMENTS

If the samples where there were diameter changes or off-design pitch settings

are removed from the population of data, the use of the stock propeller for pre-

dicting the performance of the design propeller is justified. The accuracy of the

prediction is improved as the open water efficiency of the stock propelller

exceeds that of the design propeller. It is not apparent that skew, pitch diestri-

bution and blade thickness effects on propulsion performance coefficients are

large enough to be discerned at the present time.

Plots were also prepared of AMl - t) and Aft wt) versus 4nD however, even

when the diameter variations and off-design pitch stock propeller cases were

deleted the data did not show any significant trends and therefore the plots are

not included.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SELECTION AND USE OF STOCK PROPELLERS

The diameter of available propellers should be considered of primary impor-

tance in selecting a stock propeller. If precise identity with the proposed

design diameter is not possible with existing propellers it is recommended that a

* stock propeller with the correct diameter be built for the project.

Adjustable pitch propellers should be set only at their design pitch when

being used for stock propellers. There is sufficient evidence to indicate that
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setting a propeller at a pitch other than design affects not only the propeller

efficiency but relative rotative efficiency as well. The effects of a difference

in pitch ratio between the stock and design propellers is distinctly secondary to

that for diameter and off-dehign pitch settings.

Differences in skew, blade thickness, pitch distribution, etc., should be kept

to a minimum but their individual effects are difficult to identify and are pro-

bably smaller than the diameter effect and off-design pitch effect.

Propulsion experiments shQuld be run as a check with the stock propellers at

any time the hull mo~del, appendages, loading conditions, or design propellers have

changed to establish possible differences with different dynamometers or experimen-

* tal set-ups.

The open wiater efficiency of a stock propeller should be checked prior to use

to ensure that the performance of the stock propeller will not be markedly

inferior to that anticipated for the design propeller.

SUMKARY

, ,It has been the practice at DTNSRDC and other towing tanks to use the results

of experiments with stock propellers fitted to a hull model to make preliminary

predictions of the powering performance of the hull, and to provide propulsion

coefficients to be used in the propeller design process. At times selected stock

propulsion coefficients have been used with the propeller efficiency of the design

propeller to provide a more precise estimate of the powering performance of the

hull when fitted with the design propeller. The purpose of this report has been

to investigate problems which have arisen in the selection and use of stock pro-

pellers with the objectives of comparing the propulsion coefficients derived from

experiments with stock and design propellers and recommending changes to existing

practices if practicable.
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-Data from experiments with 19 hull forms representing destroyers, frigates,

and various naval auxiliaries were retrieved from the records at DTNSRDC. Some of

the hulls had more than one design propeller(s) fitted, so it is possible in cer-

tain samples to compare the stock propeller performance to several design pro-

pellers and that of one design propeller to another.

The reasons for variations of propeller performance in the behind condition

are conjectural. Variations in diameter, pitch ratio and distribution, skew,

rake, blade thickness, mean width and area ratios all probably affect propulsion

performance to some degree. The current investigation, due in part to the limited

number of samples ,' is successful only in identifying what are considered to be

major contribuxtions to the variations in performance.

Differences in diameter between stock and design propellers appear to be the

major contributor to poor predictions of performance. 7,In 5 of the 6 samples

available with different diameter propellers the difference in predicted pro-

pulsive efficiency using the values of nHand nRfrom the stock propellers with

the propeller efficiency no from the design propeller experiments, compared to the

propulsive efficiency from the design propeller experiments, (An D ), exceeded the

tolerable limits of ± 2 percentage points by a sizeable margin. It was found that

this difference was due for the most part to the differences in the values of

nfor the stock and design propeller experiments such that AniD 3 6%. The reason

for this change in nRis not apparent at this time, so the recommendation is to

* avoid stock propellers where diameter is an obvious problem. If necessary a new

stock propeller should be built to avoid this problem.

Another obvious problem is the practice of using a stock adjustable pitch pro-

* peller at an off-design pitch with the thought of approximating the design pitch
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of the design propeller. Plots of propulsion coefficients derived from experi-

ments at several pitch settings indicate that there may be substantial changes in

~,particularly at the higher pitch settings, as well as the anticipated changes

in r~0. Comparisons of performance with the stock and design propellers set at

their respective design pitches agreed within tolerable limits. This should not0

be too surprising as previous experience has shown that propulsion performance is

not affected significantly unless the pitch changes are sizeable (20 percent or

3 greater).

It is suggested that the open water performance of prospective stock pro-

pellers be compared to the applicable Troost Series charts. There is a tendency

p for poor performing propellers in open water to be even less effective behind

hulls such that the other propulsion coefficient elements, nH and/or nR may be

affected to a degree that makes a tolerable prediction of design propeller perfor-

mance unlikely.

If there is a trend for other propeller parameters such as skew, blade

thickness, etc. to affect propeller performance behind the hull it is not readily

apparent from the limited number of samples available.

It is strongly urged that a curtailed experiment with the stock propeller

fitted be conducted whenever there are changes to the hull, appendages or design

propellers which required additional propulsion experiments. The purpose of the0

check experiments with the stock propeller is to determine changes due to

instrumentation.
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RECENT ACTIVITIES OF THE ITTC PROPELLER COMMITTEE

by

Terry Brockett
DTNSRDC

In its report presented to the 16th ITTC at Leningrad, USSR, during September

1981, the Propeller Committee identifies the central problem with conventional

propellers to be cavitation and vibration resulting from operation in the ship's

wake. The Committee also notes the growing importance of (1) interactions between

the propulsor and the vessel and (2) propulsor performance in transitory modes of

operation. That Committee Report presents surveys of eight areas of current

interest:

1. Effective Wake: The effective wake can be defined as the velocity at

the propeller minus the potential flow self-induced velocity component.

Hence it is the design onset speed for use with a potential flow model of the

flow field. Procedures for deriving and utilizing the effective wake are

presented in the Committee Report. Analytical and experimental methods are

described and a review of instrumentation suitable for undertaking the required

measurements is given. Scaling of the effective wake Is also considered.

Concern is expressed relative to the complicated and incomplete experimental

procedures for defining effective wake from tests at model scale. It is noted

that analytic procedures are incomplete because of Inadequate treatment of cir-

cumferentially nonuniform flow. The Committee concludes that this topic would
be important for some years to come. S

2. Propeller Induced Vibrations: Vibration due to propeller operation in a

nonuniform wake field may arise from excitatirn transmitted both through the
shaft and via the pressure field created on the hull by the rotating propeller.

Cavitating and noncavitating propulsors are of concern. This topic has long 0

been of concern to the ITTC. Since much is known about shaft-transmitted

excitation, only the pressure field excitation is considered, with emphasis

on a cavitating propeller. The main problem is the prediction of the instan-

taneous cavity volume. Some general guidance for reducing the level of 0

excitation by improved hull shape and appendages for wake modification, by

propeller parameters (especially skew and tip unloading) for reduced propeller

response and design selection (e.g., clearance Increases, air layer, and

isolation) are described. Guidance is also discussed relative to allowable 0
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levels of hull pressure values, surface forces, shaft bearing forces, and

wake nonuniformity. These criteria are based on replies to a questionnaire

developed by the Committee.

3. Prediction Techniques for Single Blade Loads: The Committee concludes

that available information indicates that theoretical and experimental methods

are available for predicting single-blade forces and moments with sufficient

accuracy for a wake that is accurately defined. Hence further surveys in the

area will not be required for some time. '

4. Real Fluid Effects: Extensive consideration of real-fluid effects was pre-

sented to the 15th ITTC by the Propeller, Cavitation, and Performance Committees.

The minimum Reynolds number for a lack of difficult scaling problems was

estimated by these Committees to be a local value at 0.75 radius of from 2.5
5

to 4 x 10 . Differences were noted in open water and propulsion evaluations

relative to Reynolds number effects. The 16th ITTC Propeller Committee

surveyed how various establishments considered real fluid effects during

propeller model testing and analysis by means of a questionnaire. The results -.

of the survey were that the majority of responses stated their criteria were

to have a local Reynolds number of at least 4 to 5 x 105 for open-water

tests and at least a value of 1 to 2 x 105 for propulsion evaluations. Wide

variations were quoted for the minimum Reynolds number for cavitation evaluation

and for evaluation of duct loads. Surface roughness criteria and turbulence

stimulation use were less clearly settled relative to a consensus of their

importance and effect. The Committee concludes that the real fluid effects on

the propulsive characteristics of a propeller are reasonably well understood

and taken into consideration during experimental evaluations.

5. Propeller and Thruster Slipstreams: The Committee considered two zones of

the slipstream behind an operating propeller: (1) near the propeller where
there is a discrete vortex sheet behind each blade, and (2) a far downstream

location where a free shear flow exists and the flow is more like a rotating

turbulent jet with a maximum radius greater than that, of the propeller. The

two regions are not well defined. Methods of specifying the vortex sheet are

described and analytical results presented. Experimental measurements of both

circumferential average and local values of the induced velocity field are

discussed. Measured data for the far wake region are described and noted to

be unstable but generally similar between model and full scale. Further

investigation in these areas is recommended.
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6. Propeller and Thruster Interaction: The growth in ocean engineering has led

to unconventional marine structures either powered by a multiple arrangement of

* propulsors or towed by tugs. The interaction between the propulsors, the

propulsors and structure, and the towing tugs and structures are described in

the Committee Report. Of particular concern is the propeller slipstream inter-

action at large distances downstream (e.g., up to 100 propeller diameters).

The interactions on these unconventional marine structures are not well

understood and may be subject to significant scale effect. The Committee

concludes that adequate guidance relative to these Interactions is not available.

7. Propellers in Trinsitory Mbdes of Operation: Increasing use of simulators *

for predicting the transitory motion of ships, submersibles, and other floating

bodies creates a need for propeller performance data undergoing these modes of

operation. The Committee surveyed the degree of simulation carried out for

propeller performance and the need for further information required for the

simulation. The Committee finds the methods of propulsor performance prediction

are mostly based on quasi-steady assumptions and four-quadrant open-water propeller

data. The survey indicates that the propeller data furnished for use in improved

definition for the effects of simulations are inadequate from the technical

point of view. In particular, lateral forces, cavitation, air drawing, wake,

and interaction coefficients are needed. However, it is not known whether or 0 .

not improvements in the quality of the propeller data will significantly improve

the simulations.

8. Energy Saving Propulsors - Problems with Designing and Testing: Since the

cost of fuel oil may be as much as 40 to 50 percent of the total ship operating

cost, energy saving propulsors are becoming an important research theme. The

Committee identifies problems associated with design and testing of such pro-

pulsors. Improvement in the efficiency of convent_.icnal-pro- p 1-rs may be

obtained with reduced loading coefficients arising from large-diameter, slow- 0

turning propulsors. The use of other concepts such as ducted, tandem, and

contrarotating propulsors and reaction fins are also discussed. Significant

problems may arise relative to predicting the performance of these devices

especially with regard to interaction coefficients, integration with the hull,

model test techniques/scaling to prototype, and other relevant problems (e.g.,

vibratory forces).
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The Report of the 16th ITTC Propeller Committe also contained recommendations

for topics to be addressed by the 17th ITTC Propeller Committee. These recommenda-

tions have been modified and increased to form the eight areas of interest currently 0

being addressed:

1. Effective Wake: The state-of-the-art review is to continue. Two three-

dimensional aspects are recognized: the nonuniform wake and the propeller.

Specific interest is the analytical prediction of wake. .0

2. Propeller Cavitation: Two areas are to be addressed: (1) means of reducing

noise and (2) prediction methods of unsteady cavitation and its effect.. The

unsteady effects may be restricted to no more than twice blade frequency.

3. Pressure Distribution on Propeller Blades: A previously obtained survey of .0

procedures employed by various organizations to compute pressure distributions

will be analyzed. In addition, comparative calculations of pressure distribu-

tion about a large model propeller (diameter of 0.95 m) operating over a range

of advance coefficients in uniform flow will be analyzed and correlated with 0 -

2 6experimental data obtained at a local Reynolds number of 1.9 x 10 at 0.75R.
Separation of flow over the blades occurred during the experimental determina-

tion of the pressure but it appears to have only a local effect.

4. Methods for Design of Nonconventional Propulsion Devices: A survey of the .

approaches to design of novel propulsors (such as ducted, contrarotating, tandem,

preswirl vanes, vertical axis) will be assembled. As much as possible, details

of differences will be avoided.

5. Methods and Parameters Used for Propulsion Optimization: Emphasis is on

criterion for selecting propulsor number, type, rpm, diameter, blade area, load

distribution, etc., to minimize the shaft horsepower full-scale.

6. Transitory Modes: This area is a continuation of the review of propulsor

performance in transitory modes such as crash back, lateral motion, periodic 5 _

cavitation, air drawing, variable wake, and variable interaction coefficients.

Special attention will be given to high-skew and controllable-pitch propellers.

7. Propulsors in Waves: The performance of propulsors in waves will be

* addressed. Areas of interest are excitation forces, propulsive coefficients,

strength, relevant hydrodynamic model, and prediction capability.

8. Propeller Vortex System and Viscous Effects: The review of the specification

of the vortex system shed by the lifting blades of a propulsor will be con-

tinued. Viscous effects are Included both as they are responsible for creation
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of the shed vortex sheet and as they create blade drag in conjunction with

the boundary layer development over the surface. A survey of anomalous

viscous effects occurring on the blades of lifting surfaces will be prepared.

A mingle unified report containing information on these topics is being prepared

by the present Committee and will be submitted to the full conference for presentation

in Coteborg, Sweden, in September 1984.. As is customary, individual members are

preparing first drafts of information in a particular area with final integration

and approval by all members of the Committee. The final draft is expected to be

about 15,000 words long. Organization and effective presentation of the material

is a matter of concern to the Committee.

References:

1. Proceedings of Sixteenth International Towing Tank Conference, Leningrad,
September 1981.

2. Namimatsu, M., "Experiments for HP 282 Large Model Propeller," IHI Ship Model
Basin Report 450-0, Yokohama, about 1979.
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CAVITATION COMITTEE

SU11MARY REPORT

20th American Towing Tank Conference

by

Blaine R. Parkin, Chairman

Since the report of the 19th American Towing Tank Conference (ATTC)

at The University of Michigan in 1980, cavitation research has remained

active. The object of this research has always been to enhance the

fidelity with which laboratory experiments can be made to model the

cavitation to be expected in full scale applications of marine and other

hydraulic machinery. This brings to the fore such questions as scaling

of inception, erosion, noise, ventilation and unsteady cavitation.

All of these topics were considered by the 19th ATTC Cavitation

*Committee by giving comprehensive reviews of some and limiting others to

presentation of specific new results of interest to the towing tank and

water tunnel community. In all cases, this community is seeking to-learn

* how to use its hydrodynamic research facilities most effectively in its

* work to predict full-scale cavitation performance. In this report, the

19th ATTC Cavitation Coimmittee pointed out again that laboratory work

definitely needs the supporting data obtained from full-scale trials

* for correlation of results. This continues to be true today and

although some progress is being made in this regard the difficulties

and expense of sea trials makes the accumulation of full scale data a

* slow process.

For the 20th ATTC, the Cavitation Committee has not tried to arrive

* at any general conclusions with respect to research needs or overviews

of progress since the 19th ATTC. Instead, we have chosen to concentrate
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our efforts on a few specific topics of interest to the hydrodynamic

testing community in the realms of cavitation inception and cavity

flows.

For cavitation inception, members of the committee have prepared a

report comparing methods for microbubble measurement and techniques for

measuring cavitation susceptibility. In a closely related work, we are

* given results of new research on design problems of venturi cavitation

susceptibility meters. Finally, new inception research results on the

practical problem of isolated roughness effects in the presence of

pressure gradients are given. All of these topics can be seen to be of

importance for the interpretation of laboratory and full scale inception

data.

In the realm of cavity flows, one of the committee reports involves

a predominantly theoretical analysis of a free streamline approach to

* both wake flows and separation bubbles without cavitation and to steady

and unsteady cavity flows past foils and propellers with partial

cavitation. Considerations of tunnel wall effects on these flows are

also discussed. In a new departure for this committee, its final

contribution concerns the computational hydrodynamics of cavity flows

applied to marine propellers. This recent numerical approach includes

nonlinear effects of foil and cavity thickness in steady two-dimensional

flow.
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I CAVITATION INCEPTION

A Review-Progress Since 19th ATTC S

by

Young T. Shen

David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center 0

and

Frank B. Peterson

Naval Sea Systems Command 0

.- S

20th American Towing Conference
Stevens Institute of Technology

Hoboken, New Jersey
August 1983
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I NTRODIUtTI ON

most heavily loaded hydrofoils or propellers will develop tip vortex and

surface cavitation at high speed. The occurrence of cavitation leads to

undesirable changes in hydrodynamic performance, noise generation, and physical

damage from vibration and erosion. Therefore, the ability to predict the

occurrence of cavitation becomes an important engineering problem. Because of 40

the complexity of physical processes involved with cavitation inception, the

prediction of cavitation performance has relied heavily on model experiments

and extrapolation of the results to full scale.

It has often been observed that cavitation takes a variety of forms which

may differ from facility to facility with a similar model or even the same

model. The test results of the ITTC (International Towing Tank Conference)

standard headform is a good example. Tests on this flat-faced ellipsoidal body

were carried out in many different laboratories throughout the world. Measured

cavitation inception indices on this single headform ranged dramatically from

0.3 to 0.6 (Acosta, 1979).* Even the appearance of the cavitation varied,

some forms looking totally dissimilar from one another (see Figure 1). These

apparently chaotic results were clearly pointed out by Johnsson (1969).

Recently, the experimental observation of cavitation in an orifice and a ven-

turi by Oba et al. (1983) showed similar variation in cavitation inception

index and cavity appearances.

*The well known series of photographs (Figure 1) provides an impetus on

* cavitation research activities. Acosta and Parkin (1974) in the 17th ATTC

(American Towing Tank Conference) cavitation inception review paper showed -

*See reference at end of paper.
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* that fluid viscosity and free-stream nuclei distribution are responsible for

*producing the various appearances of the cavitation on a single test model. For

many tests both of these subjects are intimately linked.

In the decade of the 1960's, numerous studies of the effect of air content

on cavitation inception were carried out. They showed that a gross increase

in the air content will decrease the cavitation inception speed. This effect

was attributed to the existence of cavitation nuclei, i.e., the impurities in

* water which prevent the water from supporting the amount of tension computed

for a pure, homogeneous water. A qualitative relationship between the presence

of cavitation nuclei and the appearance of cavitation has been observed experi-

mentally and computed theoretically (see review papers by Acosta and Parkin

1980, Arndt 1981). It is recognized that quantitative prediction of such

relationship depends on the ability to obtain measurements of cavitation nuclei

such as size distribution and concentration. Knowledge of the nuclei population

with respect to size and kind is needed to relate the bubble dynamics to cavita-

* tion and the appearance observed in cavitation testing.

Several types of instruments had been developed and adapted to measure

"nucleating sources" in a liquid, including acoustic methods, holographic and

photcgraphic methods, and light scattering methods. The principle of operation

and the accuracy of measurements associated with each method were summarized

by Morgan (1972). A few series of instrument comparison tests were made in 0_

the decade of the 1970's to evaluate the merits of each measuring technique

(Peterson et al. 1981). Of the many methods applied to nuclei measurements,

two optical techniques, light scattering and holography, have received more

* attention among cavitation researchers. Significant improvements on these

measuring techniques have been made in the last three years.
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one result of this review is our recognition of an increase in the use of

recently developed nuclei measuring instrument along with cavitation inception

measurements. The influence of free-stream nuclei on cavitation has been more

clearly identified and differentiation between active and nonactive nuclei have

received greater attention. Research activities have also continued on "nuclei

and scaling relationship" over the last three years.

With the recent successful development of instruments for nuclei measure-

ments and the improved understanding on the influence of nuclei on cavitation

inception, the need to control the nuclei concentration and size distribution

in laboratories during model cavitation tests has become an interesting subject.

Nucleation control appears to be an idea whose time is rapidly approaching.

In addition to the free-stream nuclei, viscosity also plays a major role *

on scaling problems. With the recent advances in cavitation research, the

possibility of "solving" these laboratory testing problems has stimulated more

work to make this possibility more of a practical reality. The concept of

* using roughness elements (Kuiper 1979) to simulate a high Reynolds number

* prototype cavitation condition has received special attention among cavita-2

tion researchers in the last few years as noted by the number of published

papers and reports on this subject.

NUCLEI

From the full scale investigation on the container ship "SYDNEY EXPRESS"

* and the comparison with oceanographic investigations, Weitendorf (1979) found

that in the sea a great number of cavitation nuclei are always present.

Recently, the U.S. Navy made measurements of the cavitation susceptibility of

the water off the coast of Florida. The cavitation susceptibility was measured

*by a venturi, microbubbles by a light-scattering device, and particulates by
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a Coulter counter, anc correlated with standard oceanographic measurements.

The preliminary results seem to confirm the previous observation that the ocean

is full of cavitation nuclei. Experiments by Medwin (1977, 1979) in coastal

waters indicate that bubbles with radii between 15 and 200 Mm are present to

depths of order 40 m.

Mechanisms for bubble generation and persistence in the ocean have been

investigated by many researchers (see Isay (1981) pp. 58 to 67) and recently by

Mulhearn (1981) theoretically along with experimental observations. His results -

suggest that the larger bubbles (radius > 60 u~m) may be generated continuously

by decaying matter on the sea floor, but that smaller ones (radius < 60 um)

persist indefinitely, once formed, because of surfactant coating and attachment

to particles. Following the crevice model of Harvey, Yount et al. (1982)

proposed a "skins of varying-permeability" model to show the existence of stable

gas nuclei. The stability is provided by elastic skins or membranes consisting - -

of surface active molecules.

Using a different approach from the aforementioned mechanism, Cha (1981)

provides a different mechanism for the existence of permanent microbubble nuclei.

His mathematical model on the equilibrium of cavitation nuclei in liquid-gas

solutions showed that a gas vapor can persist in a liquid-gas solution. As

pointed out by Plesset, should Cha's finding be sustained, such bubbles could

serve as sites for the initiation of cavitation. As a remark, different mecha-

nisms had been studied previously. For example, the stability of bubbles in

water tunnels by rectified diffusion due to turbulent pressure fluctuations

was studied by Ripkin and Killen (1962).

In a cavitation tunnel free gas bubbles are generated by the impeller, by

sharp corners in the circuit and by the cavitating device in the test section
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(Kuiper 1981, Ling et al. 1982). The mechanics of bubble generation are quite

* different between the ocean and laboratories. To characterize the nuclei

distribution in laboratories, Gates and Billet (1980) measured the nuclei

* distribution in two Caltech water tunnels and one ARL tunnel. Katz (1981) and

Ooi (1982), and Katz et al. (1983) provided further information on the influence

of various flow parameters on nuclei distributions at Caltech facilities, and

* Ling et al. (1982) and Gowing (1983) at DTNSRDC facilities. Significant varia-

tions in nuclei spectra at different facilities and flow conditions were measured.

Recent works by Wetzel et al. (1983) and Barral (1983) showed a promising

result that there is a subtle, albeit definitive relationship, between the

level of dissolved gas and the nuclei population in a given facility. On a

log-log plot the measured nuclei size spectra from several facilities shift up

and down as a function of the level of dissolved gas. The total nuclei density

is seen to vary orderly with total air content. If this relationship could be

further verified, a given facility could be calibrated for nuclei size distri-

bution as a function of dissolved gas, allowing rather simple monitoring of the

* nuclei content via the measurement of dissolved gas by the use of van Slyke meter.

The need to establish standards for required nuclei spectral in test 0

facilities has been well recognized (Peterson et al. 1981). Because the true

* role of nuclei and their characteristics had not been fully established at

either model or full scale conditions, a required spectral distribution has

* not been recommended either by ATTC or ITTC. With the increasing trend of

using nuclei measurement as part of cavitation experiments, the demand for

standard spectra will be intensified.
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NUCLEI AND CAVITATION INCEPTION

One of the significant advancements in the past few years in cavitation

research was the use of nuclei measurements and flow visualization along with 0

cavitation observation. The influence of free stream nuclei and the intimate

relationship between nuclei and viscous effect on cavitation inception was

brought out by Gates and Billet (1980) on headforms and van der Meulen and Ye A

(1982) on a NACA foil.

For a hemispherical headform tested in a facility of low gas bubble concen-

tration, Gates and Billet showed that the nuclei passing through the minimum

pressure region experience tension as much as half an atmosphere. The cavita-

tion does not appear in this minimum pressure region but at a location further

downstream. For the same model tested in a facility of high gas bubbles, the

nuclei passing through the minimum pressure region cannot withstand substantial

tension, and the inception of travelling bubbles begins in the minimum pressure

region. The measured cavitation inception index in the facility of high gas--

bubble concentration is thus much higher than in the facility of low gas bubble

concentration. The variation in cavitation inception index, various forms of

cavitation, and variation in inception location on headforms experienced at -

different test facilites and flow conditions are now better understood relative

to the nuclei concentrations and boundary layer properties on the models.

Holl and Carroll (1981) presented experimental observations of various types

of limited cavitation on several headforms. They observed that in most cases,

the measured cavitation inception index of travelling bubbles was found to

decrease with an increase in freestream speed. However, in some cases the

opposite trend was observed. At a DTNSRDC facility, Brockett reported an

increasing trend in cavitation index with speed for travelling cavitation.
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* Ling et al. (1982) and Carroll (1981) showed that the critical bubble radius

* decreases with an increase in free-stream speed. Based on the theory of bubble

dynamics, the cavitation index should increase with an increase in free-stream

* speed. This kind of inconsistency had been noticed in the past.

Gates and Billet speculated that at the high free-stream velocities the

static tunnel pressure is high at inception and, hence, one might expect fever -0

free-stream bubbles to be present. The measurements by van der Meulen and

* Ye (1982) indicated that the number of bubble population is lover at high speeds

than in lay speed (Table 7). This series of experiments support the speculation

by Gates and Billet. Experimental observations clearly show that travelling

- cavitation ip very sensitive to changes in free-stream nuclei.

Ooi (1981, 1982) recently studied scale effects on cavitation inception

in submerged jets. The measured inception index was independent of the exit

*velocity for a constant size jet. However, when the flow was seeded with

bubbles, the inception number shoved a linear increase with velocity within

*the test range of 10 to 30 m/s, and this dependency increased with increased

number of seeded nuclei. This experimental observation is in agreement with

the theory of bubble dynamics. The present study points out the importance of

* simultaneous measurements of cavitation and bubble population. Cavitation

* observations by Henry et al. (1980) and Le Gaff and Lecoffre (1982) indicated

the same trend, i.e., the scale effect disappears when a suitable quantity of

cavitation nuclei are introduced into the flow.

As pointed out previously, the theoretically computed critical bubble radius

decreases with an increase in free-stream speed. Hall and Carroll (1981) analyzed

the measured data from four investigators. All the data are collapsed into a

- trend as predicted by the theory of bubble dynamics. For an increase in the

*A_
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* tunnel velocity from 2!0 to 70 feet per second, the average value of critical

radius decreased by two orders of magnitude. Thus testing speed is shown to

influence significantly the amount of active bubble population. Additionally,

the effect of free-stream bubbles on cavitation inception requires that the

* bubble has to be exposed to a low pressure for a sufficient time (Ling et al.

1982, Katz 1981). Gates and Billet (1980) studied two geometrically similar

models of 25.4 mm body (1 in.) and 50.8 mm body (2 in.) Travelling bubble

events were rare on the 25.4 mm body even though free-stream conditions were

Ksimilar to those during the 50.8 mm body tests. This experimental result

seems to support the previous theoretical calculations that bubble cavitation

is influenced by the model size. Further studies are required to quantify the

true role of nuclei in cavitation inception. It seems that required nuclei

spectra may have to depend on tunnel speed, model size and type of cavitation.

Another important conclusion from Gates and Billet (1980) is that micro-

bubbles are more important to cavitation than the other types of cavitation

- .~ nuclei. On the other hand, Weitendorf (1979) made a cavitation observation

from the container ship "SYDNEY EXPRESS." Nuclei spectra were measured by a

laser light-scattering device. Weitendorf suggested that some of these suspended

particles with diameters below 20 Uim act as pore nuclei at the cavitation

process, into which the liquid evaporates if the pressure is reduced. By the

use of filter to vary the amount of particulates, Kuiper (1981) found notice-

able change in cavitation inception characteristics from his model tests.

It seems that differentiation between particulates and bubbles on cavitation

inception is still of some controversy.

Godefory et al. (1981) and Oldenziel et al. (1982) studied experimentally

* the influence of nuclei on cavitation of a valve. The free gas content was
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controlled by microbubble injection systems and the mean bubble size and bubble

concentration measured by holography, acoustic doppler and light scattering.

The tensile strength of the liquid was measured by venturis. The significant 0

results obtained from this series of tests are that they were able to distinguish

between "nonactive" and "active" nuclei. The concentration of active cavitation

nuclei is several orders of magnitude lower than the conentration of all non- •

active suspended in the liquid, even if artificial gas nuclei are injected.

This system may offer a possibility to identify the roles of particulates and

bubbles.

Latorre (1981, 1982) also used the theory of bubble dynamics to relate the

growth of nuclei in propeller tip vortex inception. His mathematically simu-

lated model seemed to give qualitative agreement with experimental observation.

Quantitatively, the influence of air content on tip vortex cavitation inception

is still unclear with some experiments showing positive contribution and some

experiments showing weak dependency. Kuiper (1981) showed that measured tip - _

vortex cavitation inception indices on model propellers tested in a depressurized

tank differ noticeably with and without the use of electrolysis. Measurements

by Platzer and Souders at DTNSRDC showed only a weak dependency of tip vortex 0

cavitation on the variation of air content. This kind of inconsistency is

often found in experimental measurements. One possible explanation is that

the nuclei population in a depressurized tank is very low. With the use of 0 -

electrolysis, nuclei population is increased by an order of magnitude (see

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 of Kuiper 1981). On the other hand, at DTNSRDC 36-in.

water tunnel, due to the existence of relatively long legs of resorbor, the _O _

nuclei population does not vary significantly with air content (Ling et al.

1982). This speculation points to the importance of measuring nuclei population
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in cavitation experiments. The influence of free stream nuclei on vortex

cavitation requires further investigation. This is an area that requires

further studies. 0

Le Goff and Lecoffre (1982) gave an interesting paper presenting the

* main steps in the ten-year research program by NEYRTEC of France concerning the

influence of nuclei on cavitation. They proposed a scaling law for developed

3
bubble cavitation where the concentration of nuclei is X times that of the

prototype, A being the prototype-to-model scale ratio. If the experiments are

I done at different speeds, a further condition is to be placed on the critical D

pressure of the microbubbles. If the model is too small, the influence of

bubbles having insufficient residence time must be corrected.

The role of microbubbles on cavitation inception was investigated theoret- 9VP

= ically by Ling et al. (1982). A new set of parameters based on bubble dynamics

was used to parameterize the cavitation inception. They showed that cavitation

of large-scale, high-speed prototype is largely independent of the size distri-

bution of the available microbubbles, whereas small scale models operating at

low speed can'cavitate only when a narrow band of microbubble size is available.

This theoretical work related the nuclei size distribution to the scaling prob-

lem of travelling bubble type cavitation inception.

VISCOUS EFFECT

According to Weitendorf (1982), the travelling bubble type of cavitation

was rarely observed in full scale propellers. All full scale cavitation

observations have revealed attached type sheet cavitation.

Travelling bubble cavitation was observed on headforms with natural flow

transition. Attached type ring cavitation starting at a separation point was

2
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observed on headforms with laminar separation. Hall and Carroll (1981) investi-

gated experimentally the mechanisms of formation of various types of cavitation.

They found that the travelling bubble cavitation and travelling patch cavitation

are very sensitive to nuclei content. Fixed patch and attached band bubble ring

cavitation are mostly due to boundary layer effects and are insensitive to the

air content. ,

Recently, the subject of attached bubble ring cavitation was studied theo-

retically by Parkin (1981a, 1981b, 1982) on a hemispherical headform. Gaseous

growth as well as vaporous growth is found to be associated with the onset of

bubble-ring cavitation. Parkin then provided the sequence of events of

cavitation bubble growth. The inception criterion was subsequently derived.

onset of bubble-ring cavitation is shown practically independent of air content .

provided the dissolved air concentration of the water is sufficient to support

air diffusion into the bubble. This is a well observed experimental fact.

Parkin's theory also shows the existence of a lowest speed and cavitation

number at which "bubble-ring" cavitation can exist. This phenomenon is also

*well observed in experiments that at low speed the cavitation on headform is

of the travelling bubble type; however, as the tunnel speed is increased to a

critical speed, the cavitation changes to ring-bubble or fixed patch cavitation.

Using this asymptotic theory, Parkin found that the cavitation number at incep-

tion is less than the magnitude of the pressure coefficient at the laminar

* separation point. The predicted onset of bubble ring cavitation agrees well

with experimental data measured by Hall and Carroll. Most remarkably, Parkin

has successfully derived this theory based upon first principles.

A hydrofoil under the pitching oscillation was investigated by Shen and

* Peterson (1978, 1980). The occurrence of leading edge sheet cavitation was
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measured. The delay in cavitation inception at a given reduced frequency

and cavitation number was measured and correctly predicted when the inception

angles were compared with the steady flow condition. However, the measured

angles at cavitation inception, in all cases studied, are higher than the

the theory predicted. The same problem was recently studied by Stern (1982).

His nonlinear potential flow theory predicted a similar result as given by Shen

and Peterson.

It has been well documented that a leading edge sheet cavitation in

model testing does not occur if the flow is laminar. Consequently, the

measured cavitation inception angle is higher than the potential flow theory

predicted (see, for example, Shen 1982). The same phenomenon was observed

in unsteady flow condition by Shen and Peterson, and Stern (1982). Whether

the role played by viscous effect in unsteady cavitation inception is the same

as in steady flow condition remains to be investigated.

The existence of high intensity pressure fluctuations in a laminar sep-

aration zone has been measured. The influence of pressure fluctuations on

cavitation inception has been well documented. Recently, Katz (1981) provided

a more intensive measurement of pressure fluctuations in a separated zone. This

report provides an important information on response time of bubbles versus

spectra of pressure fluctuations. The rates of cavitation events are corre-

lated with the nuclei population. Ooi (1982) provided additional measurements

of pressure fluctuations in a submerged jet.

The attempts to produce "high-Reynolds-number" cavitation phenomena in tests

of model propellers continue to receive high attention (see Huang 1983). This

*work was originated at the Netherlands Ship Model Basin. Kuiper (1981, 1982)

used a strip of 60 um carborundum irregular particles about 1 mm from the
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leading edge of propeller blades to stimulate the boundary layer on a propeller

model and showed the reduction of viscous effects on propeller cavitation.

Shen (1982) used a uniformly distributed roughness, consisting of spherical

glass beads of 90 um covering the first 1.5 percent of the chord length on both

the upper and lower surface of a cambered foil to simulate the high Reynolds

number cavitation phenomenon. The measured cavitation inception index was found

* to agree well with the theoretically predicted minimum pressure coefficient.

Similar results were also obtained by Huang and Belt (1983) on headform models.

* Experimental investigation by van der Meulen and Ye (1982) on NACA 4412 foil

* showed that a scale effect exists on the model. However, if the surface rough-

* ness is applied, the scale effect disappears completely in one case studied.

Microbubble measurement plus flow visualization by van der Meulen and Ye ~

*clearly show that the application of leading edge roughness is capable of not

* only reducing viscous effects but also providing needed nuclei. The use of

roughness to simulate high Reynolds number cavitation condition is a very

promising tool. However, experimental observations by Shen (1982) showed that

* the leading edge roughness could also produce an undesired pressure disturbance

near the minimum pressure location that might cause early cavitation on the-

roughness elements. The zero lift angle in fully wetted condition was found to

change noticeably. This fact must be included in comparing model test results

with and without the application of surface roughness. _

The influence of roughness size on cavitation inception has been studied

recently by Billet et al. (1982) and Holl et al. (1983). The cavitation

inception number is expressed in terms of relative roughness height, Reynolds

number, and the mean pressure coefficient. In the case of the existence of
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pressure gradient, Clauser's equilibrium boundary layer shape factor is

included.

In a full scale propeller, the relative boundary layer thickness is thin.

A full scale propeller is thus more prone to cavitation caused by a local rough-

ness. However, the pressure distributions and the three-dimensional boundary

layer properties of the propellers are often not available or, if available, not

accurately determined. In this respect, the attention is called to a recent

report by Jessup (1982) who measured pressure distributions on two controllable

pitch propellers in uniform and inclined flows. The theoretically computed

pressure field was found to differ noticeably from experimental measurements.

More activity in this area is expected, and the influence of roughness on propeller

p
cavitation will remain an important issue for the next few years.

CAVITATION SUSCEPTIBILITY

The results given by indirect method of cavitation nuclei measurements,

such as light scattering or holography, always show very large amounts of

nuclei (Peterson et al. 1975) - more than 1000 per cm3 in the range of

diameters above I um. Godefroy et al. (1981) distinguished between the nuclei

as "nonactive" and "active" and based experimental observations on cavitation

bodies show that the number of vapor bubbles is limited in I - 10 active nuclei

per cm3 . This observation has led to the development of totally different

type of instruments to measure the impurities in water, namely the tensile

strength of water at which the weakest nuclei explodes and is termed cavitation

susceptibility.

Oldenziel (1975, 1979) has developed a cavitation susceptibility instrument.

Following the approach of Oldenziel, Lecoffre and Bonnin (1979) also developed

a venturi system at NEYRTEC for cavitation susceptibility measurement. The
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test fluid is made to pass through a venturi nozzle in such a way that the

pressure is lowered to a value sufficient to make nuclei grow explosively, then

collapse. The occurrence of vapor bubbles is detected by acoustic signal. The 0

event rate is related to the concentration, and the amplitude of the acoustic

signal is related to the size of a microbubble at a given pressure.

A recent instrument comparison with venturis, laser light scattering and ,0

holography was completed (Godefroy et al. 1981, Oldenziel 1982). A summary of

bubble concentration measurements for the five measuring systems is given in

Godefroy et al. (Table 5). In most cases, the agreement between the venturis .0

of Oldenziel and Lecoffre is within a factor of 2. On the other hand, the

comparison between venturi system and optical system is inconclusive.

The cavitation susceptibility study by Le Goff and Lecoffre (1982) indicated

that the active nuclei correspond to equivalent bubble sizes of less than 2 Pm in

diameter. On the other hand, the resolution of an optical device based on laser

light scattering limits the ability to measure the nuclei size to 5 In diameter Ak

and larger. The experimental results by Le Goff and Lecoffre seem to indicate

that the nuclei measured by the indirect method (optical instruments) are

inadequate to measure the whole active nuclei population. They concluded that

using a direct method, such as a venturi, is the only way to measure the nuclei

content in full scale conditions at the laboratories. This new system appears

to be very promising for cavitation research. _

Recently, the U.S. Navy had made ocean cavitation susceptibility measure-

ments. The venturi used in this sea trip was made by NEYRTEC with the throat

diameter of 2 mm. The cavitation nuclei are detected by a hydrophone. At a

given ambient pressure, the measured flow rate was very repeatable when cavi-

tation inception occurred. Once cavitation inception was detected, a slight
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increase in the flow rate resulted in a significant increase in cavitation event

rates. The occurrence of bubble cavitation was very random. Single bursting

and multiple bursting were randomly detected by the hydrophone. Occasionally,

attached type surface cavitation also was detected. Reduction of flow rate

was very effective to eliminate surface cavitation.

Based on this cavitation susceptibility studies, the critical pressure,

i.e., the tensile strength of the weakest nuclei in ocean water exploded in

the venturi throat was obtained. The preliminary result seems to indicate

that the measured critical pressure is very close to vapor pressure. More

definite value has to wait until the completion of post calibration of instru-

ments. A significant increase in cavitation events with a slight increase in

the flow rate seems to indicate that the ocean is full of active nuclei.

As a remark, the use of a venturi for cavitation susceptibility measurement

is not new. Crump (1949, 1951) used a venturi to determine the critical pressure

for the inception of cavitation as a function of the air content in fresh water

and sea water. By lowering the air content, the ability to sustain a substantial

degree of tensile stress was demonstrated experimentally. However, the concept

introduced by Oldenziel of using a venturi to measure bubble concentration and

size distribution is a positive contribution. This device may offer a possi-

bility to identify "active" nuclei from bubbles and particulates.

S_

NUCLEATION CONTROL

Measurements by Weitendorf and Keller (1978) and Weitendorf (1979) have

shown that the ocean is full of nuclei. Their investigation on the container _

ship "SYDNEY EXPRESS" revealed the large influence of the free gas content

of the test water on the propeller cavitation and hereby excited pressure

fluctuations. Lecoffre and Bonnin stress that nuclei influence almost all
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cavitation types (1979). Experiments on ship propellers by Kuiper (1982)

in the laboratory show the influence of scale effects on cavitation not only

near inception but also with developed cavitation.

With recent success in the development of instruments for nuclei measure-

ments and the physical understanding on the influence of nuclei on cavitation,

the need to control the nuclei distribution in laboratories during model cavi-

tation tests is gaining more attention. Electrolysis has been used extensively

in many laboratories to vary the nuclei content of the water. Kuiper (1979,

1982) shoved that, with bubble seeding, cavitation inception and cavity patterns

on model propellers compare more favorably with the full scale data. The proce-

* dures to generate nuclei and the difficulties of applying electrolysis in high

speed water tunnels are well discussed by Kuiper in his dissertation (1981). .

Van der Meulen and Ye (1982) used wires to seed nuclei. The wires were

* located ahead of the model. The problem of generating excessive vorticity which

may affect model cavitation was detected. otherwise, this technique is very

* effective.

Roughness distribution around the leading edge of the foil is found to be

an effective device to produce nuclei and reduce the scale effect (Shen 1982,

* van der Meulen and Ye 1982, Kuiper 1981). However, care must be exercised to

select the proper sand size to avoid undesirable modification of local pressure

distribution and premature cavitation induced by the local roughness height

(Holl et al. 1983).

Oldenziel (1982) has developed a system for bubble injection by use of a

bubble filter. This system is based on the relative motion of bubbles due to

the gravity field. Water jets in air penetrate the liquid surface and generate

several small gas bubbles in the size range of below 40 wn. The injection of a

small amount of soap increases the number of bubbles.
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\EYRTEC (Le Goff and Lecoifre 1982) has developed a system for artificial

nucleation by a so-called "expansion method." A tank is almost filled with

water having a high dissolved gas content. The pressure in the tank is kept at

high value. If bubbles are wanted, water is injected from the tank into the

water tunnel through very small holes. The bubbles produced had an average

diameter of 50 wi. 1

Nucleation control appears to be an idea whose time is rapidly approaching.

one of the design concerns of a new large cavitation channel to be built at

DTNSRDC is the requirement of nucleation control. The possibility of injectinge

highly saturated water into the tunnel upstream of the test section is being

considered. The requirement of nucleation control specified in this newly

designed large cavitation channel clearly demonstrates the progress in recentA

years on the subject of "nuclei and cavitation inception."

* MEASUREMENT OF NUCLEI

* Continued development of practical and reliable instruments for nuclei

measurements were noticed in the last three years. Among the many devices

adapted and tested in laboratories for nuclei measurements, holography

and light scattering have become more favored than the others.

A workshop on the scattered light technique for cavitation nuclei determi-

nation was held in Fraunhofer Institut fur Hydroakaustik (Baiter 1981). The

problems associated with light scattered technique encountered in the last

* few years were discussed. Three questions have come to the fore which have not

sufficiently been taken into account in the past: statistical data analysis,

discrimination of different kinds of scattering objects (in particular bubbles

and solid particles), and light intensity distribution in the control volume.

0
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The possible source of error associated with partial crossing between the

scatterers and the control volume was studied by Yungkurth (1982) and Avellan

and Resch (1983). A criteria to design the control volume in terms of total

nuclei concentration and acceptable probability of coincidence and side effects

was given in these reports*

The problem associated with nonuniform light intensity distribution in the

control volume was investigated by Davis (1983) and Gowing (1983) using the

matrix inversion technique (see Holve and Self 1978) with weighting functions

to simulate the nonuniformity in the light intensity distribution. The ability

to use this method to correct the nonuniformity in light intensity distribution

is demonstrated by the fact that the difference in measured cavitation nuclei

between light scattering and holography at CIT water tunnel as discussed pre- . -

viously is reasonably simulated by Davis and Billet.

One of the disadvantages associated with the laser light scattering device

as pointed out by Peterson et al. (1975) is that it is unable to differentiate

* between bubbles and solid particles. Keller applied and tested a method at

the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (Godefroy 1981) by subtracting distributions

obtained at high pressure from those of low pressure. This method proved 0

quite successful. However, recently a more rigorous method of using dual

detectors to differentiate particles from bubbles was developed by Billet and

Yungkurth (1982). The method is based on the observation that the microbubbles,

being spherical, will cause symmetric light scattering, whereas the particles

are, in general, randomly shaped and, therefore, will scatter light randomly.
t

Their experimental results confirm that discrimination can be obtained with an

accuracy as high as 95%.
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Gowing and Ling (1980) have developed a means of sizing bubbles and parti-

culates by detecting the amount of incoherent light scattered. This method

utilized the specular reflections of bubbles to differentiate them from the 6

nonspecular reflections of particles. The instrument uses a Koehler lamp as a

light source. According to Gowing and Ling, an incandescent light source has

the advantage over a laser light source because there is no diffraction at the

edges of the control volume; consequently, the intensity of light across the

breadth of the beam is more uniform. Because of the use of an ordinary white

light as the light source, the ability to penetrate distance through water has

not been well explored yet. The system has been used to date, only in a bypass

channel of a 2-in. pipe to the main test section. The advantages of this

device are that it can provide real time data analysis, high statistical accuracy,

differentiation of particles from bubbles. The instrument is simple, inexpen-

sive, and easy to set-up. With further improvements on calibration, this

incoherent light scattering technique would be an attractive candidate as a

general purpose instrument.

In the area of photography as pointed out by Peterson, data analysis of

this method is very tedious and time consuming. Efforts are being made at ...

Physikalisches Institut of the University of Gottingen (Haussmann 1978 and

Haussmann and Lauterborn 1980) to develop automatic scanning and evaluation of

holographic records of cavitation bubbles. This technique could be used to

make holographic measurement of cavitation nuclei more efficient.

The need to obtain adequate correlation between laboratory and field

conditions for cavitation tests motivated the development of an underwater

holocamera at Caltech (Katz 1979, Acosta et al. 1983). This holographic system

is designed for use either in the laboratory or the ocean up to the depth of

30 meters (100 ft). The device had been successfully tested in the Caltech
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Low Turbulence Water Tunnel jointly with the white light scattering device

(Katz et al. 1983). The results presented so far suggest that reliable

measurements of nuclei size spectra by holography and light scattering are 0

possible now.

Acoustic methods for determination of bubble sizes have been used for

many years. For example, Schiebe and Killen (1971) used the acoustic tone burst S

attenuation technique and tried to measure the bubble size distribution in

water. The problem with all these active acoustic techniques is that a rel-

atively small structural reflection causes a great amount of noise in the S

detected signal.

Medwin (1979), with an improved theory, was able to achieve a bubble

density resolution at 600 um diamter, 0.5 bubbles/m3 , and at 40 un diameter, 9

200 bubbles/m3 , respectively. However, at bubble sizes smaller than 40 Un

diameter, the ability to produce the required high acoustic frequencies

limits the application of this method. .

Jansen (see Godefroy 1981) has developed an acoustic instrument "ultrasonic

doppler scatterometer" to measure the bubble concentration and the flow velocity

in cavitation studies. The advantage of this system is that it measures con- S

tinuously and simultaneously the bubble concentration and velocity without

obstructing the flow. The disadvantage is that it does not measure the size

distribution. Furthermore, the system requires complicated calibration. This .

system had been compared with holographic and laser light scattering devices

and was found to be a promising tool in cavitation studies.

Oba et al. (1981) has developed a new Coulter counter system to measure

nuclei directly without adding any salt in water. The system can measure the

nuclei size ranges from 8 Um to 100 um. The water sample is collected in a
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small schield box. Fluid, passing through the ruby orifice of 0.2 mm in

diameter and 0.15 mm in length, generates voltage pulses proportional to the

I volume of nuclei. The application of this system was compared favorably with

the existing data obtained from other sources.
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ON THE DESIGN OF CAVITATION SUSCEPTIBILITY METERS (C.S.M.'s)0
* by Luca d'Agostino and A. 3. Acosta
am California Institute of Technology -

for presentation at

the 20th American Towing Tank Conference
1983

Abstract -

Theobservation of cavitation in C.S.M.'s at the throat of a Venturi tube

provides an ideally simple and direct method to monitor the liquid quality in

terms of the concentration of unstable nuclei as a function of the applied

tension. In the previous worlof Oldenziel and Leooffvrwi--thwuse of C.S.M.'s

was limited to tkhe measurement of the tensile strength of the weakest nuclei
present in the liquid. -Thw prpos-u of the ourrewr/research e-/rextendthis

application to determine the concentration of unstable cavitation nuclei as a

function of the applied tension over a wide range so that the nuclei number

distribution can be derived. Various approximations are made to construct a

simplified but still representative physical model of C.S.N.'s r hese factors

included tke liquid sample initial conditions and properties, critical tension

and concentration of cavitation nuclei (i.e. liquid quality) and required

accuracy and range of the nuclei concentration measurement. The overall

performance of C.S.N.'s is described in terms of a set of dependent parameters

including the volume flux, velocity and pressure at the throat and at the exit

(these are fluid mechanical parameters); the throat volume, diameter and

length, and exit diameter (geometrical parameters); cavitation rate and bubble

response time (cavitation parameters); error due to the interference of more

than one nucleus simultaneously present in the cavitation region and error due
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to the finite time duration of the observation (statistical parameters);

nuclei concentration measurement, sample volume and sampling time (measuring

process parameters in general). The relative dependence of these parameters 0

is investigated. A simple quasi one-dimensional model is used to analyze the

flow. Viscous effects in the venturi tube are estimated by matching an

axisymmetric boundary layer with an ideal flow solution in order to A

demonstrate the presence of a potential core in the throat section where cavi-

tation is to occur. The dynamics of a spherical bubble growing and travelling

in a semi-infinite pipe are used to deduce both the critical tension and the 0

response time of cavitation nuclei. The occurrence of nuclei in the cavita-

tion region and the observation of cavitation events are treated as stochastic

processes of Poisson's type in space and time, respectively. On the basis of

the assumed nuclei number distribution, the expected errors due to nuclei

interference and to finite observation time are thus related to the volume of

the cavitation region and to the duration of the observation itself. 0

Finally, it is shown that these parameters can be organized into a func-

tional network, leading to a systematic representation of the C.S.X. design!-9
problem.

The most important deductions are that:

(1) -tk4 pressure in the cavitation region is an extremely sensitive - .

parameter and cannot be directly measured with the necessary accuracy.

It is therefore proposed to deduce the pressure from the potential core

velocity at the throat obtained by using a L.D.V.;

(2) the volume of the cavitation region must be reduced as much as

possible in order to increase the applied tension without incurring ia
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large errors due to nuclei interference;

(3) the time response of cavitation nuclei imposes a lower bound for

the length of the cavitation region.

Preliminary tests of a prototype-venturi made of acrylic plastic showed

that the flow in the inlet can sustain, without separation, the very steep and

large contraction suggested by design considerations, but that it is extremely

sensitive to separation in the diffuser section following the test volume.

ITRDUCMON

Early studies have shown CS1 that the maximum tensile strength that

* liquids can sustain is considerably reduced by the presence of weak spots,

* generically called "nuclei". Although their nature has not yet been fully

understood, it has been recognized that small gas bubbles, certain types of

solid impurities. and gas pockets contained inside crevices and cracks of a

* liquid-solid interface are nuclei, since they act as preferred points for the

onset of liquid rupture. -

The presence of nuclei is considerably important in many flows of techni-
cal interest, where they are responsible for originating or variously modify-

ing the occurrence of cavitation, a generally undesired phenomenon which

severely limits the performances of hydraulic operating machinery. In this

respect the number of nuclei which become unstable at a given level of tension

is therefore a fundamental parameter in the attempt both to predict the onset

of cavitation and to deduce scaling laws capable of extending the results

* obtained from model tests to full-scale operation.
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The effect of the presence of nuclei in liquids is not limited to cavita-

tion. Inhomogeneities and, in particular, micro-bubbles, considerably change

the optical and acoustical properties of liquids in a way which also depends

in general on their concentration and size distribution [6]. Such phenomena,

as well as cavitation. are of great practical importance in many technological

applications of underwater acoustics and optics.

Therefore significant efforts have been made in developing methods to

detect nuclei contained within liquids, whose effects usually dominate the

ones due to the nuclei localized at the flow boundaries.

Some methods, such as photography or holography, which produce a recorded

image of a sample volume in the liquid, allow one to detect nuclei whose size ~

is larger than about 10 pa. They also can discriminate between bubbles and

particles, but have the disadvantage that results are not immediately and

continuously available because the analysis of th.e obtained data requires a

considerable time.

Other methods, based upon optical or acoustical radiation scattered by

the nuclei, can operate continuously providing results which are readily

available, but do not allow one to distinguish readily between bubbles and

particles. For satisfactory operation, a careful calibration using a liquid

sample of known characteristics is needed. Non uniform illmiination and finite

size of the scattering volume may also generate systematic errors which are

difficult to take into account. Besides, when particles are prevalent,

considerable uncertainty is introduced by the fact that both their shape and

index of refraction are unknown.
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Bubbles in liquids can also be detected from the large attenuation

experienced by acoustical radiation which resonates with the bubble natural

frequency of volume oscillation. Detection systems based on this concept do

not require long times for data analysis, but are unable to detect particles

and need comparatively large and homogeneous sample volumes.

For the purpose of cavitation research, a common disadvantage of all the

above methods is that only size distribution and concentration of the nuclei

are measured. The value of the critical tension that makes each nucleus

unstable, as required for cavitation studies, must therefore be deduced

indirectly frm size measurements, which can be done only in the case of

* micro-bubbles. Solid particles, when detected and recognized, can be included *

or not in the measurement of nuclei concentration, but no information is pro-

vided about their critical tension, yet it is known that only part of the

solid particulates are active as cavitation nuclei.

To overcome these difficulties, cavitation events occurring in a known

pressure field can be detected and counted. When applied to bodies of stand-

ardized form and size, this method has indeed the advantage of providing a

direct measurement. However, since many uclei are simultaneously exposed to

the tension, the response of the weakest ones inevitably dominates the flow,

so that only cavitation susceptibility evaluations can be obtained.

Recently Oldenziel, (1], [21, [31, (41, proposed a mew instrument, the

Cavitation Susceptibility Motor (C.S.X.), in which the internal flow of a

liquid through a glass venturi is used to induce cavitation at the throat and

bubbles are detected optically. The C.S.X. developed by Leoffre at Neyrtec,

[131, is based on the same principle, but it utilizes a stainless steel
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venturi, where cavitation bubbles are counted by recording the noise generated

by their collapse in the diffuser downstream the throat section.

Various methods to monitor the cavitation nuclei population of water sam-

ples, including the above two C.S.M.'s, have been recently compared together

at Delft Hydraulics Laboratory [4]. The results confirm that C.S.M.'s can

reliably measure the critical tension of the weakest nuclei and their concen-

tration up to a maximum of the order of 10 cm73 , after which the venturi

throat becomes saturated with bubbles and the flow chokes. Reportedly the

Noyrtec syste can also measure the nuclei critical pressure in the range

0 bar to -2 bar without incurring in saturation, provided that the concentra-

tion of unstable nuclei does not exceed about 1 cm- 3 . Nevertheless such low

values of the pressure correspond to bubbles having an equilibrium radius

between .1 and 1 Im, whose concentration in most water samples is expected to

be consi'derably larger than 1 cim- 3 . Therefore it appears that, during opera-

tion in thos conditions, several unstable nuclei are simultaneously present

in the cavitation region of the C.S.M. Whon this happens, the pressure in the

throat increases significantly with respect to its nominal steady state non-

cavitating value. The C.S.M. is then partially saturated and the actual range

over which reliable measurements of both the nuclei critical tension and

concentration are possible is significantly reduced.

Yet, whon compared to other tehniquos, C.S..'s seem to have several

attractive features:

(i) they provide a direct measure of both the nuclei critical tension and

concentration, thus eliminating the problem of the uncertain behaviour of

particles as cavitation nuclei;
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(ii) data analysis only requires a comparatively short time, so that the

measure can be carried out in an almost continuous way;

(iii) there is no limitation on the size of the smallest detectable

nuclei.

On the other hand, successful operation of C.S.M.'s is severely limited by the 0

nuclei concentration compared to the other techniques mentioned. But, because

the C.S.M. is such a promising device in cavitation research, we have

concerned ourselves in the present paper with all of the various considers-

tions necessary for a reliable measurment to be made. We present these

thoughts here in the hope that they will be useful since there is little

discussion of these considerations in the literature.

C.S.N. OPERATION ANALYSIS

General Approach 

The configuration of the axisyumetric"C.S.M. venturi pipe considered in

the present study is shown in Fig. 1. The flow originates from the far field

on the left (subscript o), representing the sampled liquid, to the exhaust

region on the right (subscript ex). Both the upstream and downstream condi-

tions ate supposed to be time-independent. A volume flux Q(t) of liquid flows

with axial velocity u(xir,t) and radial velocity v(xr~t) through the duct of

- local radius B(x) and cross-sectional area A(x) - n B2 (x), divided in five

segments: a cylindrical inlet (subscript i), a contraction (subscript c), a

cylindrical throat (subscript t), a diffuser inlet (subscript di) and a coni-

cal diffuser (subscript do). The length L of each segment of the duct is

shown in the same figure; contraction area ratio is: Cr At / Ai and the
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diffuser area ratio (expansion ratio) is: C Aox At.

reThe main parameters used to describe the overall performance of C.S.K.'s

ar shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2. The existence of functional roe-

tions between two parameters is indicated by arrows connecting the two

*corresponding blocks. The nature of these relations will be discussed in

* detail later.

Some of the parameters in the diagram represent given data, some can be

Sconsidered as independent requirements and some as resulting or dependent fac-

tors. However, the subdivision in such categories is somewhat arbitrary,

since it depends on the view point chosen to approach the whole problem of

IL C.S.N. design. The one implicitly adopted in most of the present analysis can

be summarized as follows:

-first it is assumed that the sample initial conditions and properties

are given,

-second a nuclei umber distribution (i.e. the liquid quality) of the

sample is postulated, which is generally representative of typical water sa-

* plea of technological interest;

-finally a set of conditions on the remaining dependent parameters is

deduced for the measurement of unstable nuclei concentration to be possible

* over the assigned or assumed nuclei radius range with the required precision.

This point of view is particularly useful for design orientation. On the

other hand, for performance assessment of a given design, the obtainable

* precision in the measurement of unstable nuclei concentration over a certain

radius range is the result of the specific C.S.M. geometry which can be
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analyzed with the methods contained herein.

Liquid Quality and Critical Tension 0

In cavitation research literature the liquid quality of a sample is usu-

ally expressed by mans of the nuclei number distribution: NiR 0 ) - dn/dRo,

where n(R0 ) is the number concentration of nuclei whose equilibrium radius is

not maller than Re0 The nuclei number distributions of water samples of

technological interest spread in practice over a very large range. Here, for

simplicity, we assume: NCRe) - dis / 1o, where Idis w 10 -  to 10- n 1 (typi-

cally Xdis 1 073 n), which is in the average representative of the data

reported in the literature in the radius range 10 to 100 pa. Thus it follows

that

0 21.2 (1 

In order to relate the nuclei number distribution to the corresponding

critical pressure, we make the hypothesis that all the nuclei consist of

equilibrium gas bubbles, for which the critical tension with respect to

dynamic stability, (S1, is expressed by:

(v Par 4  [ R 0+ 2 s /R (2)

where P0 and R. are the equilibrium pressure and radius of the bubble, pv is

the vapor pressure and S the surface tension (see Fig. 3). The corresponding

ncritical" velocity at the venturi throat deduced from ideal, incompressible,

steady flow calculations is shown is Fig. 4. Similarly, the exhaust pressure

coefficient Cpex (po-Pv)/lPo-p,) is plotted in Fig. 5 for the case p0 
= 1
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bar and various expansion ratios. When the equilibrium pressure p0 increases,

the Cp.. curves shift to the left in the diagram.

Note that the critical tensions of bubbles in the size range of interest -

(say 10 to 100 pm) are quite small. Also note, on the other hand, that, on

the same range, the radius of marginally stable bubbles (critical radius) is a

very sensitive function of the applied tension. These facts have several

important (and unfortunate) consequences for the design of C.S.N.'s. The

first is that it is virtually impossible to measure these mall pressures at

the throat because of inadequate sensitivity and, if done intrusively, separa-

tion or cavitation may be induced. The second is that the throat pressure

must be evaluated accurately to avoid large errors in the determination of the -

nuclei number distribution. A third consequence has to do with the problem of

regulating the flow by varying the exhaust pressure. The curves of Fig. 5

deduced for p0 
= 1 bar show that very low sensitivity is obtained, unless

diffusers with a very mall expansion ratio are used. Besides, due to the

shift of the curves to the left when the equilibrium pressure p0 increases,

the same sensitivity cannot be achieved thoughout the radius range of interest -

with the same diffuser geometry which can be analyzed with the methods

contained herein.

S
Saturation and Throat Section Volume

As pointed out briefly in the introduction, the problem of saturation

poses a significant limiation to the operation of C.S.M.'s. It also

introduces a systematic error, since the unsteady pressure perturbations do to

the presence of a growing or collapsing bubble in the cavitation region of the

C.S.M. can prevent the normal growth of other neighbouring nuclei. O
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To control such an error the probability of finding more than one

unstable nucleus in the low pressure volume, Vlp , of the C.S.M. must be

minimized. When the nuclei concentration is uniform, the occurrence of m 0

unstable nuclei in Vlp is expected to follow the Poisson distribution:

Nb -Nub (3)Pr(m) = ube (3) , •

where Nub n(Ro) Vlp is the average number of unstable nuclei in Vlp. There-

fore the cumulative probability of observing two or more unstable nuclei in

Vlp (bubble interference probability, see Fig. 6) is:

-Nub
p -1- Pr(O) - Pr(1) -(1 + Nub) e (4)

It is now possible to express the low pressure volume of the C.S.N. as a func-

tion of the equilibrium bubble radius and of the bubble interference probabil-

ity. The results of Fig. 7 show that, in the radius range 10 to 100 pa, if

the error is to be reduced to an acceptable level, the volume of the cavita-

tion region of the C.S.N. should not exceed about 50 m3 .

Bubble Dynamic Response and Throat Section Geometry

The problem of the response of an isolated bubble in the throat of the

C.S.K. is now addressed. The solution of such a problem in terms of the

detection time, Tdot' and detection length, Ldet (respectively defined as the

time and the length necessary for the bubble to grow to a detectable radius

size, Rde), will be used to estimate the minimum length of the low pressure

volume, thus completing the geometrical definition of this component.
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0

A number of assuaptions are made in order to construct a simplified set

of equations which nevertheless models the interactions between the bubble and

the liquid. First the flow is supposed to be one-dimensional, ideal, 5

incompressible and the relative motion of the bubble with respect to the

liquid is neglected. The bubble, moving along the centerline of the duct with

instantaneous position xb(t), remains spherical and its radius R(t) is 0

determined by the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [7]:

dt 2  2(t

where S is the surface tension and diffusive and thermal effects are neglected

(Pv and Pg are constant). Here Pb is the external pressure driving the bubble

volume changes and it is assumed to be about equal to the pressure of the

liquid in the proximity of the bubble. Then, from the continuity and unsteady

Bernoulli's equations for the flow upstream (subscript u) and downstream

(subscript d) the bubble:

2dtQ% +2.r E -O (6).

S
2 dRQ d % - 2 ffR j . 0 (7)

2
- QR P~o - ob 1
dtu p . 2 2(

A;

2 2
±d + Pb -Px + 2% 2d -o

'ddt p 2 A 2 (9)

where Ab  A(xb) , P• and pox are constant and:
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xb  16I'm f dx Id d

JA(x) f d (x ) (10)

Equations (6) through (9) are then transformed by introducing perturba-

tion quantities with respect to the steady state solution and linearized for

small changes in the volme fluxes. Finally, if' IA

ut t / At < < I' + I d , which is essentially equivalent to consider the dynam-

ics of a bubble entering a semi-infinite pipe of constant cross-sectional area

At, the perturbation and Rayleigh-Plesset equations can be reduced to the

following 2nd order differential equation for the bubble radius R(t):

A t [lt R2 A2 + 4 t R( 2 + z] +p ALI + P 2d)
A At dt2  dt t2  2" Adt

(11)

3

-P -g() + 2 1+ p t

where Pt and ut are the steady state pressure and velocity at the throat. The

detection time, Tdet, and detection length, Ldet, computed for a detection

radius Rd t M 150 pa. and a throat diameter Dt - 1 m by numerically integrat-

ing the above equation, are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The maximum in the

results separates two regimes: in the lower radius range the inertial effects

of the displaced liquid dominate, while in the upper one the effect of bubble 0

gas content prevails, therefore accelerating the bubble dynamic response.

Note that, in the radius range of interest, the detection length is almost

independent of the equilibrium bubble pressure and that the length of the _

throat section should not be shorter than 5 to 10 n. Also note that the

solution of the above equation depends on At, the throat cross-sectional area.

Therefore, if the low pressure volume is initially fixed in order to properly
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limit the bubble interaction probability, some iteration on the throat diame-

ter may be required to completely define the geometry of the C.S.M. low pres-

sure volume. S

Cavitation Rate and Unstable Nuclei Concentration Measurement

~.0

Once the throat cross-sectional area has been determined, the volume

flux: q = u t At and the mean cavitation event rate ) - Q n(Ro) can be

computed. Results shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 for a throat diameter Dt - 1 m
°S

indicate that, in the radius range from 10 to 100 pro, as many as a few hun-

dreds of cavitation events per second are to be expected.

For a given pressure at the throat, the corresponding concentration of

unstable nuclei can be estimated from the count of the cavitation bubbles

observed during the sampling time. In steady state conditions, if the liquid

quality of the sample is constant, the occurrence of m cavitation events in

the time interval Ta (sampling time) is expected to follow the Poisson

distribution with parameter V - l0 TV, equal to the average number of events

in the same time. Since T can be conveniently measured, the problem of
5

extimating ') now reduces to the estimation of .

It is known from the theory of probability distributions, [111, that the

best estimator of the Poisson parameter is the observed frequnecy m, whose

variance is: Vl] = and (1 - a) confidence limits are given by:

X2 (2m XL2 (2s+ 2) (12)
1 2 a/2 2 2 Gt/2

where X2 (q) is the p-percentile of the ) distribution with q degrees of free-
p

dam (see Fig. 12). Thus, one way to assess the relative indetermination in the
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estimate of consists in normalizing the confidence intlerval with respect to

the corresponding observed frequency (see Fig. 13, where a - .20). Another

less rigorous method uses the estimated root mean square (r.m.s.) error of the 6

observed frequency \1 m \ v- instead of the confidence interval. ho

results of this second case are presented in Fig. 14 and comparison with Fig.

13 shows that the two methods are essentially equivalent for large observed

frequencies (m) 30), apart from a scaling factor. Indeed the agreement could

be made closer by simply adjusting the confidence level 1 - a. Because of its

simplicity, the second method is used here. Then, if 6 is the estimated r.m.s.

relative error in the measurement of le (or any other linearly related quan-

tity, like n(Ro) and N(Ro)), the necessary sampling time: T. 1 / as and

liquid volume: V s = Q T are plotted in Fig. 15, 16 and 17. From them it - .

appears that the liquid sample volume and sampling time required for one sin-

gle measurement of unstable nuclei concentration of acceptable precision are

at most of the order of 10 dm3 and 10 see respectively. Of course. the .

overall sampling tine and volume of the liquid necessary for the evaluation of

the nuclei amber distribution will depend on the total choice of amber of -1

points where the measurement of the unstable nuclei concentration is carried

out..

Viscous Effects and Separation -__-

It was previously mentioned that one of the most difficult problems of

C.S.M.'s consists in measuring the throat pressure with the required preci-

sion. Since direct measurements are virtually impossible, indirect methods

must be used. lost naturally the throat pressure may be deduced from velocity

measurements by using Bernoulli's equation. An unavoidable problem associated
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with this technique is that the throat pressure, being inherently small

compared to the total and kinetic pressures, is expressed as the difference of

two almost equal quantities. Thus, relative errors in the evaluation of such

quantities lead to a larger relative error for the throat pressure.

In existing C.S.M.'s, [1], (2], (3]. [4], the velocity measurement was

carried out in the inlet section of the duct, upstream of the contraction.

This method appears to be rather unsatisfactory for various reasons. First,

any intrinsic error in the measurement of the upstream velocity or due to

inaccurate estimate of boundary layer effects is amplified proportionally to

the contraction ratio when the throat velocity is derived from continuity

arguments. This limitation is particularly severe since in C.S.M.'s the

contraction ratio should be as large as possible in order not to appreciably

affect the condition of the sampled liquid during its flow in the inlet sec-

tion. Norover, it is generally necessary to make the inlet section longer,

which also is likely to affect the conditions of the sampled liquid, espe-

cially when a second venturi of smaller contraction ratio is used to monitor

the velocity.

These difficulties are overcome if the velocity measurement is carried

out at the throat. In consideration of the various requirements and limita-

tions involved, the use of a laser Doppler velocimeter (L.D.V.) presently .

seems to be the best solution. But, for the pressure to be deduced from

velocity measurements, the presence of a potential core at the C.S.M. throat

must be demonstrated. Viscous effects have therefore been estimated by match-

ing an axisymmetric boundary layer, [10], with the quasi one-dimensional ideal

flow solution based on the duct geometry, [8], [91. The duct radius B(x) has

been assued to be continuous with continuous first and second derivatives, as
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required by fluid mechanical considerations to avoid separation. In the

contraction and diffuser inlet sections B(x) was supposed to have sinusoidal

second derivative. The inlet and throat sections were taken to be cylindrical

and the diffuser exit section to be conical, of given semi-aperture angle.

The length of each section has also been specified in terms of the inlet duct

radius. .0

The results of such boundary layer calculations obtained for a prototype

venturi made of acrylic plastic with Reynolds nuaber based on the inlet radius

and average velocity Rei 700 (the lowest expected value during operation)

are sumarized in Fig. 18 through 22. The geometrical characteristics of the

above prototype venturi are: Li.= 11.4 mm. La 10.4 mm, Lt = 7.7 mm, Ldi 3

m, Ld 6.6 m Ad .80 dej, Dt - 1 mm, Cr 100, Dex / Dt = 1.23 and the

duct shape profile is shown in Fig. 18, where the scales on the two axes are

different. The boundary layer displacement and momentum thicknesses plotted

in Fig. 19 (normalized with respect to the inlet radius) and in Fig. 20

(normalized with respect to the local duct radius) clearly demonstrate the

presence of a potential core in the throat section of the C.S.M. In Fig. 21

the pressure coefficients at the centerline, Cpcl, and at the boundary layer

edge, C pod' are shown as functions of the axial coordinate of the duct. Here

the pressure is normalized with respect to the inlet pressure and velocity.

Note the very steep pressure drop in the contraction and the milder recovery

in the diffuser.

Two kinds of problems may be expected in the venturi as a consequence of

viscous effects. If the contraction is too steep, Taylor-Gortler instability

ay develop, and, if too large negative pressure gradients are present, flow

separation may occur at the contraction inlet, at the throat inlet or in the
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diffuser. Preliminary tests on the prototype venturi of Fig. 18 showed no

evidence of any of the above mentioned phenomena, with the exception of

intermittent rotating separation in the diffuser, a problem reported by 0

Oldeanziel as well [1]. In view of this, the boundary layer correlation param-

eter X - 02 U'/ )) (where 9 is the momentum thickness, U' is the streawise

derivative of the boundary layer edge velocity and V is the kinematic viscos- A

ity) and the Stratford laminar boundary layer separation criterion, SO, [121

have been plotted in Fig. 22. Separation is predicted when ) = -.09 or

So = 0. The two methods agree well with each other and also with the observed

location of separation in the prototype venturi, thus indicating that less

steep diffusers should be used.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The operation of C.S.M.'s has been analyzed in order to investigate the

possibility of extending their use to determine the concentration of unstable

cavitation nuclei in a liquid as a function of the applied tension, from which

the nuclei number distribution can be deduced. -

By means of various assimptions and approximations, a simplified model

has been derived which adequately represents the operation of C.S.X.'s in

terms of a limited nmber of relevant parameters. The investigation of their

mutual relations led to a functional description of C.S.M. operation which

enables one to address the problem of their design in a systematic and organic

way.

The above model has been applied to simulate C.S.M. operation for the

case of a typical nuclei number distribution in water. The results can be
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summarized as follows:

a) the pressure in the C.S.X. cAvitation region is an extremely sensitive

parameter and cannot be measured directly with the necessary accuracy;

b) the indirect measurement of the pressure in the cavitation region is

best accomplished by the measurement of the potential core velocity at 0

the C.S.M. throat by mans of a L.D.V.;

o) the existence of a potential core at the throat has been demonstrated

by estimating boundary layer effects;

d) for the specific nuclei nuber distribution considered, the errors and

limitations due to saturation can be reduced by appropriately decreasing 0 -

the volume of the cavitation region;

e) the time response of the cavitating nuclei imposes a lover bound for

the length of the C.S.N. throat section;

f) the flow can sustain without separation or fluid mechanical

instabilitites the very large and steep contraction suggested by design

considerations, but is extremely sensitive to separation in the diffuser;

g) in the ease of the nuclei number distribution used as an example, it

appears that C.S.M.'s can be designed which are capable of detecting gas

bubbles having an equilibrium radius larger than about 10 pm within the

errors typical of other alternative techniques currently available;

h) due to the considerable complexity of the phenomena involved, the

interpretation of the data obtained from C.S.K.'s requires a careful

analysis.
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The Influence of Pressure Gradient on Desinent Cavitation Produced by0
the Separated Flow from an Isolated Triangular Surface Protrusion1

by

" J. William Holl2 , Michael L. Billet3 , and Masaru Tada
4

Applied Research Laboratory of The Pennsylvania State University

ABSTRACT

An experimental investigationf- s- ut4 to the desinent

cavitation characteristics of various sizes of two-dimensional triangular

protrusions in a turbulent boundary layer for favorable, zero, and unfavorable

pressure gradients. Eight roughness heights (h) were employed in the studies

ranging from 0.01 to 0.30 inches. The relative height (h/d) varied from 0.026

to 2.53. Desinent cavitation numbers-( ) were obtained visually over a

velocity range of 30 to 60 fps at an average total air content of 3.7 ppm

(mole basis). The data for zero pressure gradient were in fair agreement with .

data obtained for the same protrusion shape by Holl (1958). The cavitation

number fadpwas correlated with relative height > '(VZJ Reynolds Number iJ'6#-vW.

and Clauser's (1954) equilibrium boundary layer shape factor '(6) which

includes the effect of pressure gradient. The data show that 4increases"

with pressure gradient. This result was not expected since it appears to

contradict the trends implied by the so-called characteristic velocity theory

developed by Roll (1958).

1Paper presented at the 20th American Towing Tank Conference; Davidson
Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, Castle Point Station, Hoboken, . 7
New Jersey, August 2-4, 1983.

2Professor of Aerospace Engineering

3Senior Research Associate

4Former graduate student in the Department of Aerospace Engineering.
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[11 INTRODUCTION

Systematic investigations of the limited cavitation characteristics of

isolated surface irregularities were conducted at ARL/PSU in the 1950's and

reported in the doctoral work of Holl in 1958 [11* and [2]. In 1966, Benson " -

(3] reported on tests conducted with isolated asperities at DTMB.

Subsequently, investigations were conducted at MIT on distributed roughness

and reported in the doctoral work of Arndt in 1967 [4] and [5]. Later, these

investigations were augmented by additional studies at ARL/PSU and were

reported by Arndt, Holl, Bohn and Bechtel [6] together with the earlier

investigations. These investigations were all conducted under essentially
d P _

flat plate conditions, i.e., - - 0..

The results of the aforementioned flat plate studies for isolated

protrusions were employed by Billet, Holl, and Parkin [7] to analyze a

cavitation scale effect on families of hydrofoils and hemispherical headforms. "-

The results suggested that it would be prudent to investigate the effect of

pressure gradient on the limited cavitation characteristics of an isolated

surface protrusion. Consequently, the present investigataion was conducted to

satisfy this need. A two-dimensional irregularity with a triangular cross

section similar to that employed by Holl [1) was studied in the 4.5 inch x

20 inch water tunnel at ARL/PSU for various values of pressure gradient,

velocity, and relative roughness height. A detailed description of this

investigation is given in Reference [8].

Numbers in brackets refer to documents in the list of references.
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[21 DESCRIPTION OF THE INVESTIGATION

2.1 Test Arrangement

The tests were conducted in the 4.5 inch x 20 inch water tunnel at

ARL/PSU. The characteristics of this facility have been described by Lehman

(9]. Major features of the test setup are shown in Figure 1. The test

arrangement utilized the two walls of the rectangular test section which were

20 inches in width and 4.5 inches apart. A curved wall was installed on one

side of the test section to produce various pressure gradients in the test

section. The triangular protrusions were inserted in various slots along the

opposite wall which was flat. The curved wall made of plexiglass consisted of

a hydrofoil with a 20 inch span and 17 inch chord. The cross section of the

hydrofoil was one-half of a symmetrical hydrofoil section. Details of the

curved wall are shown in Figure 2. In order to measure the velocity profile

at each location on the flat wall, i.e. the wall opposite to the curved wall,

seven holes were drilled in the curved wall for the insertion of a total head

tube.. These seven locations are designated STA. I, II, III, IV, V, VI and VII

as shown in Figure 3. .

2.2 Triangular Protrusions

The triangular protrusions were made of plexiglass. The cross section

was a 450 triangle with the vertical side towards the incoming flow as shown

in Figure 1. This is the same cross-section as that employed by Holl [1].

The span of each protrusion was 4 inches and slots were machined in a flat

wall at the seven stations shown in Figure 3. When a slot was tested at any

given station, such as Station 1 in Figure 3, the remaining slots were filled

with small plexiglass plates. Eight roughness heights (h) were employed in

the tests; namely, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.30 inches

and were mounted on the flat wall one at a time for each experiment. The
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roughness locations shown in Figure 3 correspond to the leading edge of the

total head tube which was inserted into the flow through the seven holes in

the curved wall shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Measurement of the Velocity at Infinity

The wall pressure (P.') 6.4 inches upstream of the curved wail together

with the pressure in the settling section (P.) was used to find a nominal

velocity at infinity (U.'). However, the measuring station at 6.4 inches was

influenced by the curved wall. so that it was not possible to determine the

actual velocity at infinity (U.) by measurement. This was determined by an

application of the Douglas-Neumann method which indicated that

Ulm/U. - 0.9833. -

2.4 Measurement of the Pressure Distribution on the Flat Wall

The pressure distribution along the flat wall was measured by static

pressure taps located between the measuring stations along the wall. The data

were expressed in coefficient form, i.e.

p - pM
Cp 1P P . (1) . -

2p U2

These data are shown by the open circular symbols in Figure 4.

The velocity at the edge of the boundary layer (U) was measured by a

total head tube as described in the next section. These data are shown in

Figure 5. The wall pressure coefficient was calculated by the relation

Cpini - (U]2  (2)

These values of C shown by the open triangular symbols in Figure 4 are in

good agreement with C obtained by wall pressure taps.

The theoretical pressure distribution on the wall as obtained by the

Douglas-Neumann (DN) computer program is shown by the solid circular symbols -

in Figure 4.
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2.5 Determination of Velocity Profile Characteristics

The velocity profiles were measured by traversing the boundary layer with

a probe which was fabricated from a tube of rectangular cross section with an

external size of 0.018 inch x 0.083 inch. A traversing device allowed the

positioning of the total head tube within 0.001 inch. The edge of the

boundary layer was attained when the total pressure became constant. The

measured values of boundary layer thickness (6) are compared with values

determined by the method of E. Truckenbrodt [10] in Figure 6. It was .0

necessary to shift the origin of the theoretical calculation in order to agree

with the measured data.

The velocity profile data were not obtained sufficiently close to the -

wall to determine momentum thickness (8), displacement thickness (S*),

boundary layer shape parameter (H = /8) and wall shear stress (Tw). Thus,

6*, e, and H were determined by the Truckenbrodt method [101 and T. was

determined from the Ludwieg-Tillmann [111 relation

V A9A ~ (TIA'-0.2 6 8
TW 0.246 x 10-0 .6 78H  - 0  

(3)
2 (

where U is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer.

Measured values of 6 together with calculated values of 6*, 8, and H are

given in Table 1. The wall shear stress, pressure gradient and the parameters 0

, and G are given in Table 2. All data are shown for a nominal velocity

(U.) of 40 fps. Experimental values of 6 were scaled to 40 fps by the

equation

a 0.37 x UX]-.2  (4)
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2.6 Cavitation Experiments

There was not sufficient time available to conduct cavitation experiments 0

at all seven stations so that three representative stations were selected for

the experiments. These were Station I (dP/dx < 0), Station IV (dP/dx 0) and

Station VII (dP/dx > 0).

During the experiments the total gas content was maintained at

approximately 4 moles of air per million moles of water (ppm). The mean value

for all tests was 3.7 ppm. The gas content was determined by a Van Slyke

apparatus.

The primary purpose of the cavitation experiments was to determine the

limited cavitation number (at) defined as

- Lv (5)

p U..2

This cavitation number can be determined experimentally by either the

inception or desinence procedure. The desinence procedure was employed in

this investigation. Thus 0£ a-d where ad is the desinent cavitation number

given by

Pwi- Pv

ad M 1 (6)

The desinence procedure consists of holding the velocity constant and

increasing the pressure until the cavitation disappears.

A strobe light was used to aid in visually observing cavitation. When

cavitation occurred along the top edge of the triangular protrusion, which __

* appeared as luminous streaks originating several inches downstream of the

protrusion, another type of cavitation appeared at both ends of the

protrusion. These two types of cavitation joined together downstream.
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Snecial care was taken to see that the cavitation caused by the ends was not

mistaken for that caused by the top edge of the triangular protrusion. .

Desinent cavitation was defined as the absence of cavitation at the top

edge of the protrusion for less than 30 seconds. Throughout the experiment,

the observations were done by the same person. The pressure was lowered and

raised seven times for each velocity setting. The desinent cavitation number

*. was based on the average pressure obtained from those seven readings. The gas

content and temperature was measured before and after each run.

As indicated in a subsequent section Od was correlated with several

parameters which were characteristic of the flow. Two parameters which

included the pressure gradient effects were employed in this analysis. These

were the Coles' [12] wake parameter H and Clauser's [13] shape parameter G.

The parameter G is defined as

G I C- (7)

where H - 6* / and Cf TW/l/2 p U2. The values of G tabulated in Table 2

were calculated by Nash's (141 approximation

G a 6.1 a + 1.81 - 1.7 . (8)

Cole's wake parameter was approximated by the relation

H 0.8 (B + 0.5)0.75 (9)

where

6* dP (10)
T dx
W

In establishing a correlation for the cavitation number it is prudent to

calculate the cavitation number under essentially flat plate conditions

(Otfp), i.e. the wall pressure (PI and velocity at the edge of the boundary

layer (U) become the "local" infinity condition in the equation for

cavitation number. Thus we have
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P"- Pv P -PM P - Pv------

I VT -- -

p U.2 p U.2

T£ -p+* 2  [' 
" -•.

or

_ I [ vj (12)

or

- Cp + ( - Cp)O fp (13)

which is the superposition equation developed by Holl [1]. Solving for alfp

yields £+ Cp
p cp (14)

Thus in the experiment, at was determined by the desinence procedure, C was

determined from Figure 4 and alfp was then calculated from Equation (14). 0
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[3] RESULTS OF THE CAVITATION TESTS

The major results of the cavitation experiments are shown in Figures

7-10. The data from Station IV (dP/dx s 0) are compared with the

characteristic velocity theory in Figure 7. The same data are compared with*

the earlier results of Holl [1] in Figure 8. The cavitation number for all

three stations are shown in Figure 9 as a function of relative height (hi6).

A power-law correlation is shown in Figure 10 for all of the data at the three

stations.

Referring to Figure 7, aOfp is shown as a function of h/ for various

velocities. These data were obtained at Station IV where dP/dx 0. They

display a strong dependence upon the relative height (h/6) and are in fair

agreement with the characteristic velocity theory (CVT) developed by Holl [1],

[151. This theory assumes that if one knows a for the case 6 = 0 one can

correct a by the proper choice of a characteristic velocity (Uc). This leads

to

0
tfp 1 Pfp (15)

where Cufp corresponds to the case 6 0. Assuming that Uc2 is the average

- of the square of the velocity profile over the height of the protrusion (h)

and employing power-law type velocity profiles, i.e. u/U = (Y/6)1/m, we can

write

tfp - C fp for h/6 < 1 (16)

and

Oafp - - fi - 4lfp for h/d > 1 (17)
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where N = 6*/0 = m42/m. The cavitation number O1,fp has been determined by

- J. W. Roll and C. B. Baker at ARL/PSU by testing a family of sharp edged flat 0

plates in a uniform stream. The data were correlated reasonably well by the

equation

Ofp 0.0214 Reh 0 .4 24 (18)

where h is one-half the height of the flat plates which was taken to be

enuivalent to the roughness height when 5 0. Reh is the Reynolds number •

TJh/v.

The data from the present investigation for Station IV where dP/dx = 0

are compared with that of Holl [1] in Figure 8. The Roll data were obtained S

at a much higher gas content and were thus corrected to the average gas

content of this program, i.e. 3.7 ppm, by a procedure described by Tada [8].

The Holl data are higher than the present data at smaller values of h/6 and S

display a smaller exponent on h/S than does the present data. We find that

for constant Reynolds number

C~fp = constant 0.4 (Holl - 1958) (19)

and

atfp constant (present study) . (20)

Perhaps these differences are due to gas content effects.

The cavitation data for all three of the measuring stations are shown in

Figure 9. The data from Station IV (dP/dx 2 0) and Station I (dP/dx < 0) are _

fairly close together. However the data for Station VII (dP/dx > 0) where we

have an adverse pressure gradient are significantly higher. This was an

unexpected result since as indicated by Equation (15), the CVT would predict a

decrease in o0 fp due to the smaller value of Uc produced by the less uniform
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velocity profile characteristic of the adverse pressure gradient. However,

the experimental data may contain significant effects related to the

separating flow over the protrusion which are not adequately accounted for in

the CVT.

Cavitation data for the zero-pressure gradient case were successfully

correlated by Arndt, Hall, Bohn and Bechtel [6] with relative height (hi6) and

Reynolds number (U6/v) using a power-law equation. In this program it was

necessary to include a shape parameter to account for pressure gradient

effects. Both the G parameter of Clauser and Cole's wake parameter nI were

employed. It was determined that by using G one obtains a somewhat better

correlation. The results are shown in Figure 10 where the data are correlated -

by the relation

0tgfp -0.0143 G1.25~] (21)

The relation appears to be a reasonable correlation for these data.
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TABLE i 
.

BOUNDARY LAYER PARAM!ETERS AT EACH STATION

1. 5 e H
STA c (inches) (inches) (inches)

I 0.10 0.124 0.0122 0.0091 1.34

II 0.25 0.156 0.0148 0.0111 1.33

III 0.33 0.162 0.0162 0.0123 1.32

IV 0.41 0.167 0.0183 0.0137 1.335

, V 0.51 0.183 0.0213 0.0159 1.34 0

VI 0.65 0.233 0.0270 0.0197 1.37

VII 0.80 0.374 0.0354 0.0255 1.39

These parameters correspond to Um 40fps
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KCHORD FOR CURVED WALL (C) =17 in.

CURVED WALL-' FLOW4.5 in. 4

PROTRUSION A.

SIDE VIEW

2n. Zn.

jF POTR US ION FO INOPERCURVED 4.5 in.

END VIEW

Figure 1. Test Section Arrangement in the 4.5 inch x 20 inch
Water Tunnel.
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SOME APPLICATIONS OF FREE STREAMLINE THEORY

o BY

I C. C. HSUJ
Tracor Hydronautics

ABSTRACT

-'" Applications are made of free streamline theory to flows
involving wakes and ,eparation bubbles. Results for two-
dimensional flows pas4backward-facing step and normal plate in
a solid, wall channel are given and compared with existing
experimental data. Some results for flow past airfoil section
with leading edge separations are also given. ...

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Free streamline theory, in its classical form, deals with

flows past objects which are bounded in part by separated

regions throughout which the pressure is more or less con-

stant. These flows involve a rich variety of physical phenom-

ena, of both viscous and inviscid nature.

For separated flow, the outer flow corresponds to the

potential flow about a cavity at constant pressure. In such a

flow, the length of cavity as well as the drag depends on the

pressure within the cavity. It has been a long standing

problem to understand how the pressure and drag is in fact

determined. In a recent paper Tulin and Hsu (1980) suggested a

simple viscous modeling and provides the necessary closure of

the problem. In brief, the pressure is determined by the

matching of outer potential and inner viscous flows, where the

matching is accomplished by requiring that the drag in the

inner and outer flows are identical.
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In this report, results for flows past two-dimensional 0
* backward facing step and normal plate in a channel are given

and compared with existing experimental data. Some results for

flow past foils with leading edge separation or partial cavi-
tation are also given.
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2.0 MATCHING OF INNER AND OUTER FLOWS

The drag for the inner viscous flow, based on the momentum
*integral equation, can be approximated by (for details see

* Tulin and Hsu (1980)):

H + 2

C 2A(ID) C S (I + 2a(1

where CD = drag coefficient

Cp = pressure coefficient

CS - friction coefficient on the dividing streamline

D = length dimension of the body

H = boundary layer form parameter .

L= length of separation region (or cavity)

a = cavitation number = C

A = a parameter equals 1 for a single sided cavity and 2

for a two sided cavity.

* In general, the value of boundary layer parameters CS and H
are depended on flow conditions. In the present discussions,
it is assumed that the Reynolds numbers are sufficiently high
and the flows are fully turbulent and the values of CS and H
are taken to be constant. The value of length t are depended
on body shapes and external boundaries and can be expressed,
for various flow conditions, in the form:

K-a (2)D C D

Substituting (2) into (1) then gives

K a o~[21 CS + a) 2 (3)
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Equation (2) may also be expressed as

K (C)=j- (4)

The values of CD and L/D in Equation (4) for a given a can of .0

course be calculated by free streamline theories. The precise

relationships between DD, L/D and a generally depend on the

cavity closure models. In the following, the external poten-

tial flow calculations are all based on single spiral termina- 0

tion model.

The matching of inner viscous and external potential flow

is accomplished by requiring '

H + 2

K =Y 2 /[2X Cs (l + a) 2 ] (viscous flow apprc.imations)

(CD) /Z 4

= 2 (potential flow calculations)
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3.0 SOME APPLICATIONS

3.1 Flow Past A Backward Facing Step

The potential flow past a two-dimensional backward-facing

step of height D in a solid wall channel of width H, with the

aid of conformal mapping, can be analyzed by the free stream-

line theory, the solution can be shown to be

D o
R 1 1 -e (5)

CD a (6)

The value of K based on Equation (3) with the values:

CS = .013

H , 2.70

for viscous flow and Equation (4) with the values of CD, L/D

and a given by Equations (5) and (6) for various D/H are shown

in Figure 1. The intersection of the two curves determine the

approximated base pressure coefficient (a) in the separated

region. The extents of separated region for various D/H are

given in Figure 2. Also shown in Figure 2 are the experimental

data of Badri Narayanan (1974) and Kuehn (1980). The results

are in fairly good agreement.

3.2 Flow Past A Normal Plate

The solutions for flow past a normal plate of height D may _0

be approximated by
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9. 16 11+ c\(7)
D i 7+4 20

CD 0.88 (1 + a) (8)

The effects of solid channel wall on the flow can be estimated

by Hsu's simple wall correction rule (1980).

The value of K with the values:

H CS 0.011

H =2.70

for viscous flow and based on potential flow calculations for

various D/H are given in Figure 3. The base pressure

coefficients (a) and the length of the separated region for

various D/H are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. In

these figures experimental data of Arie and Rouse (1956),-
Roshko and Lau (1965) and Smits (1982) (all with stabilized

* split plates) are also given. The present calculations seem to

be in qualitatively agreement with the existing data.

'A-
3.3 Leading Edge Separation on Foils

The potential flows past foils with partial cavitation may

be estimated by the method suggested by Tulin and Hsu (1977).

The values of K based on this approach for NACA64AO06 section

and based on Equation (3) with the values:

CS 0.011

H =2.7
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for viscous flow are shown in Figure 6. The pressure coeffi-

cients in the separated region and reattachment lengths, calcu-

lated by the matching principle together with the experimental

data of McCullough and Gault (1949) are given in Figure 7. The -

calculations seem to be in very good agreement with data.
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4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although all the calculations presented in the present

paper are approximated in nature, the proposed theoretical

approaches are in qualitative agreement with existing data.
The separated flows are seen to be sensitive to the presence of

the bounding surfaces such as tunnel walls. The values of CS

and H may not remain constant if wall spacings (H/D) are

small. However with some further refinements it may be

possible to predict flow characteristics involving

separations.

- -0
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INTRODUCTION

The theoretical investigation of cavitating flows about marine

lifting surfaces has progressed very quickly in the last thirty

years. This period of rapid advance can be said to have begun

with the introduction by Tulin [1] in 1953 of the linearized

theory for steady two-dimensional supercavitating flow at zero

cavitation number. This work was soon followed by that of Tulin

[2], Acosta [3] and Geurst [4,5], who introduced linearized

theories for steady two-dimensional partially cavitating and

super cavitating flows at finite cavitation number. Further

analytic work has been done (for example [63,[7],[8]), but it was

/->Ithe advent of the high speed computer and associated numerical

techniques che has been the major factor that has allowed the

analysis of cavitating flows to become as extensive as it is

presently. It is to this numerical aspect, specifically the

numerical techniques that have been employed at MIT in the

analysis of cavitating flows, that this review is directed. -3

When one endeavors to write a review of the numerical methods in

use in a particular field one must define what one means by a

numerical method. Computers are used in virtually all aspects of

theoretical work, from evaluating the transcendental functions

that may arise in an analytic solution to computational

approaches that don't even require an explicit mathematical
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formulation of the problem. In this review the numerical

techniques that are described stem from an approach wherein the

fundamental problem is recast in the form of coupled integral

equations, which are attacked directly by techniques which are

exact in some appropriate limit.

/

'The first section of this overview contains a review of linear

methods used in analyzing cavitating planar hydrofoils. The

second section discusses the application of these methods to

marine propellers. The third section discusses a recent numerical

-. technique for the solution of the exact nonlinear 2-D steady

cavitating hydrofoil problem. The work described herein was

supported largely by the Unite States Maritime Administration

and the U.S. Navy.
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I. DEVELOPMENT OF LINEAR METHODS FOR PLANAR HYDROFOILS

Perhaps the earliest of the numerical methods employed at MIT in

the analysis of cavitating flows was that of Widnall [91. She

formulated the linear integral equations for an oscillating super 0

cavitating hydrofoil of finite span and solved them by expressing

the unknowns as-series of modes with unknown coefficients. This

procedure resulted in a set of simultaneous linear algebraic S

equations for the unknowns, which could then be determined by

computer solution of the matrix equation. She assigned the cavity

lengths a priori and demonstrated that for long cavities the lift

coefficients were insensitive to the assumed cavity length.

Golden t10] obtained a numerical solution of a two-dimensional

cavitating hydrofoil of zero thickness in steady flow, for both

the partial- and super-cavitating regimes. Assuming that the foil

and cavity were slender, he linearized the kinematic and dynamic

boundary conditions, and represented the foil and cavity as a

source and vortex distribution on an axis parallel to the onset

flow. The boundary value problem was then posed as a set of 7 _

coupled integral equations, one of which satisfied flow tangency

on the wetted portions of the foil and the other satisfying

pressure constancy over the cavitated region. A Kutta condition

was imposed at the trailing edge of the foil, where the vorticity

was assumed to be zero. A final condition on the flow was

obtained from a closure condition which required that the net
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source strength be zero.

An important contribution of Golden's work was his development of

an iterative method for determining cavity length at a given

cavitation number. The cavity was assumed to start at the leading

edge of the foil. In order to pose the boundary value problem,

the length of the cavity had to be specified. The cavitation

number corresponding to that length could then be solved for. The

computed value of the cavitation number was then compared with

the actual cavitation number, and the length adjusted. This

procedure was iterated until the two values of cavitation number

agreed.

In order to obtain a numerical solution, Golden represented the.

continuous singularity distributions as a finite number of

elements in each of which the singularity strength was constant.

The only exception to this was made at the foil trailing edge

where the vorticity was taken to be a linear function, going to

zero at the trailing edge. The length of the elements in the

cavitated region was allowed to differ from that of the elements

in the fully wetted region, and, in the case of supercavitation, ...

the element length behind the foil could differ from that on the

foil. At the leading edge of the cavity, the trailing edge of the

cavity, and the trailing edge of the foil, half-size elements

were used. Control points were empirically chosen within each

element so as to give the best agreement with the theory of

Geurst for the case of a flat plate. The agreement obtained was
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in general acceptable when 20 to 30 elements were used over the

foil chord.

Jiang and Leehey 11ll extended the work of Golden to unsteady

flow. They considered 3-D as well as 2-D hydrofoils, but

restricted their attention to supercavitating foils. Their 3-D

results were compared with experimental observations. Although

unsteady effects were considered in formulating the dynamic

boundary condition the form of the closure condition used was

that appropriate for steady flow --that the net source strength

is zero at all times.
-L

Jiang and Leehey utilized a source/vortex lattice to represent

the hydrofoil and its cavity. Each chordwise strip was

discretized into a number of equal length elements, with the

exception of the first two elements which were one-half that

length. Following James [12], a line vortex was placed at the

quarter-chord position of each element, and a tangency control

point was placed at the three-quarter chord position. Line

sources and pressure control points were given the opposite

positions, with the source at the three-quarter chord point and

the control point at the quarter chord point. This procedure was

used because each boundary condition contains a local

contribution from one distribution, and a principal value

integral of the other distribution. The only exception to this

procedure was made at the leading edge, where the first source

and pressure control point positions were switched. In general,
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this discretization was a successful one since it simplified the

calculation of influence coefficients, and, for a given number of

elements, proved to be more accurate than the method of Golden

when compared with the steady results of Geurst.

Jiang and Leehey solved the unsteady flow problem as an initial

value problem, starting with a steady solution. An initial

estimate of cavity length was made at each time step in order to

solve for a cavitation number, which could be compared with the

actual cavitation number. The assumed cavity length was then

adjusted and the process iterated. Kelvin's condition was

satisfied by shedding vorticity into the wake at each time step,

and the wake was made force-free by convecting wake vorticity at

the speed of the onset flow.

Van Houten [13] extended the unsteady theory of Jiang and Leehey

to the case of a partially cavitating foil. This work was

restricted to foils of high aspect ratio, and the effect of

aspect ratio on the volume velocity of the cavity was

investigated. It is well-known that in incompressible 2-D flow,

the volume velocity -f the cavity must be zero. Otherwise,

infinitely large pressure terms make the dynamic boundary

condition impossible to satisfy. What is not so clear is the

allowable volume velocity at large but finite aspect ratio. This

subject has been addressed by several authors, who have reached

somewhat different conclusions. Tulin [141 considered foils of

moderate aspect ratios., where the product of the reduced
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* frequency and the natural log of the aspect ratio is of order

one, and concluded that unsteady effects are felt exclusively in

the cavity closure condition, so that there is no dependence on

* aspect ratio. In other words, Tulin found that the terms which

are infinite in the 2-D case are negligible at moderate aspect

ratios. Peters, Goodman, and Breslin [15] concluded that for high

aspect ratios, the volume velocity varies inversely as at least

the square of the aspect ratio. Although it might be argued that

"high" aspect ratios do not overlap "moderate" aspect ratios, the

conclusions of these two investigators do not appear to be

compatible.

Van Houten obtained the inner solution of the high aspect ratio

problem by numerical procedures similar to those of Jiang and -

Leehey. The cavity was assumed to start at the leading edge of the

foil, and the cavity length was allowed to vary from zero to

several chord lengths within the oscillation cycle. The correct

unsteady form of the closure condition was used. The inner problem

was assumed to be two-dimensional except for the requirement that

the solution match with the outer solution at a distance of many

* chord lengths from the foil. This outer solution was taken to be a

line source distribution, the strength of which was known after

obtaining the inner solution at various spanwise Positions. Once

the outer solution was obtained, the inner solution was again

found, and the procedure iterated until convergence. It was found

that most of the 3-D effects could be accounted for in the

initial inner solution by taking the arbitrary constant in the
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2-D source potential to be minus the natural log of the span of

the foil.

Van Houten followed Jiang and Leehey in using alternating

discrete sources and vortices, but spaced them differently. The

singularities were placed at equal intervals in a transformed

coordinate system which was obtained from a Glauert type --

transformation wherein the element spacing is a maximum at the

trailing edge and a minimum at the leading edge. This spacing was

used in order to obtain good resolution in calculating small

cavities. The spacing of singularities was identical at all time

steps* and the cavity was assumed to encompass an integer number

of discrete elements. At each time step trial cavity lengths were

tested until the actual cavitation number lay between those

calculated for adjacent cavity termination points. An

interpolation formula was then applied to the calculated

singularity strengths. This method allows one to invert a

reasonable number of matrices before solving the initial value

problem, and thereby avoid solving simultaneus equations at each

time step.

An example of the resulting cavity profiles on a flat plate in a

gust is given in figure 1. This shows the typical slow cavity

growth and rapid collapse which is found experimentally. The

*cavity termination passes smoothly over the trailing edge of the

foil. Figure 2 shows that the cavity length variations are
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reduced significantly by an increase in reduced frequency, and

figures 3 and 4 show the effect of aspect ratio on the cavity

volume and length variations. These latter results indicate that

although aspect ratio plays a significant role in determining

volume velocity, it does not have the importance indicated by the

results of Peters, Goodman, and Breslin. The reason for this

disagreement has not been resolved.

* Van Houten and Sayre [16] extended the numerical method to

account for the presence of cavity gas. It was assumed that a

constant mass of gas ekisted in the cavity at all times, and that

it behaved according to the polytropic gas law. The cavity length

was iterated at each time step until this gas law Was satisfied.

This model predicted that cavity gas can have a sizeable effect

on the variability of cavity length and volume.
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2. APPLICATION OF LINEAR THEORY TO UNSTEADY PROPELLER

SHEET CAVITATION

The numerical method of solution of the high aspect ratio

Unsteady cavitating hydrofoil problem was extended to the case of

* a propeller operating in a non-uniform wake field by Lee (17].

This was done by combining the method of solution for a

non-cavitating propeller developed by Kerwin and Lee (18] with

the cavity solution developed by Van Houten (13].

As in the case of a planar hydrofoil, a time-domain solution was

necessary due to the non-linear effect of the changing cavity

length. It Was in anticipation of this that the non-cavitating

propeller program of Kerwin and Lee [18] was formulated in the

* time domain. In the propeller cases the time step was determined-

* from a prescribed propeller rotational increment. Starting from a

suitably devised initial condition, the propeller was rotated in

discrete time steps through several propeller revolutions until a

periodic solution was obtained. The number of time steps per

revolution determined the number of harmonics of loading and

* cavity volume velocity which could ultimately be derived from the

time record. It was found that sixty time steps were sufficient

to resolve at least UP to the twice blade rate harmonic of the

fluctuating force and cavity volume.

While conceptually siMilar, the propeller problem in made much

more difficult due to the complicated geometry of the blade and

its trailing vortex wake and due to the presence of multiple
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blades. The former was the main motivation for using a lattice of

discrete line vortex and source elements to represent the

continuous singularity distributions. Once the geometrical

problem of defining an arbitrary blade and wake surface Was

worked out, propellers with extreme skew, rake and radial pitch

variation could be accommodated as easily as more conventional

designs.

The presence of multiple blades was treated in an iterative way

as developed for the non-cavitating case in (18]. The boundary

value problem was solved on a single "key" blade, while the

singularity strengths on 'the other blades were presumed to be

known. An estimate of their strengths Was obtained from the key

blade solutions obtained at previous time steps where the key

blade occupied the current Position of each of the other blades.

This estimate Was not very good until the key blade completed at

least one revolution. Since several revolutions had to be

computed anyway, this did not add significantly to the

computational effort required.

The arrangement of line singularities Used in (17] is shown in

figure 5. The key blade is divided into nine chordw13e panels as

shown. Within each panel, ten line source and vortex elements are

arranged in a manner similar to that Used by Van Houten (13]. and

the same arrangement of control points for the dynamic and

kinematic boundary conditions is employed.
lo
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Downstream of the blade is a transition wake region which

contains the trailing and shed vorticity associated with the

unsteady loading, and a set of radially oriented cavity source

lines. Beyond the transition wake is the ultimate wake which

consists of a single concentrated helical tip vortex and a

concentrated hub vortex ( the latter not shown in figure 5). The

strengths of the ultimate wake hub and tip vortex are determined

from the circumferential mean loading, and are therefore

independent of time.

While provision was originally made for the vortices in the

transition wake to split at the mid-radius and to deform

continuously into the ultimate hub and tip vortex, this feature

is presently suppressed and figure 5 shows the vorticity rolling

up abruptly at the beginning of the ultimate wake. It is expected

that this wake representation will eventually be replaced by a

more realistic model similar to that developed by Greeley and

Kerwin [19].

The source lines on the blade represent both blade thickness and

the presence of the cavity. The former is known and presumed

independent of time. The cavity sources are non-zero only in the

region of the blade covered by the sheet cavity, and the boundary

of the latter region must be determined by iteration. The sources

in the transition wake would be non-zero only if the cavity were

found to extend beyond the trailing edge.
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The arrangement of singularities on the other blades is similar,

except that fewer elements are used in order to reduce storage

and computer time.

Once the geometrical arrangement of the singularities is

determined, the solution process can begin. The first step in his

process is to solve the steady. non-cavitating boundary value

problem. This can be done very quickly by setting all of the

inflow wake velocities to their circumferential mean values, and

by setting the loading on the other blades equal to that on the

key blade. Starting with this as an initial condition, the

non-cavitating unsteady solution is next obtained. This is

accomplished by time-stepping the propeller through three

revolutions, at which point a reasonably periodic loading is

obtained.

The cavity solution process now begins, using the non-cavitating

unsteady loading Just obtained as an initial guess at each time

step. In those cases in which the cavity disappears completely

during a significant portion of a propeller revolution, it is

expedient to start the cavity solution at a time step somewhat

before inception.

The steps in the cavity solution are shown pictorially in figure

6. The correct cavity length, and the resulting strengths of the

sources and vortices, are found separately for each chordwise
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Figure 6 Pictorial of iterative solution for
three-dimensional cavity.
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panel. Following the work of Van Houten [131, the boundary value

problem is solved for several trial cavity lengthst and the

* resulting non-dimensional cavity pressure is obtained for each0

* trial. The correct length and the resulting singularity strengths

is then obtained by linear interpolation. The influence of the

other chordwise panels, as well as the other blades, is obtained

from the known singularity strengths obtained earlier in the

solution process.

This is accomplished by adding yet one more level of iteration.

At the first time step, the Cavity solution is first obtained for

the innermost chordwise panel, assuming that there is no0

cavitation elsewhere. The cavity obtained for this panel is then

* frozen, and a solution is obtained for the next panel, allowing

for the presence of the cavitation Just obtained for the

preceding panel. The process is then repeated out to the tip,

* back to the hub and out again until a converged solution is

obtained. Each of these individual panel solutions requires the

iteration on cavity length described earlier.

The propeller is then advanced by one angular increment, and the

entire process is repeated. However, rather than starting from an

assumed condition of zero cavitation, the cavity on all chordwise

strips except the one that is being worked on is initialized to

the converged value from the preceding time step. Since the

extent of cavitation does not change greatly in one time step,

the convergence of the process is very rapid.
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The cavity solution is carried out typically for two additional -

complete propeller revolutions. Thus a total of five propeller

revolutions are computed, the first three being without

cavitation.

A graphical representation of a typical solution is shown in

figure 7. The propeller and wake field is from Wilson et.al.[201...

Integration of the cavity ordinates yields total cavity volume,

whose time history is shown plotted in figure 8.

One of the principal objectives in obtaining a solution of the

unsteady propeller cavitation problem is to permit the

computation of vibratory exciting forces on the ship hull. An

essential step in this process is the computation of the

free-space potential field induced by the moving time varying

singularities representing the propeller. This can readily be

accomplished once the solution for the singularities is obtained,

and the procedure, together with some examples, was briefly

described by Kerwin [213.

The combination of the numerical procedure for solving the

unsteady propeller cavitation problem developed at MIT with the

procedure for computing hull excitation forces developed at the

Davidson Laboratory was presented by Breslin, Kerwin, Van Houten

and Johnsson in [22].
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3. A NONLINEAR METHOD FOR STEADY, 2-D HYDROFOILS

All of the methods previously described involved linearizing the

* cavity boundary value problem. The analysis procedures for planar

hydrofoils were linearized with respect to angle of attack,

* camber, and thickness. In the propeller analysis method the

* singularity distributions are placed on the mean surface of the

blades, and an exact tangency condition is applied, so this

method incorporates some nonlinear effects. However, it is still

linearized with respect to blade and cavity thickness.

It has been suggested by Tulin and Hsu [23] that the presence of

* finite section leading edge radius has a major influence on

global cavity characteristics. Their results indicated that an

increase in section thickness, with a resulting increase in

* leading edge radius, tended to greatly reduce cavity volumes.

This effect Was so strong that it appeared that even the

relatively thin tip sections of marine propellers would have much

smaller cavities than would be predicted on the basis of linear

theory.

An investigation into this effect was carried out by Uhlman (21].

He solved the steady nonlinear partially cavitating

two-dimensional hydrofoil problem by Using *a piecewise constant

vorticity distribution on the foil-cavity boundary. Starting with

a given cavity length and an assumed Cavity shape, the unknown
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vorticity distribution was determined by satisfying a kinematic

boundary condition on the wetted portions of the foil boundary

and a dynamic boundary condition on the surface of the cavity.

The kinematic boundary condition on the cavity surface was then

employed to generate a new cavity shape. The problem was then

reformulated using the new position of the cavity and the problem

was solved again. This procedure was repeated until both boundary

conditions were satisfied to the desired degree of accuracy.

By taking the square root of Bernoulli's equation, the dynamic

boundary condition on the cavity was made linear with respect to

the vorticity distribution and the unknown 71+ a , where

a represents the cavitation number. Since the kinematic boundary

condition is also linear with respect to the vorticity, the

boundary value problem for each assumed cavity shape could be

approximated by a set of linear algebraic equations.

An additional condition imposed on the flow was a Kutta condition

at the foil trailing edge. A closure condition of zero net source

strength, as employed in linear theories, is inappropriate in an

exact nonlinear approach. Instead, a cavity termination model

must be adopted. In Uhlman's work a modified Riabouchinsky cavity

termination model was used.

Typical results are presented in figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows

the final converged cavity shape for a cavity of 50% of the chord

length on an NACA 16-006 section at 4 degrees angle of attack.
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Figure 10 shows the corresponding pressure coefficient

distribution. As is to be expected the pressure is constant over

the cavity and the modified Riabouchinsky cavity termination

model produces the desired stagnation point at the trailing

edge.

Figure 11 shows the convergence characteristics of Uhlman's

method as applied to this case. About 12 iterations are necessary

for convergence. It is important to note that an extremely large

number of surface elements are needed for accurate results. This

is not surprising since an equally large number of elements are

required to capture the minimum pressure coefficient of the

fully-wetted flow around such a thin section.

Experimental results for steady partially cavitating round-nosed

hydrofoils are not plentiful. However, a few data points may be

found in the work of Shen and Peterson (25], who performed

experiments on a modified Joukowsky section. Table 1 presents a

comparison of their results with those of Uhlman's method and the

linear method of Van Houten.
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TABLE 1

X / 0.140 1 / 0. 30 t/c =0.25

S430 4I.2038

Experiment a= 1.13 a:1.21 a=1.13

*Nonlinear a= 1.11 a :1.20 a :1.14I

Linear am 1.37 a :1.53 a=1. 51

The agreement between experimental data and the nonlinear theory

is excellent. The linear theory is clearly inferior. Further

experimental investigations are presently being pursued at MIT.

Figures 12. 13, and 14l show the effect Of section thickness On

cavity volume as predicted by three different theories. Figure 12

is a linear theory result using the numerical procedure, of Van

Houten. Figure 13 is from Tulin and Hsu* while figure 114 is from

* Uhlman's method. These results are all for a cavity length of

fifty percent of the chord. In brief, it is apparent that the

trend of linear theory is Opposite to that of either of the

nonlinear theories. The latter both yield the result that

increasing section thickness decreases cavity volume. However,

this effect is far less pronounced in Uhlman's results than in P

Tulin's. Even the more moderate influence of thickness predicted

by Uhlman# however, is large enough to suggest that significant

errors may be incurred in applying linear theory in the propeller

problem.

Uhlmn'sapproach has also been applied to the problem of steady
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nonlinear super-cavitating flow past two-dimensional hydrofoils.

Preliminary results show excellent agreement with analytic

theory.

"o
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4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The use of surface singularity methods to solve the nonlinear

problem has been demonstrated by Uhlman for the case of

relatively thick sections in steady flow. The analysis of thin

foil sections , such as the tip sections of propeller blades,

would be improved by incorporating variable element lengths so

that the relatively small leading edge region can be adequately

modeled. The required number of elements can probably be reduced _

by the use of curved elements, and by allowing the vorticity to .0

vary over the elements' length. The extension of the nonlinear

theory to unsteady flows should also be undertaken.

The development of nonlinear methods to solve cavity flow

problems is useful from two points of view. There is obvious

value in the ability to calculate the cavitation which develops

in any given flow situation. Equally important, however, is the

use of these methods to develop insight into the role and

importance of the various sources of nonlinearity. These include

higher order terms in the foil thickness ratio, similar terms in

the thickness ratio of the foil-cavity system, and the

nonuniformity of the linear solution at both the foil leading

edge and the cavity termination. Were the latter effects to be

dominant, one might develop local corrections to the linear
ILa_

solution which would incorporate the bulk of the nonlinear
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effects. These corrections could then be added to the propeller

analysis program with a minimum of increased cost or complexity.

If, on the other hand, this should prove impossible, a surface

singularity procedure might be developed for propeller

geometries. If this were to be undertaken, it would be imperative

to reduce computation costs to a minimum.

Eventually, of course, one must face the limitations implicit in

any method which treats solely sheet cavitation originating at

the leading edge of the foil. Propeller tip vortex cavities often

exceed in volume the sheet cavities on the blades, and Must

eventually be modeled numerically. In unsteady flow the sheet

cavities are often observed to pull back from the leading edge

*during their collapse phase and may* collapse into cloud

cavitation. The numerical modeling of these effects, along with

* the roles of viscosity and nucleation, will have to be addressed

in the future.
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DISCUSSION

Terry Brockett
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research

and Development Center

First I would like to congratulate the investigators at MIT for the
rapid progress they have made in this difficult hydrodynamic area.

0

The predicted cavitation patterns shown for the A0177 are somewhat
different than those observed full scale (presented in author's Reference
20); in particular the predicted cavitation near the hub did not occur full

scale and observed full-scale cloud cavitation is not predicted. Will the
authors comment on these differences and describe the efforts necessary to
improve the prediction
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COMMITTEE REPORT
HIGH SPEED VEHICLE COMMITTEE

20th ATTC

The High Speed Vehicle Committee of the 20th American Towing Tank
Conference met in session on 1 August 1983 to review technical contributions
to the conference and to discuss the current state of technology in high

* speed vehicles and advanced ships. The comittee was composed of the
individuals listed in Attachment 1. The committee accepted the ITTC
definition of advanced ship for its working basis; namely, that the definition
of advanced vehicles was broad enough to cover all marine vehicles moving
at or on the water surface but excluding conventional surface ships and

* submarines.

The goals of the High Speed Vehicle Committee were: Ca) to examine
recent advances in the state-of-the-art of tow tank testing as related
to advanced vehicles, (b) to discuss in committee session recent advances
in high speed vehicle design and performance, (c) to examine the current
level of research and development specifically for advanced ships and
(d) to bring together and correlate the recent experiences of individuals
dealing with specific vehicle types with the objective of sharing the
common features key to the development of improved tankery for advanced

* ships.

The first of these goals resulted in a series of discrete and specific
* project summaries and problem areas. These are enumerated in Attachment

2. The specific items have been designated under one of three categories:
(1) Recent Projects (RP), (2) New Tankery Techniques (NT), and (3) Area
of Current Important Investigation (AI).

The second objective of presenting recent advances in high speed
vehicle design and performance was handled through a balanced presentation
program at the High Speed Session of the conference. The program of
contributions are listed as Attachment 3 and the specific papers are reprinted
in the proceedings.

The third objective was achieved through the timely presentation
by Jacques B. liadler of a conference key note address covering the "State-
of-the-Industry." The Committee discussion was well served by Mr. Hadler's
presentation.

The Committee received for consideration from K. Yosifov, Deputy
Director, Bulgarian Ship Hydrodynamics Center, Varna 9003 (Telephone 7.51.80)
the attached description (Attachment 4) of a program for improvement of
high speed planing boat performance. Mr. Yosifov has expressed an interest
in the exchange of technical information covering planing boat testing
of the type noted in the program. He is specifically interested in comparing
the performance of the parent model from the MEK series with similar results
from Series 62.
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The Committee also received for consideration a recent report of
a "Survey of High Speed Waterborne Transport World-Wide," as summarized
in an article in "High Speed Surface Craft" presented as Attachment 5. 0

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration has sponsored a specific
study of the RHS-200 Hydrofoil. This study resulted in a full-scale trials ...
evaluation of the hydrofoil which is briefly summarized in Attachment 6.

Finally, the Committee presents for consideration and continued
compilation a bibliography of selected technical papers published outside ,
of the United States or translated since the last ATTC. The bibliography
included as Attachment 7 is not exhaustive nor even representative of
the volume of foreign technical publications but does reflect a portion
of the technical advances presented abroad for high speed vehicles.
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Attachment 2 0

HIGH SPEED VEHICLE PROJECT SUMMARIES

The following project summaries and areas of interest to high speedSvehicle developments were presented at the High Speed Vehicle Committee
* meeting of 1 August 1983. The specific items have been designated under
* one of three categories: (1) Recent Projects (RP), (2) New Tankery Techniques
* (NT) and (3) Areas of Current Important Investigation (Al)

1. (Al) There exists at all R&D establishments a well identified requirement
to taylor tankery to the needs and funds of the sponsor. Extensive tank
testing is an historical luxury which in most cases can no longer be tolerated.0

2. (Al) The tow point position for narrow and specifically narrow twin
hull ships, e.g. SWP7H, SES(Hi L/B), on twin cushion vehicles must be
well established experimentally. The traditional method of moment compensation
for incorrect tow point is not appropriate for motion evaluations, especially
in oblique headings. LCG variations are being attempted in lieu of self- -

propulsion whenever self-propulsion is either impractical due to model
scale or other limiting considerations.

3. (Al) SES cushion densities and cross-structure heights are increasing
and this is forcing the tank tester into new areas of concern in cushion
air supply and compressibility scaling.

* 4. (NT) A new technique has been developed to measure the unsteady loads
* or hydrofoils operating in a wave field. Application to SWATH control

foils is presently under consideration.

5. (NT) A new water tunnel technique has been developed to simulate the
unsteady pressure excitation on a hull due to propeller unsteady loading
in a partial wake or boundary layer. The goal is to examine the effects
of propeller clearance to avoid vibration similar to those encountered

*on high speed ships such as CPIC which were designed with low propeller
tip clearance. -4

6. (RP) The recent ITTC questionnaire on model test techniques is being
* reviewed at all tank laboratories with respect to high speed vehicle.
* applications.

7. (NT) A wake survey has been performed recently by DTNSRDC on a high
speed hull in which the wake was generated with screens following a boundary

* layer calculation. The method is ideal when there is a requirement to
generate on the model a realistic wave field for propulsion or waterjet
inlet studies. An assumption of inlet momentum equal to the free stream
velocity has been found to be inappropriate in high speed applications.

8. (NT) There is promise showing in a recent Japanese application of
liquid crystal thermal transfers for the study of wetted surface area
determination. If the hull interior is coated and photographed rhe wetted
surface and spray areas are displayed as color pattern. It is expected
that boundary layer transition points will be observable through this
technique with no disturbance to the flow field by the instrumentation.
There Is promise that the technique will work under unsteady conditions
and in seakeeping examinations.
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The technique uses a temperature sensitive sheet attached to a body

at a slightly higher temperature. The liquid crystal sheet will rapidly 0
change its color to the local temperature. In studies of gas turbine

blades the color pattern is used to define the temperature distribution

using a color key. Recording the color pattern by movies or video allow

the dynamics of the temperature change to be studied.

The application of this technique to high speed marine vehicle model

testing will require additional test development. With wood or wax models

the crystal sheets would be mounted on the hull in the region of interest

and underwater photographs/movies/video can be used to record the flow

conditions.

An alternative is to form the model surface out of metal and mount

the liquid crystal sheets inside the hull. Then the change in the sheet

will define the wetted surface, spray region, and boundary layer transition.
Movies may define the instantaneous conditions in seakeeping tests.

9. (RP) Recent Full Scale Trials noted included:

I. Suave Lino SWATH Rough Water Trials - SIT
2. Racing Seaknife Trials - NSEA Norfolk
3. RHS-200 Rodriquez Hydrofoil - DTNSRDC

Full scale testing remains a major objection of the naval architect
in the assessment of and certification of ship performance and may in
many cases be unduplicatable through model testing. Full scale evaluation
remains economically viable if the ship already exists.

10. (NT) In a recent waterjet propulsion and high speed hull/propulsion
interaction study, the thrust was successfully evaluated through measurements
of nozzle discharge pressure and discharAe rather than through conventional
thrust measurements.

11. (RP) An impulse reaction thruster has been recently investigated.
The thruster consists of a rotating chambered cylinder in which chambers
are alternatively filled and fired by jet impulse. The thrust was here
measured through the reaction on an impulse bucket.

12. (RP) The U.S. Marine Corps is presently attempting to increase
the speed of an LVT to 20 mph as a planing hull. The DTNSRDC and Hydronautics
wave hull is jointly involved in the design process. The Stevens Institute
of Technology is presently testing a 0.55 scale model of the vehicle.

13. (RP) The Webb Institute of Naval Architecture has recently completed
a major regression analysis on the resistance of a planing boat series.
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ATTACHMENT 3

THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTIONS WERE PRESENTED TO THE 19th

ATTC, STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, AUGUST 1983, -

BY THE HIGH SPEED VEHICLE COMMITTEE

1. Ens. Bertch

Planing Patrol Vessel Feasibility Study

2. R. Meyer, Jr. 
0

Extended Performance Hydrofoil

3. R.T. Waters, D.D. Moran, F. Messale
High Speed Maneuvering of Amphibious Hovercraft

4. R. Latorre
Planing Surface C

5. M.B. Wilson
Low F Performance of a Hydrofoil in Calm Water and Regular Waves

6. F.W. Wilson S
SES Technology Development

7. E. Miller

Self-Propelled Waterjet Testing

8. D. Savitsky
International High Speed Vehicle Tow Tank Testing

9. D.D. Moran
High Speed Vehicle Committee Summary Report
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Attachment 4

Yegorov, I.T., Bun'Kov, M.M., Sandovnikov, Yu.M., Propulsive
Performance and Seaworthiness of Planing Vessels,

1. Systematic Series MBK of Small Displacement Planing Vessels

The above-investigated materials on the propulsive performance of large-
displacement planing vessels cannot be used to design low-speed vessels
as a result of noncorrespondence of their load factors, the principal
dimension ratios and also the elements of the propulsion units.

Accordingly, a systematic series of models of planing vessels MBK was
developed (42), the basic purpose of the testing of which was to obtain
systematic data permitting efficient selection of the lines and principal
dimensions and also calculation of the drag of the ships of this class.

The developed systematic series consists of 25 models with hard-chine
lines (stepped and stepless) for small planing vessels and also rounded
bilge lines characteristic of small launches and pleasure boats designed
to operate in the floating mode. The models were developed for four
basic groups distinguished from each other both by the ratio of the
geometric elements of the hull and the lines (Table 2.18).
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Tale 2.13. Basic Geometric Elements of the Lines Drawing of

Models of the IBK systematic Series

Y rot r YronA Cyme"ne

DaMA UQ~CJA "OAV X uSAe i ?tAbKSWOn#N. - 0OXAe TO,6WIV 090ro"- op m.R
M oae b uO nJeA no c y e O cayre T OC I AMJI OC I

" an o N,,,y"e o i Tp a N U C N H * N * L C K : B I T r: B
LCKN BN .81E .U B .a * 0* e .

(LI.)QL). (1) (4)~* -? (9* () 1 (8)-
rpynna A (9)

MSK-I 2.05 0.65 0.52 12.5 5,0 3.15 0.80
MSK-2 2.05 0.65 0,52 5.0 5.0 3.15 0.80
MBK-3 2.05 0.65 0.52 12,5 5.0 3,15 0.80
MBK-4 2.05 0.65 0.52 12.5 5,0 3.15 0.80
M BK-5 2.05 0.65 0.52 -10.8 0 3.15 0.80
MBK.6 2.05 0.65 0.52 21,0 21 3.15 0.80
MSK-7 2.52 0.56 0.42 15.5 0 4.5 0.75
MSK-8 2.05 0,65 0.52 12.5 5.0 3.15 0.80
MBK.9 1.90 0.65 0.53 8,5 10 2.92 0.815

rpynna s (10)
M5K-10 1.625 0.65 0.52 7,0 5.0 2.50 0,80
MSK-11 2.05 0.65 0.52 7,0 5,0 3.15 0.80
MSK-12 2,44 0,65 0.52 7.0 5,0 3.75 0.80
MSK-13 1.625 0.65 0.52 12.5 5.0 2.50 0.80
MBK-1 2.05 0.65 0.52 12,5 5.0 3,15 0.80
MBK-14 2,44 0.65 0.52 12.5 5,0 3,75 0.80
MBK-15 1.625 0.65 0.52 18.0 5.0 2,50 0.80
MBK-I6 2,05 0.65 0.52 18,0 5.0 3,15 0.80
MBK-17 2.44 0.65 0.52 18.0 5.0 3,75 0.80
MSK-18 2,05 0,65 0,52 12.5 8.0 3,15 0.80
MBK-19 2,05 0,65 0.52 12,5 12.5 3.15 0.80
MBK-20 2.05 0.65 0.422 5 12.5 5,0 3.15 0,65
MBK-21 2,05 0,65 0,617 12.5 5.0 3,15 0,95

rpynna s(11)
MBK22 2.05 I 0.65 1 052 8 10 5,0 3.15 0.80
MBK.4 2,05 0.65 0,52 12,5 .50 3,15 0,80
MBK-23 I 2,05 0,65 0.52 1 15.0 5.0 3.15 0.80

rpyana r (12)
MBK-24 1 2.05 10.65 0.52 -- 3'15 0,80
MSK.25 2,05 0,65 0.52 3,15 0:80

Key: .
1. Model
2. Length of model on chine Lchine, m
3. Breadth of model on chine midships
4. Breadth of model on chine at the transom
5. Exterior deadrise angle midships
6. Exterior deadrise angle at the transom
7. Relative length Lchine:
8. Aft end taper
9. Group A

10. Group B

11. Group C
12. Group D

Group A is made up of models having identical principal dimensions but distin-
guished by the lines.

Group B consist of models with hard chine stepless lines. The models of Group C
have hard-chine stepped hull formations. Group D consists of model with rounded - 0
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bilge lines. When constructing the svs'.ematic series .MK, the following
parameters were varied:

a) The frame lines;

b) Static load factor C..0.158 to 0.352 (for each model of the series);
c) Relative center of gravity position Xg=0.35 to 0.45 (for each model of the

series);

d) Relative length Lchine:Bs= 2 .5 to 3.75 (group B); •

e) Exterior deadrise angle midships (on the step):

For group B 01 -7 to 18*;

For group C Bp=8 to 15•.

f) The exterior deadrise angle at the transom ST=5 to 12.5* (group B);

g) Aft end taper BT:Bi,-0.65 to 0.95 (group B).

The lines drawing of the hulls of the models in group A having identical principal 0
dimensions but differing with respect to lines are presented in Figure 2.50.

The model MBK-l had hard-chine, stepless lines characteristic of small seagoing
planing vessels. Model MBK-2 had rounded bilge lines with small exterior dead-
rise angle in the aft section (from midships to transom); it was equipped with
developed gussets which play the role of the chine. The model "MB-3 had mixed
lines with hard chine in the stern and molded lines in the bow. For the model
MBK-4 stepped formations of the hull were selected with increased exterior dead-
rise angle on the step Bp-12 .5 in contrast to the existing small stepped planing
vessels. The model IMBK-5 had "sea sled" type lines.

The lines of the model MBK-6 are characterized by the fact that it has increased
transverse deadrise in practice with respect to the entire length (Px = ,= 21)"
and longitudinal steps parallel to the fore-and-aft line.

The model BK-1l (see Table 2.11) which was equipped with hydroskis was used as
the model MBK-7. S

The lines of model HBK-8 were simplified and were formed by the lines developed
on a plane. Model HBK-9 had trimaran lines which were used when developing the
plans for a full-scale mass-consumption motorboat.

The geometric elements of the lines drawing, the static load factor and relative

center of gravity position of the MBK series models were varied as follows.

On variation of the static load factor Ce y, the midships beam of the

model was kept constant (B = 0,65 M) , and the load (displacement) varied: it
was 434, 690 and 970 N.
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When teszing each model of the series the values of relative center of gravity

position Xg-Xg/L chine=0.35, 0.40. 045.

Models MBK-1, MBK-13 and MK-14 were tested for three values of the static load

factors and three values of the relative center of gravity position.

On variation of the parameter Lchine: Bx the length of the model varied (trans*
verse cross sections remained constant in this case). For variation of the

exterior deadrise angle midships the shape of the chine in plan, the relative -0
length, the exterior deadrise angle at the transom and the aft end taper of the
model remained constant.

On varying the exterior deadrise angle at the transom the shape of the chine in

plan, the relative length, the exterior deadrise angle midships and aft end tap

of the model remained unchanged...

The aft end taper was realized as a result of variation of the transom beam on

chine with constant midships bean on chine of the model.

During the process of tovrope testing of the series HBK models, the drag of the
water on the model r(v), the running trim angle of the model O(v), expouse of .6
the center of gravity of the model h(v), and wetted length on chine Lchine(V)
were measured.& a function of speed.

All the series models were tested for relative speeds, Fr-0.5 to 6.0. In this
case the followizg relations were constructed in dimensionless form for each -

model: 0

r (ra) 4p (Fr); ().

Key: 1. chine

The relations obtained for individual models were compared with each other wit"
respect to the most characteristic geometric hull parameters of the series M..
models. During this comparison, unaNidable experimental errors were diuInis IV
and reliable hydrodynamic characteristics were established for these models.

An analysis of the results of testing the series 14K models demonstrated that 0
following basic parameters have the most significant influence on the drag for
FrA=const:

* a) The frame lines;

b) The static load factor C,;

c) The relative center of gravity position xg;

d) Relative length LLchine; B;.

e) The exterior deadrise angle aidships p,.
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Figure 2.50. Hulls of the group A models of the MBK systematic
series: a - IIK-1; b -- ?MK-2; c - NBK-3; d -- -4
e - NBK-5; f - IIBK-6; g - 1K-8; h -- 1BK-9

Ky:
1. center plane
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(Figure 2.50, continued]
Key:

4. Bilge keel line
S. Chine line

Thus, the inverse lift-drag ratio of a small planing vessel with given framelines for Fr.mconst can be represented as a function of the following parameters:

e- 48-. CA, . AX).

An anlysis of the experimental relations for the inverse lift-drag ratio of
models of the systematic series HEK as a function of the basic parameters indi- -Lcates that these functions are smooth, differentiable and bounded in the investi-gated range of basic parameters, including the limits of their variation. The
latter permits representation of the inverse lift-drag ratio with constant
1 roude number analytically in the form of a Taylor series for a function ofseveral variables by a formula-analogous to formula (2.34). In the given -.case
in the expansion by the formula CO (xo C 40 ' LO, s*)is the inverse.
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20th~ LTTC High Speed V. ehicle Committee Attachment 5
Materials: Article Describing the UMTA-DOT Project__

Survey of high-speed From HIGH SPEED SURFACE CRAFT

waterborne transport world-wide Vol. 21, No. 3, 1982

'rm Cos RF-,% w rHE '%ITEL) ST %R.s has1 approprited funds tar latian ,rerationsiand anal.%%is at rea'aits far the succe,.
a ownpreenr%i% e ;urve% and anaI~sis at high-liced %saierbhrne lack thereof.
public rus~cnger transportatin in the United States and ih) Oterall assessment of market potential (iiodudin! Suit-

.lzoihout the %sorld. A report is to he submitted to Congresk bests nte1
on this urve% and analysis no later than 26 Jintiar% 1lQk3. (c) Determination of 6 to 10) mostr likeh- area' aihere high-

While the transportation systems to he exmiined are of a speed %saterborne transportation could feasibl% operaite in
cry specialised type. and are not as prevalent as bus tran-por- the US. UMTA %"ii make at final (leterminition arnt'he

tation v% stems. the studv is none the less varied and quite large. ;ites for in-depth anals'sis as follos-
The qtud% t% ill provide important insights and answers to the 0 Assessment of routes, terminals. cost. ridership. tariffs.
heretofore unanswered question as to why a transportation and prohlems of such services in these areas. This asscs '-

ssstem %%hich seems to thrive in other countries is virtually ment should also include which high -speed 'cssel(sl arie
nonexistent in the United States. The study will also provide mlost appropriate for each site rhis analssis -;h%,Ld
insight into the integration of high-speed transportation ser- include market rese-irch (if potential ridcrshir.
vices with existing transportation modes. 0 Interface and possible competition %%ith their modesin the

area. This should in-lude an anal~sis of ho%% the hi.-h-The project speed waterborne transportation --crvice would enhance
UMTA (Urban Mass Transportation Administration) plans the total transportation service dIeliver' 'sstems %'ithi'i
the study and analysis to be a joint effort between the U'S each area. It should als~o include an inalysis of interf:.
Department of Transportation (DOT) and an outside contrac- with other modes at the site.
tor. The project team within DOT will consist (if an UNITA 6 An investigation shall he made to the exttenit fedsihle oll 0t-
project manager. financial analyst, an engineer, and a rnan- interest on the part (if the local public and/or pri% at,
ner.wjth support from sister agencies within the Department. sector in operating a high-speed ssaterhornic transporia-

It is believed that the inhouse team will complement an tion service and the capability of operating such ser' -
outside consultant in the area of governmental financial sup- (6) The feasibility of introducing foreign high-tived uvatci.
port (Federal. State. and local) for the establishment of high homne technoliogy into the Us marketplace shall be in% '--

rpeed ferry 'erviccs, and in the analysis of a sel~ectcd .area\s tigated. This in'e'tigatioin should take into coo
abilitv to economicailv and environmentally stupport such %idcration the Jones Act of 1 L)2(i a% amend, if (46 USC5
services . Section Cite 89301. first prtoviso) and any otn.:r applicable

legislation and regulation Stratevius for introduction of
Work to be peWormed this. technolog) should be duselaped.
The contractor shall perform the follouing task;: -S

I Describe, in detail, the approach to be followed in per-
forming the -survey and analysis required b% the United
States Congress. This description should include. tit the
best of the contractor's ability, anticipated travel (interna-
tional and national) necessary to complete the scope of
work.

(2) A literature search shall be conducted tit those reports
which are relevant in the field of high-speed waterborne
transportation vessels and operations, world-wide.

(3) In% estigate high-speed waterhorne passenger transpOrta-
tion operations world-wide. Such investigation %hall
include patronage. capacity. routes, trip times, trip
lengths. operating revenues. (by source). operating cost
(by function), subsidies (by source), competition. general
weather and water conditions. and type (if service (recrca-
tional. commutation, business. and other). The invecstiga-
tion shall also include the planning undertaken to develop
the various high-speed waterborne trans-ptrtation ser-
vices worldwide, recreational, business. comnmutaitiotn.
'and oithear. Interface with other modes will he described iii
this report. Marketing activities, both prior to initiation ot
the service and on a continuing, basis, will also be
described. If market surveys were conducted., an analysi%
of the results based oin actual utilisation (if the service
should be included to the extent feasible.

*(4) An investigation shall be made of high-speved witcrhortic
vessels (both domestic and international) including
engineering and economic comparison %sith other mo~des.
energy efficiencv. maintainabilitv. reliabilit%. ride quality.
%afetv, comfort aecessibilit% tot handicappecd persons :itl
operating characterisitics.

(0) An investigation shall be miade oft the tcasilvilitv of lrkh-
speed waterborne passenger transportation in thie U nited
States. This investigation %hall incltidc the follurwitie:

(a) Fxsistina and former ItIS high-rpeed %satcrhoine train'pr-r
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Attachment 6

RHS-200 HYDROFOIL EVALUATION

A performance and passenger ferry evaluation of a Rodriquez Cantiere

Navale RHS-200 surface piercing hydrofoil ship was conducted for the U.S.

Coast Guard and the Urban Mass Transportation Administration of DOT by .0

DTNSRDC in May of 1982. Calm and rough water powering characteristics of

the 125 ton, 254 passenger, diesel-powered ship were determined. The tests

included investigation of ship takeoff power, time and distance requirements. . -

A wide scope of hullborne and foilborne turning trials were performed.

Bollard pull and underway towing capabilities were assessed. Emergency

stopping distances were also determined. The bow wake of the ship was

measured, interior and exterior sound levels were recorded, the spectural

definition of structural vibrations were obtained. The rough water

trials primarily considered the effect of the flap-controlled Seakeeping

Augmentation System on ship motions and accelerations in State 3 and

State 5 seas. The ferry service evaluation included ship compliance

with USCG applicable requirements and operational and arrangement information

pertinent to ferry utilization. A report is currently in process of

finalization and submittal to the USCG for review and approval.

..-
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RHS 200 TRIAL SCOPE

PART A: CALM WATER SPEED-POWER

Speed Log Calibration "

Hullborne Speed-Power .

Calm Water Takeoff Trials .

Foilborne Speed-Power & Trim 0

PART B: CALM WATER TURNING

Spiral Turning

Debris Avoidance Maneuvers 0

Low Speed Maneuverability 9

Tactical Diameter .

PART C: RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

Stopping Characteristics 0

Tactical Response Time 0

Wake Evaluation .

PART D: TOWING CHARACTERISTICS _ -

Bollard Pull Tests 0

Towing Capability 0

RHS 200 Characteristics Under Tow .

PART E: ROUGH WATER TRIALS

Hullborne Matrix Trials

R/W Takeoffs and Landings 0

Foilborne Matrix Trials 0

R/W Spiral Turning ,

R/W Debris Avoidance 0

Slamming 0

Seakindliness -

Anchoring g

PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERAGE "

ACOUSTIC & VIBRATION SURVEYS 6
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ABSTRACT

:?The high speed maneuvering control of amphibious hovercraft involves a careful .
balance of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces and control effectors.
Hovercraft maneuvering control can be either extremely precise or practically
non-existent according to the selection and placement of control devices. A
wide variety of options are avalable to the hovercraft designer who must match
mission requirements against design complexity, reliability and cost con-
siderations. These tradeoffs must be accomplished through reliable methods for
maneuvering prediction and analysis including direct and supporting experimental
methods. The development of hovercraft simulations is discussed with an empha-
sis on the practical experience gained in recent years by the U.S. Navy in
amphibious hovercraft operations at all speeds over water and solid terrain.

A specific data based simulation which requires extensive tow tank testing is
presented and the tankery requirements are defined.

INTRODUCTION

Hovercraft are the most maneuverable of marine vehicles. Their air cushion
contact to the free surface provides a flexibility for overwater maneuvering
which is unmatched at low speed. This low speed advantage becomes a high speed
control challenge when the lack of significant yaw and sway resistive forces
places the entire maneuvering control burden upon the propulsion forces and the
flexibility of the control system. The U.S. Navy Amphibious Assault Landing _

Craft (AALC) and the subsequent Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC) Vehicles have
been designed to provide substantial maneuvering ability over both land and
water. This maneuvering flexibility has been demonstrated repeatedly throughout
the full scale trials phase of the JEFF (A) and JEFF (B) programs. It has been
further demonstrated through the companion analytic simulation methods. These
studies have been verified through the application of fullscale trials data and

*, control records as inputs to the simulation analyses. The simulated and
. measared hovercraft trajectories have shown a remarkable degree of equivalency

considering the difficulty of mathematical modeling of hovercraft. The analytic
simulation developed is based upon fundamental Newtonian mechanics as outlined in
the following sections. Implementation of the simulation is dependent upon the
use of a large hydrodynamic data base developed through an extensive program of
model scale tow tank experiments. These studies include stability towing, model
oscillation and rotating arm testing. This simulation method thereby commands a
greater commitment of model scale testing than most ship design and performance
evaluation procedures.

ACV MANEUVERING EQUATIONS OF MOTION ___

The horizontal plane motion of an air cushion vehicle can be mathemati-
.. cally described by a series of six linearized Eulerian equations of motion

based upon Newton's law of motion, F-ma. These equations, when based upon
a coordinate system fixed in the principle axis of the vehicle at the center •
of gravity, can be represented as follows:
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X-Force m m[a +~ q](

Y- Force m in + u.r + r -zp (2)

Z-Force m *[-* q-x
c

-Moment - I4p- I6 r zc [ + u. r] (4) "'"

MN-Moment - 55 q+ in -Z c ( qu.)]

N-Moment- I r I Ip i xlv (6)
66 64p + m c 1 + ru(

The six forces and moments are the sums of all the external forces acting
on the vehicle. These forces include the aerodynamic forces, hydrodynamic
forces and propulsion forces. The aerodynamic forces are those forces
which act upon the vehicle due to it's relative movement though the air.
This relative motion includes both the vehicle velocity vector and the
relative wind velocity vector. The hydrodynamic forces arise because the - .t.-
vehicle's pressure field imparts energy to the free surface when the
vehicle moves along the air-water interface and because the seal system
used to contain the air cushion can drag along the water surface under cer-
tain conditions. The propulsion forces include all of those forces
imparted to the vehicle by the propulsion and control systems.

The aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces can be represented mathemati- _
cally as functions of the vehicle acceleration, velocity, and displacement
vector or state vector. In general however, not all the components of this
state vector effect any one of the forces and moments acting on the ship.
As an example:

X - hydrodynamic - f(O,e,u,v,w,p,q,r,uv,w,p,q,) (7)

X- aerodynamic - f(,,u,w,r,p,q,r,u,v,ip,q,r)

K- hydrodynamic - f(f,u,v,p,r,v,p,r)

In order to examine these forces and to compare them for different designs,
the total force can be represented by a Taylor series expansion. This
expansion would take the following form for the hydrodynamic yaw moment.

N -hydrodynamic - N v + N r + Nv*v + No ; + Npp + (8)

N, ;+ N v r + No* v r + N vu + N ru+p vr vr vu ru

+ Nrr Ir r + .....

This Taylor expansion can be taken out to an infinite number of terms. For
practical purposes, some of these terms can be ignored as they are quite
small and representing them in a mathematical model would be very cumbersome.
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Hydrodynamic/Aerodynamic forces

The forces acting on the vehicle do to its movement thru the air and 0

water can be obtained by performing model scale experiments in the wind
tunnel and the towing tank. Figure 1 presents the results of tow tank
experiments on a 1/12th scale model of the LC JEFF (B). In that figure,
the nondimensional yaw moment coefficient is presented as a function of
drift angle. The Taylor coefficient obtained from thts data would be N',
N , and N . The first order term, N , would be the slope , ,.O

vvAIV/v', atV zero drift angle. The other Two coefficients, N and Nv vvvwould be used to account for the curvature of the data resulys. This

figure is typical of the type of results that are obtained from model scale
experiments for all fully skirted rectangular planform presents and two
problems which occur when studying ACV maneuvering.

First, mathematically representing the model scale data with Taylor
series expansions is quite difficult when the results exhibit compound cur-
vature. In order to accurately model these data, one must develop a large
number of terms in the Taylor expansion. The problem of mathematically modelling
these forces for use in dynamic computer models can be overcome by using a
different represention for the data. This representation requires a data
base of the forces and moment used to generate the Taylor coefficients instead
of the coefficients. A detailed description of this process and its limitations
will be discussed later. The second problem occurs on the actual vehicle during
a maneuver. As shown in figure 1, the yaw moment which resists the drift angle
or sway velocity increases until a drift angle, 0, of -15.0 degrees is reached
and then drops off rapidly with increasing drift angle. If one looks at a
maneuver where the control system is applying a yaw moment to vehicle to over- OO
come the hydrodynamic yaw resisting moment, when the drift angle at which maximum
hydrodynamic yaw moment is exceeded, the hydrodynamic force decreases but the
control force does not. The excess yaw moment due to the control forces causes

* ~the drift angle to increase further and the craft pirouettes. Because the veh- * *

cile is cushion borne and the drag increase due to high drift angles is small,
it is possible for the vehicle to end up going backwards or sideways at a rela-
tively high speed. This pirouette or spin-out phenomena can occur on most
fully-skirted ACVs.

The variation of the nondimensional hydrodynamic yaw moment, N', with non-
.* dimensional yaw rate r', is presented in Figure 2. Here, the hydrodynamic yaw
* restoring moment does not reach a maximum and then drop off. Figures 1 and 2

are typical of all the results for rectangular fully skirted planforms at speeds •
above hump. For speeds below hump, ACV's do not exhibit the instability in the
hydrodynamic yaw restoring moment.

The Taylor series representation of these forces and moments is useful when
examining the overall performance of the vehicle over a range of speeds. In
Figure 3, the nondimensional hydrodynamic coefficient, N , is presented as a
function of Froude number, where: V

N' " 6N' - N'vv'J 6(- sin 0)
VMO v=00
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In Figure 3, it is seen that at speeds below hump (Froude number < 0.5),
is a large positive number. As speed is increased to hump, N ' become

negative and then becomes positive again at speeds above hump (Froude number >
0.75). The vehicle maneuvering characteristics can be related to this nondimen-
sional coefficients and the other basic coefficients be using a reduced form
of the equations of motion for two degrees of freedom for sway and yaw.
Equations 2 and 6 can be reduced to provide a hydrodynamic stability criterion
G, which is:

N (Y - a') (11)
v r

G=1- Y N
v r

where G > 0 means a stable vehicle

G - -4.43 for Froude number - .535

G = 4.23 for Froude number - 1.17

G = 20.67 for Froude number - 1.66

The negative value of G at a Froude number of 0.535 is due entirely to the fact
that N ' is negative at that speed. For the vehicle, a negative value of G
means That if the craft is perturbed in some manner, it will go into a undamped
oscillation or divergence in the vehicle path. This representation of the
vehicles course keeping stability also can be used to explain the pirouette
problem described previously. If the variation of nondimensional yaw moment
with sway velocity changes slope at some drift angle, then the local nondimen- -...
sional hydrodynamic coefficient, N ', will change sign. By substituting the
local N' into equation 11 for a Froude number of 1.17 and a drift angle of -17
degrees.

G 4.23 for v * .0011 or G= -2.23 for N' -0.0012v

-0 -0 -17 8-17

At that drift angle, the vehicle is hydrodynamically unstable so the fixed
control forces cause a divergent track i.e. pirouette.

The aerodynamic forces are somewhat more dependant vehicle configuration than
the hydrodynamic forces because the superstructure configurations of different
vehicles vary more. The results of wind tunnel model experiments on a 1/12
scale model are presented in Figure 4. In this Figure, the nondimensional side
force, Y' and nondimensional yaw moment, N', are presented as a function of
drift angle. These results are quite undramatic and are as expected, Y '
(aerodynamic) is negative while N - (aerodynamic) is positive. LC JEFFv(B) has
large superstructure forward and The aerodynamic yaw moment presented does not
include the effect of propulsors and rudders. For a vehicle with large aer-
dynamic rudders aft, Nv ' (aerodynamic) would be negative.

4-
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HYDRODYNAMIC/AERODYNAMIC FORCES - MODEL EXPERIMENTS

The maneuvering data presented previously were obtained from experiments on
a LC JEFF (B) model. There are three experiments which must be performed to
quantify the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces acting on an air cushion
vehicle during a maneuver. First, a rotating arm test is performed to obtain
the hydrodynamic velocity depentant (damping) forces and the forces dependant
upon the roll angle. This procedure requires that a captive model is run in .

circles at various speeds, drift angles, roll angles and turn radius. The for-
ces acting on the model are recorded, the inertial tares are remove, and the
results analized to obtain the velocity dependant hydrodynamic coefficients
such as N ', N '9 N 'I Y ', etc. The acceleration dependant (added mass)V r '"r
hydrodynamic forces are o~tained from a Horizontal Planar Motions (HPM) experi- - .
ment. The procedure involves sinusoudally oscillation of a model in sway and yaw 0
while the model is moving down the tow tank. The hydrodynamic forces and
moments acting on the model and the motion of the model are recorded. The
equation of motion, the measured forces and the measured motions are analyzed to
relate the measured forces to the acceleration of the model. This experiment
will provide the acceleration dependant hydrodynamic coefficients such as Y.',v
N*' and Yee'. Wind tunnel experiments are used to obtain the aerodynamic forces 0r
acting onVihe vehicle. For this procedure, a model is placed in the wind tunnel
at various drift angles and the resultant aerodynamic forces are measured.

Typically, for these experiments, the model will consist of a scaled
flexible skirt system and a scaled lift system are installed on a platform of
the same shape as the full scale vehicle. For hydrodynamic experiments, it is
not necessary to model either the superstructure or the propulsion and control -
systems of the full scale vehicle. For Froude scaled hydrodynamic experiments,
it is not possible to model the structrual characteristics of the skirt system.
This does not appear to lead to any great errors in the results.

It is very important, however, to model the lift system performance, as dif-
ferences in lift system air flow rate effect the hydrodynamics forces and
moments. Wind tunnel models do not have to model the flexible skirt and lift - 0
system, but the superstructure must be accurately modeled.

CONTROL DEVICES

The third type of forces acting on an aircushion vehicle are the propulsion
and control forces. These are the forces due to the air propellers, the aerody- .
namic rudders and the other control devices.

There are several types of control devices normally used on amphibious air
cushion vehicles. Due to the amphibious operation requirement these devices are
all usually some type of aerodynamic force producer. The simplest device is an
aerodynamic rudder mounted at the rear of the vehicle which generates force due
to lift when there is air blowing across it. To make these rudders effective at 9
low speed, they are often placed behind and in the outflow of either the main
propulsors or some auxillary flow device such as a duct from the cushion. The
amount of control authority (force produced) is dependant upon the size of the
rudder and the velocity of air flow over it. Thereforb, the side force per
unit of rudder deflection Y6, is:

r
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2 6 CY6  1/2 Ps v L (12)
6r

0

6 L 0 .9 (2 w)a (13)

Cos A ((a /Cos4 A)+4)/2 1.8

Note: For fully movable rudders
with moderate aspectratios from
reference 2.

A - Sweep angle at 1/4 -chord

a - Geometric aspect ratio
v - Inflow velocityJ
p - Air density
s - R~udder area

Yaw moment generated by placing the rudder either forward of or aft of the
vehicle center of gravity.-

N - * x distance between rudder stock and vehicle CC
r r

This type of control device has been installed on several air cushion vehicles
including the LC JEFF (B), and the SRN-4. An additional benefit of this device
is the added directional stability which is obtained when moving at high speeds.

Another method of control can be used if the vehicle has more than one pro-
pulsor unit. Typically, an ACV with two or more air propellers can be controlled
by developing differential thrust between propellers mounted on opposite sides
of the vehicle centerline. This installation will not generate much side force,
but differential propulsion can generate considerable yaw moment at low speeds.

S The disadvantage of this method of control as that at high speeds the amount of
control authority is limited by the requirement to provide straight ahead
thrust. At the maximum vehicle speed, there is insufficient control authority
available to turn the craft without slowing down. Another method of controlling
the craft with a air propeller involves rotating the entire propeller to generate
vectored thrust. This system is used on the LC JEFF (A) with four shrouded pro-
pellers and on the BH-7 with an open propeller. This approach can provide both
side force and yaw moment and at low speed is capable of providing a great deal
of control authority.

A third technique for providing control authority requires use of air from
the lift system. The control force is generated by directing a stream of this
pressurized air through some opening in the lift or cushion system. The

I. simplest method is to install a "puff port" in a plenum above the cushion. When
the plenum is opened to the atmosphere, the pressure in the cushion force air
out into the atmosphere. Control force is generated by conservation of
momentum.

2
F mV P V A (14)
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where m - Mass of air
v - Velocity of air exiting puff port
A - Area of puff-port 0
p - Density of air

V - 0*6 2Ap 1/2 (15)
P

where Ap - Pressure drop from plenum to atmosphere
0.6- Approximate. discharge coefficient for square edged port... .

Equation 15 is approximate as the discharge coefficient varies with port size,
shape, air flow Reynold's number and what type of puff-port cover is used.
Puff ports provide control at low speed, however as speed increases the
effectiveness is reduced due to free stream air flowing across the port and
deflecting the out flow jet. An improvement on the puff-port is the bow
thruster. Bow thrusters generate force in the same way as a puff-port, by
throwing weight (air) away. Bow thrusters however, can rotate to direct the
force in any direction. At speed, the bow thruster can also be directed aft
to provide propulsion forces. The amount of bow thruster thrust for the
LC JEFF (B) is: -

Thruter " mv - p QBow Thruster V (16)

Y-Force F Sin 6Bow Thruster - Bow Thruster Bow Thruster (17)

Q -5.20 (2 p /p)/2 (18) S.
BT

V- .33 A A(2 p /T'1/ (19)

where: A = Bowthruster Duct Area

The total force generated by the bowthruster does drop with increasing speed.
This is due to the fact that a speed increases the change in momentum decreases
due to the forward velocity.

F -m & (Vhuter - vehicle (20)

A comparison of the performance of the various control methods is shown in
Table 1.

Zero Speed Low Speed High Speed Side Force Yaw Moment

Aerodynamic Rudder Poor Poor Good I I
Aerodynamic Rudder

Behind Prop. Poor Good Good I I
Differential/Prop. Good Good Poor /
Rotating Prop Good Fair Poor 'I
Puff Port Good Good Fair / /
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PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

Coefficient Based Method

To study the maneuvering performance of an air cushion vehicles without use
of radio control models or full scale craft, it is necessary to use the
Eulerian equations of motion stated previously. Since the calculations involved
are very complex and time consuming, this analysis is best performed using a

* time domair computer simulation which will mathematically model the forces
* involved. Typically, this computer program would contain the equations of

motion, some representation of the forces and moments acting upon the vehicle, a
method of providing control input to the model and an integration technique.

* The program basically works as follows:

1) Some initial set of vehicle displacements, velocities and accelerations are
chosen along with a set of control inputs.

* 2) The computer program then calculates the hydrodynamic, aerodynamic and
control forces based upon the initial input.

* 3) These forms are then used long with the Eulerian equations of motion to
calculate new vehicle accelerations.

4) These accelerations are integrated over some small time step (usually less
than 0.5 seconds), to obtain new vehicle velocities and the velocities integrated
to obtain new displacements.

- - 5) The new set of vehicle displacements, velocities and accelerations replace
those used previously in step 2 and the process repeats itself.

* This is the basic outline of most mathematical models of a vehicle in
maneuvering motion. The differences in programs are found largely in the forces
acting on the vehicle represented. As stated previously, a typical approach

* used for surface ships involves developing a series of maneuvering coefficients
and representing the total force as a summation of these coefficients multiplied
by the various accelerations, velocities and displacements. An example of this
approach for surface ships is presented in Reference 3. This is the "classical"
approach to the marine vehicle maneuvering problem. It can be reduced to a
simple description of the vehicle by the six coefficients

Y Nv'Y WN 6  ,Y and N
r r

and the vessel mass. Unfortunately, this approach is not easily adaped to
modelling highly nonlinear systems such as ACV's for the reasons stated earlier.

* Table Method

A second approach to representing the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces in
-*the mathematical model is to construct a table of the force data and apply

interpolation between specific points in the table. This "table look-up" tech-
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nique presents several advantages over the Taylor series representation. First,
the tables of data can be constructed to cover any number or range of variables
wished. The amount of nonlinearity in the data base is longer a problem, the
interpolation routine can handle any number of variables at the same time. As
an example, the table constructed to model the LC JEFF (B) is a four dimensional
matrix with speed, sway velocity, roll angle and yaw rate as the axes. Each
"point" in the matrix contains the six hydrodynamic forces and moments asso-
ciated with a specific speed, sway velocity, roll angle and yaw rate. To obtain
the hydrodynamic forces and moments at any time step, the computer program per-
forms a four way interpolation between available data points. For the LC JEFF
(B), the model data used in the simulation were taken at the design displacement
and the pitch angles associated with the different speeds. Other hydrodynamic
forces such as those associated with the vehicle accelerations are calculated
using the standard Taylor series coefficients.

If a force or moment is a function, F (x,y) of two independent variables x
and y, then a polynomial fit to the function may be presented as:

F(x,y).. a,,(y) + a I(y)x + a 2(y) x 
2 +

where each coefficient of x Is also a polynomial in y. The number of terms to
be used then depends on the desired accuracy of the fit. As additional indepen-
dent variables are introduced the amount of polynomial curve fitting explodes if
the function is nonlinear and a close fit is required. For an air cushion
vehicle it is not unreasonable to assume that the forces and moments are func-
tions of speed, drift angle, yaw rate, roll angle and even additional variables
such as pitch angle and center of gravity location. The central difficulty with a
Taylor series expansion or ploynomal fit is the requirement that a small set of
coefficients explain a large data set. It is this global requirement that is
difficult to satisfy.

Rather than perform a curve fit it is often easier to store the entire table
of data values as input to the computer program. When a value of the function__
is required for a set of independent variables the data table is searched.

* Further when it is required to estimate the values at points between known data
points an interpolation is applied based upon on the local values of the func-
tion. The interpolation -process is independent of the global values and
variations of,' the function. This requires an interpolation scheme or curve
fit that uses all the known data around the unknown point. The most important
requirement is that the interpolation method must be continuous. That is, as a
known data point is approached the interploated valve must approach the known
value. This requirement rules out low order least square fits to the
surrounding data points. The simplest ploynomial which has this property in N

* independent variables has two coefficients and consists of the sum of all
possible combinations of products of the independent variables, or

1 1 

F(x,y,z)= ul a x
iu jin k=u ijk xyz
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During a computer simulation, the coefficients must be evaluated, but they
can be saved and reused as long as the surrounding points are the same. The coef-
f icients are the corresponding partial derivations:

a i+j+k F
a
ujk (a ) i(a )J(3 )k

x y z

which are computed by finite difference of the table of values. In essence then
the table look-up method is really a local Taylor series expansion about a given
point and required to be exact at the nearest data points. This is easier to
achieve than a Taylor series expansion which must be accurate for the global
data base. The determination of all points in the data table requires, of
course, a very extensive and expensive model testing process.

FULL SCALE RESULTS

The results from the full scale trials of the JEFF craft can be summarized -

as follows:

(1) The craft are easily able to meet their maneuvering requirement of
4000 feet advance and 6500 feet transfers.

(2) The craft exceed the turning predictions of the DTNSRDC simulation.
(3) The plots appear to use too much control action.
(4) Low speed well deck entry was easily accomplished.

Of particular concern is the fact that the DTNSRDC simulation agreement with
full scale data was fair to poor. Figures 5 and 6 show two typical maneuvers
and the comparisons were made by using the actual pilot control actions as input

* to the simulations. The main difficulty appears to be in getting the simulation -

* yaw rate to correspond to full scale experiment. Figure 7 shows that the simu-
lation is producing the proper general behavior but the magnitude is not
correct. Additional problems also occur in matching the speed and drift angle.

Several possible difficulties have been identified as the source of the
discrepencies. One problem is the lack of accurate information on the initial 0_
condition of craft and the wind speed and direction. Further, during the
maneuver there is no updated wind information is available. Further, the data

* base is valid only for speed, drift angle yaw rate and role in calm water and
steady motion conditions. Additional rate terms may be important during the
turn and are not included in the data base. Another potential defect is the
presumed fact that the high speed data base is developed for three speeds (hump
speed, 35 knots and 50 knots). Because of these large speed increments, the

* interpolation scheme is not totally accurate.

The general deficiency is that the data base was necessarily constructed
without model test data at all values of the four independent variables.
Essentially the test program consisted of varying 3 of the independent variables
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while holding the fourth at zero. Typically, a force or moments would be
measured for a fixed speed for several roll angles and drift angles at zero yaw
rate. The data base was then constructed by assuming that effects at other yaw
rates add linearly.

It is recommended that when a table look-up approach is used that proper
care be given to the test matrix and all possible combinations be measured.
Ideally the table look-up scheme should be on-line during the test to guide the
experimenters in where the next test condition should be run. By exercising the
table look-up during the test at intermediate conditions the size of inter-
polation errors can be determined. The high pilot work load is currently under
study. Figure (8) shows a typical rudder time history. One assumption pre-
sently under consideration is that the operators are not at ease with a central
system in which they must wait as the side forces produce yaw rates and heading
changes. As time progresses the changes and associated rates grow larger
leading to a natural tendency toward overcontrol. 0

By treating the rudder displacement, thruster displacement and yaw rate
values as a time series, it is possible to determine the correlation between

* them. There appears to be a opne second lag between operator action and yaw
response. For short time intervals of 20-30 seconds, 90% yaw rate variation can
be explained by a linear model, ie yaw rate - A x thruster angle + B x rudder
angle with a one second lag. For larger time intervals the residual error grows
and the coefficients A and B change. Current investigations now are examining
higher order time series methods.

SUMMARY

Simulation of hovercraft maneuvering is much more difficult than other
* marine vehicles due to the lack of significant hydrodynamic yaw and sway

resistive forces and the potential for horizontal plane instability. These dif-
ficulties have necessitated the determination of the hydrodynamiic charac-
teristics of hovercraft through extensive tow tank testing, oscillation and

* rotating arm tests. The dependence upon aerodynamic control forces complicates
the simulation accuracy through a need to predict thrust and drag forces and
moments in all quadrants without the existence of satisfactory analytic methods.
These deficiencies have forced the development of a data based simulation metho-
dology in which the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic coefficients must be obtained

0 through a comprehensive series of model scale towing tank experiments which
include (1) stability, (2) oscillation and (3) rotating arm studies. This
method has further promoted the use of data tables, extensive interpolation, and2
computer table searches to provide satisfactory coefficients for the equations
of motion. The success of the data table interpolations is dependent upon the
quantity and quality of the model test data which are developed in the tow tank.

P__ The experimental procedures and programs must be well correlated to insure that
the data base is smooth and continuous. The results of the endeavor are pre-
sently mixed. There have been difficulties in achieving a good match between
predictions and full scale data; however, several dfficiencies may be attri-
buted to the nonuniformity of full scale operation falling outside of the pre-
sent capability of the simulation. The simulation program has been extremely
valuable in examining the control options and hovercraft responses in para- --

metric analyses.
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*ABSTRACT

*rThis paper traces the origin of the Extended Performance Hydrofoil (EPH)
concept from the Hybrid Vehicle Investigations at the c-evd -Taylor Naval Shijp 7 ., C

7-R&D Gentei ,starting in 1973. The potential mission applications of the EPH are
- discussed along with extensive model tests, computer simulation, and cavitation

analyses. The work completed, design status, and future plans are also

described for a demonstration vehicle based on the HIGH POINT (PCH-1) R&D
hydrofoil.
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EXTENDED PERFORMANCE HYDROFOIL PROGRAM

by
John R. Meyer

BACKGROUND

The study of hybrid marine vehicles, which eventually led to the concept
of the Extended Performance Hydrofoil (EPH), began in 1973 with the inception
of a Hybrid Marine Interface Vehicle Program at the David Taylor Naval Ship 0
Research and Development Center. One objective of this program was to explore
the advantages to be realized through conceptual hybrid surface ship platforms.

A "hybrid" marine interface vehicle is defined as one having more than one
source of sustention over a major portion of its operational speed regime. In
this hybrid vehicle program the three types of lift available for surface
ships, Buoyancy (often denoted as the X vertex of the "Sustention Triangle"
shown in Figure 1), Dynamic Lift (the Y vertex), and Powered Static Lift (the
Z vertex), were combined in various proportions using at least two forms of
lift. The reason that the Navy began researching and continues to explore
hybrid surface ships is the flexibility offered to the ship designer when given
a set of mission requirements. Each of the three sources of lift has its
advantages and disadvantages with respect to a particular mission's require- - S
ment. Combinations of these means of sustention can sometimes capitalize on
the advantages of, or alleviate the problems of the different types of lift
that are used. Thus, hybrid vehicles can fill in the gaps in performance
between different methods of sustention, giving the designer a greater choice
of options.

Some early hybrid configurations were: Small Waterplane Area Air Cushion .. _
Ship (SWAACS), on the X-Z segment of the Sustention Triangle (see Figure 1);
the Hydrofoil Air Cushion Ship (HYACS), on the Y-Z segment; and Small Water-
plane Area Single Hull (SWASH) ship, Hydrofoil Small Waterplane Area Ship
(HYSWAS), and Large Hydrofoil Hybrid Ship (LAHHS) all on the X-Y segment. It is
no accident that the X-Y segment of the Sustention Triangle, combinations of
buoyancy and dynamic lift, have drawn more attention than other combinations. _
Early studies indicated that the combination of buoyancy and dynamic lift
provided the potential for relatively high hydrodynamic efficiency, particu-
larly in rough water [Ref 1]. The EPH utilizes these two means of lift with
a fully submerged hydrofoil system for dynamic lift and a long, slender buoy-
ancy/fuel tank attached longitudinally to the underside of the foils. Approxi-
mately fifty percent of lift is supplied by its foils and fifty percent
by the buoyancy/fuel (B/F) tank. This design retains qualities of the hydro-
foil such as high speed and excellent sea-keeping characteristics while
alleviating its limitations in range, weight sensitivity, and high drag charac-
teristics in the twenty to thirty knot speed regime. The design of the EPH
is advantageous between twenty and thirty knots because it tends to have
higher lift-to-drag ratios (L/D) than hydrofoils at the lower end of their
foilborne speed range and higher L/D than displacement ships in the high
end of their speed range.

Because of its advantages, the Extended Performance Hydrofoil has undergone
considerable investigation, and is the only hybrid surface vehicle program for
which funding is being considered by the U.S. Navy.
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EARLY DESIGNS .D MISSION ANALYSES

Some early design work that contributed to development of the EPH includes
the Hydrofoil Small Waterplane Area Ship (HYSWAS) shown in Figure 2. This form -
has a single long strut that connects the submerged buoyancy/fuel tank to the
main hull, unlike the EPH which had several struts (as a conventional fully-
submerged hydrofoil) to support the ship's weight. This HYSWAS research is
documented in Reference 2. The ship functions in nearly the same way as the
EPH, i.e., small waterplane area when foilborne, with a submerged tank for
buoyancy and fuel storage. The differences are that the EPH has the possibility 0
of wet retraction of its foils, there is the potential for B/F tank removal,
and it has little added buoyancy from its struts, while the HYSWAS tank and
foil system are fully integrated, and considerable buoyancy is provided by
the strut.

The investigations of HYSWAS were, to a large degree, aimed at designing
a two thousand ton ship with seventy percent of the weight supported by buoy- •
ancy and thirty percent by the foils. Since the HYSWAS was a cross between a
fully-submerged hydrofoil and a demi-SWATH (Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull)
ship, analytical investigations were largely a product of the technologies of
the two parent designs. Results showed the potential for maximum speeds great-
er than 40 knots, a 4000 mile range at 20 knots, and its efficiency at low, as
well as high, speeds. Other important results of this research showed that the 0
ship would be hydrostatically stable when hullborne, and that there was ade-
quate control available to operate in a seaway [Ref 3 and 4]. KYSWAS model
tests were run on an 18.25 scale model of the 2000 ton scale ship at Tank #1
of the DTNSRDC Langley Field Towing Basin to predict resistance [Ref 5]. The
results verified the significant reduction in hump drag normally associated
with hydrofoil take-off conditions.

Various design options for buoyant/dynamic lift hybrids and their effects
on vehicle configuration and performance were investigated [Ref 6]. From this
study emerged a configuration, shown in Figure 3, which later became known as
the EPH. Some of the design parameters examined were ship size, B/F tank size,
foil/strut configuration, and foil loading. The effects of changes in these
parameters were measured in terms of design speed, range, payload, powering,
intact stability, etc. In addition, general conclusions were reached about the
differences between the conventional hydrofoil and the hydrofoil with a B/F
tank. Some of the more interesting results are as follows. The speed for
maximum foilborne range is reduced for the hydrofoil with a B/F tank, and its
range is increased. Maximum range improvement potential increases with ship
size from about 20% in small sizes (light-ship weight about 205 L. tons)
to about 90% for large sizes (light-ship weight about 1860 L. tons). The
hullborne range was improved considerably in the ten to twenty knot speed
regime for the B/F tank version of the hydrofoil. Minimum foilborne speed of
the hydrofoils with tanks can be reduced by five to ten knots, but the design
speed would be limited to forty and forty-five knots. This work was later
expanded upon by including an additional ship size category and a discussion 0
of progress on other phases of the EPH program [Ref 7].

With the extended range, reduced minimum foilborne speed, and other attri-
butes associated with the Extended Performance Hydrofoil, it was of interest to
explore a variety of mission applications. Several such missions have been
considered for the EPH as an advanced guided missile frigate (FFHGX). The
FFHGX has an advanced weapon system consisting of surface-to-air missiles, HAR- 0.
POON missiles, over-the-side torpedoes, a close-in weapon system, and sophisti-
cated navigation, surveillance, and terminal engagement radar. The missions
suggested for the FFHGX are escort missions for various convoys, from 16-knot
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merchant vessel convoys to 32 knot SL-7 fast containership convoys. It was
felt that the FFHGX would be well suited because of its AAW and ASW capabili-
ties and, more importantly, because of the high sustained speed of advance as
well as high sprint speed while retaining good range characteristics. The con-
clusion of the investigation was that the FFHGX would be better for several
missions than the current FFG-7 class of frigates.

*The EPH has also been considered for a role in a Patrol Hydrofoil Missile-
ship (P1*1) consort. It was suggested that the EPN could serve as a support
ship, supplying fuel to the limited range PHlls so that they could traverse long
distances at relatively high speeds to provide strategic mobility. There would
be three or four PIH~s teamed with one medium to large (900-1900 ton) EPH which

* could supply ammunition, provisions, and limited repair, as well as fuel to the
* PHMs.

The application of EPH and conventional hydrofoil designs to specific
scenarios associated with battle group escort has also been investigated.
Here, EPH was shown to have certain advantages, particularly in the larger size
category.

It was anticipated that the B/F tank of the EPH configuration had some
potential for sonar installations. An investigation was made, and a report was
prepared which presented the approach used for predicting basic sonar perform-
ance for various arrays that can be installed on the buoyancy/fuel (B/F) tank
of an EPH. Also the concepts for EPH sonars developed during the study and the
results and tactical/operational implications of a performance analysis of
those sonars were reported. Existing and planned surface ship and submarine

* sonar systems were reviewed and the array characteristics applicable to the EPH
concept were briefly summarized. Operational and geometrical constraints as

* well as a number of array configurations were investigated. A parametric
approach was employed to examine the impact of B/F tank length, EPH speed, and
sonar frequency on detection ranges, using three generic sound speed profiles:

* surface duct, bottom bounce, and convergence zone.
Because the EPH is uniquely suited to certain applications, as indicated

by these studies, exploratory development should continue.

EPII RESEARCH

Between 1978 and 1979 EPH feasibility design had come to the point where
it was necessary to obtain data that would lead to a full-scale demonstration

* vehicle. The projected test vehicle was to be the HIGH POINT, PCH-1 R&D hydro-
foil. In 1979 a series of experiments were conducted on a 1/20 scale model
(79 inches long) of a small hydrofoil with buoyancy/fuel tank. The basic
hydrofoil was a model of the PHM that had been built for the Advanced Hydrofoil
Off ice at DTNSRDC in 1974. A B/F tank was designed and built for this model at
Stevens Institute of Technology (S.I.T.) as was the original hydrofoil model.
Captured model tests were performed using the B/F tank, supported by a sting-
support strut, and different combinations of strut and foil elements (upper

* hull was not included); see Figure 4. The captured model tests were performed
at S.I.T. with Davidson Laboratory's Rotating Arm Facility (Ref 81. In an
effort to determine the effects of the B/F tank on stability, control, and
maneuvering performance, the six components of force and moment were measured
as functions of variables including pitch, drift, and roll angle, turning

* radius, heave, tangential velocity, submergence, and strut and foil flap
deflections. From the measurements taken from several hundred runs, hydrody-__
namic coefficients were tabulated to be used to assist in the formulation and
verification of an ideal motion hybrid ship simulator with the versatility to
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evaluate maneuvering, motion, and loads for many buoyant/dynamic lift ships in
•:arvil- sea conditions.

After the captured model tests, the buoyancy/fuel tank was rebuilt to in-
clude a 1-1,2 horsepower electric motor and a balance system for measuring each -

of the six hydrodynamic forces and moments. With this, a complete 1/20 scale
model of an EPH was built from the original PHN4 model with an automatic control
system and force measuring devices, as well as self-propulsion. The struts,
foils, and most of the B/F tank of the model were made of aluminum while the
hull was made of balsa wood covered with plastic. An umbilical cable of 105
power and signal wires ran between the master control on the carriage and the
model. Figure 5 shows the model during a typical run in the Maneuvering and
Seakeeping Facility at DTNSRDC. Over three hundred runs were performed in calm
water, regular and random waves of heights up to simulated Sea-State 6, at

different angles with respect to the wave propagation. Simulated full-scale
speeds from 16 to 45 knots were tested. This series of tests supplied data on
the hydrodynamic forces and moments induced by the B/F tank, motions, accelera-
tions, and foil flap angles.

The 1/20 scale model of EPH was further tested in an unpowered mode at
DTNSRDC for the purpose of measuring bottom pressures produced by the model
with and without a B/F tank. A series of runs were made at depth Froude
Numbers in the region of 1.0.

After these model tests there were several additional steps taken towards
obtaining a working design for an EPH full-scale demonstrator vehicle, namely
the PCH-1 fitted with a B/F tank.

A computer simulation of the PCH-1 EPH feasibility demonstration craft was
developed at DTNSRDC. The purpose was to determine the craft's motions and the
loads developed by the tank under a variety of conditions within the antici-
pated operating envelope using the present PCH-i autopilot. The dynamic,
digital simulation was constructed by merging an existing six-degree-of-freedom
simulation of PCH-1 (having no autopilot changes) with a simulation of the tank
assembly. Results of the simulation showed that the vertical member of the
cruciform stern, being an active control surface for EPH, must be commanded to
move in a way ensuring overall stability, and overcoming part or all of the
adverse effects of the tank's presence, especially in turns.

It was found that the craft was stable foilborne in the vertical plane in
response to a number of height and pitch step inputs made in calm water. For
the horizontal plane, simulation runs were made at speeds from 25 to 40 knots,
Sea States 5 and 6, straight line and turns from helm commands of 90 and 135
degrees--with and without the tank in some cases for comparison purposes.
Although the tank degrades PCH-1 turn performance, the simulation showed that
turn radius increases by only about 15%, and increases somewhat the average
control surface angles. Even with this turn rate reduction, maneuverability
is considered excellent and consistent with that of fully submerged hydrofoils.

Boeing Marine Systems was contracted to extend the computer simulation for
the PCH-1 with B/F tank, as well as do a cavitation analysis in the region af
the forward foil/strut and B/F tank. The cavitation analysis, using an ad-
vanced three dimensional potential flow panel method program, had an impact on
the design of the demonstrator. A preliminary analysis showed that the nose
shape of the B/F tank was a potential source of cavitation problems. Sensitiv-
ity to configuration and operating conditions was further explored [Ref 9],
and the shape of the nose was altered. With the final nose shape established,
it was observed that the body would not significantly degrade the forward foil 0
cavitation performance; the flap efficiency increases in the presence of the
body while the sensitivity to angle of attack decreases; and the onset of foil
cavitation is displaced outwards from the plane of symmetry due to the body.
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Therefore it was concluded that no degradation of PCH-I sea state performance
is expected with the B/F tank attached. If the ship trim can be reduced by
about 0.5P the analysis indicates that larger leading edge and flap hinge line
incipient cavitation margins will be present for the EPH configuration and
improved sea state operation can be expected.

EPH DEMONSTRATOR DESIGN

From the model tests and simulation data available at the time, Grumman
Aerospace Corporation, under contract with DTNSRDC, performed a feasibility
investigation followed by a baseline design of a PCH-1 EPH demonstrator. The
purpose of the feasibility investigation was to better define the technical
validity of using a buoyancy/fuel tank to improve hydrofoil performance and
enhance mission capabilities. This was completed in January 1980. The con-
clusions dealt mainly with limitations on tank net buoyancy to maintain intact -

stability up to an 80 knot wind condition, problems with coordinated turns due .
to aft foil hinge line cavitation, and installation design problems associated
with a removable B/F tank. However, it also concluded that the concept of
installing a buoyancy/fuel tank on the PCH-1 is practical. The baseline design
report of December 1980 (revised in November 1981) followed up on previous
recoimmendations and detail design. This report clearly defines limitations of
the demonstrator vehicle that were speculated on in the previous report such0
as turning degradation, intact stability, and attachment of the B/F tank; and
defines other sources of possible improvement such as a more powerful engine
and an additional rudder.

CURRENT STATUS AND PLANS

Funding for the EPH program has been curtailed. There are tentative plans
to restart the HIGH POINT, PCH-1 EPH demonstration program. Subsequent to
design completion and fabrication of the B/F tank and PCH-1 ship alteration,
the program would include an extensive trials period during which the speed-sea

* state envelope would be explored to its limits. These data would confirm
structural loads data from model tests described above and computer simulations L'J.
of motions and maneuvering. This data base will be essential for future EPHs,
or similar hybrid ship designs.
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Figure 5 -Self-Propelled EPH Model Under Test at DTNSRDC
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Figure 6 -PCH-1 HIGHPOINT EPH Feasibility Demonstrator
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ABSTRACT

---For modelaull scale resistance so
estimates the'C value from the ATTC/ITTC = R - R R. RK fR R RR R
tine 4-i, is used to scale the frictional R T F - a
resistance in calm water resistance tests
of planing hulls.- Assuming the planing where R Resid

',Prurfacd s supported by dynamic lift, the R uary Resistance
/ force vector analysis gives an expression RF : rictional Component based

for Cfl: on ATTC line Cf

(Rt - WtanT) Ra : Correlation = 0
fl 1/2 Vl Ri : Additional resistance

* 1 typically air resistance

- In this contribution Cf values from The results from series 62 models

published data on planing plates, pris- tested at DWTNSRDC [7] and U of M [8]
matic hulls, and Series 62 models [2]-[8 are compared using the residuary resis-
are compared to the c rresponding ATTC tance coefficient C in Fig. 1.

/" Cf values. HereF3xl0- < Cfl < 4x10
l 3

which is below the ATTC line Rn4 *xlO 6>. ' CR 2 RR
and above the ATTC lna fQr higher Rn. l/2oV'S 1.2

While the differdpces ire ,ithin
engineering accuracy,+ 10% of the ATTC where
line, the force vectoff analysis of the : Density
planing test data is appropriate to V : Velocity
verify the extent of turbulent flow on S Wetted Surface
the planing surface.-,<--

The particulars of the planing models
1. INTRODUCTION are summarized in Table 1. The scale

This paper is an outgrowth of a study factor between these models is 1.71.
on the effect of shallow water on the The results in Fig. 1 show good agree- 0-:
viscous resistance of planing vessels in ment. This good agreement is clear in
shallow water. The force vector analysis Fig 2a-2c. Figs 1 and 2 are represen-
was used to establish the deep water tative of the satisfactory results from
value of Cf, shown in Fig. 5 for the present tank practice. Here the value
resistance iests of series 62 models, of Cf was obtained from [1] at the Reyn-

olds number Rn determined using the avg.
The results seemed interesting and wetted length recorded in the test data.

with the other data collected appeared
to be useful for those involved in high 2 o l g f
speed vechile testing. 2. Cf of Planing Surfaces

With high speed v4. es, the test A comprehensive outline of the man -
results should qualify th lift coeffi- studies of the planing surface Cf is
cient of the wetted surface as well as beyond the scope of this paper. Since
the resistance. In the scaling rocedure

developed for displacement vessels [1]: TABLE I Planing Model Pariculars

R aR +RF +R + ER 1.1 Item units NSRDC U ofM _
T R F a i i 4666[7] 117418]

AI ft2  9.715 3.322

L ft 5.987 3.50
"Contribution to 20th ATTC High Speed
Vehicle Committee, 8/2-4/83 Meeting BpA ft 1.623 0.949

2Associate Professor, Dept. of Naval Arch Bpx ft 1.956 1.144 _
& Mar. Eng., University of New Orleans,
New Orleans, La., (Formerly with Univ. BPT ft 1.386 0.810
of Michigan) 1T

ft3  1.63 0.326
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the investigation of D. Savitsky and E. This represents tie transform from the
Ross on the turbulence simulation of body axis (x',y', to the moving axis
planing surfaces [2], there have been (x,y). Here the rise in the C.G is
several studies of the extent of the
laminar flow on the planing surface[3], neolected. In rig. E the following
[4]. A. Cole and A. Millward used minia- notation is adopted:
ture Preston tubes to estimate the skin X : Resistance in the horizontal
friction and the corresponding C value. Y : Lift Force in the vertical
These results were for Rn < 2xlJ 6 and Y - W
typically were under the ATTC Cf values. Df: Viscous force actino tangential
[2],[3],[4],[5],[6]. to the olaning suface

In Yegorov's book, Riman's flat plate N : Lift force normal to the o
Cf experiments are summarized. The planing surface 0
details of the tests and the Cf analysis w Vessel weight assumed to be
were not described in detail. It was supported by the planing
noted that Cf was found to be a strong surface.
function of the trim angle 7 and to a
lesser degree the Reynolds number. The From (3.1):
results are shown in Fig. 3. -X = -DfcosT - NsinT (3.2)

DuCane describes a practice for W = Y - -DfsinT + Ncos7 (3.3)
checking the test results using the "ap-
parent Cf; given by: This gives the classical results:

X = WtanT + Df/CosTC R T - WtanT - Rair  2.1
Cfa /2o V' S = (WsinT + Df)secT (3.4)

where W: Weight of planing model X = N/sinT - Wcotr T 0 6
T: Trim angle = (N - WcosT)cscT (3.5)

Rair: Air resistance In writing the expressions for the
frictional drag and dynamic lift, the

This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (9] where velocity along the olate surface is
the Model 1 Cfa values indicate adequate defined by V1 ... _

turbulent flow on the planing surface. D =
On the otherhand, the Cfa values of 2 is Df = I/2V2S C (3.6)

below the ATTC line indicating the pre- N = /22S C (3.7)...
sence of laminar flow. The hook form of
the curves are characteristic for planing This leds to writinq Cf as:
models as the Series 62 Cf values in
Fig. 5 indicate. = - Wtanr)cost

Cf l/20V, S (3.8) - 0
It is evident in Fig. 5 that for

Rn < 2x10 6 the C values fall below the X + WcotT)sinT (3.9)ATTC line. For tanks with moderate C1  --
speed this is an area of concern. it is
also useful to make another observation
of the apparent lack of theoretical work These expressions have anneared in the
on extending the numerical codes of literature [2],[5],[6]. In [12] V1 is
J. Wellicome and J. Jahangeer [10] and given by
L. Doctors [11] to calculate the boundary / 00120 1T ' 

r

layer transistion and C. V1 V1 - 12f 4/ l/2 cost

3. Force Vector Analysis where X = S/b with the deadrise angle
denoted by P. In the analysis the

In the previous section the series followinq simplification is intro-
62 test data was introduced. The series duced: 9
62 C values plotted in Fig. 5 were
obtained from the results of the fol- V1 = V cost
lowing analysis. giving:

Consider the planing surface at an C U (X - !qtanT)
angle T as shown in Fig. 6. Using a fI 1/2z V ScosT (3.10)
transform matrix it is possible to write:

C (X + WcotT)sinT (3.11)

X1 COST -sin4 -Ofl 1i 1/2 0V 'Scos- T

Y~ an or* tN 3.1
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ABSTRACT

Naval architecture is a field that began as an art
using only a few scientific principles, but through

~r esearch and development has evolved into a science.
Aship design has become more complex) naval architects

in R&D have become more specialized, a process which
necessita te a special effort from the naval architect

to kee therlig picturiS,' the Navy's operational
requirements. -To satisfy these requirements and to
allow the best choice of platforms, the U.S. Navy must
be given craft information in operational format. The
purpose of this paper is to provide some of that inf or-
mation for planing craft.

INTRODUCTION

In the first third of this century naval strength was measured pri-
marily by the number of battleships in a country's navy. As emphasis and
funding was concentrated on these vessels, fledgling concepts (such as
naval air power) struggled to survive. During peacetime the acceptance
and/or reevaluation of a concept requires extensive examination. This
process may reduce introduction of marginally valuable concepts but can
also delay introduction of badly needed systems. For example, aviation's
naval potential was shown by the sinking of the German battleship
Ostfriesland in 1921 and the fleet 'attack' exercise on the Panama Canal
in 1929. However, acceptance of naval aviation's potential met with
resistance which possibly contributed to catastrophes such as Pearl Harbor
and the sinking of the strips Repulse and Prince of Wales.

Today, two realities are facing naval planners: the technological
advances in guided weapons such as missiles and torpedoes and the rapidly
increasing cost of naval platforms. These guided weapons with designs
emphasizing compactness, low maintenance requirements and self contained
homing capabilities are allowing smaller craft to be as effective as the
larger craft that the older systems required. The high cost of naval
platforms is (or should be) bringing naval planners to consider smaller 0_
craft.

In the naval communities of today when one speaks of modern waall
craft a discussion of advanced marine vehicles may result. Under this
category fall air cushion vehicles, hydrofoils and planing craft. The S
focus of this paper will be limited to planing craft.

There are two basic types of planing craft, those with a hard chine
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hull shape and those with a round bilge hull shape. The former provides
more lift and therefore h-as a greater maximum speed. This type is pre-

* sently favored by the British, Americans, Soviets and the Scandinavian
countries. The latter, while requiring more propulsive power for the same

* speed than the hard chine, has much better seakeering characteristics.
*The Germans, French and Israelis appear to favor this type (Figure 1). As

it is beyond the scope of this paper to advocate either type, the term
'planing craft' here will encompass both types.

One of the confusing aspects of naval small patrol vessels is the
craft designation. This paper is concerned with patrol craft that are
naval vessels whose maximum speed is above 25 knots, displace less than

* 500 tons, are at least partially dynamically supported at full speed
(planing), and are armed with either missiles, guns, torpedoes or any com-
bination of these.

HISTORY

The value'.of the high speed small craft began to be realized in the
* early twentieth century when the development of the to~rpedo made the small

craft a potential threat. The first use of the torpedo was in 1891 when a
* Chilean gunboat sank the insurgent held 3500 ton battleship "Blanco
* Encalada". The defeat of the Russians at Port Arthur (1904) and Tsurshima

(1905) by Japanese torpedo craft alerted the naval world to the value of
the high speed small craft and its torpedo. The Turbinia with her steam
turbine engine had proved the feasibility of high speed small craft, but
the development of the internal combustion engine with its higher power to
weight ratio for marine use was a needed breakthrough. This led to the
development of the Coastal Motor Boat (CM3) which displaced only 14 tons,
was capable of operations in the North Sea and had a speed of 46 knots. S
Although the First World War was generally uneventful for the C(3, these
vessels did succeed in a raid on Kronstadt after the Russian Revolution
where they sank one cruiser and damaged two capital ships and two
destroyers while only losing one 0(3B.

These vessels were not mentioned in any of the post-war treaties
(Versailles or London Naval Conference of 1930) even though at this time

* these underrated craft possessed a very effective means of naval torpedo
delivery. The high speed small craft were faster and more maneuverable
than the larger destroyers but disadvantages which included limited
seakeeping ability, vulnerability to being hit and a short range (which _

increased dependence on a supporting base) prevented extensive use. Other
problems were high building costs for the displacement and maintenance
required for the high performance engines.
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Although the L.S. Navy possessed only 33 patrol vessels on 1 July 1940,
*the development of this type of vessel had been sufficiently accomplished

to allow construction of 1700 of these vessels in the next five years,
including over 700 PT boats. While the total tonnage destroyed by these
vessels is not impressive (of major vessels only two destroyers andi two
submarines were sunk) they provided an essential deterrent factor in for-
ward areas where more valuable craft were not risked. In these forward
areas, such as the Philippines at the beginning of the war and later at
Guadalcanal, these vessels did challenge control of the seas where larger
vessels could not be supplied or hidden from enemy air superiority. And
although these craft were left to their own devices (and own defense) they
suffered fewer percentile losses than aircraft carriers, cruisers or
destroyers (Table 1).

After World War 11 the use of the patrol craft waned as military
expenditures were reduced. After the construction in 1951 of PT 809-812
(for research in aluminum hulls, hard and soft chine, welding vs. riveting
and gas turbine) the small craft program in the Navy halted. When the need
f or these vessels was realized in the 1960's the Navy purchased the

* Norwegian 'Nasty' class for service in the VietNam War. Interest in the
high speed small craft concept did return in the 1970's with the establish-
ment of the Naval Inshore Warfare Craft Program. The Coastal Patrol
Interdiction Craft (CPIC), the technological result of this program, was
developed for the Republic of Korea. This vessel may already be obsolete
as it was not constructed with missile capability. thought by some to be
essential in today's patrol craft. This program was cancelled in 1976 and
despite PHMZ development the Navy is left without a small, inexpensive
capable patrol craft.

EFFICIENCY

The value or efficiency of a vessel is determined by bow effectively _

*the vessel completes its mission compared with the costs Involved in
completing its mission. The missions of the Navy vary from holding sea
lines of communication to power projection. In any case the heart of the

* mission of a naval vessel is the ability to fight.

The first measure of the ability to fight is the effectiveness of the
weapons systems, but other factors are equally as Important. The vessel's
fighting ability is not only a factor of the quality and reliability of the

* vessel's weapons systems but also a function of speed, endurance and
* ~seakeeping performance required to reach the area of conflict. Also, the - -

vessel must exhibit adequate habitability standards to allow the crew to
perform without degrading its function in the system. The effectiveness is
a function of:
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. Weapon Systems

. Speed

. Endurance

. Seakeeping

. Habitability

While other factors may or may not exist this effort will be concerned
with these five factors only.

The counterbalance to effectiveness is cost. A vessel that can perform
* every task perfectly is of no value if it can not be afforded. Also a

vessel is of limited value if two ships with one half the capability have
a lesser combined cost; and finally, an inexpensive vessel is of no value
if it has no effectiveness. Therefore, when considering efficiency, the
cost of the vessel is as important as all the other factors combined.

Many areas are covered by the term 'cost'. Costs include capital
expenditures such as design costs, building costs, and life cycle costs.
Other costs include opportunity costs (the loss of the ability to spend
the allocation elsewhere) and moral costs (experienced by those who send
men out to sea in ships that might enter combat). These noncapital costs
and other costs that may exist shall not be discussed.-in this effort. The

* mission of the naval architect is to design the vessel with the most
effectiveness for the least cost possible, thereby maximizing efficiency.

To simply provide information on the efficiency of the planing patrol -

vessel would not be adequate without some comparison with another type of
vessel. Destroyers and frigates are proven craft and as the definition of
each varies between countries which causes overlap of certain charac-
teristics (ie: length and speed in Figure 2) the term "Destroyer/Frigate"
shall be used in the comparison for that 'type' of craft.

WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Technological advances in weapon systems indicate that the patrol
vessel can carry weapons of nearly equal capability as those of destroyers/
frigates. The development of light weight guided missiles has made the - _

smaller patrol craft a potential, if not potent, offensive weapon. Table
11 shows the characteristics of the most widely used surface to surface
missiles. The capabilities of these missiles (size, accuracy, range and
lethality) have improved the effectiveness of the patrol vessel. The abi-
lity of the patrol craft to carry the same missiles (albeit fewer) and the
characteristics of the missile (cannister/box storage for low maintenance
and 'fire and forget' self-homing capabilities) gives the patrol craft a
first round 'punch' as strong as any destroyer. Surveillance and detec-
tion is one area where the petrol craft is less capable than the destroyer/
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frigate but tactical information support from support vessels, coastal

systems, reconnaissance aircraft and even satellites can equalize this

situation. Further comparison of electronic equipment is beyond the scope

of this effort. The patrol vessel which might have been considered a minor •
nuisance to major combatants in the past may be considered a potent threat
in the near future.

To compare the effectiveness of the destroyer/frigate and patrol
vessel's gun systems the 5in 54cal Mk45 and the 76mm 62cai Mk75 gun mounts
are presented. Both are proven systems and are used in several foreign
navies as well as the U.S. Navy. The gun characteristics are shown in
Table III and for the purposes of this paper the effectiveness of the fire
control systems are assumed to be equal. By assuming that the relative
effectiveness is equal to the product of the ratio of the ammunition - .
weights, the ratio of the maximum ranges, the ratio of rate of fire and the

ratio of maneuverability, and assuming that the patrol vessel is one sixth
more maneuverable than the destroyer/frigate, the relative effectiveness of
the 5in 54ca1 is between I and 1.4 time(s) as effective as the 76mm 62cal.
Ship motion and other effects on gun effectiveness are difficult to quan-

tify and are assumed to be zero. The advantage of the larger gun might be 0
considered marginal and in light of the relative mounc weight ratio of 3.5,
some of the newer frigate designs include the 76mm instead of the 5in.

The majority of patrol vessels, however, do not carry gun systems as

large as 76mm. Due to size constraints smaller patrol vessels and vessels
with other main armament (missiles, t6pedoes)"have lighter gun systems
that are used for anti-aircraft defense and combat against surface vessels
deemed too small to justify using the main armament. The breakdown is
given below:

Gun Barrel Size Percentage of Patrol Vessels -

larger than 40mm 22 (some vessels
between 30 and 40mm (inclusive) 52 carry multiple
between 20 and 30=m (exclusive) 26 gun mounts of
20mm and less and Machine Gun 34 various sizes) _ _

The use of torpedoes in patrol craft is waning as they are being
replaced by smaller, more versatile missile systems but there is one advan-

tage that makes the value of the torpedo too great to have it be completely
phased out of patrol craft. A hit below the waterline can cause more
damage which is difficult to repair at sea and therefore more likely to
sink the vessel. A realistic tactical situation exists where vessels which
have been disabled by missiles would be attacked by the shorter range but
more damaging torpedoes to prevent salvage/repair. Therefore in a squadron

of patrol craft a missile/torpedo mix is desireable.
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SPELLI)

Figure 2 is a plot of vessel length versus the acknowledged maximum
speed. This figure illustrates the fact that for approximately the same
speed the patrol vessel operates at a higher speed-length ratio, which puts
it closer to or in the area called the 'planing regime' where planing
vessels have a higher speed for installed horsepower than displacement
vessels. This figure also shows that the patrol craft have higher maximum
speeds on the average (8Z), and along with the better turning charac-
teristics of the smaller patrol vessel (assuming another 8%), the
maneuverability of the patrol vessel (found from combining these
advantages) may be considered to be one sixth higher than the destroyer/
frigate.

HABITABILITY

Technical advances have allowed the naval architect to provide a
suitable level of habitability in all areas except ship motions. Naval
systems have advanced so that crew comfort, fatigue, and working efficiency
are becoming the primary liabilities in the determination of the need to
adjust operations due to sea conditions. While severe motions can be
accepted for a period of time due to operational necessity, the vessels
motions should not adversely affect the crew's ability to perform its
duties under normal patrol conditions. Experimental data have been added
to the ISO ship motion standard-as per reference (1). The ISO 'Guide for
the Evaluation to Whole-Body Vibration' concerns the effect of vehicle
(ship) vibrations transmitted to human operators. From this standard as
shown in Figure 3 one finds that a planing vessel with a length of 216' can
maintain 29.4 kts in Sea State 6 for twenty hours (encounter angle -180
degrees), before "a significant risk of impaired working efficiency" (9)
occurs. With an assumed twelve hour warning (weather information/storm
buildup) the patrol vessel has a 940 mile range to find shelter before
efficiency begins to be lost. However at a encounter angle of 0 degrees
the encounter frequency drops below the range covered by the ISO. In this
region the Motion Sickness Incidence (1431) dominates. The vessel mentioned
above has a one hour MSI of 15Z under these conditions.

Another method of determining the crew's tolerance to ship motion for
planing craft is to evaluate impact limits as proposed by Payne (10). The
previous method, ISO-2631, uses RMS acceleration values. Payne's premise
is that sharp peak accelerations, which would hardly affect an RMS value,-
are serious factors in the crew's ability to perform its duty. A Dynamic
Response Index (DRI) is defined by the compressions on the spinal column
due to peak accelerations. From a time history of accelerations of a
vessel in a particular sea state and velocity, the number of times specified
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DRls are exceeded can be found.' Plotting on Payne's Impact Ride Quality
Index Chart (Figure 4) one can find toleration limits, the percentage of
the maximum DRI the crew can withstand.

In summary, Figure 3 shows that a patrol vessel has habitability capa-
bilities that qualify it as an oceangoing vessel. Payne's work provides an
alternate standard which has yet to be applied to planing craft. While the
patrol vessel's ability to withstand ship motions is obviously less than
the destroyer/frigate's, the destroyer/frigate is expected to remain at sea
for a much longer period of time which requires the increased habitability.
Therefore, for the amount of time deployed the superiority of the higher
habitability of the destroyer/frigate may be minimal.

RANGE and ENDURANCE

Endurance is another area where comparison between types of craft
requires mission analysis. While the mission of a destroyer/frigate calls
for an extended level of endurance to travel to a distant location and be
able to remain on station indefinitely, the patrol vessel's mission is more
limited.

The patrol craft has a higher range per ton of displacement for the
corresponding speed as shown in Figure 5, and as the patrol craft may have
a higher payload/displacement ratio, the patrol vessel has a higher range/
ton of payload for the corresponding speed. Figure 6 shows the actual
range for the corresponding Froude Number. By uning the established values
for 19 warships curves of mean values for destroyers/frigates and patrol
vessels were fitted (curves 1 & 2). These curves intersect at an endurance
of 2000 nautical miles, indicating that patrol vessels can operate at a'
higher Froude Number for the same range under that value. However, for
design purposes these curves do not adequately describe the present day
situation. To best describe the relationship if vessels ware to be built
today, these curves are paralleled so that they lie just higher than the ~
highest vessel's value and become curves 3 & 4. These curves describe an
apparent "state of technology" which indicates the patrol vessel can
operate at a higher Froude Number up to an endurance of 2750 miles. As the
Froude Number varies as a function of velocity and the inverse square root -___

of length, knowing the average lengths of destroyers/frigates and patrol
vessels shows that the patrol vessel is capable of achieving a higher speed
up to an endurance of 1500 miles.

Therefore even before considering the fact that the patrol vessel's
mission requires less endurance, it can be shown that the patrol vessel is
the faster vessel for missions requiring less than the 1500 mile range.
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* This includes all but mild-ocean and extended time deployments. In terms of
* endurance, the patrol vessel is an oceangoing vessel.

SPIEED LOSS IN SE.AWAY

Although the vessel's seakeeping limits due to ship motions have been
already noted, meeting those limits would require a voluntary correction
(speed or course change) to improve ride quality. Another aspect of
seakeeping is involuntary speed loss due to wave action. Figure 7, a pre-
diction for involuntary speed loss is taken from reference (1). Assuming a0
linear change of speed loss between the curves in the figure, Figure 8 can
be derived. When the curves are extrapolated slightly, despite the fact
that the limits of Froude Number and wave height/displacement ratio
restrain prediction to only high speeds and for a small number of displace-
ments, Figure 8 shows the effect of vessel displacement, speed and sea
state on percent involuntary speed lose.

A standard assumed for seakeeping ability of patrol craft is to be
able to maneuver and fight without loss of effectiveness in Sea State 3 and
survive in Sea State 6. Figure 9 shows the percentage of tine that these
sea conditions occur for the world's oceans as found by historical measure-
ments. For a great majority of the time a patrol vessel can be used in
almost any location on the globe.

COSTS

One of the early problems with the adoption of patrol craft was the
high building cost per unit displacement. This and the craft's limited
military capabilities did not allow for extensive construction of patrol
vessels. During World War 11 the average U.S. cruiser/destroyer craft cost
6.7 million dollars while the average patrol vessel cost .58 million
dollars (3). Therefore the Navy could purchase just over 11 patrol vessels

* for one cruiser/destroyer with the petrol vessel having vastly inferior
seakeeping and weapons systems. A more favorable cost effectiveness rela-
tionship (50:1) exists today with the cost of a destroyer as high as a half

* billion dollars and a capable patrol vessel costing less than 10 million.
However, a more adequate comparison of these types is required to provide a 0_
basis for cost appraisal.

Two cost functions have been defined to clarify the nature of ship
costs. In the first shown in Figure 10, comparing the destroyer/frigate

* with the patrol vessel shows that patrol vessels tend to have a lower cost
per unit displacement and unit speed. This plot, derived from the charac-

* teristics of fourteen warships, can be roughly approximated by a curve,
which relates Cost/(Displacement times Maximum Velocity) and Froude Number.
By manipulation of the variables the cost may be represented as a function
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of velocity (maximum), length and the non-dimensional (L/B), (B/T) and
block coefficient. Accordingly, for the same hull form the cost is a func-
tion of length and maximum velocity (Figure 11). The relationship implied
by Figure 11 (as much as twenty five percent inaccuraLu due to scatter
around the faired curve in Figure 10, inflation and age anomalies) provides

an indication of the factors uf cost and their relationship. As length
increases, cost increases at a rate which, not unexpectedly, is a cubic

function (Figure 12). Figure 11 also shows that the additional cost to
provide a higher maximum speed also increases as length increases. In sum-
mary, the cost of a warship may be represented as a function of its dimen-
sions, block coefficient and maximum velocity. Other factors that may
influence costs are not considered in this presentation.

The size of the crew directly affects the size of the warship and
therefore its cost. Figure 13 shows that crew size follows a relatively .
narrow band in functional relationship to ship length. Figure 14 shows
that crew size is not a direct function of displacement. An increase in
complement does affect vessel design as the addition of "One man to the
complement, allowing for an increase of ship size will cost 50,000 pounds
($100,000) in 1980" (8). From the same paper's Table 10 the NATO average
volume of living space per man is shown to be 150 cubic feet, a further
constraint on crew size.

The greatest impact of crew size on cost is not on construction cost
but rather on annual costs. From the annual cost per paygrade (Composite
Standard Rates) found in the Navy Comptroller Note 7041 FY 82 and the
approximate rank breakdown on a warship, the annual crew cost is shown as a
function of length in Figure 15. These costs account for pay and allowan-
ces (including moves) only, and do not include other costs such as
training. If it is assumed that these are the total personnel costs, then
annual operating costs can be found. Figure 4 of reference (8) shows that
personnel costs are 14 percent of the annual costs, which makes deter-
mination of annual operating costs possible (Figure 16). This conservative

estimate for annual costs still shows that in the life of a vessel (20 " "

years) the sum of the annual costs will exceed the construction costs.
Therefore increasing the size of a vessel will not only increase its
construction cost but also to the same degree, its life cycle cost.

A true cost comparison of a des.royer/frigate and a patrol vessel is
now possible. Using the average lengths and operating speeds of the
destroyer/frigate and patrol vessel (402 ft/21.7kts and l16ft/23.Skts,
respectively) the construction cost function of the destroyer/frigate is

greater than the patrol vessel by a factor of 75. For the same average
values the annual costs of the destroyer/frigate are 7.5 times as large as
the patrol vessel's. Therefore with the construction cost distributed over
the twenty year life of a warship the destroyer/frigate annual costs are
11.75 times that of the patrol craft.
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SUMMARY

To summarize, it is rnot possible to compare total military effec-
tiveness of a destroyer/frigate and a patrol vessel without a complete
mission analysis. 1.1owever, the patrol vessel Is becoming as effective as
a destroyer/frigate in some of what used to be exclusive destroyer/frigate
missions. For certain surface combat missions the patrol vessel may be
capable of complimenting or even taking the place of the destroyer/frigate.
While a patrol vessel usually has only guns and missiles, most destroyer/

frigate's torpedoes are intended for use against submarines and are of
* limited effectiveness in surface combat. Although for most missions the

number of missiles carried by a patrol vessel should be adequate, the
destroyer/frigate has an advantage with its larger number of missiles.

* The destroyer/frigate Sun system is usually more capable, as well.
Overall, in weapons systems the destroyer/frigate is assumed to be approxi-
mately twice as capable as the patrol vessel.

The habitability of the destroyer/frigate is superior to the patrol
vessel in conditions greater than Sea State 3, but in conditions greater
than Sea State 6 the habitability of both types is severly reduced.
Assuming the destroyer/ frigate is twice as capable by the middle range

* and knowing that these conditions exist worldwide approximately one-half of
* the time (Figure 9), the habitability effectiveness of the destroyer/f ri-

gate is 1.5 times higher than the patrol vessel. The average endurance of
a destroyer/frigate is 3.25 times that of a patrol vessel but the patrol -

vessel's speed at this endurance is eight percent higher than the
destroyer/frigate. Assuming that the patrol vessel has an involuntary
speed loss equal to this extra speed, the destroyer/frigate's superior
effectiveness is a function of three of the five discussed parameters;
weapons systems, habitability and endurance. Combining these factors the
destroyer/frigate is approximately ten times as capable (2 x 1.5 x 3.25).

* Compared with the life cycle cost ratio of 11.75 patrol vessels to one
destroyer/frigate, it is concluded that the patrol vessel is approximately 20
percent more efficient than the destroyer/frigate in its mission.

This life cycle value should not be dismissed as overly optimistic.
Maintenance and stores are a function of at least the deck area

7 (proportional to the length squared) if not the displacement (proportional
to the length cubed). Comparing Figures 13 and 14 will show that crew size
is at least a function of length squared. Fuel costs are a function of
resistance which also varies as a function of at least length squared.__
Therefore operating costs vary as at least the square of the length. With

* the 'destroyer/f rigate'/patrol vessel average length ratio of almost 3.5,
* the operating costs ratio is a factor of twelve, not the factor of 7.5 the

author proposed. Therefore the operating cost ratio, the controlling
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factor of the life cycle costs, may be considered conservative.

CONCLUSION .

The patrol vessel is becoming an increasingly capable platform as the

technology of naval platforms and weapons increases. The higher Froude

Numbers caused by shorter length and higher maximum speed favor the planing

hull shape. The advances in weapons systems technology is giving the
patrol craft a combat effectiveness of the same order of magnitude as a

destroyer. While the combat effectiveness of a destroyer has also grown
this does not necessarily mean the destroyer is the most efficient platform
for all of what have been 'destroyer missions'. The much reduced building
and life cycle costs as well as improved endurance, habitability and
seakeeping ability make the patrol craft an attractive oceangoing naval
platform. While the patrol craft can not replace the destroyer, its effec-
tiveness has improved considerably. There is a need for a reevaluation to
determine the most effective patrol craft/destroyer combination for a

strong Navy.
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TABLE I: WORLD WAR II SHIP STATISTICS
SHIP TYPE ON HAND NUMBER TOTAL NUMBER PERCENT

I JUL 41 BUILT LOST LOST

Aircraft Carrier (CV, CVL) 6 27 33 5 15.2

Cruiser (CA, CL) 37 40 77 10 13.0

Destroyer (DD, DE) 168 862 1030 221 21.5 0

Torpedo Boats (PT) 29 687 716 69 9.6

TABLE II: MISSILE CHARACTERISfICS
MISSILE (Country Made) Speed Range Warhead Wt. Vessel Vessel Number

(Mach) (N.M.) (ib) Name Length Carried
(ft)

Exocet (France) 0.9 20.5 330-440 Combattante 11 154 4

SS12 (France) 0.75 3.2 62.6 Trident 133.5 6

Otomat (France/Italy) 0.8 32-43 463 Constitucion 121 3

Gabriel (Israel) 0.58 22 397 Reshef 191 7

Penguin (Norway) 0.7 15 264 Jagaren 120 4

Styx (Soviet Union) 0.7 23 - Osa 1I 128 4

Harpoon (United States) 0.86 60 510 Jaguar III 191 8

TABLE Ili: GUN CHARACTERISTICS
Gun Mount Weight Rate of Fire Range Ammunition Weight

(lb) (rounds/min) (yds) (ib)

51n/54cal Mk 45 47.,820 16-20 25,909 70

76mm/62cal W 75 13,680 75-85 21,000 14

Rf - .19 to .27 Rr - 1.2 Rw - 5

Relative Effectiveness - Rw * r * Rf * Rm
where Rw - ratio of the ammunition weights

Rr - ratio of the maximum ranges
Rf - ratio of the rates of fire
Rm - ratio of maneuverability - .86
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I { FIGURF 7
VOLUIETRIC FROUDE NLr'BER VS* PERCENT SPEED LOSS IN HEA SEA
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FIGURE 9 - HISTORICAL rEASURE'IENTS OF SEA STATE BY ,REGION
0

,. .. .....

' r / ' / S:". . .

Area Percent of Observations Percent of Observations
Sea State 3 and laess Sea State 6 and less

la 42.7 98.6

lb 34.0 96.9

2 29.0 95.1 I

3 37.4 98.0

4 54.9 99.6

5 28.2 98.4 -

6 26.5 97.4

7 56.2 99.3

8 18.7 97.8 •

9 61.7 100.0

10 29.8 85.8

11 6D. 99.7

12 76.9 99.9
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co EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF LIW FROUD NUMBER HYDROFOIL

PERFORMANCE IN CALM WATER AND IN REGULAR WAVES

Michael B. Wilson
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

ABbSTRACT-

'Results of experimental investigations are presented for the steady and
unsteady hydrodynamic force performance of an aspect ratio 6, NACA 64A010 foil
section, plain-flapped, rectangular planform hydrofoil. The forward-leading
sting-supported foil model was operated in calm water in the speed range of
chord Froude numbers varying from 1.22 to 4.23 at five depth-to-chord ratios.
It was run under regular head waves at Froude numbers varying from 1.22 to
3.67 at three depth-to-chord ratios, in a systematic series of wave lengths
and amplitudes. These data cover an important low Froude number speed regime.
For both the calm water (steady) and the unsteady cases, ccmparisons are provided
between the exeperimental results and analytical predictions. It is shown
that at low Froude numbers there is a trend toward exaggerated level of both "
steady and unsteady hydrodynamic forces on a hydrofoil.

INTRODUCTION

The physical size of certain types of proposed subcavitating hydrofoil 0

systems has grown in recent years in response to design considerations for

large hydrofoil ships, for partial hydrofoil supported craft, for applications

as antipitch and antiroll fins on surface ships, and for control foils on 'L

small waterplane area twin hull (SWATH) ships. This has focused attention on a

low Froude number range that has received little attention in most of the

5
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hydrofoil experimental literature that provides basic hyrofoil data, for

operation in either calm water or in waves. Chord Froude numbers as small as 1.5

to 2 at submerence ratios of h/c - 0.5 to 2 are conceivable operational values

of interest in practical application for large hydrofoil craft at takeoff or

for SW.ATH ships at cruise speed.

For steady operation (in calm water), it is known that a hydrofoil running

near the free surface at low Froude numbers at a fixed geometric angle of attack

experiences an accentuated drag-due-to-lift (or total induced drag) caused by a

hump of the wavemaking drag coefficient centered around a depth Froude number

F = 1.4. The accompanying lift coefficient shows a local minimum or dip at aboutn% h

the same Froude number. These effects are exaggerated as the submergence ratio

* decreases. Predictions of general properties of steady hydrofoil force performance

using linearized potential theory have beer, available for a long time. Examples

of important fundamental references'are the contributions by Nishiyama,l*, Wu, 2

Breslin, 3 and the numerous works noted in the bibliographies of these papers.

Examples of published presentations of smooth water experimental hydrofoil

data include work by: Wadlin, et al,4 , Wilson and Kelley,5 , Jones,6 Feldman,7

Dixon, et a18, and Wilson9. The latter experimental project formed part of

the basis for the present discussion.

For the case of unsteady force response on a hydrofoil moving under

waves, the available results of both theoretical studies and experiments with

finite aspect ratio foils have established the expected strong relationship

between the characteristics of unsteady force amplitude response and the

*parameters of reduced frequency of encounter ke; geametical features such as

*A complete listing of references is given starting on page 573.
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aspect ratio and depth-to-chord ratio; and have pointed tentatively to an

exaggerated unsteady effect for iow Froude operation. There is a large body of

theoretical work concerned with the prediction of unsteady forces on foil in

unbounded flow resulting from either forced pitch and heave motions or from

operation in a cross-flow or gust. There are older summaries on unsteady airfoil

loads such as Bisplinghoff, et al.10 and Fungll that list much important work

that served to inspire later work on the ccaparable hydrofoil problem. Examples

of successful lifting surface work on unsteady subsonic airfoil loads, whose . 0
results can be used to assemble approximate predictions for submerged hydrofoils,

are Reissnerl2 , Reissner and Stevens,13 and Lawrence and Gerberl4.

Some examples of direct contributions to the analysis of finite aspect ratio

hydrofoils near a free surface, operating with forced pitch and heave or moving

under waves have been reported by Widnall,15 Widnall and Landahll6 , Widnall,17 and

Tsakonas and Henryl8 . Examples of published experiments conducted on hydrofoils

moving under waves include Kaplan,19 Schuster and Schwanecke,20 Wetzel and

Maxwell,21 Henry and Ali,22 Tsakonas and Henryl8 Steele,23 Schuster and

Schwanecke24 and Karafiath25 whose work forms the second major part of

this presentation.

The experiments described here were designed to provide steady and

unsteady lift and drag force data for foil-alone performance specifically

covering a low Froude number range of interest, at sufficiently large Reynolds

numbers, with a guarantee of turbulent boundary layer flow, and with minimal

hydrodynamic interference from the support system.

As an example application, a recent UINSRDC concept design of a 11,000

L. Ton S"hTH ship calls for chord length 15.5-ft (4.72-m) aft control-foils

to be operated at naninal depth-to-chord ratio h/c 1.5 The sustained
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speed of 30 knots with cruise speed of 20 knots correspond to control foil

chord length Froude numbers of F = 2.27 and 1.5, respectively. The present 0

results could have direct bearing on the design and operation of such a low

Froude number hydrofoil system.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

FACILITY

Both sets of experiments described here were conducted on Carriage 2 in

the deep water basin at the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development

Center, Carderock. This towing tank is 1886-ft (574.8-m) long, 51-ft (15.5-m)

wide, with a water depth of 22 ft (6.71 m). The pneumatic wavemaker was used .0

to generate regular waves for the unsteady experiments, with the basin water

level reduced to 19.5 ft(5.94 m).

MODEL AND MOUNTING SYSTEM

The hydrofoil model manufactured for these experiments is an aspect

ratio 6, rectangular planform wing, with a chord lenght of 16 in. (40.64 c),

maximum thickness of 1.6 in (4.064 cm), and squared-off tips. The NACA 64A010

section shape, the offsets of which are given by Loftin,26 was machined fram a

solid piece of aluminum, and the final surface finish was produced with emery

cloth. Table I summarized the important characteristics of the hydrofoil model.

It was important with the calm water experiments to achieve total foil

lift coefficients of at least 0.8 to cover conditions expected at low speed

takeoff of a lifting hydrofoil system, so a trailing-edge flap was provided

with a flap chord ratio of cf/c = 0.25 and with a generous flap span extending

across nearly the full foil span, bf/b = 0.934. The flap deflection angles

were fixed rigidly using a series of 14 angled flap pads. Plastiline putty was
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forced into the gaps at the flap knee so the flap system can be described as a

"sealed plain flap." Figure 1 is a sketch of the hydrofoil section showing

the flap deflection angle df. The flap angle was zero for all the unsteady

experiments.

TABLE 1 - HYDROFOIL GEOMETRY AND PARTICULARS

Aspect ratio A = 6

Foil thickness ratio t/c = 0.10

Span b = 8 ft (2.438 m)

Chord length c = 1.333 ft (0.406 m)

Flap chord ratio cf/c = 0.25

Flap span ratio bf/b - 0.934

.Flap planform area ratios Sf/S = 0.2357

Planform area; shape S = 10.67 ft2 (0.991 m2 );

Rectangular, squared-off tips

Foil material 6061-T6 aluminum

Section shape NACA 64 A010

Turbulence stimulator wire 0.016 in. (0.041 an)

Turbulence stimulation was provided by 0.016 in. (0.04U6 an) diameter

piano wire stretched taut at a distance of 0.02 c or 0.32 in (0.813 an), back

fram the leading edge. Each span length of wire was held in place at 1-ft _

(30.5-cm) intervals, and was thus permitted to strum in the flow over the foil.

The forward-leading sting support for the hydrofoil consists of a long

L horizontal pipe instrumented for the measurement of lift and drag forces S -
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through two support points. Angle of attack variation for the foil is provided

by a series of steel nose pieces, each with an angled slot that accomm dates 0

the rear end of the foil. There is a different nose piece for each angle of

attack considered, and the slot in each is positioned such that the foil quarter-

chord point always lies along the centerline of the sting-nose combination. 0

With this scheme, the sting was always towed submerged in a level orientation,

for every angle of attack of the foil.

The dynamometer for this set-up was designed to measure the hydrodynamic

forces on the sting-plus-foil and the sting alone. It consists of an assemblage

of three standard four-inch DINSRDC differential reluctance block gauges.

Drag force was measured using a single block gauge located in the forward

gauge stack. The lift force was determined by the sum of the forward and aft

lift gauges, having capacities of 5,000 lb (22.24 KN) and 2,000 lb (8.896

kN), respectively. For positive values of lift, the forward gauge stack was .S

loaded in ccmpression and the aft in tension. A nominal maximum allowable

value of total foil lift force of 3,000 lb(13.34 KN) was adhered to during

the tests so as not to exceed the rated capacities of any of the force gauges

in the system.

Sinple streamlined fairings were fitted around the block gauge stacks.

These were fastened at the top end only, with gaps at the lower end, so that

no forces were transferred through the fairings that would interfere with the

force measurements on the sting-plus-hydrofoil combination. Hydrodynaiic

interferences from the elliptically shaped nose piece and fram the sting and

fairings are believed to be very small. Figure 2 is a sketch of the sting

and dynamwmeter support system.
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CALI BRATIONS

Set up and calibration of this experiment consisted of first calibrating

the individual gauges, then recalibrating and adjusting the arrangement of the

dynamometer comrponents in the assembled condition on a calibration stand. With-

out disassembly, the dymamaxneter was moved to the carriage and the final calibra-

tion factors were obtained with the model support system completely assembled.

Ow~ing to the large physical dimensions of this dynamoeter, there are

small but important elastic deformations of the pipe sting, the struts, and

cross support beam that occur under the application of large lift forces

typical of this experiment. The resultant force measurment interactions

appear predominately as changes in the drag force readings due to various levels

of l ift force. After extensive calibration, the interaction effect of lift

into drag was found to be consistently repeatable, nonlinear, and subject to

simple removal from the instrument indicated values. Interaction of drag

force into indicated lift was found to be negligibly small, as was the effect

of applied moment upon indicated drag. All the final force data presented here

have been systematically corrected for dynamometer interaction effects.

Elastic deformation of the sting under load also causes a change in the

effective angle of attack, at , measured at the quarter-chord of the hydrofoil.

With the assembled dynamometer mounted on the carriage, a deformation calibration

was obtained as a factor of angle of attack-change-per-unit lift Aac/L, which

was then used to correct the nose piece angle of attack to account for the

amount of measured lift.

In addition to the static calibrations, the dynamic response of the

* dynamometer (with foil attached) was explored. A small mechanical shaker was
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used to produce excitation forces for the response behavior of both the lift

and drag gauges. The response for vertically applied exciting force (lift)

was obtained with the foil and sting submerged to a depth of a half chord, while

the horizontal response was determined with the foil raised out of the water.

The latter rmode was most convenient, and the added mass associated with 0

horizontal direction was expected to be small. Characteristic resonances were

easily identified for both the vertical and horizontal excitations, with flat

frequency response regimes determined below 3 Hz for both lift and drag. The0

maximum value of encounter frequency produced during the experiments in waves

was 1.65 Hz, with the majority of the data taken at encounter frequencies

between 0.33 and 1.1 Hz. Hence, for the unsteady measurements of both lift 0

and drag, there were assumed to be no dyn~amic amplification effects.

PROCEDURE 0

Overall, the experiments were directed at obtaining the hydrodynamic

force characteristics on the submrged hyrofoil alone, so that contributions

fran the supporting sting had to be collected separately, then subtracted away

* as tares.

Calm Water Experiments 0

The operating procedure consisted of making runs in the speed range U

8 to 27.7 ft/sec (2.44 to 8.44 n/s) corresponding to chord length Froude

numbers F n= 1.22 to 4.23, at each fixed depth of submergence h measured to0
C

the hydrofoil quarter-chord (submerged of sting centerline). The first series

of tests was run with the sting alone, and fitted with a faired plug having
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the same shape as the slotted nose pieces. These tests covered the complete

speed range and all the subimergences h/c = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0. The 0

second series of tests were run with the sting-plus-foil, at the various wing

angles of attack provided by the slotted nose pieces cN = 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8

deg, and with zero flap deflection. The third series of tests were aimed at 6

high lift performance and were run with flap deflection angles 6f = 7.5 and 15

deg at two different nose piece angles of attack =N 4 and 8 deg, at

submergence ratios h/c = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0. 0

Measured water temperature was 680F (200C), so the density and kinematic

viscosity values used in the data reduction were p = 1.9367 slug/ft3 (998.13

kg/m3 ) and v= 1.0836 x 10-5 ft2/sec (1.0067 x 10-6 m2/s), respectively. The

camplete range of chord length Reynolds number is Rn = 0.984 x 106 to 3.41 x
C

106. The large size of this hydrofoil model was originally chosen to keep R
n
c

* as large as possible, generally above one million.

* Unsteady Experiments in Regular Waves

For the unsteady experiments, the same basic procedure outlined above

applied. The naninal (nose piece) angle of attack was constant at aN = 4 deg.

with flap angle 6 = 0 deg.

These head wave experiments involved variations in foil submergence 0

depth h, forward speed U, wave period To, and wave amplitude C a- The foil

submergence ratio was held fixed at h/c = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 for each series

of runs varying speed and the exciting wave parameters. The forward speed

range was U = 8 to 24 ft/sec (2.44 to 7.32 m/s) corresponding to chord length

Froude numbers of 1.22 to 3.67. Wave period was varied from To = 1.75 to 4.25

sec, corresponding to wave lengths of 15.7 to 92.4 ft(4.78 to 28.2 m). The
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nominal wave amplitude for the basic regular wave tests was a = 3.5 in (8.89
a

cm) and tests for linearity were made at wave amplitudes of 2.0 in (5.08 an)

and 5.0 in (12.7 an). The corresponding values of wave amplitude-to-semi

chord ratios were r = 0.44, 0.5 and 0.625, respectively.

The four primary tests speeds spanned the complete speed range and

corresponded to chord length Froude numbers of F = 1.22, 1.83, 2.6, and
C3.67. More intermediate speeds were added in order to obtain data for certain

3 constant values of the reduced frequency of encounter

ke  e- !L- (I + U/ S)(i J
e 2U 2U

where w - (2irg/)1/ is the circular frequency of the wave form of wave length X.

Thus the unsteady force response ratios were also determined for naminal values

of ke = 0.183, 0.25, and 0.315 in the range of constant selected chord length

Froude numbers.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CALM WATER LIFT AND DRAG PERFORMANCE

Basic Performance Curves

The basic calm water (steady) hydrofoil lift and drag characteristics . _

with zero flap deflection are presented in Figures 3 through 7 in groups of

two graphs for each submergence ratio, for h/c = 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, and

0.25, respectively. Displayed are the coefficient CL versus angle of attack

and the drag coefficient CD versus CL, plotted with contours of constant speed.

These performance diagrams are classical presentations of the lift and

drag for airfoils. For unbounded flows, the results for a range of speeds __ _
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typically collapse onto single curves in these types of plots. Of course,

for a near free surface hydrofoil this is not the case. the effects of speed

(Froude number) tend to become more pronounced as the submuergence ratio is

decreased, especially for the range of low Froude numbers of these experiments.

For the deepest submergence case of h/c = 4, the lift curves Of CL versus ai

in Figure 3 follows a single straight line, indicating essentially no influence

of free surface waves. Close scrutiny of the drag coefficients for h/c = 4

taken at zero lift shows a speed variation that runs parallel to a flat plate

skin friction line, but offset by a constant value due mainly to the turbulence

stimulator wire drag.

Lift

The linear relationship between CL and ai for each speed is clearly evident

in Figures 3a, 4a, 5a, 6a, and 7a and justifies the usual definition for a

* zero flap lift-curve slope C~.Variations of the inferred values of lift-

curve slope with speed and submergence ratio are shown in Figure 8. This plot

shows the characteristic reduction of lift with decreasing submnergence (at

* constant a) and the tendency toward a local dip or minimum of lift slope at

*depth Froude number F n 1.4. From the data for the deepest submnergence

*case h/c = 4 the reference lift-curve slope is determined to be ***

(CL ) =0.06905 deg-l

The hydrofoil lift performance with flap deflection has been studied in -2

* detail in Reference 9. High values Of CL, in scme cases exceeding 1.0, were

achieved at the largest flap deflection angle 6 = 15 deg and the deeper
f

submergence cases. Although there is nearly a linear increase of flap lift _AL_-
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increment ACL due to deflection 6f at any one speed and submergence, the

curve of actual values of ACL that may be attained with a given 6f shows a

distinctive fall-off with decreasing submergence ratio.

Drag Analysis

The hydrofoil drag performance with flap deflection has been studied in

detail Reference 9. An example polar plot of CD vs CL is shown here in Figure 9

for the foil submergence case h/c = 0.5 to illustrate the unified trend of

drag data for the range of unflapped and flapped configurations for this

uncambered foil.

The net total drag of the fully submerged, subcavitating hydrofoil with

flaps may be divided into components interpreted as the sum of total parasitic

drag (or profile drag) plus the drag-due-to-lift and wavemaking (sum of

induced and wavemaking drag). Symbolically, then, in coefficient form

CD =CD + Cr (2)
parasitic

or CD (CD + ACDP + ACD + ACD ) + (CD'Lo +C (
p ,min tips p p,flap TOT )

where C = minimum wing profile drag, sum of friction drag plus the
p,min form drag that includes effects of foil thickness and

stimulator wire drag

= parasitic drag component due to squared-off tips
tips
AC D = incremental profile drag, without flap

, AC D  = incremental profile drag due to flap deflection
D pflap

C s CD.L + Kf(ACtL) 2/IrA = total of induced drag plus wavemakingDLTOT drag-due-to-lift, plus additional induced drag due to partial

span flap arrangement

Kf - induced drag factor for partial span flaps
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IPA

|CL = incremental lift coefficient due to flap deflection

Cw  = wavemaking drag due to displacement effect of finite thickness -
t foil

The calm water experiment described here was designed with the idea of using

the results of the deepest submergence case in order to deduce those parasitic

. components that are independent of free surface effects.

Certain of the parasitic drag components can be fitted from the trends

of the present data or estimated from other sources. For instance, the hydrofoil .

minimum profile drag is adequately fitted by

C - 2 Cf(ITTC) + 0.0025
Dp ,min

where Cf (ITC) denotes the flat plate turbulent skin friction coefficient

approximated by the 1975 ITIC correlation curve, evaluated at the chord

length Reynolds number R . Extensive details on all the remaining terms
n

may be found in Reference 9.

For the analysis of components of the measured drag data, the predicted

drag-due-to-lift coefficient for the rectangular planform hydrofoil has been

estimated here using theoretical results for submerged hydrofoil drag with an

elliptic circulation distribution.

CL2 ~i 2
where (CDL/ o R2CT )Co) IP

6p = Glauert correction factor for induced drag
6P = 0.05 for the A-6 wing).

CL = hydrofoi lift coefficient
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CL is a wing reference lift coefficient for elliptic
o circulation distribution

(C /2(CD,L /CL ) is the lifting line theory drag-due-to-lift
o ELLIP coefficient ratio for elliptic circulation

distribution obtained from the results of M1
2

and evaluated extensively by Wilson27

Inferred Hydrofoil Drag-due-to-Lift: Residual Drag

The hydrofoil residual drag coefficient is obtained from the measured

total drag

ITc-c D  - c (6) -
C r Cmeasured CDparasitic(6

where CD contains all the applicable parasitic drag components (see
parasitic •-'-ii

*i Equations (2) and (3)). This residual drag is supposed to be dominated by

the drag-due-to-lift, but must include a small wavemaking drag due to

displacement effect (foil thickness).

Plots of the residual drag ratio Cr/CL2 versus Froude number are given in

Figures 10 through 12 for the submergence ratios h/c = 2 and 1, 0.5, and

0.25,respectively. These graphs summarize the results for both zero flap and

the flapped configurations (high lift). Plotted for comparison are two

2prediction curves for the drag-due-to-lift ratio (CD,L/CL): (1) the hydrofoil

lifting line theory for elliptic distribution distribution (C 2L/C) L
DLT ELLIP

0
and (2) the estimate derived from the HANDE analysis by the Boeing Company.28

The presentation of the residual drag in this manner puts a severe test on the

cases of very low levels of lift, because even small errors or the presence of

wavemaking drag due to nonlifting origin are amplified by the factor I/C2 as
L_ _

CL ±,+9. Data from the small nose angle of attack, cN 2 deg, seem to sutfer
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from this problem, as they do not fall into the trends established by the results

for the angles of attack - 4, 6, and 8 deg. For the data with moderate to 0

high levels of lift coefficient, the results at a given submergence coalesce

toward a single curve, and are bounded below by the lifting line prediction,

(CD,L ) and seem to be bounded above by the HANDE 2 8 prediction curve.
0 ELLIPAnother method of data presentation for the residual drag coefficient is

2
a plot of Cr versus CL illustrated for example in Figure 13 for the case of

submergence ratio h/c = 0.5 at three different Froude numbers. The measured S

data include both unflapped and flapped hyrofoil results. It appears that

although the lifting line theory result is generally too low at the smaller

Froude numbers shown, the HANDE 2 8 predictions based on 0

CcD,L D  + (7)

are too high, as shown earlier in Figures 10 through 12. This plot also

shows that the values of Cr near zero lift coefficient follow a trend that

suggests a small offset at zero lift. The magnitude of the offsets of the Cr

curve are larger at the low Froude numbers, and at the shallower submergences.

It is plausible that these represent contributions to the hydrofoil residual

*drag that are attributable to wavemaking resistance due to foil thickness,

rather than strictly drag due-to-lift.

UNSTEADY LIFT AND DRAG IN HEAD WAVES

A definition sketch for the hydrofoil operating in regular head waves is

given in Figure 14a. The measured time varying force responses in waves were

Fourier analysed to determine the amplitude and phase at the first and second

harmonic of the fundamental frequency of encounter for head waves
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W - -( +U) - w(I+UW/g) (8)
e W

Thus, lift and drag responses were determined in term of the following

force coefficient decompositions

- C + c 1 + (9)

CD C CD + CD1 coS(Wet + %d + CD2 cos(2we + DD2) (10) 0e D

where CL = total measured lift coefficient

CL= time average (mean) value of the lift coefficient response .

CL1 amplitude of the oscillating part of the lift coefficient
response at the fundamental frequency

OLI , phase angle of the oscillatory part of the lift response at thefundamental frequency

CD - total measured drag coefficient
C= time average (mean) value of the drag coefficient response

CD1, CD2 = amplitudes of the oscillatory part of the drag coefficient
response at the first and second harmonic of encounter frequency,
respectively

CD,4D = phase angles of the oscillatory part of the drag response at
D the first and second harmonic of encounter frequency, respectively

The definitions of the unsteady amplitude force coefficients are given in the list

of notation. Figure 14b illustrates the time varying lift response with respect

to the incoming wave. Actually, analysis of the unsteady lift response also

included a term at twice the fundamental frequency, with amplitude CL2. This

contribution was found to be very small, on the order of 0.01 to 0.02 times the

first harmonic response, and was therefore judged to be zero within the accuracy

of the experiment.
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Foil-alone responses were obtained by removing the sting tare responses

frcm the foil-plus-sting values, accounting for both the magnitude and phase,

at both the first and second harmonic of the encounter frequency. All the

response data presented here has been reduced to foil-alone values.

Basic Unsteady Lift and Drag Response

Data for the amplitude and phase of the first harmonic lift coefficient

respose ratio CLl/r are given in Figures 15, 16, and 17 for the depth-to-chord

ratios h/c =2, 1, and 0.5, respectively. The contours are for constant chord

length Frou.de number. The response ratio CLI/r represents the lift coefficient

amplitude per unit wave amplitude, made dimensionless by the semi chord. Nearly

all these data were collected at a nominal wave amplitude ratio rNCM 0.44.

* The magnitudes of the response are clearly exaggerated at lower Froude numbers

and at the shallower depths of submergence.

Measured results for the amplitude of the first harmonic drag coefficient

* response ratio CDl/r are given in Figures 18, 19, and 20 for the three submiergence

depths; followed by the results for the second harmonic drag coefficient response 0

ratio CD2/r presented in Figures 21, 22, and 23 for the depth-to-chord ratios

* h/c = 2, 1, and 0.5,respectively. The second harmonic drag response often shows up

* as a rather significant fraction of the first harmonic, with sate CD2 values

* as large as 70 percent of the corresponding CDI value. Magnitudes of both

harmonic components of the unsteady drag response are noticeably exaggerated for

the cases of low Froude number and shallow submzergence.

Linearity of Unsteady Response

While most of the data were taken at a naninal wave amplitude ratio rNOM

0.44, checks on the linearity of the unsteady response process were carried
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out by runs in regular waves having smaller and larger amplitudes (rNOM = 0.22

and rNcM = 0.6), at three reference Froude numbers, Fn - 1.22, 1.83, and

3.66. To assess the quality of linearity, examples of the cross plots of

amplitude and phase of the unsteady force response versus the dimensionless

wave amplitude ratio r are given here in Figures 24 and 25 for h/c = 1.

Results at the other sutmergences are very similar in trend. The linearity of

the first harmonic lift response is very good, as indicated by the horizontal

lines representing contours of constant Froude number. The linearity of the

amplitude seem somewhat better than that of the phase angle.

The quality of linearity of both harmonics of the drag response is not

nearly as good as that for the lift response. Especially the phase angles

seem to show considerable variation with the wave amplitude. It should be

noted that the drag response measurement is much less accurate than the lift

response measuresent, and this is particularly true of the phase angle. This

may be attributed to the fact that the magnitudes of the drag response are

much smaller than for the lift, and thus considerably more sensitive to the

effects of inevitable scatter.

Unsteady Amplitudes and Mean Response

One way to view the relative magnitude of the unsteady lift and drag

responses is to compare their values to the time average or mean values of

force response. The two ratios CLI/ CL and CDl/ CD are plotted versus reduced

frequency of encounter ke in Figures 26, 27, and 28 for the depth-to-chord ratios

h/c - 2, 1, and 0.5, respectively. These graphs indicate that the amplitude

of the first harmonic lift response can reach rather large values with respect

to the mean lift level, and that the magnification of the unsteady response
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is exaggerated by shallow submuergence and very distinctly by low Froude number.
0

The largest observed value of the ratio CLI/ CL = 2.2 occurs at the lowest

chord Froude number F = 1.22, at h/c = 0.5, ke = 0.43. The correspondingn
Cratio for the first harmonic drag response is CDl/ CD 1 .1.

Even at the depth-to-chord ratios h/c = 1 or 2, the unsteady lift response

amplitude will reach significant levels, about camparable with the mean

lift, in the low Froude number range around P = 1.22.

Comparison with Gust-Response Approximation

It is helpful to have sQIe prediction scheme to ccmpare with the 0

experimentally determined force response. Ideally, camparisons should be

carried out using the results of a comprehensive lifting surface theory

specifically designed to handle free surface problems such as the Widnall S

wing analysis coputer program developed at M.I.T by Ashley, et a129 and

Widnalll7 and carried out in detail by Widnall. The convergence and accuracy

characteristics of this work were explored by Besch and Rood30. However, a

simpler approach was adopted here, and comparisons have been made using a non-

free surface "gust-response approximation." Following the development by

Henry and Ali22 , Karafiath25 worked out several cases of predictions that made

use of existing lifting surface results for finite aspect ratio wings in

unbounded flow.

For the flow and axis definitions of Figure 14a, a passing wave of

infinitesimal amplitude Ca= r(c/2) in deep water has wave elevation (in x-

coordinate fixed on the foil) given by

L
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(x,z,t) = r(c/2) cos i[x- (U+cw)t] (11)

where K =wave member= 2v/X

Cw  = wave celerity =g = (gX/2 )

X wave length

w circular frequency (2irg/X) 1/2

The induced vertical velocity component down in the fluid is

w(x,zt) - r(c/2) weKZ sin K [x-(U4Cw)t] (12)

Along -c/2 < x <c/2, at z = -h, and for X/(c/2) >> 1, the vertical cross flow

velocity can be approximated by

w(x,-h,t) = r(c/2) we [Kx cosWe t S inw t] (13)

where w = encounter frequency = K(U + cw)
e

In the Henry and Ali 2 2 work the gust response operator is represented as

(-i)cos(wet + (14)

so that the response to the sinusoidal gust is sinusoidal with a phase shift _

tL1" Henry and Ali22 gave an equivalent cambination of heave and pitch thatLi:

gave the same velocity distribution as Equation (13), and then suggested using

existing published results for the unsteady lift loadings of finite aspect .
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ratio wings that occur in response to the equivalent sinusoidal heave and pitch.

In making this adaptation, it is important to use the reduced frequency of encounter

ke to account for the effect of wave celerity. Only results for the lift response

CLI/r, were obtained in this manner,22 ,25 and of course the hydrodynamic effect

of the free surface is not accounted for in this approximation.

Examples of comparisons between the present measurements and the approximated

gust-response predictions are given in Figures 29 and 30. In Figure 29, the results

for CL/r and (D are shown plotted versus reduced frequency of encounter ke for

submergence ratio h/c = 2, nominal wave amplitude ratio rnom = 0.44, with contours

of speed (Froude number), and where use has been made of the lift response predic-

tions from Reissnerl2, 13 . In Figure 30, the results for CLl/r and (LI are plotted

versus submergence ratio h/c for the constant value of ke = 0.185 and rnom = 0.44,

with contours of speed, and where the results of Lawrence and Gerberl4 have been

extrapolated to cover the case of aspect ratio A = 6. In general, the gust response

approximations overestimate the lift response ratio and the phase angle, with

progressively worse predictions at shallower submergences and at higher frequencies

(larger ke). This is the expected trend because the approximate theory uses

spanwise distributions of lift loading applicable to unbounded flow over a wing

rather than the actual distributions for a lifting foil near the free surface. It

is known, for example from these experiments at low Froude numbers, that the

steady lift capability of the hydrofoil is decreased as the foil nears the surface

(lift curve slope falls off). The effect is anticipated to influence unsteady

lift performance as well.
L -.9

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Extensive experimental data are presented for the foil-alone lift and

drag forces experienced by an aspect ratio 6 hydrofoil operated at several - -
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submergences in a range of low Froude numbes in both calm water and in regular

head waves. The following conclusions and observations can be made:

* For calm water operation, the experimental results given here for the

inferred drag-due-to-lift with flap deflection provide useful hydrofoil

data including cases at relatively high lift coefficients up to about 1.0.

* From calm water results, measured (inferred) values of residual drag

coefficients Cr for the entire range of lift coefficient, appear likely to

contain wavemaking resistances contributions due to foil thickness that are

noticeable only at the lowest Froude numbrs Fn  < 2, and for the shallow
C

submergences. For the higher Froude numbers and deeper submergences, the --

Cr values appear to be predominantly drag-due-to-lift.

-' The two prediction schemes for calm water drag-due-to-lift considered here

give results that coalesce and are both relatively accurate for Froude

numbers higher than around Fn = 3. For lower Froude numbers, the lifting
C* line estimate for elliptic circulation distributions gives CD,L values too

low, while the HANDE predition formula gives values that are a little high.

" For wave-induced unsteady loading, it was found that speed (Froude number)

has a strong influence on the amplitude and phase angle of the first

harmonic lift response and the first and second harmonics of drag

response, where the fundamental frequency is the encounter frequency w .

Froude number effects are more important as the foil submergence decreases.

. The second harmonic of lift response was found to be very small, .

essentially zero.

, The first harmonic lift response amplitude and phase angle are linear with

wave amplitude.
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* The drag response amplitudes and phase angles (both first and second

harmonics) do not appear to be linear with wave amplitude. However the

magnitude of the measured oscillating drag was small, creating difficulties 0

in data resolution, especially with phase angle.

* Prediction of the first harmonic lift response amplitude at submergence

h/c = 2 is overpredicted by about 11 to 16 percent by the gust-response 0

approximation using the Reissner theory results, and by about 6 to 10 percent

using the extrapolated Lawrence and Gerber results. For shallower sub-

mergences, the predictions by the gust-response approximation become much

much poorer.

_ The amplitude of the first. harmonic unsteady response can reach values

over twice as high as the mean hydrofoil lift force for the case of

Froude number F = 1.22, at h/c = 0.5, and for reduced frequency ofn
Cencounter ke = 0.315. At deeper submergences of h/c = 1 or 2, operation

at such low Froude number in waves will produce oscillating lift response

about the same magnitude as the mean lift. These ratios apply to the

operation of the hydrofoil with nominal angle of attack tN = 4 deg, so that

the mean lift coefficient for F = 1.22 runs around CL = 0.12 and 0.2 atn
Ch/c = 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. It should be noted that the magnitude

of oscillating lift response does not depend on the mean lift.
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NOTATION

Units*

A Hydrofoil planform aspect ratio; A b2/S

b Hydrofoil span z

bf Hyrofoil flap span z

CD Drag coefficient; CD = D/ U2S

CD Mean (tine average) drag coefficient in waves

CD First harmonic oscillatory drag amplitude coefficient;
Cl = Dl//1 U2S-

CD2 Second harmonic oscillatory drag amplitude coefficient,
CD2 = D2/ p 2S

CD,L Drag-due-to-lift coefficient, sum of induced drag plus .
wavemak ing drag-due-to-lift

CD, LTOT Total hydrofoil drag due-to-lift, sum of induced drag pluswavemaking drag due-to-lift plus additional drag-due-to
partial span flap arrangements; CD,L + Kf (CL/TrA) -

CDP,min Minimum wing profile drag coefficient -

CDparasitic Sum of all parasitic drag coefficient components -

C Hydrofoil induced drag coefficient, including biplaneDRAGIND effect for large Froude number; estimated using .
HANDE28 formula

Cf Skin friction drag coefficient

C Hydrofoil wave resistance coefficient; estimated using
PDRAGWAV HANDE28 formula

CL Lift coefficient; CL = L/9V1U2S

CL Mean (time average) lift coefficient in waves

CL Hydrofoil wing lift-curve slope .

(CL ) Wing lift-curve slope in unbounded flow

CL Wing reference lift coefficient for elliptic circulation
0o distribution at infinite depth

Z - length, M = mass, T = time, F = force = Mt/T2
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CLI First harmonic oscillatory lift amplitude coefficient;
Cl L1/-U 2S

Cr Hydrofoil residual drag coefficient; measured drag less all
estimated parasitic drag ccponents

Hydrofoil wavemaking drag coefficient due to thickness

c Hydrofoil chord length 2O

. Cf Flap chord length k

O.w Wave celerity ZT- -

D Hydrofoil drag force, drag couponent F O

Dl Anplitude of first harmonic oscillatory drag response F

D2 Anplitude of second harmonic oscillatory drag response F

F Froude number based on chord length; F U/(gc) /2  -
n C 

C

F Froude number based on depth of submergence of quarter chord - . - '
- Acceleration due to gravity T"2

h Depth of submergence to hydrofoil quarter chord I.

. Kf Induced drag factor for partial span flap

k Reduced frequency; k = wc/2U

ke Reduced frequency of encounter; ke = wec/2U k(l + Uw/g)

L Hydrofoil lift force F

.L Amplitude of first harmonic oscillatory lift response F

Rn Reynolds number based on chord length; Rn  = Uc/v _ _O
-C C.

r Wave amplitude-to-semi chord ratio; r- /(c/2)
a

rNCM  Naminal test value of r

S Hydrofoil planform area; S a bc 2

Sf Planform area of flaps; Sf f bfcf 2

To  Wave period; TO w (2-X/g) T

t Hydrofoil section maximum thickness, also time X
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I[. 0

U Freestream velocity, speed of hydrofoil tT-

w(x,z,t) Vertical canponent of fluid velocity ZT- I

x Coordinate horizontal axis 2.

z Coordinate vertical axis Z.

CL Hydrofoil resultant angle of attack of chord line with respect .0
to freestream direction; a - aN + (Ac/L)L deg

aN Nose piece angle of attack deg

6 Flap deflection angle deg

6 Glauert planform shape correction factor for induced drag
coefficient

Aa/L Change of angle of attack-per-lift due to sting deformation
under lift load deg/F

ACD Incremental profile drag coefficient (due to angle of
p attack), without flap _

AC Incremental profile drag coefficient due to flap deflection -

p,flap

ACL Incremental lift coefficient due to flap deflection -

Wave elevation " -

Wave amplitude 2.

KWave number; K 2= / k.

X Wave length; X - 2Tg/w 2  Z 2 1..
v Kinematic viscosity Z 2T-

" p Mass density of water MX-3 .. _

Phase angle of first harmonic of oscillatory drag response deg
D1
%D2 Phase angle of second harmonic of oscillatory drag response deg

Li Phase angle of first harmonic of oscillatory lift response deg

* w Circular frequency; w - (gK) /2  rad T-I

W Circular frequency of encounter;
we  W(I + UW!g) (cw + U) tad T-1
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Figure 3 - Measured HlydrofoiL Lift and Drag Coefficients Cor
Submergence Ratio h/c 4, Zero Flap, Contours of Speed -1
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Ratio h/c -2, Zero Flap, Contours of Speed
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Figure 6 -Measured Hydrofoil Lift and Drag Coefficients for
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Figure 15 -Oscillatory Lift Response Amplitude Ratio and Phase Angle
at the Fundamental Frequency; for h/c -2.0
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Figure 17 -Oscillatory Lift Response Amplitude Ratio and Phase Angle
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Figure 19 -Oscillatory Drag Response Amplitude Ratio at the
Fundamental Frequency; for h/c -1.0
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Figure 20 -Oscillatory Drag Response Amplitude Ratio at the
Fundamental Frequency; for h/c -0.5
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Figure 21 -Oscillatory Drag Response Amplitude Ratio at Twice
the Fundamental Frequency; for h/c -2.0
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Figure 22 -Oscillatory Drag Response Amplitude Ratio at Twice
the Fundamental Frequency; for h/c 1.0
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Figure 23 - Oscillatory Drag Response Amplitude Ratio at Twice
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Figure 26 -Ratio of First Harmonic Response Amplitude-to-Mean Value,
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Figure 27 - Ratio of First Harmonic Response Amplitude-to.Mean Value,
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Figure 29 -Comparison of Measured First Harmonic Lift Response iAplitude
Ratio and Phase Angle with Approximate Gust-Response Prediction
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REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES OF

HIGH SPEED MARINE VEHICLE COMMITTEE 0

OF

INTERNATIONAL TOWING TANK CONFERENCE

S By
DANIEL SAVITSKY*

In 1978 the 15th ITTC recognized the increasing utilization of
towing tanks in the development of high-speed marine vehicles and
created a High Speed Marine Vehicle Panel. Their charge was to identify
the status of model test procedures unique to high speed marine craft
and to identify the hydrodynamic problems related to high speed vessel
model tests and their full scale extrapolation procedures.

The panel was composed of eight members representing seven
countries: United States, England, France, West Germany, Japan, The
Netherlands and the USSR. A series of rather extensive reports were
prepared whose total volume exceeded the publication limit set by
the 16th ITTC. This problem was solved when the David W. Taylor Naval
Ship Research and Development Center agreed to publish all the material
as one of their reports and an extensive summary of that work was
published in the official 16th ITTC Proceedings (August 1981).

The title of the DWTNSRDC report is: "Status of Hydrodynamic
Technology as Related to Model Tests of High Speed Marine Vehicles",
DTNSRDC-81/026, July 1981. It contains separate status reports related
to model test procedures for SWATH, semidisplacement round bilge hulls,
planing hulls, semisubmerged hydrofoils, surface effects ships and
air cushion vehicles. In addition the report presents a listing of
some 35 recommendations of technology studies for the 6 high speed
vehicle types. It is recommended that members of the ATTC obtain

copies of this report for their libraries.

The 16th ITTC, during its meeting in Leningrad in 1981, recommended ... I.
that the High Speed Panel become a full committee of the ITTC. This
new High Speed Marine Vehicle Committee is currently preparing a report
dealing with the following recommendations approved by the Executive
Committee of the 16th ITTC. This report will be presented at the 17th
ITTC to be held in Sweden in September 1984.

1. Prepare and circulate a questionnaire to the ITTC
membership to solicit their opinions on the various
aspects of testing high speed marine vehicles.

2. Prepare a state of the art report on the testing of
submerged hydrofoils.

*Acting Director, Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology
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3. Prepare a bibliography on all high speed marine
vehicles. S

4. Undertake a review of symbols, definitions, etc.
for inclusion in the ITTC Dictionary of Ship
Hydrodynamics and List of Standard Symbols.

5. Encourage existing ITTC technical committees to 0
undertake some of the 35 technical recommendations
presented in their report.

In addition, the following technology items are being considered:

1. Appendage scaling.

2. Free-to-surge and fixed-surge model test techniques.

3. Skin friction coefficients.

4. Cavitation influence on test procedures.

5. Aerodynamic interference effects on towing tank
carriages.

Some of the general results of the replies to the questionnaire
may be of interest to the ATTC membership:

1. The greatest activity in high speed vehicle model
testing is with round bilge semi-displacement hulls
and planing craft.

2. There are three times as many test establishments
conducting model tests on semidisplacement craft
and planing hulls than with any other vehicle type.

3. There has been a significant increase in the number
of establishments that have tested SWATH vessels
for the first time in the past three years.

4. The most common type of testing on high speed
vehicles is resistance, followed by powering and
to a lesser extent seakeeping.

5. For the vast majority of member establishments,
high speed craft testing represents less than
20 percent of their total model test activities
and 80 percent of this work is developmental.
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It is timely that the 20th ATTC has just incorporated a High
Speed Vehicle Committee into its organization. The list of technology "
studies recommended by the ITTC High Speed Marine Vehicle Committee
is long and complex indicating the large number and variety of
unresolved problems in this area of tankery. The ITTC invites the
newly formedATTC committee on High Speed Vehicles to join with them
in providing solutions to our problems.
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THE UNCERTAIN 8U'S

By: Dean J. B. Hadler

Webb Institute of Naval Architecture

Mr. Chairman, Members and Guests of the 20th American Towing Tank____
Conference:

My talk today is entitled "The Uncertain 80's". Any

industry, just like life, is fraught with uncertainties. We are

now experiencing more uncertainties than at any time I can

recall.I I suspect we are at a turning point in which our

industry will encounter many changes throughout the next few

years - hence, the title.

Tonight, as Dan Savitsky asked, I would like to make a few ~
projections on possible trends in towing tank work. This is a
new role for me - projecting into the future - rather then
reporting on research accomplished or design problems solved.-

In undertaking this task, I bring a number of different
perspectives which I would like to identify so you know the

biases which I bring to my observations. My first perspective is
that of an academician who has the task of reviewing and helping
to reshape a naval architecture educational program for the

future. My second is as Director of a college research center
which is primarily concerned with commnercial shipping and my last
is as a consultant to a wide variety of shipbuilding and ship
design organizatio,,is in the United States.

Since towing tanks act as a business in support of the
shipbuilding and ocean exploitation industry, I think it wise to
look at the projections for these industries before looking into
those for towing tanks. My observations are limited to the

commerical sector.
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I would now like to highlight a few of the statistical

observations from the shipbuilding and ship operating portions of
the industry. I will first examine the shipping and shipbuilding

situation from the world perspective.

Figure 1 shows the annual tonnage of ships constructed by
type over the last seven years. From this figure, we can see the

decline in the number of ships constructed - particularly of

tankers. Although there has been a temporary increase in bulk
carriers, recent reports show that they too are decreasing. Of

the ships under construction, about 50 percent are being built in

Japan and 10 percent in South Korea. Korea's market share is

rising a couple of percentage points per year at the expense of
other countries. Korea's price is about 10 percent less than
Japan's; thus, it can be expected that their growth trend will

V continue. China, as well as other developing countries, is

trying to break into the world market. Only Finland, of the

developing countries, is booming. They are building ice

breakers, cruise liners and special vessels for Russia and

western clients. Analysis of the world stock pile of ships shows

an excess of about 15 percent, much of which is in laid-up
tankers. This results in low freight rates and low

prof itabilIity. All of this leads to the conclusion that there is

too much shipbuilding capacity in the world and it is shifting
from the developed to the developing countries.

The shipping industry is now waiting to see when the
largest shipping companies in Hong Kong - Sir Pao and C. Y. Tung

-start buying surplus ships. This would be a sign that an

upsurge in shipping is expected. However, the industry does not
expect this to happen for another year or two.

Let us now examine the shipping and shipbuilding industries

from the United States perspective. The United States flag fleet

has gone from 1,100 ships in 1950 to less than 500 today. Our
foreign trade has dropped from 42 percent to less than 5 percent
in the same time.
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Figure 2 shows the tonnage of merchant or merchant-like
ships ordered from the United States yards over the past nine
years. The graph shows the rather rapid decline in United States

shipbuilding. The recession and the actions of the Reagan
administration have accelerated this decline. This decline has
been partially mitigated by the rise in commercial ship

construction for military use, particularly the "T" class or

prepositioning ships for MSTS, which should hold the nucleus of
the commercial yards together for a couple of years. After that,
the future is very uncertain.

Let us examine the offshore oil exploration industry. It
has gone down the same pike as shipbuilding. Today, only two new
rigs are under construction in the United States. The oil glut

and recession have depressed the market for oil; hence, the
limited need for rigs, but the overall picture is brighter than
for shipbuilding because oil shortages are likely to occur in the
future. Also, American companies are shifting more of their

exploration to American shores. The expected opening of new
leases (twice as many as over the last 19 years) in the Gulf of
Mexico will create. a demand for more rigs, particularly for those
which can operate at depths-greater than 700 feet.

Turning to the inland waterways, the river tug-barge

shipping industry also tends to rise and fall with the economic
health of the nation. Cost of inland water transportation is
about half that of rail. However, new federal laws could change

that if river tolls are increased substantially. The demand for
coal , one of the major commodities carried, can go up or down
with world energy demands.

A newer i ndustri al f ronti er i s Arct ic expl orati on f or oilI,

gas and minerals. As these items become more scarce, the Arctic

becomes more attractive. Much research and development will be
necessary in order to economically extract resources from this
environment. Some estimates indicate that in the next ten years,
20 billion dollars will be required for developing the Arctic
area north of Canada alone.
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Deep ocean mining, which will also require extensive
research and development, is being greatly delayed pending
achievement of an international agreement on the "law of the sea".

With all of the uncertainty about the future of the
shipbuilding industry, where do model basins stand? This
uncertainty is reflected upon us. To analyze it further, we need
to identify our numerous roles.

A) Help ship designers develop and predict the performance
5 of their designs.

B) Solve special ship operation or design problems.

I.C) Applied research either at the behest of sponsors or on
the initiative of the model basin.

The first two roles are heavily dependent upon the state of

the shipping and shipbuilding industries, whereas the latter will
be concerned with the evolving industries such as Arctic

exploration.

In spite of the limitations on shipbuilding, I have noted a
number of trends which augment the work of the model basin:

1) The high cost of ships, together with competition
between builders, has resulted in much more
comprehensive model test programs, i.e., some ship hull
designs have gone through a development program
involving 8 to 10 model configurations. All of these
were tested for their resistance characteristics and at
least half were tested self-propelled with stock
propellers and with wake surveys at two displacements.
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2) The specialized nature of each des ign frequently

creates specialized hydrodynamic or structural problems
which require comprehensive effort on the part of model
basins to solve; i.e., severe propeller-induced

vibration and noise problems on container-type ships.

3) rhe growing concern with production is now requiring
special effort on the part of model basins to develop
hulls that are hydrodynamically efficient and less

costl'y to build; i.e., how can the hull be
reproportloned so that it can be built faster and
cheaper without loosing any of its hydrodynamic

efficiency? Closer ties between the designer, the.
S basin and shipbuilder are required to achieve this goal.

4) An area that I suspect will become more important in
the future is the smaller vessels such as ocean fishing
vessels. They are facing some of the same economic Tp pressures as the larger vessels and will need more
efficient and more sophisticated designs in order to
compete.

5) The biggest problem for the United States model basins
is to be both cost and time competitive with foreign
model basins in all aspects of the ship design and test
role. This is the same problem the United States
shipyards face.

Let us now look at the last role of model basins, that of
applied research in both sponsored and self-generated areas. In
the United States, most basins, except DTNSRDC, are dependent
upon sponsored research. Let us take a look at the trends:

t1) Government-sponsored research is level-funded or
decreasing. With inflation, the net effect is a
decrease in funding.
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2) The recession has also resulted in a decline in

corporate research.

3) The research which is going on appears to be of two

types:

A) Trying to improve the propulsive efficiency of

current ships and of possible new construction..
Only a few years ago, fuel was about 7 percent of

the operating cost. Today, it is as high as 40 to
50 percent of total operating costs.

B) Looking ahead to future operations such as Arctic
exploration.

Although I cannot foresee who will sponsor it, I believe
that the following work must be done by model basins.

1) Where analytical means are not available, build

experimental data basis for future design work. I find
much of the past experimental work has been put into
forms that are easily used in design synthesis models.
There are many gaps, however, which need to be filled.

2) Basic research to build up our banks of knowledge-
both analytical and experimental.

I must also note that politicians and many businessmen are
short sighted. They tend to take the short-term approach and do
not build for the future. We need to turn this around by more
aggressive action in political and business circles.
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In summary, I reach the following conclusions:

1) There will be some contraction in model basin work in 6

parallel with the shipbuilding industry.

2) The model basins, particularly those in the United

States, have to Improve their efficiency and

effectiveness just as does the shipbuilding industry if

they are to be competitive.

3) The vigor of the shipping industry and the model basins .

will also be heavily dependent upon the action of . -

governments, particularly the United States.

4) Privately sponsored research may start to increase as

the recession subsides, but it probably 'will tend to go

In the direction of new opportunities or into improving

the productivity of the shipping industry.

5) Model basins need to work more closely with our

industry to improve the effectiveness of both.

6) These are changing and challenging times. They require

imagination, flexibility and perseverance to develop

and exploit the opportunities that are before us.

Thank you for letting me share these thoughts with you.
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